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Chapter 1
“Then is the power that once man had.”
Nadya Drachev, age 9
Russia, Aug. 8, 1975
Boston. July, 1970.
Every time Gordon Whittier squinted at the arched stone footbridge, he visualized the Sheriff of
Nottingham and his troop of horsemen galloping across, but this time the players seemed for all the
world like a snarling swarm of kids carrying sailboats. Common sense said they couldn’t be, of
course, not unless they were all hopelessly dense!
The morning sun had barely cleared the horizon when Fenway locusts buzzingly declared
another sweltering Boston day. The stagnant air dripped like wet, sour cotton. Not a breath
stirring, yet here were kids bent on sailing boats? The swaggering quartet with the blue-and-gold
radio-controlled sloop should have known better, as they came often to the pond. The others
were younger, one roughly eight and curly-haired, his scared-looking friend no more than five or
six, with jet-black hair and deep set eyes. He clutched a homemade, much smaller boat while his
companion hurled insults back at the four.
Whittier, chuckling, closed his paperback over a finger. Kids! The crude boat was totally
outclassed, but no matter, not today, not unless they were all to stand in the water and blow on
the sails. The pond’s glassy surface rippled only where darting dragonflies practiced touch and
go; listless leaves dangled from bored branches; clouds were riveted in place against a hazy,
canvas sky. Still, the boats were placed in position; still the rowdy teams huddled, and taunts
flew like shuttlecocks in a badminton game. The black-haired boy took something from his neck
and draped it over the broomstick mast. Satisfied, he turned with proud determination to his
contentious friend, who promptly flipped their older antagonists the bird.
Shaking his head, Whittier dug into his cooler for a root beer—and completely missed the
start!
A doctoral candidate in psychology, he knew his chosen field was an imperfect science rife
with speculations, changeable truths, abstract theories and hogwash. He’d jousted long and often
with his Harvard professors, all of whom defended themselves with shields of theoretical
baloney, and made the required concessions to get his grades. But he’d vowed that, once out,
he’d reject semi-truths and fantasies. He’d defend his work with solid, logical truth as he saw it
and he’d never wavered in his belief that he would keep that vow.
Yet, on this steamy dog day in a park in Boston, his pledge was put to its first serious test,
not by droning professors but by a crude toy boat. Heeled over and cutting through the mirror
surface, it shot forward while its immensely more able opponent slowly spun around its
centerline, the cursing owner thrashing his radio-controlled rudder back and forth with angry
yankings of the transmitter’s joystick.
Whittier sat bolt upright. Locusts still proclaimed the day to be as it really was; dozing
leaves drooped like limp Dali watches; iridescent dragonflies hovered effortlessly in the torpid
air; dust kicked up by the kids settled back slowly and directly to its origins. Not a hint, not one
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iota of wind anywhere, yet the smaller boat had already reached the opposite shore with sail full,
heeled over smartly. Driven by a good breeze? Totally impossible. No! Whittier shot to his feet,
his book tumbling into the dust.
The quartet of furious losers beat the crude boat’s happy owner to his property, jerking it
from the water and reducing it to kindling in seconds. Then they turned on the winners, who ran
for their lives, three of the four close on their heels. The last of them made a respectable run of it
even with the losing boat bobbling in his arms.
Whittier pulled on his loafers, but not quickly enough. “Hey!” he roared, bolting after them,
but they were over the bridge and streaking down the dusty pathways. He stopped, wide-eyed,
incapable of accepting what he’d seen. Yet there, at the pond’s edge, a heap of splintered wood
and torn cloth gave mute testimony to the fantasy race. He stood for long moments gazing at it,
brain reeling over the implications. This was no imagined scene, no Robin Hood movie set. He—
skeptic, champion of truth—had just witnessed creation of wind, so controlled it affected only
the chosen boat even at the close quarters of the start. He’d felt no air moving, not so much as a
zephyr, and yet without any explanation…. The hair on his arms stood straight up—goosebumps.
Absurd! There were explanations for everything. Fantasies were simply unacceptable.
The quartet of losers couldn’t be part of the riddle. That left only the younger boys, didn’t it,
since there wasn’t another person in sight anywhere? He rubbed his eyes and looked again at the
pond, afraid of seeing what he knew he’d see: not a ripple. Not one thing out of place, nothing
unusual. And yet there had been… something… some control of nature he knew to be
impossible. Wind from nowhere had propelled the winning boat; wind from nowhere, delivered
with precision. Incredible!
Whittier, you imbecile, how can you be thinking such drivel? You’re hallucinating from the
heat. There was nothing of the kind.
No, I saw what I saw.
He emerged from his ramblings with a start. Standing over a pile of rubble for… how long?
Minutes? Thankfully no one had seen him there, almost at attention, a squinty-eyed ninny
straddling a pile of sticks and cloth like Gulliver in Lilliput. He shook his head and, almost an
afterthought, stroked a toe through the rubble. The act uncovered a piece of dirty string—no,
rawhide—attached to an object the size of a walnut. It was a stone, purple in the hazy sunlight,
but with dark red showing at the bottom of several deep, deliberate cuts, as if the center were a
ruby. The rawhide was smooth, round, worn with age. The thing had been around the blackhaired boy’s neck. He’d hung it over the rustic mast before the lopsided race began. Could it
have?… Ridiculous! It was just a stone, probably an imagined charm of some sort, an amulet.
He retraced his steps, pausing again to stare at the fragments and the polished water
comforting them. He’d keep the charm, if that’s what it was. The boy might return for it.
Thoroughly rattled, he dropped it into his cooler and dusted off his paperback. With
occasional glances at the rubble, he tried to focus on the book, only to replay the one-sided race
in his mind over and over. I saw what I saw.
But it was difficult concentrating with the air so deathly hot and still, so oppressive, so…
smothering. The dragonflies were bolder than ever. And the locusts sang much louder than
before.
GRU Headquarters, Moscow. February, 1972.
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The irregular rectangle of dingy, nearly windowless concrete alternately appeared and faded,
a monstrous, ghostly specter looming behind swirls of wind-whipped snow driving from the east,
from the Urals; horizontal, sleet-laced, eye-stinging snow whistling through the sprawl of old
aviation firms and airport structures that were once Moscow’s old Khodinka airport. First
Scientist Nina Rubinova shrugged farther down into the heavy fur collar of her greatcoat, bracing
for the final approach to the shadowy building, a distance of two hundred meters she was
obligated to cover on foot. All visitors walked to the first security checkpoint regardless of rank
or station, escorted by armed sentries; other guards took over inside. Dogs were everywhere—
barking, running back and forth inside wire fences, patrolling with armed handlers; dogs capable
of tearing a defenseless person to shreds; dogs that this day wore thick, snow-crusted jackets and
padded helmets as protection against the elements.
At the initial checkpoint Nina surrendered her purse and watch, plus a ball point pen and her
belt with its metal tongue. Nothing metal could be taken into the building. She’d been anticipated
at every checkpoint, thanks to her cousin’s elevated rank, yet tens of minutes were spent
repeating answers to identical questions asked minutes earlier. An hour after entering the
building she was led into the assigned meeting room, barely a hundred meters from her starting
point, where her guard recited a memorized script about the room’s security features. He directed
her to sit at the table inside, and the door was closed—locked, she assumed from the sound. She
stood anyway, bristling at the guard’s arrogance. His ears were too small for his pink, little boy
face!
The room was a gray concrete cube on a gray concrete floor in a gray concrete building.
Even the ductwork for ventilation and heat was drab concrete. Walls, floor and ceiling were
smooth everywhere—all corners rounded—and lighting came from fifteen feet above the floor.
No phone lines or wires entered the room, and steel reinforcements buried inside the concrete
had been electrically bonded to steel elements of the building itself, so said her guard. The room
was as isolated as if on the moon. There was no window, not even a peephole in the door. The
only furnishings were steel, a table and four heavy chairs without cushions.
Her back was to the door when it abruptly opened and two men entered. Leading was First
Deputy Chief Colonel-General Boris Vasilyvich Kalanin, whom she recognized only from a few
photographs shown her by her aunt, his mother. He immediately introduced himself, then
presented Viktor Lyunov, without reference to rank, as the man running the GRU’s
Operational/Technical Directorate—the person she most needed to impress. She was satisfied.
She’d expected no less a response to the gift she’d brought.
She immediately chose a chair and sat, Kalanin on her left, Lyunov opposite him. Lyunov
was a thin man, tall, with dark hollows in his cheeks and a wild shock of graying hair above cold,
brittle eyes. He wore neither uniform nor insignia. Other than a weak nod of stolid
acknowledgement, he’d said nothing. By contrast, her once-skinny, insolent third cousin Boris
had matured to become a stocky bull-of-a-man with bushy, dark reddish hair and a dominant
forehead that gave him an evil profile. A man who was but one step from the top of the world’s
largest intelligence organization, his manner could have been threatening… but it wasn’t. He,
too, wore civilian clothes and was open-collared. In a certain way he still had the boyish look she
remembered from the single time they’d met so long ago, but he was now a powerful man in a
powerful organization that was itself the brains of a powerful army, in spite of his manner.
“Dr. Lyunov is interested in your recent work,” he opened. Lyunov nodded without
expression. “He knows your background, Dr. Rubinova, so let’s move directly to your reasons
for requesting this interview. This is a totally secure room and nothing is being recorded, but
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your past work for our KGB comrades at Novosibirsk is undoubtedly considered secret in their
eyes. You alone can judge the consequences of what you say here, or anywhere else for that
matter, but we are not them.”
“The honorific is not necessary,” she replied. “Nina will do. As for secrecy there is no way I
can establish my own credibility here without violation, as you say, so I will go ahead and
violate.”
She turned to address Lyunov, brushing back a wisp of pepper-and-salt hair.
“Until recently my work has been in ‘disruption’, a psychological warfare term covering
anything that can turn an enemy’s concentration into disorientation and confusion. You may
recall the loss nine years ago, with all hands, of an American atomic submarine during sea trials,
the Thresher. That was—”
“I am well aware of the Thresher,” Lyunov interrupted, his voice strained, almost a whisper.
“The Americans judged it an accident, the cause a quality problem during overhaul, something to
do with brazing as I recall.”
“They listed that among the most probable causes, but the hull is still down there in six
pieces. A tribute to our skills in that their conclusion was exactly what we’d planned, although
not all of the Americans agreed with the official findings. For example, there was never an
explanation of why all the messages throughout the crisis were so garbled no one on the surface
understood more than pieces of them. There were even sounds amounting to laughter during the
crisis, this from a boat just three hundred meters deep at the time. Why did it have trouble
communicating with surface craft immediately above it? A brazing problem deep in a reactor
cooling system does not affect communications.” She dangled the question as if Lyunov should
have asked it himself. “Are you aware that certain of the American admirals and their technical
experts challenged those findings and suggested that the garbled messages were related to a sort
of mental mass disorientation among the crew, what amounted to unbelievable nonchalance in
the face of crisis? They stated for the record that any kind of confusion on an atomic submarine,
American or Russian, could lead to a long list of disastrous accidents unrelated to equipment
failures; that nonchalance in the face of crisis was the equivalent of being drugged. No one else
mentioned Russian submarines, or used words like ‘drugged’ to explain why the boat was not
headed back toward shallow water before they shut down his reactor. Suggestions that some
force outside the submarine had caused mass confusion among the crew were ridiculed, as we
knew they would be.”
“Nina, what has this to do with our meeting?” rumbled Kalanin, his face clouding. “Is this
why you are here? Are you saying you were in some farfetched way connected with that
accident?”
“Confusion on the Thresher was my work, yes. Twenty of our best telepaths were
programmed using methods I developed, and their efforts fused together… harmonized… using
techniques I alone perfected.”
“I was assured telepathy was not your field,” objected Lyunov, glaring at Kalanin. “We are
not interested in telepathy.”
“My field is psychology. My challenge was to harmonize twenty telepathic individuals so
their combined mental energies resonated like an orchestra reading from one score instead of
twenty. I am telling you this for background, since the KGB would never identify me, or my
work, or find any reason to discuss their scientific programs with the GRU. How else could you
have known what I just told you? As to why I am here, Kogan assigned me a different kind of
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project, one I have been working on the past year or so.” She took a breath. Everyone knew who
Kogan was. Now Lyunov would listen.
“I have discovered a definite connection between forms of psychic energy, produced
abnormally in the human brain, and changes in matter. The general phenomenon was known as
early as 1947; nothing prior to that matters. I call my version of this phenomenon psycho-physiokinetics… PPK for short. The KGB knows almost nothing of this because I have told them as
little as possible. Even Kogan knows nothing. As a result, naturally, my project was among the
first to be discarded as worthless, but I knew from the start it would be canceled anyway. My
purpose was to protect my findings.
“I’m certain now that PPK is linked to hormonal interactions in the limbic portion of the
brain as well as the diencephalon, where the pituitary is found. The limbic helps modulate joy
and hate, love and sorrow, emotion and memory as I presume you know.”
Lyunov nodded slightly again, looking almost sleepy, but he was listening intently, eyes
narrowed. Kalanin slouched with his fingers interlocked across his considerable girth.
“Hormonal activity in the limbic is held in equilibrium through functions of brain chemistry.
The western term is ‘stereoisomerism’, or mirror imaging,” she said. “If I raise my hand, my
reflection raises its hand the same amount, and so on. No one truly understands why some
individuals generate more PPK energy than others, but in my opinion their equilibrium is quite
unbalanced… the image does something different… and I’m close to discovering why.”
Lyunov raised one eyebrow. “Changes in matter?”
“Temperature, molecular arrangement, color, texture….” She waited for a nod that didn’t
come. He was looking through her, eyes unfocused, mouth pinched. Finally he held up a bony
finger.
“Molecular arrangement. Talk about that.”
“Good!” It’s where I was heading in the first place. “There is already one person, not
Russian, who has demonstrated this kind of PPK, many times more powerful than any I have
seen. He’s been idly tested by others, but he’s not under any controls I would call scientific.”
“Who?”
“The Israeli, Uri Geller.” She raised her palm as Lyunov started to object. “Yes, I know, I
know. His performances are called parlor tricks by some who’d suffer professionally if they said
anything else. However, I have items Geller altered in full view of hundreds… rings, spoons and
keys… that bent or broke without external force and not always at the point of least metal. I have
examined them carefully. The original metal seems to have become a porous matrix as if part
had been vaporized. I have discovered no chemicals or energy forms known today that could
have produced such a change. We have tried everything we know to reproduce the effects, but
without success. Here is a perfect example of changing the molecular structure of matter. Geller
has also broken chains by making complete links fall apart without touching or seeing them or
even being in the same room. The thrust of my research has been to duplicate or exceed his
powers in a normal person. There are many questions, naturally, but I am extremely close.”
Lyunov stopped her. “This Geller craves publicity and applause according to all the reports I
have seen, in spite of what you say. He credits his powers to visitors from outer space at the age
of four. If ever there was a certifiable fake, he’s it!”
“I say he is genuine. The Americans, British and the Israelis themselves are fools when it
comes to PSI. If they’d studied Geller and others scientifically, as I have, they’d know better.
Americans refuse to spend taxpayer dollars on PSI research. The British have nothing to spend in
the first place. Both ridicule the man through their media. The Israelis like him because he fought
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in their 6-day war and makes many appearances there, but they treat him as a performer, too.
Either way, he is living proof that humans are capable of PPK power, a phenomenon that
demands explanation. We need to learn how his brain does this, then increase it, direct it. I don’t
care how he came by his powers, but I know that, once understood, they can be taught to normal
people.
“Now… Geller seems normal, except for what I just said, whereas others are not. They’re
usually idiots, or ‘idiot savants’ if they have anything else special about them. In these cases, one
aspect of their brain is subnormal, making them what they are, but the opposing aspect is
supernormal. Using the mirror again, I lower my hand and the image hand rises, but not
necessarily by the same amount. There’s a link. To study it and get anywhere I must now use
healthy, normal human subjects. Risks must be taken.”
Lyunov leaned forward as if her very words were to reveal the answer to space travel. “And
have you been able to control any of the experiments you’ve been running?”
“I am a First Scientist!” she snorted. “Of course I control my experiments!”
“All right then… give me an example.” He sat back.
“An example,” she repeated. “I will use for your example a boy we call Ivan, one of my
better subjects. Ivan is a twelve-year-old idiot who can’t even dress himself, and speaks no more
than thirty recognizable words. In spite of this he has a talent for generating instantaneous heat in
glass, enough to fracture certain forms. I use marbles. He is able to fracture every red marble
among various colors, but only red. One hundred percent of the reds, nothing else, not even pale
red. Red as in a primary color. I am sure you can think immediately of ways in which this simple
talent can become a powerful tool if only we can control it and direct it.”
“Marbles. Silicon!” Lyunov brightened.
“That is our usual material, yes. He likes marbles and they’re cheap, so we use them. My
point is—”
His index finger pointed at an imaginary spot above his head. “Silicon… with impurities.”
“Impurities? Of course, yes. Now, if—”
“Why only red?”
“Well, that’s the question, isn’t it? The simplest theory is that Ivan resonates with red so his
power is somehow directed to it. I’m trying other things made from silicon, but always red items
are the ones he breaks. I can’t use objects that don’t interest him so I first find things he likes,
then make some of them red.”
“And always silicon?”
“In the items that are fractured, always silicon, yes. So far, yes.”
“Could he fracture green if he liked that color?” Lyunov was suddenly animated; his interest
changed his whole appearance; the hollows in his cheeks were gone. He seemed taller.
“Probably. But here is the peculiar part: he doesn’t look at the marbles when he exhibits this
talent. Sometimes he never sees them, just as Geller doesn’t see items he changes. I have hidden
red marbles in bags, boxes, mixed together with other colors or alone. When we play the game,
always the red ones are broken no matter where I put them. His power is therefore nonsubjective, do you agree?”
“Yes. It’s the power that’s selective, not the subject. The power seeks red marbles because
he thinks of them, because he sees red marbles in his mind and not because they’re different in
any physical way from the others. As you say, he resonates with red.”
“And yet he plays a part in the selective process because his liking for red is subjective to
start with. PPK power is directed according to whatever he is picturing at the time, and in his
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simple mind red is the dominant element. You have just described the key to PPK. Change the
picture in the mind and you will direct the power there.”
“At what range, Nina? How many millimeters away were the marbles?”
“Millimeters? Ivan is up to two kilometers so far.”
Lyunov, now on the edge of his chair, glanced quickly at Kalanin, who sat listening, fully
composed, fingers still interlocked. “His power… is it large or small compared to Geller’s?”
“Much smaller, though he improves with practice. We needed a way to measure this energy
so my husband, who is a physicist, invented a device to do just that. It contains a unique white
emulsion plate that records PPK energy. Ivan began with eight units of PPK and is now at
twelve, enough to fracture as many red marbles as I care to use. There seems to be no limit to the
number. He thinks it is a game.”
“Then it must be some sort of force field, not separate rays of energy.” Lyunov turned
briefly to Kalanin. “A field is not weakened by the number of objects in it.”
Turning back to Nina, he spoke more quickly. “Your instrument… how does it work? What
do you call it?”
“Just bely yatchik… white box. After each experiment the emulsion plate is removed and
examined under a microscope. One sees tiny specks of black, like pepper, on film that begins as
pure white. The distribution is uniform, so a count of specks for one square centimeter of surface
is enough. A reading of twelve specks is ‘twelve’, and so on. All the numbers are relative. In the
absence of any real PPK power the plate takes several days to show any changes from
background levels, but it is always prepared fresh for each reading, fresh meaning totally white.”
Lyunov again locked eyes with Kalanin, speaking obliquely to her. “Did any of your
experiments cause failure of equipment nearby? Electronic instruments, for example?”
“You are very quick. Yes, but I have drawn no scientific conclusions and I am not quite
ready to generalize,” she said carefully. He was heading directly for the prize.
“Failures that you perhaps chose to overlook because they would suggest lack of control to
your KGB overseers? Remember, I am no stranger to such things.”
“There were a few failures, yes, but my overseers… as you call them… were not the issue. I
was already withholding that kind of information from all my reports, and I believe you may
already have guessed why.” She waited.
It was Kalanin who took the cue. He rose and went to the door, opened it and beckoned to
the guard outside.
“I must ask you to wait outside for a few minutes, Nina. It will not be long.”
“Well, Viktor, what do you think?”
“How well do you know her?”
“A distant cousin, no more,” shrugged Kalanin. “I last saw her when she was a snot-nosed
kid, nine or ten… something like that. KGB are closing down all of Novosibirsk—”
“Yes, and moving it all to Moscow,” interrupted Lyunov. “They’re being utterly stupid, as
usual, but they will take her back if they think she’s important. They are such imbeciles!” He
gestured with both fists.
“Which we already know, but is she important or is she simply looking to get out of her
predicament? She is inflated with her supposed brilliance because of this… this Kogan. Of what
use is her research to us?”
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“Boris Vasilyvich, are you serious? What she is describing with the marbles is absolutely
incredible, a weapon more powerful than anything we’ve ever imagined in terms of what it can
do. And the cost is nothing! Not billions of rubles, not millions, nothing!”
“Using an idiot boy? Rubbish!”
“Yes, okay, so an idiot boy today. And tomorrow? Five years from now? Ten? Boris, listen
to me! If just one normal person can be taught the power of that idiot boy, anything made of
silicon can be destroyed if it’s in range. The power causes an instantaneous flash of heat inside
whatever it is, which then shatters like an ice cube dropped in boiling water. The tiniest speck of
intense heat will do it. She said two kilometers! Over a mile in the American system with
someone who can’t even tie his shoes. Forget the stupid red marbles. Well?”
Kalanin stared at him, waiting.
“Don’t you see? Transistors are made of silicon! Extremely tiny, delicate slices of silicon!
Slices no thicker than a butterfly wing. It would take no heat at all to shatter them, none!”
“Ah, you are thinking of computers then—”
“Yes, yes, computers and instruments and tools and weapon systems and technology and
everything else, all of the West… and China… and India… and Iran… all of them! It’s the basic
building block. They are all building arsenals against us, especially the Americans, and every
day the arsenals are higher in technology, using more and more silicon devices. We try to catch
up of course, but they are way ahead, which you of all people know. And since computers are
not made here in Russia we are behind before we even start. I tell you, their whole society would
pop like a flashbulb if something like PPK took away transistors! My friend, we could stop them;
we could pull the plug on their technical society. Some day soon we may have to do just that…
to survive! Look, we have this idiot boy who causes equipment failures she then conceals from
our beloved KGB comrades and why does she conceal them? Because she immediately sees the
implications. The failures are proof of what I am saying.”
“Proof? What proof?”
“Not all of the boy’s power goes to those red marbles, don’t you see? Some affects other
things that are silicon and the most delicate shatter first. With those things the slightest crack, the
slightest flaw, the tiniest break and you have junk. One bad transistor out of thousands is enough
to bring down a full system, and if there are many? I’ll bet you a month’s pay that in every case
those failures were traceable to transistors, nothing else. Oh, I guarantee you she knows what she
has discovered and has been clever enough, early enough, to hide what she knows. What a
weapon this could become!” He sucked breath through his clenched teeth.
“You are too easily convinced. She said the boy had to see the objects in his mind. Do you
think an idiot boy sees transistors?”
“That was just her theory, not proof. Those failures are the proof. She is still learning about
this thing and now she wants to use normal people. She wants to find how to duplicate Ivan in a
normal person and control the results. It is possible!” He slapped his hands together. “I say we
give her what she needs to make it possible, but it will be imperative that we isolate her from
KGB snoops, keep her work so secret that even she won’t know what she is doing. We are
looking at a power far greater than anything atomic. If she succeeds with this thing, we will have
the ultimate weapon, and you know what makes a weapon ultimate, don’t you, my non-technical
friend? Well?”
Kalanin’s mouth twisted as he considered Lyunov’s words. The man was off on a galloping
tangent. Rubinova had revealed nothing beyond a few abnormalities in an idiot boy. Besides, the
GRU was not in the business of making ultimate weapons.
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“Why don’t you just tell me, Dr. Lyunov.”
“One that disables all other weapons, of course. And if the other weapons are all built with
modern electronics? Silicon electronics? Yes?”
Kalanin stared. Suddenly he raised both arms and dropped them abruptly.
“All conjecture. Well that is your area, comrade, not mine. Keeping her work secret should
be no problem. KGB will watch her, obviously, but they will think she has gotten special favors
because of my position and our distant family connection, not because of her work. I will try to
convince them otherwise, of course, and because of that they will assume they are right. We
must, I suppose, place her where her work won’t accidentally destroy all our computers, ha
ha….” His almost-smile turned sober. “But where is there any assurance she will succeed as you
say? She doesn’t know the power can be improved above this Ivan idiot, and he is her best
subject, no? KGB thought her work was useless.”
“She wanted them to believe that. She knows what kind of weapon PPK can become and she
had the good sense to come here with it. Frankly, I believe she will succeed.” Lyunov’s steely
eyes glittered. “I feel it!”
“Well, it falls into your camp, comrade. I’m not saying you are wrong, but a few scattered
failures don’t equal a weapon. I need more than that. A weapon such as the one you describe
would certainly change the game, though, would it not? It’s worth a try.”
When she was once again seated, Kalanin took charge.
“Nina, how confident are you that you can perfect this PPK? I’m not interested in your
scientific judgments, only what you believe based on what you perhaps have not told us or can’t
tell us.”
“How do I answer that? I am a scientist, and nothing is ever assured in research. There are
risks.”
“Use a scale from one to ten… ten being the answer you know Dr. Lyunov and I might want
to hear,” shrugged Kalanin.
“Nine, then! That is higher than my personal expectations for anything else I have ever
done. I don’t know how long it will take, only that the answers are within reach. Again, we must
take risks, human risks.”
“What about your competition? You say the Americans are doing nothing?” queried
Lyunov. “Is anyone else? The British, maybe? Germans? Swedes?”
“I have uncovered no one remotely curious about PPK except for a single obscure
American, a psychologist who has neither funding nor the interest of his government. Other than
a few letters he’s sent to medical journals, he’s unpublished, an idealist interested only in the
medical aspects of people like Geller. The giants on the American scene are avoiding PPK
totally, so there is no one, certainly no one who recognizes the… shall we say… military
importance of my discoveries?” Her sudden smile was matched by two others.
Kalanin tapped his extended fingers together. “Precisely, Nina. One mission of the GRU is
to ferret out and identify threats from the outside world and render them harmless if we can. We
are correct, are we not, in concluding that PPK directed against such threats could help us meet
that mission? And that it’s this possibility that brought you to us?”
“That is exactly why I am here.”
“Did you happen to analyze—” Lyunov began.
“The instrument failures?” she finished. “I did, and yes… they were all traceable to failures
of silicon transistors and semiconductors. Was that your question?”
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Lyunov smiled across the table at Kalanin. “What did I tell you?”
“Your husband is cleared to your level?” Kalanin inspected a fingernail.”We are both
cleared for any scientific pursuit.”
“Which the KGB will now retract. I presume you are both willing to join the Army of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics?”
“I am; Valery as well. He is an excellent physicist and he understands much of my work.
Will we still work together?”
“It can be arranged, yes, but your work must be kept secret even within the GRU, Nina. We
must be extremely careful to—”
“Who is the American?” interrupted Lyunov.
“What? I don’t understand your question.”
“The obscure psychologist?”
Nina thought for a moment. “Whittier. Yes, that’s it… Whittier. He’s a nobody.”
Conference on Adaptive Systems, Chicago. July 6-10.
7:30 to 9:00. Breakfast in the main conference hall.
9:00 to 10:00.Stereoisomerism as applied to chemical activity in the brain, in
the main conference hall. Dr. Gordon Whittier will introduce a new theory closely
aligned with present research in opioid peptides and their effects. Dr. Whittier
received his Ph.D. from Harvard in 1970….
Whittier’s reading of his work took place while breakfast dishes were cleared from the
room’s eighty tables. Delegates chatted and smoked, schmoozed or just wandered around as he
spoke; silverware and glasses clanked; red-coated busboys pushed carts and replaced soiled
tablecloths.
The honor of giving a paper wasn’t reflected in audience attention, Whittier realized, but the
fact held little consolation.
His presentation vaguely paralleled Goldstein’s work at the Addiction Research Foundation.
Goldstein, a professor of pharmacology at Stanford University, studied the workings of opiate
drugs in brain cells. Whittier sought the elusive links between talents of ‘idiot savants’ and their
mental disabilities.
Certain chemical activity in the limbic brain, so his theory proposed, was balanced by an
opposite activity: stereoisomerism, or mirror imaging. The raising or lowering of one side of a
balanced activity was matched by an identical raising or lowering of the opposite side. When
things got out of whack the mirror effect was replaced by an inverse seesaw. If one of the
chemical activities was weak, that end of the seesaw fell and pulled down the seesaw’s center
with it. This was the case with autism or other severe mental disabilities. But if the opposing
chemical side was at the same time elevated, naturally or otherwise, the opposite end of the
seesaw rose with it, beyond expectations, and the seesaw’s center was pulled back up as well,
often to a higher than normal point. The extra height of the high end combined with the above
normal height of the center increased brain powers. These were ‘special people’, mentally
deficient in some ways, superior to normal individuals in others. Whereas the term ‘idiot savant’
most often fit four categories—music, numbers, memory and art—and almost always indicated
some superior ability in one of these areas, there were less well known forms where mental
control over physical items were documented. While these people were usually mentally
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deficient in some way, they were not ‘idiot savants’ and they weren’t normal. They were
something else. Take the case of an autistic girl who could curdle fresh, cold pasteurized milk in
less than a minute simply by looking at it….
If the same analogy were applied to a normal person, then the raising of one chemical side
without the other side falling resulted in super powers of the brain without any deficiencies at all.
Fitting into this category could be the likes of Uri Geller or Mathew Manning and others who
could demonstrate extremely unusual talents commonly called ‘mind over matter’. The challenge
for modern research: raising one end of a chemical balance (which end?) without lowering the
other, a feat possibly involving hypnosis as well as drugs.
The answers held possible cures for mental illnesses as well as the keys to mental abilities
long dormant in humans, powers mankind once may have had. Research was most certainly
indicated, and with it money for support.
There were no questions at the conclusion, the ultimate insult. Whittier left the podium with
his face a mask, making his way toward his now-empty table.
“Dr. Whittier….” A slightly built man came toward him, hand extended. Heavy tortoiseshell
glasses perched above a smile as broad as the man’s face. “Gene Pelletier, from Stanford
Research.”
“Yes?”
“Your theory, sir… most intriguing. Most intriguing!”
“Thank you, Dr. Pelletier.” Pelletier beamed, but said nothing. “Stanford? You must know
Feldman there, or Puharich?”
“Dr. Puharich, yes. He worked with that Uri Geller fellow awhile back. Geller’s a kind of
superman, right?”
“No doubt there’s something different about Geller’s mental chemistry, yes. There are
others like him—”
“Dr. Puharich is a great fan of Geller’s,” interrupted Pelletier.
“I really should contact him, but I’ve been too busy looking for funding and planning a
facility. It’s a one man show when there’s no money, but I’m hoping to stimulate someone in the
government—”
“Most intriguing!” interrupted Pelletier again, as though he’d said all he wished to say. He
shook Whittier’s hand and moved past him, suddenly hurrying from the hall.
Whittier swallowed, feeling empty. He’d hoped for something important from the
conference, some lively dialogue or a clue to government funding. But there was no interest at
all, other than a rather odd fellow with a conversation block.
In his hotel room Pelletier opened a small pocket journal to a fresh page, dating it. His mood
was upbeat.
Dr. G. Whittier. Watch closely. No funding. Looking
for money. Works alone. Paper filled with keywords
on GRU list. Sending conference proceedings to my
control.
GRU source agents everywhere had Lyunov’s newly circulated list. A full report was
mandatory if just one of the dozens of entries were overheard or read. Whittier’s paper seemed to
have used the complete list as a lexicon! Gene added a note on the disinterest of other conferees.
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No one had asked questions; no one else had even spoken to the man. What luck! He’d write to
Whittier, build a friendship. Moscow might want Whittier monitored and who better than an
agent who was the man’s friend?
This would be his first truly valuable report. A few more like it and the big money would
flow, just as his control had promised. God, how he needed it! Jessica was a demanding woman
and he’d foolishly boasted to her that he ran a whole department at SRI. Department heads made
big bucks.
Russia. August 8.
The army sedan slogged slowly along a muddy, rut-strewn dirt lane that rarely saw more
than antiquated farm machinery. Ahead, a small village with no official name speckled a crease
in the Ural foothills. It supported a population of ninety with a modest store, a tiny church, a
blacksmith shop, meeting hall and two-room schoolhouse. The houses were old and unpainted,
some of stone, most of severely weathered wood. The nearest doctor was some forty
kilometers—twenty-four miles—away, but the townspeople rarely needed him. Village women
handled births. Death was treated as a natural event unless the hapless person was too young.
Only then or where local folk medicine failed was the trip made to the doctor.
Life was simple in the village. Nina understood why she’d never heard of Nadya Drachev.
The girl of nine had never gone to school. What little she knew had been patiently taught her
by her mother. As simple as the town itself, Ludmilla willingly accepted the stigma of an idiot
child and raised her in seclusion. Nadya’s father, when he wasn’t drunk, was blessedly absent.
Ludmilla kept her daughter isolated as much as she could by using the ground behind her
small house as a play area, weather permitting. It had been fenced by the townspeople using
interwoven posts and slats that kept out prying eyes and avoided Nadya’s torment at the hands of
other children. Not that she looked terribly different—she was well formed, healthy and about
the right size for her age—she was simply not there. Her look was vacant and had been so all her
life.
That Ludmilla could teach the girl to speak was itself a miracle. Nadya knew nearly a
hundred words; she could sing two songs and tap her feet to music; she could count to ten. She
could also do something no one had taught her: she could channel.
Nina learned of the girl from an aide who’d heard the tales through family gossip. The girl’s
mother had reputedly walked all the way to the doctor’s village following the first of Nadya’s
many trances, thinking her daughter to be possessed by devils. She believed the doctor would use
medicine to make Nadya pure. Exhausted, she was returned to her village in a horse-drawn cart
by the doctor himself, an event that set the village abuzz, but he could do no more than console
the woman and help her accept her daughter’s strangeness as something not to be feared. After
that, Ludmilla hid Nadya more than ever. No more doctors!
Nina’s female emissary spent hours with Ludmilla explaining Nadya’s great scientific value.
It was the first time her child had been anything more than an embarrassment and the poor
woman had a terrible time accepting the words as truth. She finally realized that a very important
doctor wanted to hear the strange things her daughter said during the trances. There were many
kinds of doctors, but the one who would visit Nadya was a specialist working with gifted
children. She would come in a car! Well, at least there’d be no walking forty kilometers again.
“Stop here,” Nina ordered her driver. She’d walk the final distance out of concern for
Nadya’s mother, the same concern governing her choice of a simple, soft green dress rather than
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a uniform: the color was known to soothe. Further, she’d brought a present for the girl, a crystal
that flashed rainbow colors when bathed in sunlight. It was large enough so it couldn’t be easily
broken, lost—or swallowed.
The lonely, weathered house had a slanted, irregular slab of stone for a front step. Nina
steadied herself on the makeshift porch and tapped on the heavy wood door, stepping down,
knowing she’d be examined from within. No time had been set for her visit for fear the slightest
change could unsettle the mother. It was better simply to appear. She tapped again and this time
a woman’s form filled the doorway.
“What is it you want?” challenged the woman. She was a sheepdog in a peasant’s costume,
dirty-blonde hair all but covering her round face, and easily twice Nina’s weight, towering over
her.
“I am Dr. Rubinova, and you are Madame Dracheva I believe. I have come to examine your
daughter, with your permission.” Though there were dozens of extensions of Russian family
names for women, the added ‘a’ was the utilitarian form for any wife. Nina preferred it.
Large eyes glared down at her through the shock of unkempt hair. “You… are a doctor?”
“I am the specialist from Moscow who studies gifted persons. When I heard of your
daughter’s special talents I sent my aide to talk with you. Do you remember her?”
“Come inside.” The woman glanced quickly up and down the road to see if anyone watched,
then beckoned Nina inside.
Nina followed her through the tiny, cold, nearly empty house and into a bedroom containing
a narrow bed. Nadya sat on the bare floor next to it, her legs folded under her, rocking to and fro
with a crude wooden animal in her hands, perhaps a toy dog. There were no other toys in sight.
“This is my little girl.” Ludmilla’s voice broke. “This is my Nadya.” She shrugged, turning
away with a pained expression.
There was no place to sit except the bed. Nina winced at the sag of the straw mattress.
“Nadya, here is a present,” she said in her normal voice. She took the crystal from her bag and
put it on the floor in the sunlight.
Nadya picked it up and turned it around and around in her hands. “Nice,” she said, one of
her few words.
“Oh!” Ludmilla cried out. Her face paled with fright and both palms went to her cheeks.
“It is a normal thing, Madame Dracheva. We often see the gifted ones do or say something
unusual. Do you know a way to get your daughter into her dream state? Please?”
Ludmilla swallowed and nodded. She stared at Nadya, who moved forward and placed the
crystal in the sunlight again. She was smiling, something never observed with another person
present.
“Come, let us sing your little song,” Ludmilla said, wiping away brief tears as the girl turned
the sparkling object. She began humming the same three-note phrase over and over again, and at
once Nadya joined in, rocking with each repetition. When Ludmilla stopped, the girl continued
rocking as if pushed by unseen hands. Ludmilla hurried from the room. Plainly she could not
accept any part of her daughter’s strange behavior.
Nina started the tape recorder in her bag and leaned close. “I have come to speak with you,
Nadya.”
The child stopped humming abruptly and was still. Suddenly she spoke in a clear, strong,
contralto voice. “Yes, we have you here.”
Nina was electrified. Nadya’s submergence was normal for those with similar talents, but
the change was remarkable.
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“You have many things to tell me?”
“You study the brain.”
“Yes. I am interested in special powers that control matter.”
“That is known.”
“Can you help me?”
“You are to consider the same opioid peptides that harmonize so with the hormones of
pituitary.” The language was stilted, difficult to follow. “So that activity of the brain will be
increased many times more, there is the matter of adenosine triphosphate and enzymes, one of
these being adenosine 3(1),5(1)-cyclic monophosphate. These are combined that, in this manner,
kinase is multiplied in an unusual way. Through multiplication, you are to discover geometric
progressions in power, shaped by association.”
“And what is that… that manner?”
“Blood-brain barrier must first be bridged using a hormone which has not been reported, but
which can be synthesized. Then there is the subject, which must not function as normally. Same
can be controlled by suggestions of the hypnotic type, as well as inhibitors of the pentapeptide
group. However, there is also the hippocampus, which must be accelerated, as well as desire.
There you will have the formula for excellent brain power.”
Nina’s mind whirled feverishly as terms spilled from the girl in a voice radically different
from the one that said ‘nice.’ It was extraordinary input, none of which she dreamed she’d ever
hear from any other human, but it wasn’t enough. If only she could get the details. She had to try,
for there might be only this one time.
“Can you tell me how to do these things?”
“First there is the opioid peptide group exhibiting the sequence NH(2)-Tyr-Gly-Gly-PheLeu-COOH, followed by these additional amino acids….”
The session lasted thirty minutes. Nina was overwhelmed several times by the strange terms
flowing effortlessly from the girl, chemicals and hormones, many of which had never been
catalogued as far as she knew. She was given instructions for their preparation! Then came the
most startling words of all: “Then is the power as once man had.”
What did it mean? Before Nina could frame the question she realized the session was over,
the words a summary. Nadya sat stock still, eyes closed: asleep. Nina shut off the recorder and
went to find Ludmilla, who was sitting on the back steps staring out at the hillside.
“Madame Dracheva, I’ve finished examining Nadya,” she said. The woman raised her eyes
with a look of suffering. “You are not to worry about your child,” Nina soothed. “She is most
gifted and I wish to visit her again. Perhaps I can arrange for you to come with her to Moscow.
Would you like that, Madame Dracheva?”
“I… would go to Moscow?” The woman suddenly smiled beneath her haymow of hair. She
was missing all her teeth on one side, something Nina failed to notice earlier so grim was
Ludmilla’s expression.
“Perhaps. I can’t promise, but it is possible. I want you to do something for Nadya. She must
have a small dog that is hers. Can you find one?”
“Ach! We do not have money to feed a dog, too!”
Nina nodded. She held out twenty rubles, a sum that to the Drachevs was worth fifty times
its value to any Muscovite. “Use this money to feed the dog and yourself as well,” Nina urged.
“Tell her it’s a gift from me. I think she will do better. Will you let me see her again?”
“Oh, yes!” Twin streaks again wet her face. “You are very kind, Doctor Romavina….”
“Rubinova.”
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“Rubinova, yes. I am so grateful for what you are doing. And I will find a fine dog for
Nadya.”
“A small, cuddly one.”
“Yes, I find a small dog.”
Hilton Inn, Tarrytown, New York. August 10.
“Hey, Chuck Anderson!”
Lt. Colonel Charles Anderson spun toward the familiar voice, a grin spreading. “Lordy, it’s
Gordy! Hey, man, sorry I’m late, but the drive from Stewart was a bear… accident on the bridge
at Beacon.” The two former schoolmates shook hands furiously, hand on hand. Whittier leaned
forward, peering at Anderson’s ribbons.
“Nice salad, Chucky. Where’d you buy those things? They look so real; six of them, too.
Glued on?” He picked at one.
“Air Force perks for staying awake in classes. Hey, let’s find a quiet table in the lounge.
You’ve finally learned how to drink, I hope.”
“Still practicing. There’s a dolly in there tending bar, but you won’t impress her with that
chest fruit. She’s too smart.”
“Wise ass! I’ll catch you there soon as I register.”
“I’ll go in and warn her.”
They snagged a corner table. Whittier and Anderson, chess champs of the school; cocaptains on the football team; eloquent on occasion; grades in the high nineties, separated by
one-quarter point. Rivals; friends. They’d even dated the same girl. She’d married a garage
mechanic and moved to Alaska.
Anderson upended his third Heineken over the glass and squeezed the bottle with both
hands. “So that’s it for me. Another ten years and I’m out.”
“So why did you fly down to meet me? When do I learn what this is all about?”
“Soon as you bring me up to date, pal. What’re you into? Rumor had it you were a shrink,
but shrinks are generally brainy… and short… and weak.”
“Well, after I promised never to return to Northeastern, they gave me an engineering degree.
I faked my way into Harvard and they were anxious to get rid of me, too; forced me to accept a
doctorate in psychology. I’ll be adding my M.D. soon as I find another easy mark like those
two.”
“How’s my tongue look, doc?” He stuck it out.
Some things never change, Whittier thought. “Needs rest. Right now I spend my time over
at Rockland in the psychiatric center, studying some of their special people.”
“Translation?”
“Below subnormal. Can’t care for themselves or function in society, shortages in brain
function. Most call them ‘mentally deficient’, and yet some of them are way beyond you and me
in certain ways. There’s a guy who can cube any number you give him in something like four
seconds. Spits it out faster than you can write and he does it without a blink. He never finished
grade school. I gave him a ten-digit number once and got writer’s cramp. He was right, every
single digit, but he can’t brush his teeth without help, see?”
“Fascinating. The teeth part, I mean.”
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“One woman there can curdle milk while you watch. Fresh, cold milk; same stuff you drank
before you discovered beer. She hates milk; somehow learned that if it looked bad enough they
wouldn’t make her drink it. They got tired of putting more in front of her. Takes her about forty
seconds to do it. Listen up, now, there’s a quiz at the end of this: it’s pasteurized, hardly anything
in it to produce the culture. What takes nature three days with warm milk takes her less than a
minute with cold. If I could just find out how to develop that kind of talent in a normal
person….”
“I get it! You write down cubed numbers and watch people curdle milk. You always had a
way with words, Gordy. I never knew what psychiatrists did until just now.”
“Not psychiatry, dumbhead, psychology; specifically brain research. That woman uses
mental energy to change physical substance, and there are others like her. I’m determined to find
out how she does it. I’m going for the deep secrets, old man, the kind nobody else dares go after,
the ones modern science locks away and zips up and buries because they haven’t got the
answers, or maybe because the answers screw up their nice pat theories. I’ve tried some of my
theories on a few of my more… liberal?…colleagues and there’s about as much interest as you’d
find at the zoo. Speaking of which… zoos, I mean… it’s getting harder to find anything new on
the shelves. Have you noticed?”
“Zoos?” Anderson wrinkled his forehead. “Oh, you mean the UFO thing.” He laughed.
“Forgot we called it that.”
“Come off it, general! We used the word thousands of times. Don’t tell me….”
Whittier stopped abruptly, squinting. Chuck was nodding and smiling the same smile as
before, but something wasn’t right. He couldn’t have forgotten the word any more than he’d
forget what to do on a date.
“Actually ‘General’ isn’t right even if it sounds perfect with Anderson,” the rows of teeth
said. “I’m just a light colonel.”
Whittier toothed him back and leaned forward, careful of the empties. Both elbows on the
table, he rested his chin in his hands and stared. “Nice try, Chucky babe. So lay it on me. Just
what have you been doing besides modeling colored pins? Something to do with the zoo?
Hmmmm?”
“Sounds like you might be ready to hear what this is all about. Hmmmm?”
“My god, you’re a mind reader. Maybe I should study you, too.”
“Waste of time. For openers, I lied. I don’t actually run the Pentagon. My group’s AFOSI,
Air Force Office of Special Investigations, short for UFOs, stress the ‘unidentified’.”
“You rotten bastard,” Whittier exhaled.
“Yeah, terrible break. Gordy, just a few years back we had sightings up the kazoo, more
than we could handle, some taking a thousand man-hours of cranking before we could close the
files and move to the next. Don’t think I haven’t thought of you two or eighteen times.” He
glanced sideways at his friend’s look of mild shock. “Is that the same tie you wore to the prom?
Twenty years for a tie. Wow!”
“Talk about gettin’ paid for doing what you want. How’d a dropout like you land such a
choice spot?”
“A unique approach, considering the Air Force,” he laughed. “I just asked in and they
practically carried me to the place before I could change my mind. Got some action in on Project
Blue Book, too. That was before I moved to AFOSI. They advanced me fast. I’m five years early
for light colonel, but they needed the rank to add clout to what we do. And now for my really big
confession. You see, Gordy, old pal, I’ve always known your field was psychology, specifically
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brain research. Your GPA at Harvard was 3.94 and at NU it was 3.88, and a month ago, in
Chicago, you gave a paper on stereoisomerism. Nancy D. is the name of the woman who curdles
milk. Ronald M. does the fancy number stuff… they use last initials for all the patients at
Rockland. Your favorite attendant over there is Jeanne Franklin.”
“Jesus! What don’t you know about me?”
“First thing I didn’t know is… were you the same guy I knew twenty years ago? Second
thing… did you still have that burning interest in unexplained phenomena? I felt you did, but I
had to hear it without coaxing it out of you. I decided to see whether you brought the subject up
without my help, and you did… just now. You knew there wasn’t much of anything new on the
bookshelves, so that little clue told me you’d been looking. You’re working with some fairly
unusual people I would include under unexplained phenomena. I have my answer.”
“And?”
“And I want you to read some real stuff, Gordy, and I mean real stuff.”
“I thought all the real stuff was classified.”
“We’ll fix that. I’ve done some checking already, but you tell me… is there anything in your
life that might keep you from getting a top secret clearance? Distant family roots in Russia or
Europe you never mentioned to me, maybe? Girlfriends? Subversive groups or drugs?”
“College in Boston. Hahvad, remember?”
“Rotten break, but not subversive at least.”
“You weren’t there.”
“Okay, anything else? Skeletons in the closet?”
“Pure as driven snow, if it’s not Boston snow.”
“Fourth generation WASP from Poughkeepsie and your parents were bible thumpers. I
know, I know. Just thought I’d ask. How ‘bout drugs? A little LSD now and then, maybe? Turn
on, tune in?”
“Occasional aspirin, but I can break the habit any time. Why suddenly a clearance for me?”
“Gordy, we’re hurting big time for psychological clout when it comes to our reports. The
guys over at OSI are rewriting our stuff and trying to dump us in the sewer. They did the same
thing back in 1953, long before I got into it, and the lid came down on a lot of good stuff.
Alvarez and Goudsmit and Berkner… all physicists… had lunch together and decided to ridicule
all our stuff. They were for chucking everything except the scientific parts and that’s exactly
what they’re doing to us today, except there’s damn little that meets their definition of scientific.
“Hell, a lot of our work has to do with what people see and feel… you know that… plus data
accidentally recorded during a happening. None of that stuff gets through. My people have been
processing more happenings than ever, learning more than they ever thought they’d learn, and
their reports are better and more detailed, but they’re getting mashed into pabulum by the OSI
crowd before anyone else ever reads them. Those guys have themselves a psychological warfare
staff and we’ve got one lousy wacko who can’t wait to get out. Calls himself a shrink but, as you
say, that’s psychiatry. He was assigned to me… I didn’t pick him. Can’t get rid of him, either,
but I can ignore his stuff if I have you working with us. Not full time, just a few days a month.
You add your blurb to our stuff and bingo, we’ve got clout, too!”
“Are you saying they’re officially real? UFOs, I mean.”
“I can say this much until you’re cleared. Some of the power we’ve witnessed isn’t earthly.
I’m sitting on a hundred times more material than you and I ever had years ago, and I still don’t
know what we’re dealing with, but there’s real intelligence behind it. We just can’t have the CIA
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or their paranoid little burps at the FBI screwing around with our findings. We need punch!
These things are not hoaxes, in spite of official Air Force statements otherwise.”
“FBI? I’m surprised. Why them?”
“Makes me sick.” He cleared his throat and intoned the words: “‘Alleged sightings are made
by communist sympathizers to cause mass hysteria from fear of USSR weaponry, etc. etc. etc.’
That’s their type of hype. Yeccchhh! Pure Hoover!”
“I took a course in mass hysteria. It was called ‘chemistry lab’.”
“Do I hear yes?”
“It can’t be gratis, Chuck, if I do. How well does the Air Force pay its civilians?”
“Awwww, too bad you’re not interested, pal. Well, maybe this will help you change your
mind. It’s a little problem you get to solve all by yourself. Goes like this….” He cleared his
throat. “Down in old Peru, outside Cuzco, there’s this fortress called Sacsahuaman. Stones in the
walls of this thing are so huge that if we wanted to erect that fortress with its stones today we’d
need to design and build the equipment to do it, because nothing we have on hand is big enough
to handle a 100-ton chunk of rock like it was a dozen eggs, see? Now these same stones, none of
them square, have all been cut so that every single joint is so tight you can’t slip a knife blade
into them anywhere… bottom, sides, tops. The work was done under the Incas, starting
somewhere around 1438. Here’s the big question, Gordy: did it take 30,000 Indians 70 years,
working without metal tools or draft animals, to make that fortress, as some say? Or was there
some other kind of power used that mankind doesn’t have today?”
“Power mankind once had, huh? Like maybe the Inca were supermen?”
“It’s your question. Answer it and I’ve got one on the pyramids just like it. In fact, I have so
many questions like that one I’ve lost count.”
“Scientifically speaking, what’s it got to do with UFOs?”
“Exactly. How does a retarded woman curdle fresh, cold pasteurized milk? How does Geller
bend forks and spoons all over England just by appearing on BBC? Scientifically speaking, that
is?”
“All right… minimum wage. How much do I pack?”
“Write down some phone numbers. Here….” He produced a pen and small notebook open to
a fresh page. “I’ll call you soon as I get back and grind down a few heads. First we get you a
clearance and then we’ll figure out how you can add perspective from wherever you are at the
time. We’ve got more projects than all the interceptions you threw.”
“I threw ‘em toward the goal line… ours.” Whittier grinned, penning his home number and
three alternates beneath his name.
“And since the other team had the only guys still on their feet, who else was there to throw
to? Natural mistake in your case.” Chuck scanned the entries. “May I have my pen back now?”
“I’ll bet you carry it for your friends who can write. Both of them.”
“Noticed you used the pointy end right away. Good guess.”
“Hahvad, remember? They teach that kind of thing.”
RUSSIA.
Almost all Russian science was regulated and controlled by the KGB, but the GRU ran its
own programs, and agents were being trained constantly. Rubinova’s field prior to interning for
the renowned Kogan had been hypnosis as it related to persuasion in the human mindscape.
What better camouflage? A hypnotherapy group with Nina in charge was assigned to a training
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unit near an army base several hundred kilometers east of Moscow. Though her former masters
could have posted one of their own to the site, they ignored her, as had been hoped.
Hypnotherapy was already in use by the GRU as a training tool. It explained why the GRU had
taken her into the fold.
Andropov’s KGB might have watched closer had they known her true reports were ‘eyes
only’ for Lyunov. They might have watched closer still had they grasped the purpose of
repeated, lengthy trips to a remote hamlet in the foothills of the Urals, where modern Russian life
did not exist. For that matter, Lyunov—and even Kalanin himself—might have watched more
closely.
The hill country around the scraggle of bleak tumblehomes was an ideal test location.
Electricity had never reached the little village, or any of those nearby; electrical items were
nonexistent. Two short wave sets were found in the doctor’s town, but that was 40 kilometers
distant and the sets had no batteries. There was no danger of inadvertent destruction of electronic
devices by PPK at such a distance, at least not yet, so a bivouac area was created a few
kilometers outside Nadya’s village. Testing would be done at that site.
Meanwhile Nadya’s trances continued and the project leapt forward. The deep contralto
voice in the small, vacant child gave Nina the deepest of secrets, while halfway around the world
western researchers crept painfully ahead, grinding up pituitary glands of camels and pigs and
cows, blending, straining and washing them for the material to work with, hoping—hoping—to
find secrets of proteins and their amino acids. Guinea pigs, rabbits, rats and pigs gave their
frozen brains to be strained and washed and analyzed by scientists who’d not yet stumbled onto
the prizes later called ‘endorphins’.
Enkephalin was the only endogenous opiate they’d discovered. They cautiously stumbled
and scratched and counted daltons while Nina took risks no conscientious medical researcher
would have taken, confident her information could have no flaws. The very mystery of its source
was proof positive in her mind, for how could one accept so incredible an event as the
channeling of extremely technical information through an autistic young girl, while on the other
hand doubting its truth?
She alone was present during Nadya’s trances. She alone edited the tapes and erased them.
She, and no one else, would judge what was revealed and what was not. PPK belonged to her,
along with all its secrets, and if the time were right to bring forth selected of those secrets, she
could attribute as little or as much to an idiot girl as she chose. Nadya Drachev was just ‘one
more idiot child with mild PPK tendencies’, until then.
The demonstration for Lyunov had taken two weeks to create. A pair of cargo trucks were
driven several kilometers from the bivouac, each truck fitted with electronic equipment of
various types: radios, three computers, some test instruments, two electronic games from F.A.O.
Schwarz, a pair of quartz crystal wrist watches and half a dozen pocket calculators from different
manufacturers, all Japanese in origin. All the equipment contained silicon transistors or siliconbased components; all were operating and in perfect working order as determined by two of
Nina’s technicians. A third, who’d arrived by helicopter with Lyunov, shuttled between the two
trucks, acting as reporter for the test.
In the bivouac area, inside an army trailer, Nina stood with Lyunov looking through a oneway glass panel into a small but nevertheless comfortable, soundproofed room occupying one
end. Their focus was on a man with earphones, sitting in a contoured chair. Vitaly Baylin was in
hypnotic trance, and had been so for many minutes, while a trio of drugs unknown anywhere else
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in the world worked to unbalance chemistry in several areas of his brain. Since volunteering for
the classified project, a good deal of Baylin’s time had been spent in the same chamber.
He was an excellent hypnotic subject. His powers of concentration grew enormously when
enhanced by the drugs whose dosing levels came through Nadya. Nothing distracted him. He
would not have reacted to a screaming jet plane fifty feet above his head. His bely yatchik
readings, rising from fourteen to thirty PPK units within his first week, were now above forty
and still rising. His grasp of transistor physics and semiconductor technology showed him to be a
bright and thorough student. He happened also to have artistic leanings that helped him visualize,
but the most important thing about Baylin was that he was normal. He was a soldier, eighteen
years old and absolutely normal!
Nina whispered a single word into a microphone connected through a vacuum tube amplifier
to Baylin’s earphones. As she did, her husband recorded the time in a notebook.
“His brain has switched into a state of intense concentration and hyperactivity,” she
explained as Lyunov stared through the glass. “Through hypnotic association, the word I used
has stimulated his memory to a conditioned response, as with the great Pavlov’s dog. Now he is
visualizing the graphic portions of his studies, including photomicrographs of silicon computer
chips magnified hundreds of times. We have compared what he sees in his mind pictures to
frosting dribbled all over layer cakes. We use that analogy to stylize the technical information
and make it easier to recall. The colors he sees are beyond real life, surrealistic. He has some
ability to recall these things in hypnosis, so that is why I can tell you this, but I believe he goes
into quite a bit more depth in his subconscious.”
“Amazing!” whispered Lyunov, an unbelieving smile forming on his otherwise gaunt
features. “And you have done this in such a short time. What were the drugs you used?”
“I have used them before, only different ratios,” she answered, evading the question. “He
will remain concentrating until I send him the second trigger word or, if I don’t, until he falls
asleep. I have discovered and developed one of his strongest childhood memories, a happy
experience but one associated with destruction. In the spring of each year his father’s barn would
collect huge icicles that were taller than he was at the time. He loved standing on the frozen
snow banks under these rows of icicles and smashing them into thousands of pieces. One year
the sun was shining for the big occasion and the pieces of ice all looked like diamonds as they
skated across the frozen crust in the sunlight. He has never forgotten that scene, and it is the one
we are using. When he has completed his visualization of transistors his mind picture will stay in
his foreground. In the background is his memory of the icicles, the smashing of the icicles,
waiting to be called.”
“How do you know when he is ready?”
“I have recorded his previous times. It will be….” She glanced at her watch. “…ah… we can
do it now. He is ready.” The time was 9:45 A.M. She switched the mike on, whispering the word
‘icicles’.
Lyunov peered into the room again. Baylin had not moved. “How much does he know?”
“He thinks we’re developing learning methods using hypnosis. He recalls nothing, nor is he
aware that we are dealing with PPK. Naturally, he must never know the results of this or any
other tests.”
“He’s not responding,” observed Lyunov.
She again checked her watch. “His PPK power has nothing to do with body movements, but
it has already happened. It will take some time for them to check everything.”
“Nina, about this American psychologist, Whittier….”
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“What about him?”
“Recently he gave a paper you yourself might have written, such were the terms and phrases
used. I brought you a copy,” he said, withdrawing the folded pages from his field jacket. “We got
this through a source agent, an American on our payroll. The agent has since found that Whittier
has started a clinic to study PPK, but without government funding.”
“Is he funded in other ways?” She raised an eyebrow at the title of the paper. Who was this
Whittier, anyway, other than a writer of letters?
“Would that make a difference?”
“Without funding he won’t catch us.”
“Is he dangerous?”
“That depends on where he is heading and how long you intend to hold the advantage.
Americans are competent enough. They are making good progress now in their pursuit of
endorphins, racing with the British and others, but they are not pursuing PPK.”
“Whittier appears to be.”
“Well, he can’t be any kind of formidable scientist or I would be reading constantly of his
work.”
“He works alone as far as we can tell, and is not well known or honored although he ranked
near the top in his classes at Harvard.”
“Pooh! Class position means nothing!” Working alone! It’s the scientist working alone in
some forgotten laboratory who makes the big leaps forward. “Well, have your agent get his
hands on all this man has written, published or not, and I can at least interpret his goals.
American attitudes haven’t changed toward PSI. The whole topic is ridiculed or ignored.
Remember that my progress here is primarily linked to my original major scientific work using
Ivan and his marbles. Where in Whittier’s paper is there mention of silicon? Or instantaneous
heat? He talks here of some woman in an institution who curdles milk. Milk! I say he hasn’t a
clue to what we are doing, and if he does, no one seems to be listening.”
“Then you are not alarmed. Good! We want nothing to threaten our advantage or slow your
amazing progress. Things are not getting any better in Moscow, as you know. Brezhnev’s taking
unbelievable heat for the worst crop disaster ever, and the Kremlin is nervous. Andropov gets
nervous whenever they’re nervous; we are all nervous because he is. On one hand we can’t
afford to show weakness to the Americans or NATO; on the other hand we will be forced to
show our weakness by buying wheat. This, in my opinion, places new emphasis on perfecting
PPK quickly.”
As if to punctuate his words, the radio teletype at Nina’s elbow suddenly sprang to life with
several metallic bell sounds. The American-made equipment had survived World War II and
looked it, but it worked well and it had nothing inside that PPK could damage. It, and its
duplicate set, were quite possibly the only ones of their age in all Russia. Nina again checked her
watch as she and Lyunov watched the machine clack out the message sent by Lyunov’s man.
10:01 hours. All equipment failed. Repeat.
All equipment failed. End of message.
“Unbelievable!” shouted Lyunov, fists aloft. “Fantastic!” He stood there for a moment, eyes
closed, arms in the air as the impact of the terse message sank home.
Neither Nina nor Valery showed emotion.
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“All failures will be analyzed and catalogued, naturally,” Nina stated, her voice flat,
businesslike. What did you expect? “I will not be satisfied until I have identified every failure in
detail. I must now also make the range more controllable and perfect methods for training other
normal men and women. There is much to do.”
“But you are almost there! When I saw all these mountains, I confess that I naturally
thought—”
“That PPK would be blocked by them?” interrupted Nina. “You were wrong, of course. Like
all psychic energy PPK is the shape of a ball, with the sender at its center. There is no way to
track it, no way to block it and no precise way to locate the source. There is simply no defense
against it.”
“Are you saying it penetrates even the earth?”
“And oceans and everything above the earth, all the same amount, the same distance.” She
nodded to Valery, who turned to the bely yatchik and began his analysis of Baylin’s PPK energy.
“What is Baylin’s range? Have you measured it?”
She looked at Lyunov for a long moment. Was this the time?
“The range of mental energy is itself mental,” she smiled. “If just now comrade Baylin had
smashed his icicles in Times Square, New York would be a ghost city!”
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Chapter 2
Atlantic City. The Present Time.
Roulette has its avid enthusiasts. Some appear repeatedly at tables thought to be lucky, or
are drawn to favorite dealers, or to floors whose decors appeal, or to surroundings offering other
conveniences. Sometimes names are known, but most gamblers are transients. Even then, some
are recalled for their mannerisms, play, companions, their physical features. Certainly the latter.
Pit boss Dale Ellis’s memory for girls, for example, grew approximately as the square of
bust measurements above thirty-six when on blondes in revealing dresses. A dame spilling out of
her Givenchy with bazookas of forty or more would never be forgotten. Never! Males were less
memorable but, male or female, some blended into the woodwork like a ruffed grouse against a
splotch of mottled brush.
The player with the healthy tan at one of Dale’s tables was a ruffed grouse in his mid
twenties—or early forties—with dark, deep-set eyes and jet-black hair. Conservatively dressed
and quiet, he played there for twenty minutes, then moved to another area. He won four thousand
dollars at that spot, a few thousand more on the next floor, once six. He appeared bored.
The amounts he won weren’t unusual; it was something else.
When Ellis mentally reviewed the previous night’s play and players, the black-haired man
came suddenly into focus. Why? The only thing unusual was that he was hard to remember. Ellis
prided himself on his ability to recall, and yet this man had no face, no outstanding features other
than a deep tan and a quiet manner. When had he first appeared? Had he ever left the tables
short? He must have, and more than once, so what else was there about him? Why had he come
to mind? That question bothered Dale more than the others. Why had he come to mind? If the
man returned….
He did, later that night, but chose Don Gurney’s pit. He played for twenty minutes, then left.
Ellis watched him closely, but saw nothing unusual. The man was alone, playing without
appearing to care. Yet Ellis later had the same uneasy feeling, the same inability to recall the
man’s face.
When the shift was over, Ellis approached Gurney. “Don, d’ya recall a guy in your area,
nice tan, real black hair? Not flashy, sorta quiet, maybe thirty?”
“Nope. Somebody you know?”
“Nah, just a crinkle in my brain. Anything odd at your tables?”
“Nope. Well….” Gurney scratched his head for a few moments. “Looked okay, I guess.
Quiet night.”
“You get any kinda feelings?”
“I’m always getting feelings, Dale, you know how it is. Makes the time pass.”
“Like what?”
“Oh, like sometimes the ball was slappin’ home with a little more zip than normal. And just
before it dropped in it’d dance around a lot, sorta hang out. It usually flops in… well, I don’t
know if ‘flops’ is the term.”
“Flops is okay; I’d say flops. Jumps around and flops in with a little wiggle, like a hen
settlin’ down on her eggs.”
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“Yeah. So somehow it was really slapping home. Seemed like the damn thing rode halfway
around on the reef before it let go, and then it looked almost like slow motion until it slapped in,
know what I mean? I changed balls with my dealers three, four times, but it did the same thing
anyway. Crazy, huh? Happened at most of my tables, but my guys didn’t notice anything wrong.
Maybe my bio-rhythm. That what you meant?”
Dale shook his head. “Well… if this guy ever comes back I’ll point him out to you, but
there’s no way anyone can do something to the ball. Never saw him go away cryin’, is all, not at
my tables. Maybe he lost somewhere else.”
The black-haired man seated in 23C smiled as the captain turned off the seatbelt signs.
Stretching out, he crossed off Atlantic City on the long list of casinos he’d visit before returning.
Twenty-two glittering gaming rooms in eight nights, and the take was $475,000—already
converted to bearer bonds. It was getting easier, except for the larger game involved. He’d
played some casinos several times, moving from floor to floor, area to area, never winning
enough to raise eyebrows, his chip piles carefully pruned down to stay within norms. He cashed
in often, never returning to the same tables twice in a single night. He let himself fall behind by
several thousand dollars, once twenty thousand. That had proven too much; it had drawn
sympathy. He’d deliberately left that table short by five thousand.
The world offered thousands of roulette casinos. His total in just the past year was over
fourteen million dollars and not one soul had noticed anything out of order. His motto was the
same as theirs, the one they used to justify their fairness to all, rich and poor:
“Don’t play if you can’t afford to lose.”
Casinos never lost. Did they?
May 15.
Kalanin stared into the crackling fire filling the huge, smoke-stained stone opening, arms
locked behind his back, mood somber. His black shadow danced on the dusty hunting trophies
and old tapestries adorning the far wall of the dark hunting lodge. Three smaller shadows danced
near his, one belonging to Sergei Cheryakov, the cabin’s owner. Cheryakov was Lyunov’s
successor as head of the Operational/ Technical Directorate. His cabin had often been the scene
of weekend getaways, where Kalanin and others joined him in hunting boar or shooting skeet,
but in the chaos of recent times there’d been scant occasion for such pleasures.
The second shadow belonged to Aleksandr Gilyutin, hand picked by Kalanin as First Deputy
Chief of the GRU. Gilyutin, Cheryakov and Kalanin together controlled and orchestrated the
brain of the sleepy alligator that was the Russian army. The GRU, with its unlimited budget, was
arguably the largest intelligence operation in the world. And, some said, the best.
But the fourth shadow was neither GRU nor army. Valentin Demin was an outspoken
prophet, an economist by profession, railing against those in the revolving power struggle since
Putin. Demin was puzzled by his invitation to the lodge, for he was neither hunter nor skeet
shooter. He came convinced the gathering had another purpose. He was right.
After an awkward period of traditional toasts the three sat listening to the muted roar and
occasional spits of the fire, waiting for Kalanin to speak, each nursing his own dark thoughts.
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Outside the cabin, another winter storm drove sleet against thick, wooden shutters, the icy
tattoo adding its eerie voice to the moaning of wind in complaining thickets of fir trees.
Kalanin turned, finally, facing the three.
“As ranking officer, I alone am responsible for anything said here tonight so I will start by
violating security.” He paced, arms still locked behind his back. “In these past few months we’ve
seen the sharpest increase of civil unrest, destruction and murder in all our history, most of it
disorganized… at least I hope it is… but so widespread it needs no organization. It breeds on
itself, yes?” Their silence was his answer. “Last month the army suffered another thirteen
thousand wounded and thirty-five hundred dead, in skirmishes all the way to Sakhalin. The
civilian figures are beyond belief. Thirty-eight army tanks and hundreds of other vehicles were
destroyed, two bridges blown up, two of our largest refineries sabotaged. Bombs by the dozens
have been set off in our subways and stores. Just a few examples out of hundreds, eh? These are
not terrorists doing these things. Our soldiers fight for their lives against our own countrymen,
and the ghost of Chechnya blooms around us like weeds in summer! Bodies are piling up on both
sides faster than we can bury them, and it will get worse.” He exhaled in a rush. “It will get
much, much worse.
“And while the guts spill out of our country, corruption grows even faster, right? Millions of
our people starve and tens of thousands die, while a handful make fortunes. Food rots behind
barbed wire or in boxcars. A potato is worth a life, no?” He directed the last at Cheryakov,
whose niece was among those who’d starved to death. “Good men drink themselves to oblivion
rather than watch their families suffer. My friends, my comrades, I tell you… the end is in sight.
Anyone who wants us can march in and take over now, today. We all think of China, but even
Cuba could do it! The good news is that nobody wants us. Maybe tomorrow?”
They said nothing. He paused, studying the sober faces in the firelight.
“Now comes the bad news. The army, as of this morning, is eighty percent mobilized and
will be fully mobilized in another few weeks if things continue this way. At this rate we have
less than two years of oil reserves for the army, forget our own people. At the same time we run
out of oil we are also broke as a nation. No one is going to give us oil, my friends, and we are
now too weak to talk about taking it. Demin warned us years ago that our continued national
stupidity would turn the West away, and we have fulfilled his prophecy, haven’t we? Even
before Yeltsin we were destroying what chances we had, and under Putin we became true
masters. Where do we turn now? China? The game is over! We become a nation of horses and
wood, unless something is done now! We don’t even become that because they are now eating
horses!”
“And dogs,” Gilyutin added.
“Yes, dogs, too. I tell you, sensible men must act with the tools available, today, not
tomorrow. I am here to tell you of one such tool. Do I hear arguments?” He bent forward slightly
as if peering from a stage. The term ‘sensible men’ usually accompanied revolution, but there
was no authority of substance to revolt against. One did not revolt against a pile of rubble, unless
with something to rebuild it. Still no one spoke. Kalanin paced again.
“Okay. Thirty years back KGB shut down a research project at Novosibirsk. Nina Rubinova
came to us to continue that project, and she has worked for us since.”
Cheryakov’s eyes narrowed as he searched his memory for the name.
“About the time Andropov took over, Nina was perfecting a new weapon that used mental
power. It was beyond anything we have now, beyond anything dreamed. We pushed her and hid
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her work all this time. She developed it fully, but after détente the weapon was unthinkable… so
we’ve been sitting on it.”
“Exactly how is this discussion related to our crisis?” interrupted Demin. His voice had a
high, strained pitch to it. “Your tools are now suddenly weapons?”
“Let him talk,” rumbled Cheryakov. What weapon system?
“She calls this thing PPK. I don’t pretend to understand the details, but it began with this
idiot boy whose mind power shattered any number of red marbles among other colors, without
even seeing them, because he liked red. He did this at a surprising distance. Viktor Lyunov saw
that marbles were silicon, which is the basis for transistors. Semiconductors, if you prefer.”
Kalanin fished a computer chip from his pocket and set it on the rough-hewn table before them,
stepping back.
“Inside that chip are incredibly precise strands of metals so thin it would take ten or twenty
to make a human hair. The slightest damage to the silicon part and the whole thing is useless. So
today, not with idiots but with normal people, we can turn anything using transistors like this into
junk!” His emphasis was guttural. “The range can be as much as one hundred sixty kilometers,
depending on certain elements that are part of the process. A two hundred mile circle! The
energy penetrates anything… air, rock, water, steel and concrete… like it’s all so much open
space. Name any other weapon with such a range. Well?”
Cheryakov, who’d sunk into the leather chair, leaned forward slowly until he was bolt
upright. He put a palm on each knee, but said nothing. How was it such a development had been
hidden from him? A complete weapon system?
Kalanin allowed his words to sink home. “Now consider western technology, all held
together by silicon no thicker than a butterfly’s wing. Cars and planes and telephones,
computers, televisions, mass production, distribution, banking, governments, military machines,
economies….”
The three faces glowed and faded as tongues of flame licked at the blackened stones.
“I can’t think of many things that work without transistors. Maybe a toothpick. A shovel?”
Cheryakov was a big man, with a white beard and heavy white eyebrows that came together
and gave his face a placid look. His expression was almost dreamy as he considered Kalanin’s
words. Still he said nothing. Hidden from me all these years?
“How would such a power?” Demin crackled. He stopped, groping for the words. “You are
preaching destruction, Boris Vasilyvich, and I can’t follow your reasoning at all. We are
suffering an economic crisis here… starvation and anarchy, the collapse of whatever is left…
well anyway, your proposal is totally confusing to me. Our leaders are the big problem, not the
West… except for giving us their corruption.”
“What proposal? I’m just giving you background!” He glared at Demin, then softened. “You
are here, comrade Demin, because I’ve listened to your speeches and read your essays. A few
weeks back you promoted massive infusions of experts who’d synchronize our economy, a giant
network with thousands of western economic experts sprinkled all over Russia and even the
republics, experts in finance, in agriculture, manufacturing, distribution; an army of experts.
Their knowledge, applied to OUR systems, OUR structures, not theirs. Throw out our people,
put in theirs, you said.”
“In principle,” corrected Demin. “I was making a point in principle where our system
suffers from timid, uncommitted—”
“Of course in principle, but the western experts we once had cleared out after Ames was
caught! They went the wrong direction, didn’t they? Well, there weren’t enough anyway for your
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idea to work. We’d need half a million all at once. Anyone with any kind of power in Russia
now… they’re all corrupt or ignorant. Or stooges, eh? We’d have to replace them all. In
principle, of course.”
“It wouldn’t work,” argued Demin. “Even if we had the experts, no one in Moscow today or
tomorrow or next year would have the brains to use them, except maybe Votrin himself, but he’s
too busy shuffling the government, and time grows short. If any more lunatics gain control we
won’t even have a country to save. But you still haven’t said one word on how you’d use this
PPK thing. What did you plan to destroy with it? The Kremlin?”
Kalanin leaned forward to give his words punch. “Your experts are all in America, my
friend, all you need. They are the ones with the technology, the logistics, methodology,
administration. They have more than enough experts and power to put our country back together,
more than enough food to end our starvation. And they have oil.”
“Boris, you are drunk!” Cheryakov scowled. “You make no sense. Give our country away?”
Kalanin smiled. “No, Sergei, quite the opposite, but first answer me this: if we commanded
American expertise right now, if we brought their experts over here and put them where they’re
needed, would our people still starve, or riot, or die in the streets? Think! All their technological
might here now, running things exactly as Valentin theorizes. Their wheat, their technology…
their big computers! Would we fear China then? Iran? Anyone? Well?”
“Irrelevant!” screamed Demin, leaping to his feet. “The situation is far too complex to
discuss in these naive terms. Anyway, I don’t believe for a second there is any power like you
describe. What you’re saying is stupid, crazy!”
“Because it’s complex we can’t discuss it? You sound like a politician. Imagine what you
could do with American might the way I just described it? They are the solution; in enough
numbers they can do it. Come on, humor me. Would it help us? In theory?”
“Oh, in theory there is little doubt, but you can’t—”
“Little doubt! You say little doubt. Did I hear you say that? Did we all hear it? Yes? No?”
“All right, all right, I’ll humor you. In a classroom it could be discussed as a remotely
possible solution, perhaps the only solution if something else isn’t done by our infinitely wise
leaders, and quickly. But what you are describing, to achieve such a thing is idiocy!” His hands
trembled as he reached for one of the opened bottles.
“This is all madness.” Cheryakov shook his head. “You surprise me, Boris Vasilyvich.”
“Since you are both humoring me so nicely, I have even more. You see, our solution isn’t
limited to just America. We can take over any technically advanced country, as quickly or as
slowly as we wish. Japan, China… Germany. Britain. All of them if we like, without
destruction.”
“You’d simply walk in and take over,” sighed Cheryakov.
“With your fairy tale PPK power,” Demin sneered.
“Well, I see that we are all in a receptive frame of mind,” Kalanin cooed, “so now you will
hear the real proposal.” He waited for Demin to sit again.
“Let us say there is a small city in America, located some distance from other population
centers. I propose putting one of our trained PPK agents inside this target city. He would be
conditioned for a range of… oh, say ten miles by the American system; sixteen kilometers. With
the release of PPK power from this agent’s mind, every transistorized thing inside a circle of
twenty miles… the number isn’t critical… would become junk instantly. Everything stops, you
see: phones, computers, radios, clocks, traffic controls, televisions, watches… everything.
Anything you can think of using modern electronics, which is anything you can think of in the
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first place, all junk. Chaos will be unleashed beyond anything a bomb could produce, but without
devastation. Nothing ruined, buildings still standing, roads still there. Even glass in all the
windows. Maybe a few cracks—”
“Yes, yes, we’re not imbeciles,” snapped Demin. “And then? What then? Are the Americans
going to just sit there? Have you forgotten their response when their World Trade Center was
destroyed? When their Pentagon was damaged?”
“Well, of course they will first analyze the cause,” Kalanin smiled, his index finger
waggling as if conducting music, “just as they analyzed those terrorists. And when they grasp
what has happened to their electronic city, while they’re busy denying to themselves and to the
world that such a thing can come from anything earthly, we will tell them exactly how we did it:
with one very ordinary man! Thirty or forty trained agents operating at full range and the whole
continent can be effectively reduced to junk just as easily. Of course, no one will let that happen,
and that—”
“This is not destruction, of course! You are only talking about wiping out an insignificant
hemisphere,” Demin mocked. His glass to his lips, he tilted his head back with a single motion.
“We shut down one little city, my friend. That’s all we’ll need, in America or anywhere in
the world, although we can easily repeat the example if needed. Think of Japan. What if the U.S.
had dropped one of their atomic bombs on some little island instead of killing the residents of
two cities? Do you think the Japanese would have been stupid enough to continue their war after
seeing a whole island vaporize? Of course not! So, will the Americans watch a whole city turn to
instant junk, not a thing out of place otherwise, and just go back to business as usual afterward?
Of course not! When they lost their World Trade Center, they watched their buildings crumble
and collapse. They saw fire and rubble. They saw the devastation when their Pentagon building
got it. They saw this, they saw that. They saw! Their media made sure of it, over and over and
over. When we shut down their city, they will not see anything! Imagine their fear when they
witness only the results of something they cannot understand. Imagine yourselves pointing a gun
at some prehistoric humans who see only a stick in your hands, because sticks are all they know.
Then you pull the trigger. When some die from your act, the others panic and run, and what are
they running from? Not your stick. From something they can’t understand! That’s what they are
running from.
“We alone have PPK and nothing known can block its power. The Americans will have no
choice but to open their doors to us and become part of us, work for us. Their allies, too… Japan,
Britain, Germany, even China… if we want them. They’ll all be thinking their cities will be next
on the list. Is there another way? We just agreed that our very existence is bleak, that our people
will continue dying by the thousands, maybe millions, and that in a few more months Russia will
no longer exist. Are you all ready to speak Chinese?”
“My poor Boris,” sighed Cheryakov again. “I’ve never seen you this way. We’d trigger
Armageddon with your idiot proposition. Is this really why you called us here tonight?”
Kalanin smiled. It was a difficult concept to grasp all at once. Even Gilyutin had foolishly
missed the most vital aspect at first.
“Sergei, my good friend, don’t you realize that the total American arsenal is built on that
same butterfly wing of silicon? Everything that can hurt us uses transistors. All their computers,
missiles, planes, satellites, communication. Their soldiers even carry personal electronics without
which they can’t function; not any more.”
“And their submarines?” countered Cheryakov. “Their fleets. Will they conveniently all
cluster together so your PPK can take them out, too? What has happened to your reason?”
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“You limit your thinking. Expand it. Americans will face a dilemma of incredible
proportions. They’ll know we can reduce every city and town, in every state, to barbaric
conditions in an instant, because our example will prove it. They’ll also know that their reactors
will all fail, meltdowns many times Chernobyl, because we’ll tell them that will happen, too.
We’ll never target their reactors, obviously, but they’ll assume it. Now think about the biggest
problem of all, administration and control of two hundred million people. There is your
nightmare! Records are all in their computers. There will be no radio or TV or communications
of any kind, no ground control for their satellites, not even navigation systems. Their money
system collapses. Cars and trucks won’t start, so nothing moves; their highways are parking lots,
their airports junkyards. All business stops. Food becomes impossible to find and riots follow.
Those with firearms quickly become lords, as well as targets for others similarly armed. Public
health disappears and the bodies will pile up. Unchecked epidemics will follow.
“What could they possibly do, Sergei, to stop all that from happening if they launched
missiles from their submarines, even if they could launch them? The slightest twitch on their side
could mean destruction of all America in a single moment! Remember that it only takes thirty or
forty PPK agents to do this and we can easily have those agents in position. If the Americans
don’t believe we have that capability after one demonstration, then we will quickly use another
target to prove our point.”
“And, of course, that is not destruction?” harped Demin.
“Except that it will never happen, and that is precisely my point,” said Kalanin. “They can’t
let it happen. Look….” He made a fist. “Imagine that I am gripping a switch connected to a
bomb of unimaginable power. As long as I squeeze this switch, the bomb will not go off, but
you’ll all die if I let go; you’ll all die if you kill me, or jostle me, or trick me into letting go. What
will you do? Well? Won’t you find out what it takes to buy me off? Of course! Americans are no
different.”
“You will never convince parliament or the president that this PPK should be used,”
objected Demin, “even if it is what you say.”
“Who’s asking? Not ten minutes ago you said our leaders didn’t have the brains to use
experts even if they were all standing here in rows with their sleeves rolled up. Anyway the
parliament and even the Security Council is a joke, a day to day thing now, so which version of it
are you going to ask? Today’s or tomorrow’s?”
“They must know,” Cheryakov murmured, without conviction.
“Why? Think! We can deliver America to them in such a way that even Nina’s red marble
idiot could see it as the answer to our crisis.”
“You’re saying we’ll be the only ones? That responsibility will be ours alone?” Demin
croaked, his voice straining again.
“Does that bother you? The demonstration succeeds or it fails, one or the other, nothing in
between. Success is reason enough to let others know we were behind it. Failure?” He shrugged.
“What imbecile advertises failure? No one else will know if we fail, but we have tested Nina’s
methods constantly. There have been no failures, only variations such as range. We are now to
the point where any of us in this room can be trained.” He paused. “U.S. scientists will never
guess the source, unless we tell them. They’ll blame a UFO. And if our target city included some
kind of military base, which in this case it does—”
“You have tested this on such a target here in Russia?” Cheryakov’s voice had risen a notch.
“This was going on in my directorate and yet I knew nothing of it?”
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“It was a psychological program, Sergei, so naturally we hid it in one of our training units.
Look there. Anyway there is no large-scale way to test PPK until its power is needed. We did
limited testing in the Urals.”
“Then how do we know you’re right? How do you yourself know?”
“The demonstration is its own proof, and since the conduits are all in place….” He
shrugged. “We can have a trained man in position in under a week. He has been ready for
months. Where is the risk? Well?”
“What is the city?”
“Las Vegas.”
May 28.
The skies over southern Colorado were gradually darkening. Nancy turned her attention
from the novelty of her first in-flight movie to the panorama six miles below, pressing her
forehead against the cool plastic of the cabin window, watching small town lights grow more
distinct with nightfall in the sparsely populated foothills of the Rockies. Then mountains thrust
their ghostly, snow-spotted peaks ever closer to the plane and the glows turned to tiny, sparkling
pinpoints of light straggling outward along rural, meandering roads, eventually disappearing.
When the mountains had dwindled, the captain announced that they’d see Las Vegas on the
starboard side, her side. They were already descending, soon to skim the tops of the San Gabriels
at San Bernadino. They’d all get a beautiful view, he said, close enough to make out the shapes
of the huge neon creations adorning the largest casinos. The downtown area was so bright one
could recognize a familiar face six blocks away at midnight! Nancy’s hands tingled. Flying for
the first time was exciting enough, but seeing Las Vegas at night was a page from a fairy tale.
The Strip! It crept into sight, a glittering jewel whose central facet shimmered with all the
colors of the rainbow, and there—strung off along the plane’s route—that incredible display of
neon and flashing picture signs. No other city in the world matched it!
Then, suddenly, as if some awful giant hand had thrown black paint across the beautiful
creation, the string of light broke into a half dozen ragged pieces. The jewel was gone! Before
she could draw a breath, Las Vegas was sliding beneath the plane. They were rolling!
A single, sickening lurch plunged the plane six hundred feet toward the desert floor, while
the roll continued. Screams of terror and pain filled the cabin as people fell by the dozens from
their seats. A teddy bear tumbled among them. In the cockpit, those responsible for one hundred
eighty lives were already fighting for their own. Instrument panels instantly became jumbles of
confused and disabled dials and readouts. Lighted displays blacked out and others smoked,
power levels and voltage regulators out of control. Heavier smoke, black and acrid and choking,
spewed from dozens of other sources in the cockpit.
The plane’s main generators shrieked hideously trying to meet the sudden demands of
shorted systems, and circuit breakers popped in critical circuits all needed to retain control. Some
were reset by the panicked crew, only to re-open instantly or not latch at all. The plane’s
electrical and hydraulic systems, controlled by computers, converted the Boeing craft into a
crazy, sometimes-tumbling monster. If there’d been any manual backup systems, they’d have
done no good. All radios and the intercom were out, the navigation computers and autopilot
dead, all external lights gone. Cabin pressure was dropping, but no matter—they were already
below 15,000 feet, tumbling vertically. A mechanical backup altimeter whirled insanely round
and round as the plane plunged like a rock toward the desert floor. Motor controls had failed and
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mechanisms were jammed all over the plane. Other motors that were not to run turned randomly
on, until the generators finally gave up. The fuel system died and two of the engines sputtered
out. The third blasted into thrust reversers that had suddenly deployed, tearing one away. It
flipped upward as the plane tumbled, ripping out a horizontal stabilizer and tearing away half the
tail. In the rapid depressurization that followed, passengers living and dead joined luggage torn
from overhead compartments in a convoluted train of humanity and trash falling with the plane.
The fire control system, sensing a signal that wasn’t there, voided into the baggage
compartment before it died.
There was simply no time to comprehend what had happened, no time to agree on what was
to be done in what sequence, no time for orders, for personal heroics. They were helpless in a
ruptured plane that had nearly completed its fatal, tumbling spiral into the desert. Out of control
in a situation no flight simulator could ever duplicate, trapped in a black, smoke-filled cockpit
without a prayer.
Nancy rode the first roll with her nails dug hard into the cushions of her seat. Then she
became a shaken doll harnessed by her seatbelt to a bucking behemoth that was little more than a
creation of foil and spiderwebs and glue, with one hundred eighty-three lives inside. Those with
belts unlatched tumbled wildly inside the pitch-black cabin, sucked out finally as the tail section
broke away. Others hung upside down, their screams drowned out by the plane’s terrible noises.
Many were dead, including two of the flight attendants, both with broken necks. The rest of the
cabin crew were gone.
Now the plane fell upside down, shaking all within as a terrier shakes a rat.
“No!” Nancy screamed at the top of her lungs, barely able to hear her own voice, as tears
flooded her eyes. “Oh, no!”
***
Indian Springs air controller Jeff Hastings caught an abrupt altitude change for several
commercial flights on his big screen: two, three, then four planes over Las Vegas, all four SSR
icons now flashing. Their indicated altitudes were updating in huge, negative jumps with every
sweep of the radar. Jeff watched the numbers drop rapidly for half a dozen sweeps.
“Hey, Olsen,” he called to his co-worker, “We’ve got a… oh, oh! Olsen! Got a problem
here!”
“Busy, Jeff….”
“Oh, God, I hope my system’s… oh, my God… they’re gone!” He leapt to his feet and took
a deep breath, eyes closed. Only planes falling or diving came down that fast and there were no
militaries up in that sector! Why had all four lost their SSR identification transponders?
“Okay, Jeff, got a sec. What’d you want?” The other man grinned at him in the semidarkness of the control room. “Hey, buddy, you don’t look so good. What happened?”
“I really don’t know,” answered Jeff in a monotone.
“Well, what do you think happened?”
“I think a few hundred people just died. Over Vegas.”
***
Designers of the modern engineering marvels that made up The Strip and the downtown
casinos never planned for simultaneous failures of PA and TV systems, refrigeration, air
conditioning, control rooms, displays, cellular phones and two-way radios, elevators and
escalators, laundries, water heaters, kitchens, pool pumping stations, waterfalls, ventilation
controls, computer rooms, motor controllers, lighting, casino games—the lists were huge. Items
didn’t simply sigh and die; they burned—from short circuits, overvoltage, running without
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controls. Circuit breakers blew from overloads, not always in the right sequences and often not
soon enough. Buildings were plunged into darkness and panic without benefit of outside lighting,
which was gone as well. Even battery operated emergency lighting depended on transistor
circuits in order to work. There were no lights anywhere.
Fumes from scorched insulation and arcing equipment fed the panic flaring in the first
seconds of the disaster. Dozens were trampled when the mannerly turned barbaric in their flight
from smoke and fire in pitch black caverns that, moments before, had been playgrounds. Those
trapped in elevators would be there for several days, four already dead of heart attacks. Dozens
more were dying in hospital beds, hooked into life support equipment that had already made final
exits. Others with pacemakers dropped in their tracks.
Emergency services were helpless, in spite of backup power systems; those systems used
transistorized controls. Police used flashlights to reach squad cars that wouldn’t start. A Texaco
service station burst into flames at the pumps and in minutes the ten story building above it was
engulfed. A tour bus that had stalled at the same intersection was incinerated with all aboard
when the CNG tank behind the service station building exploded. The same blast tore through a
small shopping mall, surrounding buildings and cars, killing scores more and taking out windows
within a quarter mile in all directions.
One of the older hotels would burn to the ground when a backstage sound system ignited
theater curtains, taking another eighty lives with it.
At Nellis Air Force Base, two planes, airborne less than five seconds after taking off
together, crashed into the desert three miles past the runway’s end. Neither pilot had time to
eject. The base was plunged into total darkness as its power substation, like others feeding the
area, automatically shut down. The distribution network that could have accessed the national
power grid was run from Boulder City, but Boulder City was dead, network computers
destroyed. At Hoover Dam, the complete power control system went down, taking most of the
huge generators with it.
Nellis had a huge diesel generator station, but by the time it came on line the base
commander knew his base had been taken out! Nothing worked, no radio contact in or out, no
phone contact, satellites inaccessible, top security communication systems—all dead. Two
planes down, crew undoubtedly dead, the explosions testimony enough. The rest of the planes
there—junk. The motor pool was able to start a mere three vehicles out of the first twenty they
tried, all three at least twenty years old. The commander tried to use his bullhorn; no good. The
face of his watch was blank.
The base generator station couldn’t stay on line, for with each breaker that was closed,
shorted and ruined systems still connected opened it instantly. One severely overloaded circuit
went up in flames, setting fire to a maintenance building.
So this was what it meant to be helpless, how it was to be really cut off, really alone, the
commander thought to himself. Then he saw the darkness to his southwest. Las Vegas had been
over there just minutes before.
Henry Burge sat inside his useless car in Henderson, halfway to Boulder City. All around
him other drivers were doing the same, only the oldest cars moving at all and then with uncertain
progress, as the highway was essentially one unending parking lot. Henry’s engine quit as he
drove; his radio and dash went dead, headlights dim—nearly out. He’d smelled smoke. His
reaction was surprise, then anger. The car was just back from the shop after a transmission job.
Now this! He’d slammed the steering wheel in disgust before realizing everyone else on the road
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was rolling to a halt, or stopped. Half the cars were totally dark, like his, and the buildings along
the road were all dark, too. Everything was black. Where were the streetlights? The Strip! Where
was the Strip? He got out.
“What is it?” someone called over. “What’s happening?”
“Damned if I know.” He pushed his baseball cap onto the back of his head.
“Listen… what’s that?” The other man pointed up.
Henry peered up into the darkness, straining to see some lights. There were sounds like
whistles, rising and falling.
“Oh, Gawd! It’s coming down!” someone screamed. “Run!”
As Henry focused on the dim object directly above him, he had only time to see that it was a
pret-t-ty big plane, turning slowly, like a windmill. It was upside down! He saw flames. It was
coming directly at him. He took a single step.
Washington, D.C.
President Winfield was sleeping when his staff finally decided they had an emergency on
their hands. It involved an Air Force base.
Within a few minutes of the event, alarm had been raised by a Jeff Hastings at some airport
outside the area. No one got the airport name, but the man’s concern was Las Vegas, not Nellis.
He’d called through channels to find out what happened. A few minutes later a military flight to
Nellis reported the base dark, no radio contact. The pilot used another field thirty miles away, but
that detail was skipped, along with the pilot’s comments on Las Vegas being dark, because a bird
colonel’s flight had been diverted and the colonel demanded to know why. NOW!
Later flights over the Las Vegas route sent back conflicting but routine messages about the
city being either dark or in semi-blackout, one report including fires on the ground. These were
logged, awaiting official reports.
The first alert getting any attention came from American Airlines, whose Flight Operations,
unable to reach Las Vegas, warned on an emergency broadcast channel that communications
were down. The channel was routinely monitored by the FBI and other agencies, as well as all
the other airlines. By the clock, almost an hour had elapsed between the disaster and the
American Airlines alert, and another hour went by before the White House learned of it. Staff
members used up another forty minutes discussing the merits of waiting until the president had
slept at least three hours. The president’s personal physician stood by with a stimulant while they
argued.
In the end, the military aspect swung their decision. After all, a few communication
problems couldn’t hold a candle to an Air Force bird colonel raising hell!
President Winfield’s sudden recall from the depths found him groggy, but he took the
familiar injection without complaint. Ten minutes later, a satin robe over his pajamas, he sipped
black coffee and listened. The estimate of the situation was being given by John Hughes, chief of
staff.
“…and we think… at this point reports are still pretty sketchy… that Nellis might be partly
de-powered. There are no communications in or out. A fly-over reports the base dark, just a few
lights as if they can’t use their emergency power. But no on-the-spot—”
“Isn’t that area close to something or other we do in the desert?” interrupted Winfield.
“Yes, sir. The Tonopah Test Range, test grounds for some of our—”
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“Oh yes, the weapons proving areas. Sorry, I’m still coming awake. And you say we have
no reports from the base?”
“Not yet. A chopper was dispatched half an hour ago, so we should have a report soon. Shall
I contact NSA?”
“A few more facts first. I’m certain whatever it is can be easily handled by the base
commander. Now what do we know from other reports? Something in Las Vegas, you said?”
“There were reports that some parts of the city were dark. Also, and this is also
unconfirmed, one report that a commercial plane was down somewhere in the area.”
“Coincidence?”
“We all think so, sir. What we apparently have here is a simple power blackout, maybe
caused by the plane that’s down, but no reports of casualties. Nellis should have been able to
handle that kind of problem, sir, so we thought it best—”
“John, excuse me,” another staffer interrupted. “This just came through the door. There are
casualties.”
Hughes scanned the note. “Correction, Mr. President. Someone with a ham radio is in Las
Vegas, reporting casualties. We may have something of a major item here.” He handed the note
to Winfield, who gave it a single glance.
“My God! All right, I’ve seen enough. John, get NSA up here and briefed! I want some
power at Nellis yesterday, and an analysis by the time traffic starts in the morning. Christ, two
aircraft down. This is no power outage! There’s no way to keep a lid on it either. Opinions,
anyone?” He reread the note. “Over fifty people dead, and counting. Nothing here suggests
anything natural? An electrical storm, maybe?”
“Nellis could have handled that. First guess, it’s not natural.”
“What do you mean by that? Anyone? Howard?” Howard Greenward was Winfield’s closest
personal advisor. His bushy eyebrows were drawn together as he read the note.
“I sense a rather large area involved, Mr. President,” Greenward answered. He passed the
note along. “You might want someone from your PSAC to review reports as they come in.
You’ll need scientific opinion when the media get going on this in a few hours.”
“Right. Do it. No reports of explosions? No causes?”
“Nothing we know about yet,” answered Hughes, lifting a phone. Some of the nation’s top
secret weaponry was tested at Nellis. The president’s instructions needed no detailing. This thing
began to look serious.
A second note was handed through the door, this one coming through channels from the
chopper dispatched to Nellis. It began with ‘FLASH’, the highest priority. Hughes read it.
“Nellis lost two planes as well, sir, pilots presumed dead. The remainder of the base is out.
Planes, all communications, vehicles, security, computers. All down, beyond repair according to
this.”
“Beyond repair?” gasped Winfield, his face paling. “How? Who the hell is saying beyond
repair? Who wrote that?”
“Sir, those are the words.” He handed it to Winfield. It had come in over the base
commander’s name. Someone groaned.
“Why Nellis?” whispered Winfield, to no one. “We don’t have anything new going at
Nellis… do we?”
By 4:00 A.M. the group was seven strong and had moved to the Situation Room below the
west wing. Reports were streaming in and the body count kept rising. The most recent figure was
304 dead, with no end in sight. In addition to the two planes from Nellis, two commercial
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passenger aircraft, a UPS cargo jet, and a Gulfstream with six members of a corporation plus
crew—all down, no survivors. Ground reports listed another eighty-five known dead in
buildings, over one hundred from an explosion on the street, plus hundreds of uncounted injuries,
and people still working with flashlights. Parts of northern Las Vegas were burning, fires racing
from house to house. That fire had started when a private burglar alarm system shorted.
At the Las Vegas water department, chlorine level controls fried and drinking water chlorine
soared to twenty times the safe maximum. The pumping station had quit as well.
Four special teams of experts were on the ground at Nellis to assess the nature of the damage
that rendered everything on the base ‘beyond repair’. The first of two NTSB teams was being
readied for dispatch within the hour. Red Cross agencies were being polled, and emergency
medical vans screamed toward Las Vegas from every direction.
In Carson City the governor of Nevada and his staff, unable to reach Las Vegas, were
sponging up information as fast as it trickled in, and the Nevada National Guard had already
been called out to prevent looting. Cadre quartered in Las Vegas were there on foot, aware they
should report ASAP any way they could. Some used bicycles; one came on a horse. Other units
were mobilizing in Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico and California.
Boulder City and Henderson were carbon copies of Las Vegas. One of the commercial
aircraft had crashed in Henderson, smack on the highway, the resulting fire igniting closely
spaced housing that now burned unchecked. Fire companies sent personnel up telephone poles to
spot blazes where they could. The few ancient trucks that started failed to get past abandoned
cars and obstructions. Henderson’s fire would consume sixteen square miles before it burned
itself out.
The White House press secretary released a terse statement that an area including Las Vegas
had been the victim of a natural disaster, at that moment ‘being analyzed by experts’. Nellis
wasn’t mentioned. The forty-word statement did little to counter text and headlines in feverish
preparation since 2:00 A.M., 11:00 P.M. in Los Angeles. There was nothing the media would
have believed by 8:00 the next morning, so the release was as noncommittal as possible.
But by 9:30 all that had changed!
An ashen-faced president read the latest report from Nellis, sent by one of the Air Force’s
crack investigative teams. It came in classified ‘TOP SECRET’.
“All right, I’m sharing this with all of you and I want opinions from the top of your heads.
This….” He scanned the tired faces. “This report is from one of the best investigative teams we
have, bar none. The bottom line is… everything that’s any kind of electronic is junk. There’s the
word….” He held up the three-page report. “Everything means everything. They name all the
categories here on the last page. The computers way below ground in bunkers all got it! Does
anyone here doubt that the same thing happened all over the city out there? Opinions?”
“Throw out natural causes.” The speaker was from PSAC, Winfield’s Scientific Advisory
Committee.
“I agree,” nodded Hughes.
“What then? Outside cause? It’s the only thing left but how in hell can such a thing happen?
Who did it? Why Nellis? Do we have anything going on at Nellis?”
“Ordinary and customary, sir.”
“Ordinary and cust?…” Winfield breathed deeply. “Who has the capability? Who could pull
this off? Can anybody?”
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“No sir.” This time it was Elliott Purdy, NSA. He’d joined the others at 4:00 A.M. “No
third-worlders, either. And it does not fit any of the terrorist profiles, even if they could do it.
This is nothing like the World Trade Center catastrophe.”
“Come on, people, are we talking space travelers here? UFOs again? What the hell would
something like this do to us if it were NORAD headquarters? Or right here? The Nellis
computers are seventy-five feet down, inside fourteen hundred tons of concrete and steel, and
they got it like all the rest. Wiped out! How about Cheyenne Mountain, huh? Anyone got an
answer? Those planes were a few miles up, so is a mile inside a mountain safe? And what if
there’d been a nuclear power plant out there!”
“Mr. President, we’re all at a loss,” said Hughes. “There must be an answer. UFOs are a
myth that—”
Winfield’s angry stare stopped him. “This isn’t a public forum, John. You know me better
than that!”
Floyd Bennett murmured, “E.M.P.,” then added, “except that there were no explosions, and
E.M.P. can’t be pulled off without some sort of big bang, at least a huge flash that would be
visible. Forget I said it.”
Hughes frowned. “Electromagnetic pulse wouldn’t penetrate underground, would it? At
least I don’t think it would.”
“I said forget it!” glared Bennett. “Christ, it was off the top of my head.”
“All right, we’re all tired,” said the president. “Let’s get some sleep, everyone. I want you
all back here by five P.M., with ideas; immediately if there’s any recurrence. And I want
committees named by that time. Put something together in the natural sciences, some more in the
political sciences… you better get some original thinkers in that area for a change… and throw in
a group from the UFO clan. I may add others. We’ll have to look at the military issues. Dugan
will want to bomb the bejesus out of someone for this, and I’ll have to deal with him. Give him a
special task force to keep him quiet, hopefully somewhere in Antarctica.” Winfield drew a tired
breath.
“Toby, have your staff find out if we lost anyone important in the public eye out there;
anyone from Congress, anyone well known. Everyone’s important, but you know what I mean.
We have to know fast. Issue customary disaster statements and get someone working on another
media release. What’re the headlines this morning?”
“Bad. We’ll have a summary in two hours.”
“Out for a hanging, no doubt. What about this TOP SECRET label? What do you think?”
“Vegas got it, so it will come out anyway.”
“Damn!” Winfield smacked the table, sinking his face into his hands for a moment. “The
tiger’ll bite harder if we try caging it. John, have all the military reports come through us here,
but no higher than SECRET. The rest can be left open.”
“Complete downgrading?”
“Complete. In a few hours, the media will know more than we do anyway… they always do.
Get some rest, people, there’s work ahead.” He rose and nodded to each of them. There was
nothing more to say.
When he was out of earshot the six looked at each other, each waiting for another to speak.
Purdy broke the silence.
“We all heard him, and I suppose he’s right… the UFO thing has to be reopened. It’s that
other part: Dugan!”
Hughes raised an eyebrow. “Is he worse than I already think he is?”
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Elliott held up his thumb and forefinger, separated by a paper’s thickness. “That close to the
edge. He’d march his mother to the firing squad if she sympathized with anyone he hated. He’s
living in the past… Russians are all commies, Germans are all Nazis… you know the drill.”
“Why doesn’t someone run over the bastard?”
“It’d have to be done nine times! Militarily, he’s not that bad.”
“How’d he ever make chairman of the Joint Chiefs in the first place?”
“No one’s ever figured that one out, not even Winfield.”
“But he put him there!”
“He had help.”
“Let me guess. A senator or two, say from Dugan’s home state?”
“Bingo!”
Glenwood, New York. May 29.
Whittier sat on the edge of his bed, still coming awake as Chuck filled him in. A presidential
committee!
“Hundreds dead, Gordy, and they’ve just begun counting. They’re covering all the technical
and political bases with two other committees, but Winfield’s main man wanted me to take the
woo-woo stuff separately. Looks to me like a UFO, a goddamn big one, and we have ‘til
yesterday to dope it out. I need you, pal, and I’ve got a chair set aside for one more. Anyone
come to mind?”
Whittier thought. “Jeklin. Dr. Adam Jeklin, at SRI. I have his inside number, but he never
stays put more than ten seconds. How long will this investigation run, Chuck?”
“Week, maybe. You’ll get lots of exposure out of this one, pal, maybe some healthy
funding.”
“Finally?”
“We’re officially a PSAC, even if we all have leprosy.”
The phone call to Stanford Research Institute was picked up on the second ring, even though
it was 9:45 P.M. SRI had no set hours.
“I’m Colonel Charles Anderson, and this call is for Dr. Adam Jeklin, by direction of
President Winfield.”
“Winfield? Oh, my goodness! Well, Dr. Jeklin’s hard to locate, but in the morning you can
call the main switchboard and—”
“Tonight, sir, now. Do you know Jeklin?”
“He’s in my department, Mr. Anderson.”
“Colonel Anderson, U.S. Air Force. This is extremely urgent, sir. Dr. Jeklin was named to a
presidential committee by his colleague, Dr. Gordon Whittier, and we don’t have a lot of time.
There must be some way to reach him now.”
There was a pause. “I think he is out having dinner with his wife.”
“Can you reach him later?”
“If it’s that important, I could certainly try.”
“It’s extremely important. This is an investigation into the Las Vegas disaster and we need
him in Washington ASAP. Right now wouldn’t be too soon. Can you tell him that?”
“I’ll do my best. I just can’t predict where or when I’ll find him.”
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“Have him call this number….” Anderson read the number twice and had it read back, then
suggested a time for Jeklin’s call. “I didn’t get your name, sir.”
“Oh, sorry. It’s Pelletier, Dr. Eugene Pelletier.”
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Chapter 3
Pelletier’s mind raced. A presidential committee with Whittier on it! Temples pounding, he
pressed both hands against his ears as he considered the implications. Jeklin was definitely in the
building, not at dinner, and typically he’d swing back to the office area around 10:00 P.M. for a
ritual hour or two of reading before going home. Coffee and a powdered doughnut were usually
part of that ritual, but it was almost ten now. A presidential committee! Gene closed his eyes,
taking a deep breath. Source agents were equipped only with tools that would help them acquire
information, but some were nasty. Jeklin might not recover, but it was a risk he must take. He
opened his briefcase and took out a green fountain pen from his assortment there. Its cap
concealed two slim, glass vials having nothing to do with writing. He shook the white one into
his palm. “Great benefits must be the result if these are to be used,” his control had repeatedly
stressed. A committee… with Whittier on it! Jessica!
He quick-stepped to the coffee stand, set aside a doughnut for himself, checked again over
the tops of the cubicles: still alone! Careful not to get any of the vial’s white powder on his
shaking hands, he dusted all the remaining doughnuts, then flushed the empty vial down the
men’s room commode. He washed his hands very thoroughly. The hot water helped quiet his
nerves, but his hands were still shaking when he finished making a fresh pot of coffee and paged
the perpetually roving Adam Jeklin.
When the man appeared a few minutes later, Gene was munching his doughnut. Jeklin
immediately grabbed a fresh coffee and two doughnuts while he listened to the details of
Anderson’s phone call. Of course he’d serve on a committee, but he’d call Anderson from home.
Gene read him Anderson’s phone number, reading off a ‘7’ as a ‘2’ in the process. No use taking
chances. Jeklin wolfed down the rest of his doughnuts and half the coffee, then rushed out.
Moving as fast as possible, Gene flushed all the remaining doughnuts down the toilet and
shredded the paper liner, washing his hands a second time. Still no one had come into the office
area. He whistled a little tune as he sauntered down the hall to the mail room coffee stand with
the empty box. When he signed out for the night there were five fewer doughnuts in the mail
room box, five in the box at his own coffee stand, and his hands no longer shook.
Twenty minutes later he pulled his car into the shadows a few doors from Adam Jeklin’s
house and waited until the paramedics arrived. When they’d been inside for a few minutes, he
dialed Jeklin’s home number from his cell phone and the man’s distraught wife answered. Gene
managed to explain the phone number mix-up before the nearly hysterical woman realized he
wasn’t part of the emergency medical team. She cut him off, sobbing that her Adam had barely
made it home. The paramedics thought it might be a burst appendix!
Gene expressed shock and sympathy, quickly hanging up. He smiled. He next dialed the
Anderson number, where he left a voicemail message explaining Dr. Adam Jeklin’s apparent
burst appendix, according to his wife, along with Jeklin’s home phone number—in case someone
wished to check. He stated his name twice, careful not to overplay his role. After all, he was just
trying to be helpful.
In bridge, a finesse required nothing more than the right cards in the hands of the other
players. In this game one of those cards was Gordon Whittier’s friendship. Eugene Pelletier,
whose Ph.D. would never have survived close scrutiny, made one last call from his cell phone—
to Glenwood, New York.
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The Hunting Lodge.
“MYSTERY POWER TAKES OUT VEGAS! 600 DEAD!”
Headlines screamed the news in 3-inch-high letters. Kalanin handed the newspaper to
Cheryakov with a wry smile, and held up another. It proclaimed “UFO!!!” in even larger letters,
with the number of dead at seven hundred fifty.
The mood among the cabin four was upbeat. American media had saturated the airwaves
with on-the-scene reports since the very hour of the disaster, with the death toll still climbing as
the story unfolded. Something had caused mass failures of semiconductors, said the experts,
suggesting the ‘something’ wasn’t scientifically possible. Commentators by the hundreds offered
their versions of the failures, mauling and dissecting every possibility. Facts deliberately laced
with fiction were shredded into fluff filling uncounted hours of airtime, whipping confusion to a
froth. No greater coverage had occurred since the World Trade Center disaster. This time the
White House was tight-lipped and defensive.
Russia, naturally, was the only country that could have done such a thing, in spite of her
imminent economic collapse. Or China; it might well have been China. No, another source said,
terrorists were behind the whole thing. Wrong! Everything pointed to UFOs. Planets were in
opposition, preached astrologers. Sleazy tabloids, whose photographers had somehow reached
the scenes well ahead of emergency teams and fire engines, featured full color center spreads of
mutilated bodies and aircraft wreckage.
The Bermuda Triangle was alive and well. Computer hackers had blown up the power grid.
Fanatical sects marched in the streets preaching doomsday and redemption. Others blamed
religious fanatics. A top secret research project in the desert north of Vegas had gone sour. Japan
had finally gotten revenge for Hiroshima and Nagasaki: Nuke the Japs all over again!
Significantly, terrorism was scarcely mentioned. This was something far different, beyond
imagination or understanding. Panic waited in the wings.
President Winfield had several ad hoc committees working on “who-o-o-o-o did it?” And
General Joe ‘Bull’ Dugan had gone on record with a vitriolic but militarily precise statement
promising swift justice for those responsible.
The United States was an anthill kicked open!
“I’ve saved the best for last.” Kalanin chuckled, refilling his glass. “We have a low-level
source agent in a key technical position there, yes? Well, years ago he befriended the only
American scientist remotely interested in PPK. Our agent has just now been named to one of the
presidential committees that will study our little demonstration. Our man took out the expert
who’d originally been named and replaced him, a most brilliant move. The American scientist,
who is on the same committee, actually asked for our man!” Kalanin slapped his knee. “A toast
to our agent, eh?”
“And a toast to you!” Cheryakov boomed after Kalanin finished. They hoisted their glasses
several times as each thought of a different toast. The first phase had gone very well, indeed.
Now they would wait to see how Winfield handled his military.
Washington, D.C.
Arrogant, brilliant—and vulgar, General Joseph Timothy ‘Bull’ Dugan had maneuvered and
clawed and butchered his way to the top, serving his country in campaigns that made heroes of
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everyone but him. Or so it seemed. His own commanding officers slowed Dugan’s rise, but they
couldn’t stop it, mainly because he was technically as good as any of them. His mistakes either
blended into the wallpaper or stuck to his superiors like feathers to honey. He’d carved his way
up through the ranks—he was convinced of it—simply by being the biggest, cleverest
sonofabitch anyone could be.
But following his colonelcy his battlefields had all been desks! Wherever skirmishes were
fought, Dugan found himself on the other side of the world somewhere. His last career hopes for
battlefield honors were dashed by being handed the Alaskan Command It got him his last star. It
also got him out of the way.
Even so, Joe Dugan was by all appearances a true four-star hero. He loved his country and it
showed. At taps he was the last to drop his salute, at times holding fast—therefore forcing
subordinates in uniform to do the same—until the folded flag was marched away. It was this
burning patriotism the new American commander-in-chief recognized officially when, a month
in office, he named ‘Bull’ Dugan chairman of the Joint Chiefs. Translation: the appointment paid
off some election debts. Pennsylvania, a pivotal state in the election, was swung into Winfield’s
political camp by both its powerful senators. Dugan hailed from Pittsburgh.
The president cited an unblemished military career and, ironically, Dugan’s great breadth of
experience in making the appointment. Joe’s superiors, all those years, had managed to create an
impressive record for him: there weren’t many places in the world that General Joe Dugan hadn’t
served, one way or another.
Dugan was convinced not only that his style and personality were just right for the job, but
that they had gotten him the honor. Advisor to the president on military affairs, he was a perfect
role model of military bearing, polish, delivery and organization. He didn’t need anyone else to
tell him that. Nobody needed to point out that he’d earned the respect accorded him by the chiefs
of staff of the Army and Air Force, the Navy’s chief of naval operations and the commandant of
the Marine Corps. The fact was obvious.
But behind the scenes Dugan was the same irreverent, vulgar, womanizing sonofabitch he’d
always been. He lived in the same black and white world he always had: no grays, only right or
wrong. If you were wrong in Dugan’s eyes, you’d best look behind yourself quite often. If you
were wrong, you might well be a ‘military obstacle’, expendable, to be eliminated by any means
and in any manner suiting him. And he always got away with it.
Hughes found Dugan irritating before words had ever passed between them, so the general’s
advice to the president had been channeled through Secretary of Defense Phillips, a man Dugan
scarcely acknowledged. Las Vegas would change all that, Joe figured, but still he hadn’t been
called to the White House. And he seethed!
Winfield had just named three committees, and not one had a top Pentagon man on it! Was
Winfield outta his tree? The whole fucking attack on Vegas stunk of Russkies, exactly what
they’d always done, exactly what they’d always do. Commies, all of them, running the show
behind the scenes like a Punch and Judy act. Why was Winfield fartin’ around with committees
when the U.S. of A.’d just taken a blindside clip? That was just beggin’ for it all over again!
Winfield was a wimp! And his advisors were wimps, most of all Hughes.
As for Phillips, why the jerkoff couldn’t pour piss from a boot if the instructions were
printed on the heel!
Joe Dugan’s nation had been attacked, and who was talking retaliation? Nobody! Dugan
knew who’d done it, knew what to do about it, knew how to go about doing it. But nobody was
asking!
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His impromptu but vitriolic statement to the Washington Post won him a royal chewing by
the White House, through Hughes, and censure thereafter. So Dugan set out to tell the president
how much of a wimp he was and Hughes blocked that, too. In the process, keeping Dugan ‘busy
in Antarctica’ was overlooked. The nation’s Top Soldier fumed. Hughes! Dugan’s aides and the
side of his desk suffered mightily that day.
***
The first presidential scientific advisory committee, PSAC, under Adrian Schaeffer of
Battelle, was charged with identifying the ‘how’ of Las Vegas, while Committee Two went after
the ‘why’. Why, in the first place, and why Las Vegas—if that had been the intended target? Was
it an earthly power? It had better be, Winfield thought privately. Even so, the third PSAC under
Col. Charles Anderson was looking at ‘all other causes’, including extra-terrestrial. By the end of
day two, the letters ‘UFO’ held their own against all other arguments. The millions who let
headlines think for them needed Committee Three. They expected government confirmation or
denial of every conceivable theory, backed up with facts. Anderson’s team was to hold the line
until facts were available. Winfield hoped it would be enough, but he’d forgotten Madeleine
McCloskey.
She swooped on the White House, a screaming eagle with talons extended, demanding to
know why she wasn’t on the occult committee. She’d have her answer, or wreck the
government!
A syndicated columnist in fifty-four of the nation’s papers, her calling was astrology, but
anything esoteric was fair game. She was a large, well-fed woman in her late fifties, jowly and
ninety pounds overweight, fond of huge, tinted glasses and severe hair styles. She liked looking
gruff; it got her places. Add to that her brash and opinionated manner, and she was formidable.
She’d made a fortune with her columns, talk shows and appearances, and she loved dabbling in
politics. Senators White and Bellamy, both from Arizona, owed their elections in part to her
donations and benefit appearances. First termers, they were smart enough to give an occasional
nod when her name was mentioned. Neither felt he was in her pocket, but she knew better.
Early on the 30th of May, Sen. Donald White’s stationery got her message through to
Hughes, who met her in the Diplomatic Reception Room.
“John, I will absolutely skin you alive if I’m not seated on that committee!” she boiled. “The
idea! I am furious over this and the president is going to hear from me and I am going to make
certain he gets an earful!”
“Not a chance, Madeleine, and you know it. There was no intentional oversight, and—”
“There! Intentional oversight. They’re your words, John, and you’ll be reading them in
tomorrow’s papers. I will tear you and Winfield to shreds!” Her voice rose to a shriek.
Hughes retreated a step. “President Winfield, Madeleine. Let’s remember who—”
“Shreds! I can bring more information to your pitiful committee than you can dredge up in a
century. I have contacts all over the WORLD!” The last word was delivered at the top of her
oversized lungs.
Hughes considered the merits of punching her fat Irish nose with all the strength he could
muster. He took a deep breath. “We are starting with the committees as named. I’m sorry.”
“And I will pull the plug on everything they do or say. I own millions and millions of your
public, John. Do you think they won’t listen to me? Now, do I get to talk to the president or not?
Think carefully.” Her final words were delivered wetly, nose to nose.
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Hughes sighed. Even if he’d had enough sleep, it was hard to think while someone like
McCloskey delivered a screaming rainstorm into his face. Winfield could spare ten seconds for
the interruption.
“All right, I’ll tell him, but I won’t ask him to fit you into his schedule; that’s final. Sit right
there.” He gestured at the nearest Marine and headed for the west wing.
Madeleine snapped her mouth shut and nodded a single, affirmative nod. There! That was
how one handled pipsqueaks like John Hughes!
Winfield was alone in the study, a small room he’d converted to a personal den, reviewing
the latest summaries from the Las Vegas teams.
“Come in, John. I see from these that nothing’s changed.”
“Correct. Sorry, but we seem to have another kind of problem. I’d have handled it, but I
thought this time you should know the problem’s name: Madeleine McCloskey?”
“Oh, no!” Winfield slapped his forehead. “That woman’s a… a… all right, let me guess….”
“The Anderson committee. She’s not on it and she’s furious; wants your hide. I sense she
can be heavy trouble anytime she wants to be.”
“Powerful woman. Where is she?”
“The Diplomatic Room. I’m surprised you didn’t hear her from here.”
Winfield drummed his fingers once on the desktop. “I need a stretch. I’ll go have a word
with her.”
“A word, Jim? That the same as one word?”
“I’ve talked with her before. This woman is better on our side than against us, maybe even
helpful. Let’s do it.”
As they left the study, John Hughes rolled his eyes up at the ceiling.
Madeleine, still standing, swallowed her surprise.
“Good morning, Madeleine,” greeted Winfield, extending his hand. He was smiling.
“Misssssster Pres’dent,” she began.
“Yep, I should’ve made certain you were on our third committee, Madeleine, and the fault is
mine. Things happened pretty fast, as you know, but I can correct my error now that you’re here.
Will you add your considerable expertise to the committee? If so, I’d like you to report to
Colonel Anderson, the committee chairman, as soon as possible.”
She finally found her tongue. “A… a colonel? But….”
“An expert in the UFO area, Madeleine, who happens to wear an Air Force uniform. You’ll
find it no trouble. The committee isn’t military.”
“I… I… certainly, Mr. President, yes! Yes, I shall indeed serve on your committee—”
“Wonderful. I’m so pleased you can do it on such short notice. Now you must excuse me.
John will set you up. Have a good day.” He nodded at Hughes with a slight curl of his mouth,
striding back the way he came.
Anderson’s group was eight strong. Nine had been chosen, seven accepted, one more joined
during the first morning session. Ten minutes into it, the committee was again seven: William
McKenzie resigned verbally, at top volume.
McKenzie was an expert on the supernatural, (or, as he was fond of writing, the supernatural: he liked the hyphen). His personal library held several thousand volumes, some of them
manuscripts hundreds of years old. He lectured and wrote prolifically. At any mention of the
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supernatural, one thought immediately of William McKenzie. And the hyphen. He was also
intolerant of others in the field, particularly McCloskey. She owed her ‘expertise’ to millions of
followers, whose mail volume required two full-time secretaries, yet had seen her committee
appointment to be a personal mandate from the president. He’d interrupted his busy schedule to
implore her to join the group, personally seeking her help. Clearly her opinions were of utmost
value, unlike McKenzie’s.
Anderson halted in mid-sentence as the room’s muted walnut paneling suddenly
transmogrified into a female bull draped in four yards of bright red glittercloth! That her dress
was a designer original costing two thousand dollars, that her lipstick and purse matched the
dress perfectly, that she’d even found a five-strand necklace of brilliant red balls to add that final
touch—was all wasted on the committee members. Anderson’s mouth hung agape as the door
swung completely through its arc, whacking the far wall like a monstrous exclamation point!
“The president personally asked me to sit on this committee. Are you Anderson?”
Colonel Charles Anderson might have done any of a dozen things, all instantly agreeable to
his committee. Instead, he imagined the monster in the doorway was actually the sultriest
brunette he’d ever seen, with an outstanding set, and that she’d just suggested drinks in her
apartment.
“Uhhh… yes… well good morning I’m Anderson yes,” he managed, without choking.
“Chuck will be fine… we’re all on a first name basis here.”
She strutted haughtily into the room, noting with disdain that there was no chair for her.
“I’m afraid you have me at a disadvantage,” Chuck continued, his image of the brunette
quickly fading. The bull paused in its forward charge. “I’m afraid I don’t know your name,
ma’am.”
“You don’t know my… well! Apparently you don’t read the papers. I’m Madeleine
McCloskey. Weren’t you told I would be here?”
“Yes?” He caught McKenzie’s nod. “Bill?”
“She’s just an astrologer, Chuck.” McKenzie regretted his choice of words instantly. He
winced, ducking some imagined harpoon.
“Iyyyyy….” Her pause was melodramatic. “…am this nation’s authority on everything
outside rigorous science. I use the rhythm of the stars to help others understand themselves and
their life processes. Mine is a living, breathing service to millions of people every day! Four
presidents have consulted me. How many have consulted you, William?”
McKenzie drew an audible breath.
Chuck stepped in. “I’m very sorry, Mrs. McCloskey—”
“MzzzzzZZ McCloskey.”
“All right, may I call you Madeleine? I’m sorry, Madeleine, but I don’t read all there is in
the papers and I was simply unaware of your reputation.” The bull lowered its head and nibbled
some buttercups. “Uh, Gene, can you bring in a chair? Thanks.”
She seated herself with a swish of the extra material in the dress, wriggling on the wood as if
her creation were a polishing rag. Chuck began again, tiptoeing carefully through the minefield.
“Madeleine, bringing you up to speed, we’re challenged to find a plausible explanation for
Las Vegas. That’s goal number one. The second is—”
“That shouldn’t be a problem, Anderson,” she broke in. “I can easily get that answer for
you.”
McKenzie rolled his eyes up at the ceiling and slid down in his chair.
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Anderson cleared his throat. “Madeleine” our discussions here follow the opening of each
day’s session. You do understand that rules of order are necessary?”
“Well I can save you a lot of time, Anderson. All you have to do is say the word.”
“Excuse me, Chuck,” sighed McKenzie. “If we’re all going to sit here and hear about some
roomful of people in a séance coming up with the answer to this thing, then you don’t need me.
Just wanted to put the record straight.”
“And why not?” she glared.
When the smoke of McKenzie’s departure had settled, they bent to the task. Anderson knew
they were there to appease the public, but if he steered them correctly there was a remote chance
they might come up with something useful. Maybe. Possibly.
The Hunting Lodge.
Votrin was a bear-of-a-man, sixty-two, whose full head of white hair matched his eyebrows.
Tall, intimidating, known for his moving oratory, he seemed immune to setbacks and challenges,
including a government that outdid the Italians in accomplishing absolutely nothing with as
much effort as humanly possible. Votrin was deeply disturbed by it all. He simply refused to let
such things alter the way he did business. His task: stop a runaway train without brakes, after the
crew had jumped. But his presidency was ten years too late. The train could derail at any
moment.
He motioned Kalanin to continue at the big map of the United States.
“These thirty targets are each central to a circle of two hundred miles diameter.” Kalanin
used a pointer, tapping red circles on the vellum. “Presque Isle, Maine; Plattsburgh, New York;
Hartford, Connecticut; Trenton, New Jersey; Washington, D.C.; Cleveland, Ohio; Raleigh, North
Carolina; Charleston, South Carolina; Atlanta, Georgia; Orlando and Miami, Florida….” He
worked across the map, finishing with San Francisco. “Alaska and Hawaii will be ignored.
“These are enough to turn most of America and her arsenal to useless junk within minutes.
The rest?” He shrugged. “Clearly, Mr. President, our goals are best served simply by having
these agents in place, not by using them, yet they can be used if further pressure is needed. This
list of targets will be part of our proposed ultimatum. American government has become quite
different since their event of September 11, 2001. They now know they are not invincible, and
their people know it. Here, instead of the targets they might imagine in their planning for
disasters, their whole country is the target. Everything. There should be no need for further
pressure.”
Votrin nodded. “And we see no increased activity or heightened security in their military,”
he stated. “That is extremely interesting. Winfield shuts them down because he doesn’t know
what he’s facing, because he thinks he is facing something entirely different. I would do the
same. Excellent. This is all excellent! Continue, please.”
“We propose giving him twenty days to ready his government and people for submittal. Too
much time would be foolish; too little, and the people may challenge their leaders out of
ignorance, taking matters into their own hands. He will be approached privately with our
ultimatum.”
“Your suggestion?” Votrin’s gaze was suddenly piercing.
Kalanin hesitated. Common sense predicted Winfield would immediately move to save his
country, but he’d need the time if panic and loss of control were to be averted. Above all, he had
to retain control. The plan could fail without it. They had all agreed.
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“It was… ours,” Kalanin answered graciously, sweeping his hand around the room. There’d
be time for laurels later.
“And the American submarines? Their fleet?”
“Isolated. If PPK were actually to be used as we threaten, there would be no government and
no military direction. Makeshift orders, if there were any, would be delivered by foot or
horseback to fleet and submarine commanders standing on a beach, while there are still horses.
Horses will become food quickly, as we in Russia well know. Eh? Anyway, by then we would
have total control. America would be part of us.”
Votrin’s bushy eyebrows rose with the words.
Washington, D.C.
Major Lee Thomas had been with Dugan for sixteen years. The general saw his own
admirable traits in his longtime aide, and he naturally liked what he saw. Thomas understood
things; he was creative; he got things done.
They were together in Dugan’s private office.
“Anderson’s their top UFO man, out of AFOSI… a colonel,” reported Thomas. “The rest are
all screwballs.”
“Aw… aw, that makes me puke, Lee! The rest, I couldn’t give a flying fuck, but this
Anderson oughta be stripped of his uniform and shot. All this UFO crap is stringin’ Winfield out,
wasting time while our top people sit on a trillion bucks in military power wondering what the
fuck they put in thirty years for. The commies are laughing their heads off, whaddya bet? A
whole airbase taken out and Winfield calls in a pile of screwballs to tell him it was a UFO. I say
Winfield knows it was the commies, Lee, and he’s looking for a way out.”
“Whatever he knows, he’s not showing it.” Lee poured another coffee for Dugan, one for
himself, then added three sugars to Joe’s and stirred it. The service was automatic. He’d been
doing it for years, just as he’d been saying what Joe wanted to hear all that time.
Dugan leaned back, hands behind his head. His expression wasn’t quite a smile. Thomas
knew the look.
“Lee, it could be time to clear some of this smoke before the commies hit us again… get
things back to normal. We can take a few dead and an air base limpin’ around, ‘specially Nellis.
All they do is train flyboys and blow away billions of taxpayer bucks on new toys, but the next
hit might be something really serious, and the way Winfield’s going at this thing we’re just
beggin’ to get hit again. Just like a street punk, Lee. Some fucker comes up and kicks your ass
and you don’t do shit about it, you know what happens?”
“He kicks it again, one way or another.”
“This Anderson, the longer he’s around, the longer we wait for Winfield to wise up. UFOs,
shit! We oughta send Anderson to bed with Suzy… cut the fuckin’ head right off that committee.
How much did you find out about him? Not gay, is he?”
“Looks like a swinger to me. Single, nothing in his file.” Thomas was grinning. “I know
where he’s staying, too. You want me to arrange Suzy for him, Joe?”
“Yesterday, Lee, yesterday. Suzy’s prime ass. You get her close enough, she’ll do the rest.
Have a coupla your guys bust him up enough so he’ll have a nice rest. Suzy loves how I pay her.
Scratch one asshole flyboy. Anyone else in that bunch we have to worry about?”
“All screwballs.”
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“What about that Battelle nerd, Schaeffer. Easy name to remember. Creeps like him can’t
tell if they’ve got a fuckin’ flat tire, but they can tell you how many stars are up there! Schaeffer,
Shiffer… somethin’ like that. Or am I thinkin’ of someone else?”
“That’s him. Gonna be tough doing him with Suzy, Joe. He’s over seventy. Probably
couldn’t get it up if his life depended on it.”
“Then get creative, Lee, get creative. If he can’t screw, maybe he can still drink.”
“I doubt it, not from the look of him. Not the way I need, anyway. I’ll think of something.”
“Awright, I know you will. Tell Suzy I’ll deliver her fee personally.”
“You always do.”
“Yeah. Yeah, and this time, you come along with me. We’ll deliver it together, one at each
end of her. Whaddya say?” Dugan took out one of his favorite cigars and put a steel-toed boot up
on the polished desk. “Have a cigar, Major. Fresh!”
Anderson eased onto the barstool, too tired too talk, and ordered a double bourbon. He
stared at the drink, willing his thoughts to drift away from Las Vegas, but it didn’t work.
A nearly perfect circle of destruction surrounded the epicenter somewhere in Henderson.
UFO files were filled with circular patterns on the ground, all tiny in comparison. The Las Vegas
circle was so huge that only mass amnesia could explain why no one had seen a thing in the sky,
yet mass amnesia was definitely not a characteristic of UFO sighting reports.
Radiation, light, magnetism, gravity: not one had a well defined limit to its range. They all
weakened gradually with distance from the source, never precisely stopping at some point. Yet
the destruction stopped abruptly, almost exactly twenty-four miles in any direction from an
imaginary point in Henderson. What had been at that central point, leaving no trace of any kind?
“Excuse me, I seem to have forgotten my ly-ta. Mite-cha have one?”
“Huh? Oh. Oh, yeah. Sure, my pleasure,” he said, fishing his from his jacket. She was
blonde, sitting one stool apart. Anderson, you must be slipping. When did you ever miss a
blonde?
Suzy held her cigarette a trifle too long in the lighter’s flame, sizing up her quarry. He saw
what she intended he see, even though his eyes seemed fixed on the lighter. She’d worn a short,
white jersey dress with a skirt that flared at the hips. Its halter top revealed tanned cleavage and
her breasts showed bare under the cloth, even in the dim light. It always worked.
“Thanks, Mister… well, thanksalott….” She remained facing him and slowly eased the
cigarette from her lips.
“Anderson. Chuck Anderson.”
“Oh, I like that! Why, that’s almost as American as… as Jack Armstrong, woont’cha say.”
She laughed lightly. “I’m Amy. Amy Price. Once… love… with Amy. Remember that song?”
“That a bit of Irish I hear there, Amy? You from Ireland?”
“London, ak-shally. You been there, ever?”
“A few times. Nice place, London.”
“It’s lovely.” She looked away and exhaled.
Chuck sized her up again. Why do these things always happen when I’m tired? “Lucky for
me you came along, Amy. I thought I’d have to drink by myself….” He waved at the barmaid.
“Buy you one if you’ll tell me about London,” he grinned.
“That’s a proper exchange, but only a bittaboot London. You woon’t want me to go on all
night abootit. I’ll be having a rum sour, then.” She smiled sweetly at the girl, then moved her
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purse toward him. He caught her perfume. “Only one drink, Chuck Anderson. I’ll not be the one
you’ll blame when you’re late for your supper.”
“Late for… oh, you mean….” He laughed. “Don’t worry about that. The only place I’m due
is upstairs.”
“You’re staying here? At this hotel?” she brightened. “Why, how extremely nice! So am I.”
Her smile was very warm, genuine, a nice change.
The image of Madeleine McCloskey’s shaking jowls entered his mind for the briefest of
instants and he shuddered mentally as he presented Amy with her drink. Maybe sleep wasn’t
what he needed after all.
She was in X-ray equipment sales, alone in Washington for a convention. London took all of
twenty seconds and she was off on another topic. They moved from the bar to a table, where he
was more than ever taken by her perfume and the glances that lingered as they spoke. Anderson,
you’ve been working too hard. Take a break, guy, enjoy yourself. She’s making all the signs, and
you really didn’t need to sleep, did you?
“…but I didn’t want to,” she was saying. “After all, there are so few interesting men at Xrated conventions.”
“X-rated?” He grinned.
“Whoops!” she snickered. “A bit-of-a slip, now, wasn’t that? Well, that’s what I call them,
just for a giggle.”
“You prefer meeting men at bars instead?”
“Bloody right!” He casually slipped his arm around her shoulders and she responded with a
perceptible tilt toward him, still laughing.
“Bet you haven’t had dinner, Amy. Right?”
“Oh, I had a wee bit’o snack. Nottalott.”
“Have dinner with me?”
“Why, what a lovely offer!” She reached up and kissed him on the cheek, with her fingers
lightly against his chin, and he hardened with the intimacy.
“You have to give me chance to clean up, Amy. It’s been a long day, and I was on my way
to my room when you… when I met you. Fifteen minutes?”
“Why, that’d be only right, woont’it? I’ll come by your room if you’d like. Where is it?
Mine’s 523.”
“Wow… right down the hall. I’m in 505.”
She gave him her ‘lips parted’ gaze. “How bloody marvelous! Why, we’re practically in the
same room together.”
Whittier awoke disoriented, groping in the wrong direction for the phone before he realized
he was in a hotel room. The second double ring was more insistent than the first. He lunged at it!
“Yes, what?” His clock read 7:10.
“Front desk, Mr. Whittier. Someone here to see you. He says it’s extremely urgent.”
“It’d better goddamn well be urgent! Put him on.”
“He declines using the phone, sir. He says to tell you his name is Hughes.”
“I’ll be down. Ten minutes.” Hughes? John Hughes?
“I’ll tell him. Have a good day, sir.”
Hughes and a second man waited at the center of the lobby lounge area. After a terse
greeting in which the second man was not introduced, Hughes led the way past the hotel desk
and into the room behind it, where the switchboard shared quarters with other complicated-
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looking equipment. They passed through into a second room, off to the left. The man with
Hughes closed the door and stood with his back to it.
“Dr. Whittier, I have disturbing news. First, I’m assigning you the chairmanship of
Committee Three.”
“Why? What… is it about Chuck? I mean Colonel….”
“He’s pretty bad. Broken bones, concussion, internal and facial injuries. Rockville police
found him in an alley, no wallet. He had his service number engraved on the back of his watch.
They ID’d him from that. He couldn’t have told them himself.”
“Omigod! Why?”
“It wasn’t your standard robbery. Anyone mugging him for the money would’ve cleaned
him of the watch, unless they were surprised in the act, so someone doesn’t want him where he
was. He missed being on the critical list by a whisker, but he’s got around the clock medical
surveillance at Bethesda now, and being guarded. Any ideas?”
“As to who’d do it? No, none. I don’t know anyone here, except the committee. No one I’ve
been talking with—”
“It was a professional job. He hadn’t eaten, clothes were soaked with cheap wine and urine.
There may have been a sexual overture. His bed was used and there’s strong perfume in the
sheets. We have men trying to figure it out but it’ll take time. Maybe he was rolled to make it
look like the real thing. Do you want protection, Dr. Whittier?”
“You mean a guard?”
“Secret Service. The president is pretty upset so just say the word. There are weirdos
around, lots of people uptight about Vegas.”
“No, not yet. Can he talk?”
“Negative. He’s in for a long rest. How well do you know him? Does he play the girls?
Gay?”
“Yes to women, but he looked so tired when we quit last night. He said he was going to go
to his room to crash.”
“He had some help crashing. The president wants to spend a few minutes with you ASAP.
How soon?”
“When? Oh, my gosh… I could make it by nine, but that’s when the committee meets.”
“They’ll get a message; you’ll be late.”
“Dr. Whittier, I’m pleased to meet you face to face.” The president indicated a chair, so
Whittier sat and the president sat opposite him. True to Winfield’s style, there was no one else in
the Oval Office. The omnipresent guard remained outside, his bud set linked to the observation
station above.
“The attack on Colonel Anderson was grievous, Dr. Whittier. I’ve been told that you two are
old schoolmates so I’m doubly saddened, but that’s not why you’re here. Las Vegas is much
more than a common disaster, like an earthquake or forest fire, and it’s not in the same league
with what happened in New York or here at the Pentagon, four years back. We don’t think it’s
terrorism, in the normal sense, but then we don’t have any clues to what it is at all. But this
nation is up in arms over it and the longer we delay an answer the worse it grows. Can you guess
what I’ve just learned from Dr. Schaeffer’s committee… eight of the most recognized and
capable scientific brains in this nation?”
“Sir, I wouldn’t hazard a guess. You don’t look satisfied.”
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“Dr. Schaeffer was here last night. He said… and this is a quote… ‘there is no known power
that can destroy only semiconductors, leaving other forms of electronic devices untouched’.
They’re stonewalled. We have over a thousand dead and thousands more injured, and his
committee wants to say the damn thing never happened. These are my best scientific minds, or
so it’s said. Opinion?”
“I’m amazed he put it that way, sir.”
“What about your committee? Stopped?”
“No sir. No, I wouldn’t say that. We’ve been working to define the disaster objectively,
which I am sure Dr. Schaeffer’s committee did.”
“Forgive my interrupting, but I don’t share your optimism about Schaeffer’s team. Look, Dr.
Whittier, let me cut this short. I had to appease the sensation seekers, the UFO chasers, the occult
clans… that was your committee’s real purpose. Forgive my reasons, but I never honestly
thought an answer would come from your group. Now my answer apparently can’t come from
Schaeffer’s group, based on their rigidity. Do you see where I’m heading?”
“You suspect an alien power, superior to our own?”
“Superior, yes. Alien? I’m not sure. When eight first-rate scientists can’t tell me why Las
Vegas happened in the first place, I’m compelled to turn elsewhere for the answer. Find me my
answer, Dr. Whittier, and damn all the rest of it. I charge you… all of you… to examine every
outlandish, every occult, every sci-fi thing you can, even if it sounds like so much trash. Our
answer may be there. We still don’t know how the pyramids were built, or how they made that
colossal fortress in South America using hundred ton stones you can’t slide a razor blade
between. With all our technology and equipment we can’t duplicate that thing. We can’t even
theorize about it. Science doesn’t have all the answers, but there has to be an answer to Las
Vegas and it may not belong to science as we know it. Follow me?”
“Yes, sir. This probably isn’t the time or place, but….”
“Say it,” smiled Winfield. “We have one more minute or so.”
“Well, sir, I’ve been building on my own theory for… for nearly thirty-five years now…
about the fantastic power of the human mind to do the kind of thing we saw at Las Vegas…
though maybe not that much power, you understand… but sufficiently strong to be astounding.
I… uh, sorry, Mr. President, this is a complex and personal pursuit, certainly not something I can
condense to a few sentences. Trying to say it quickly is wrong and confusing.”
“You have me curious. Pass it by me once correctly. Thirty-five years? You’ve been doing
research in this field, Dr. Whittier?”
“We’ve been running a small clinic in upstate New York, near my home town. I’ve made
some intriguing discoveries, but the work is slow. There hasn’t been the money—”
“Excuse me again, but have you applied for government grants? This type of research
should be imperative.”
“I’ve approached the last five administrations, sir, including yours. I’m sorry to say that no
one thought my theories worth more than a form letter reply, signature reproduced.”
The man who ran the most powerful nation on earth looked at Whittier for a long time. “And
now we may rightly suffer the consequences. I hope I’m wrong on that, Dr. Whittier.”
“So do I.”
“Explain your theory to me.”
Washington, D.C., June 5.
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Vladimir Kuchumov, the ‘smiling ambassador’ was popular in Washington social and tennis
circles even though his country was in the throes of a terrible crisis. Privately he was tough and
sober, a master poker player whose face gave away not a trace of what went on in his head. He
wasn’t smiling as he was ushered into the president’s personal quarters, where Winfield and
Hughes stood waiting. Under his arm Kuchumov carried a black binder bound with a ribbon. On
his face… mystery.
“Good morning, Mr. Ambassador,” greeted Winfield.
“Good morning, Mr. President, and good morning to you, Mr. Hughes.”
“Will you have coffee?” Winfield gestured at the silver service piled with tiny pastry
delicacies.
“I’d prefer, Mr. President, to move immediately to our business.” He took the indicated
chair. Winfield sat at his writing desk and Hughes took a side chair.
“Well, then, Mr. Ambassador… what have we today?”
“I am here about Las Vegas.”
Hughes and Winfield leaned slightly forward with the words. Winfield’s extended fingertips
met over the center of his desk pad. He tapped them together slowly, elbows on the pad, while
Kuchumov continued.
“We are intensely interested in what progress you’ve made in discovering the source.”
“May I ask why?” said Winfield. The source?
“If the thing were repeated, here in Washington for example, there’d be a major shift in the
balance of power on earth, would there not? That’s our concern. Have you discovered the
source?”
He’s saying source, not cause. Careful! “That announcement will come when we’re ready,
Ambassador.”
“If you will permit me my opinion, Mr. President, you do not know the source, and you do
not have to comment on my opinion. Tell me… if a repetition were to affect, say, this city and
many others, would your country survive? Your press has already raised this issue as you know,
particularly your own Washington Post. It even suggested that you fear damage to your nuclear
reactors in such a hypothetical case.”
“Mr. Ambassador, you’re saying your people are concerned for our problem in dealing with
the source of Las Vegas… and you used the word ‘source’, not ‘cause’… because they project
the same disaster in more of our cities? May I ask why your people think the same thing could
occur… twice?”
“Twice or a hundred times.” Kuchumov shrugged. “The possibility is not tied to the number.
Isn’t it true that your Nellis Air Force Base was also reduced to inoperative junk? That nothing
worked and that the damage was irreparable? Nothing escaped, regardless of position or
protection, even computers deep underground. Naturally we think of your NORAD headquarters
deep in Cheyenne Mountain, where conventional weapons are not supposed to reach. Can
anything be safe from such a power as the one causing your disaster? Can any nation defend
itself against such a power?”
What is he saying, that they’re scared it can happen to us, or scared it can happen to them?
What the hell is the man saying? “Mr. Ambassador….” Winfield groped for words. “You are
reading far more into Las Vegas than is really there. The media in this country say what they say
without asking the government and do whatever it takes to sell whatever they are selling. You
will recall how quickly our country rebounded after the attacks on our twin towers and the
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Pentagon. Your concerns about our stability are unfounded, although you’ve expressed them
legitimately enough.”
“Ah, but are they unfounded Mr. President? Suppose that the power behind Las Vegas was
unleashed on… say, for the sake of argument… twenty of your major cities and everything
around each one for one hundred miles, plus another ten locations like Cheyenne Mountain,
where the nerve centers of your military reside. Or here in Washington, where your huge
computers reside. In all of those places at the same time, unbelievable chaos, loss of life, the
turning of your people to savagery. Your people would soon be killing each other for scraps of
food in such a disaster as that. Your power reactors would melt down and release deadly
radiation here and all over the world and, if you had no way to stop those meltdowns, you can’t
know what the consequences would be.” Kuchumov leaned forward in his chair. “Mr. President,
could your society run without its phones and electricity and microwaves and computers? Could
your people survive fifty nuclear catastrophes happening together? Could the world? We don’t
think so, and it isn’t your media we’re quoting. It isn’t our question that is out of place. You
aren’t revealing anything to me by admitting that you’ve already considered such a thing, and if
you don’t know the source… I did choose the word carefully… of the power behind Las Vegas,
you can’t say that it won’t happen again. Can you, Mr. President?”
Kuchumov smiled for the first time. He checked his watch. Winfield glanced, alarmed, at
Hughes. Moscow had obviously created the scene Kuchumov was painting, so where was the
Russian leading? And why did he keep using the word, ‘source’?
“Mr. Ambassador, I’ll say only that no major power on earth would fail to consider the
possibilities. Perhaps not as severely as your hypothesis paints them—”
“And why is that, Mr. President? Please continue.”
“You are jumping from one small city to a colossal upheaval resulting in nuclear chaos and
savagery, people killing each other and the world in jeopardy. I call that severe.” Winfield
looked at Hughes, who nodded.
“I agree with the president,” Hughes added. “There’s no reason to believe that the
occurrence will repeat itself.”
“You are both wrong.” smiled Kuchumov, sitting back.
“All right, Mr. Ambassador, what do you think you know about Las Vegas?” Winfield’s
irritation showed. “Let’s hear this startling revelation.”
“Perhaps it is time to open this.” Kuchumov held the black binder out to Winfield. Hughes
moved behind the desk as the seal was broken and the outside cover turned back. Together, they
read the title page.
Unconditional Submission
of the United States of America
and its Territories to
Annexation
by the Republic of Russia
June 25, 2005
Twenty days!
“You see, Mr. President… and Mr. Hughes… we are the source of the mystery power. My
hypothesis… my severe hypothesis as you put it… is twenty days away! Your people have dealt
only with sporadic and isolated acts of terrorism in recent years. They have had no widespread
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bombings or destruction, no bodies rotting in the streets of every major city, no vast piles of
rubble as in Europe sixty years ago. They are not weary of true war and they’ll reject the idea
that America as a nation is no longer invincible. Our people know this. That is why we give you
twenty days… to prepare your government for a single pronouncement to the masses. If you
wisely use our generosity your people won’t rise up in ignorance. If not, then you have turned
the gun on yourselves. Chairman Votrin has signed the document before you. There will be no
negotiation.”
“How was it done?” rasped Winfield, his throat so dry he had to clear it before the words
would come out. Hughes’s face was ashen; he gripped the president’s chair.
Before he answered, Kuchumov’s smile was the broadest he’d ever delivered. “With one
man’s mind. His Russian name is Pitski, but he’s known by another name here, as are so many
others like him, all now in key locations here in your country, waiting. The document before you
lists thirty circles, each of two hundred miles diameter. Somewhere in each is another Pitski.
They include your nuclear reactors and your strategic military centers. Unfortunately, they also
include many of your cities. Now you see that my severe hypothesis is not so wrong. You have
until midnight of the final day, which will be June twenty-fourth.”
“An ultimatum, Kuchumov?”
“Yes, Mr. President. We choose annexation because we are extremely civilized. You have
only to review the histories of Texas and Puerto Rico to refresh your own nation’s views on
annexation. Mine is the task of guiding you during the allotted time.”
“You have forgotten our submarines,” Hughes retorted.
“No, we haven’t, but think… you can’t use them, can you?” He checked his watch once
again. “Point of fact, Mr. Hughes, as of four minutes ago your Extremely Low Frequency
transmitter was destroyed, again by one of our agents. Its location was not as secret as you
thought. Look for only a two-mile circle this time, an example of our surgical precision. Our
teams wait. Their range is ten times that of Las Vegas and their power can be unleashed in a
fraction of the time it takes one of your missiles to fly. One missile launch and your society will
be plunged into the Stone Age. You have no countermeasures against our power.”
“We’ll find your people,” Hughes said.
“What does a Russian agent look like, Mr. Hughes? Come, come, your agents pass as our
citizens and vice versa. No, you will not find a way out, nor would we if our positions were
reversed. Use the time wisely. There is a great deal to do before the 24th of June. Should your
administration fail to treat that document seriously, it is my sad duty to warn you that the next
target is New York City, all of it this time, not just two buildings, with fifty times the population
of Las Vegas. If you thought the loss of your World Trade Center was a serious blow, think of
what I am saying now. There will be no second warning.” Kuchumov smiled again.
Winfield sat facing his adversary for several long moments. “I’ll give your people my
answer at midnight, Washington time, June 24th,” he said through clenched teeth. “No sooner.
Now get the hell out of my sight!”
“Your answer doesn’t surprise me, Mr. Pres—”
“Out!” He stabbed at a button.
“John, the ELF!”
Winfield was a pace behind Hughes, seconds after Kuchumov was escorted away. If
anything had happened to the ELF system, the duty officer in the Situation Room would know.
ELF monitors were part of the system. When they got there, the man had already caught the
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anomaly. He handed a yellow paper through a sliding door to Hughes, who held it so they could
both read.
“At 15:40 ZULU ELF transmission went to zero power.”
Wilson stood in the doorway. “I haven’t contacted anyone yet, Mr. President, but
procedures—” He chopped the sentence.
Winfield stood for a long moment. He couldn’t disclose his own foreknowledge. “Well, this
certainly upstages what we came down here for, doesn’t it, John?” He nodded at the man.
“Follow your instructions, Wilson, whatever they are.”
“Was there something else, sir?”
“Some other time.”
Winfield stared, unseeing, the black folder still open on his writing desk. He finally broke
the silence. “John, if I show this thing to a single soul on The Hill, they’ll find a way to push the
button without me. Kuchumov must have suspected that much, therefore the private meeting in
here; nothing recorded. Very discerning of the bastard.”
“I know. This is incredible, Jim. I’m trying to find a hole in it, but so far….”
“Moscow’s taken an astronomical gamble, but I’m certain they’ve second-guessed every
move we might make. They must have the power they say they have. Anything else would be
suicidal. Anyway we aren’t going to take them to court over it and we can’t take it to NATO,
either, not without risking everything. The nuclear part’s so bad the rest pales in comparison. The
best we could hope for would be stalemate, and I’d guess they’d have planned for that, too.
They’d know within minutes of any launch from any quarter if we preempted, and then where’d
we be? A single reactor… we’re sitting ducks! Dammit, we’re sitting ducks!”
“Is there any possibility they’re bluffing?”
“Vegas is no bluff, and Kuchy hit the ELF right on the money. I presume we’ll find the
circle of destruction is two miles as well. If we accept the fact of one Russian whatever-his-name
doing Vegas, we have to accept the rest until there’s a reason not to, and John, we haven’t a
goddamn thing from our own experts to tell us anything different, not a goddamn thing! I want
you to keep the tightest lid on this thing you ever managed. No one on The Hill; no one in the
Pentagon; no one in Defense. Not Phillips; not Lindquist. No one. No one else on my staff,
except perhaps Greenward, and I’ll handle him. Not even my veep. Got it?”
“Yes, sir.”
“If this thing leaks,” he picked up the folder and dropped it back on the blotter, “we’ll have
our doomsday war, or worse. Worse is probable. We’ll have Armageddon before anything
becomes public! Kuchy wouldn’t have dared come here bluffing, would he? Would they bluff?”
He flipped the folder open again, to the second page. It began with a heading: ‘Operation Red
Marble’, whatever that meant.
He scanned the early sentences. It was a synopsis of Las Vegas, detailing the disaster. The
epicenter was precisely shown, but that was already public knowledge. Even so, following was
the supposedly secret location of the ELF transmitter and a forecast of the results of that
example. A precise circle of two miles was indicated. The following pages detailed destruction in
major cities and locations all across the continent, naming locales. New York was the first listed.
Three million estimated dead, plus a second order toll of five to eight million more from the
Oyster Creek and Indian Point nuclear plants. Eleven million people!
“It’s no bluff,” Hughes answered as he read. “Annexing us is their mass solution. All our
economic strength and know-how, plugged into their system. That’ll bring all the renegades back
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to the fold, it’ll likely stop the carnage and keep vultures like Iran and China out of there. They
don’t even have to occupy us for it to work. But how can they be serious about a city like New
York?”
“Holding a big gun works only when the other guy knows what it is and knows you’ll use
it,” Winfield answered slowly. He closed the folder. “Mental power, huh? How the hell do we
disarm mental—”
He stopped.
“My………GOD!” he gasped. “Whittier! He told me about this mental power stuff. He was
right. Damn, the man was right! He’s been trying for thirty-five years to get us to back him, and
all we gave him was the bird. Get him back here yesterday, John!”
“Is he cleared to handle this information?”
“I just cleared him. Get on your horse. Giddyap!”
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Chapter 4
“Dr. Whittier, nothing can be of more dire importance to this nation than what you are about
to hear and we have no time for formalities. You, myself and John are to be the only three to
know it, and you will share it with no one else, not one single soul. I must have your word on
that!” The president, who’d begun speaking without so much as a greeting, waved Whittier
toward a chair and strode briskly to his desk.
“You have it, Mr. President,” answered Whittier, catching his breath. He and Hughes had
literally raced to Winfield’s private quarters from the West Drive, after a harrowing dash through
morning traffic in which Hughes had said not one word about the reason for the recall.
“We’ve learned what happened in Las Vegas,” continued Winfield. “Our Russian friends
have apparently developed that mental power you described this morning, into a weapon… an
incredible weapon. If we are to believe them, one man was behind all that destruction, Whittier,
just one! It was a ‘little demonstration’ Moscow sent us, the first step in a monstrous plan to take
us over. It was just the tiniest tip of the iceberg and it took well over a thousand lives.”
Whittier, in the process of sitting, froze in a crouch as the words sank in. Silicon
semiconductors, destroyed by a human mind? Instantaneous heat! It was consistent with his most
recent discoveries.
“Our intelligence people thought the Russians had given up this kind of thing after the
Thresher incident,” said Hughes, silent no longer.
“Thresher? The submarine?”
“Yep. The official Navy findings stated there was a cooling system leak of some sort and the
crew did all the right things, based on a few short, garbled messages,” continued Hughes. “Our
intelligence experts have always thought otherwise. The whole crew was much too laid back,
sleepy, as if someone was messing around with their minds early in the incident. Those highly
trained men deliberately shut down the reactor at test depth, on the edge of an abyss and without
any forward motion, when they had more than enough time to turn the boat around and get some
way on. Do you have any idea how many men all had to make the wrong decisions for that to
happen, Dr. Whittier? That was what our people called Moscow-induced suicide of the first
order, and that was 1963! The hammer and sickle people have just upped the ante, bigtime.”
Winfield took over. “They think they can annex this country twenty days from now, take us
over without a shot, and Whittier… they are right, if Vegas was just one man. They say they’ve
planted at least thirty others like him all over hell and back and we have less than three weeks to
find a way to block their power. Can we do it?”
“My God, Mr. President… it’s… it’s impossible! You must know that.”
“Your answer doesn’t surprise me, but consider this: they seem to be using normal people.
Supposedly they have agents right now in our major cities and all our military and nerve centers,
thirty huge circles two hundred miles across. That pile of agents may be a clue, in case you’re
thinking only of unique humans. They’ve also proved to Mr. Hughes and me that they can
control the range precisely.”
“Then they’re undoubtedly using hypnosis… and drugs,” reasoned Whittier, now totally
focused. “The range of mental energy is itself mental. The problem, sir, is that they have dozens
of years of head start. They were serious about telepathy and telekinetics way back in the fifties.
We ridiculed the subject on this side of the pond. Andropov was a staunch—”
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“Maybe, Whittier, but… knowing the Russians… if they’d had a weapon of this kind for any
length of time they’d have used it to change everything, politically speaking. They certainly
wouldn’t have sat on it. Not unless they came into it recently.”
“Or,” argued Whittier, “it could be a desperation move on their part… though I admit I’m no
politician. Even if it’s a recent breakthrough, I still can’t see it in terms of days or even months!
They would never have developed enough confidence in such a short length of time to risk such
a move.”
“How about drugs?” interjected Hughes.
“That’s where they’ve got the biggest jump, but even if they didn’t we have no true
supermen to study. The examples I gave you, the special people I work with, are all oddities, not
really workable subjects. I know of only a few drugs we could use experimentally on any normal
person.”
“What are you saying? That you’d have to have normal and extraordinary at the same time
in these people before you can study them? Is that it?”
“Just about. Throw in intelligence and rare insight, too. There’d be no other way to speed up
our learning process. You can’t even talk to most of these other people, not in the normal sense.”
“Dr. Whittier, how many like yourself are doing the kind of research it takes to crack this
thing? How quickly can you put together a team?”
“It’s out of the question, sir. I don’t know of anyone actively working in telekinesis, which is
the closest to what this appears to be, or even anyone who once worked in it. Other than vague
interest by a few in the Uri Gellers of the world, the topic simply does not draw professional
interest. There is no money in it.”
Winfield’s expression turned haggard. “Nobody?”
“Not in my thirty-five years doing this. And twenty days might as well be tomorrow when
you throw drugs into the picture. We’d be breaking new ground, and drugs can kill even in the
best of circumstances.”
“I’ll take that responsibility. You have no one with enough natural power to fit your needs?”
Winfield’s expression was tormented.
“Gods don’t often play around with mortals, Mr. President.”
“Well, some have obviously played around with the Russians! Can you even think of one?
Have you ever seen one of these… these so-called extraordinary normal types?”
“Yes and no, I suppose, but it won’t help.”
“Yes and no what? Can you tell us?”
“This is fairly silly… I misspoke, sir. I’m sorry.”
“Come on, humor me, Whittier, share it. There’s no shot longer than the one I’m facing!”
Whittier stared at his palms. “This was back in 1970, the year I got my first doctorate. A boy
about six or so created and controlled wind to suit his purposes. He probably didn’t know he was
doing it. When we’re talking mental power, air is every bit as difficult to affect as silicon in
terms of the impossibilities, and yet this kid did what he did with ease.”
“He’d be what… maybe in his early forties now? Where is he? What’s his name?”
“I have no idea.”
“No idea? None?” Winfield’s face fell again.
“I saw him that one time, never again. That’s why I said ‘yes and no’. He might as well not
exist, but his kind of power would be priceless if I could study it, because he was apparently able
to apply it in stressful situations. The Uri Gellers out there need great amounts of concentration
and other forms of mental focus. Several naturals like that boy and we’d have something we—”
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Hughes interrupted. “Where was this?”
“Boston, a place called the Fenway; just a park.”
“Damn! And he’s the only one in all that time?” pressed Winfield.
“In my memory, yes.”
“You must have searched for others.”
“Constantly. They just don’t announce themselves at your front door.”
“Find him, Whittier! I don’t know how, but do it. I want you to understand that John and I
are not going to sit here doing nothing for the next twenty days, but if you can deliver enough of
anything to use in a bluff, I may take that chance. We can NOT take this problem outside this
office, other than through you in this way. Do you understand? Meanwhile, we’ll be looking for
any other answers. If we all fail trying to find a way out of this thing, at least we fail honorably.”
“Mr. President, I don’t even know where to begin.”
“Gordon, listen to me. I know I’m asking the impossible, but I have no choice. Find that
boy… that man! Find him and dissect him, if you have to, but get us some answers! If he’s alive,
and intelligent, maybe you can learn enough to help me play my poker hand. Our Russian friends
have never done anything like this before, even on a small scale, so they must be nervous as hell
right about now. It won’t take a lot to bluff them. John will be your contact and your authority
comes from me. The sum total of our technology will be at your disposal, but this is not
something private citizens are born doing so you must lean on John for anything from pencils to
satellites. Spend whatever you decide is needed, but don’t waste a moment; find that boy! Will
you do it? Will you try?”
“What about the committee?”
“We’ll take care of it.”
“Whew! All right, Mr. President, I’ll give it my best shot, but… am I to do this alone? It
might help if I didn’t.”
“Protecting the information we’ve given you is paramount, Dr. Whittier. You MUST NOT
FAIL. Having said that, by all means use others if you can disguise your reasons. Do you have
any choices at this moment?”
“One of the committee members, Dr. Pelletier, from SRI. I’ve known him for years.”
“Even so, handle him with extreme caution, Dr. Whittier. The future of this country will be
in tremendous jeopardy if any of this leaks!”
He found a park bench at the base of the Washington Monument, and sat there, staring
across the Ellipse at the White House, reeling from the lunacy of it all. Find a complete stranger
from the dusty past, distill secrets of his phenomenal mind power AND come up with something
to block the Russians—or at least to fool them into thinking they could be blocked—all in twenty
days.
Why, piece of cake, Whittier!
He sunk his face into his hands. Why hadn’t he simply refused Winfield? You’re wasting
time. There wasn’t a chance in hell without someone like the boy. Creation of wind, as simple as
it might have appeared that day in Boston, involved total control over a complete element, not
just gathering in air from the space around those two boats and squeezing the result like a grape.
This is not solving anything, Mr. Whittier. The boy had taken a tiny slice of air touching that
crude sail and moved that slice forward continually, with total control. That was why the other
boat had never reacted. Total control—from the mind of a young frightened-looking lad who
hadn’t even appeared to be trying. Even then, maturity might have…. Attack the problem, Mr.
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Whittier. The class is waiting, Mr. Whittier. The problem, Mr. Whittier! All right, then what
about a fortune-teller? A crystal ball? “I see a tall, dark man with an ugly looking boat….”
Whittier smiled in spite of his agitation, picturing Madeleine McCloskey as the fortune-teller in
that glittering red dress and gigantic necklace she’d worn the first day, and a huge red hat to go
with it, covered with all kinds of fruit. The dress was blowing in the wind, like a huge flag, and
her jowls were blowing the same way, stretching way out, rippling in the wind. Fortune-teller,
that was one….” He stopped! McCloskey continually harped on using ‘sensitives’, and what
were sensitives if not special people in a way? The really good ones had talents not terribly
unlike special people, and they were normal. McCloskey claimed to know everyone in the occult
world, but did that include legitimate sensitives, not phonies?
He was on his feet, running! There was no scientific path open to him, not in twenty days or
even twenty months. There was only one game in town, only enough time for one ‘Hail Mary’
pass in those final seconds of the big turkey day football game, only the hope that other gods,
more powerful gods, were rooting for his side.
He got to committee headquarters just before lunch, and found McCloskey.
“You wanted to see me, Gordon? About what?”
“Lunch, Madeleine… my treat,” he smiled, trying not to think about the fortune he’d wasted
on a Harvard education. “Gene is coming with us.”
For once, Madeleine McCloskey was speechless.
“For openers,” began Whittier, once the waiter left, “I want Gene to work with me on a new
project. This okay with you, Gene?”
“Sure, Gordy. What’s it all about?”
“It’s all about finding someone from the past and, Madeleine, this is where you come in.
How would you find someone without a name or location or habits or likes and dislikes, without
even a description or a hint?”
“You’re serious, Gordon? Are you teasing me?”
“I’ve never been more serious. Can any of the people you know find missing persons?”
“Oh, my goodness, yes! Gordon, you wouldn’t believe the people I know. Some of them
would completely astound you! They—”
“I believe you, I believe you. Okay, here’s the problem: years ago I saw a certain boy, but
never knew his name or anything else about him except the vaguest of features and his
approximate age. He could be anywhere in the world, but now let’s say I want to find him
immediately. How?”
“Find someone you don’t even know?”
“This is important, Madeleine, trust me.”
“Well, Gordon, if I had to find such a person, I believe I’d… well, I’d… I’d bring together
seven of the best sensitives I knew. Yes, that’s what I’d do.” She gave a single, affirmative nod
of her head. “Seven!”
“Seven. Just like that? And that would do it?” I can’t believe I’m doing this!
“It’s a power number, Gordon, a mystical number. They’d have to have something of the
person they’re trying to locate, you understand, but the rest is purely the science of mind. I know
some truly astounding people who’d absolutely—”
“Something of the person?”
“Anything the person wore, or used, or owned; something with the person’s vibrations in it.
Some clothing—”
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“And if they don’t have that?”
“If they don’t have that, there’s nothing they can do. That disappoints you, Gordon, I can
tell.”
“Yes. Can you think of any other way?”
“No, I’m sorry, I really am. I’ll be happy to ask my good friend Rita Gulski, who knows
more about missing persons than anyone, but I’m quite certain that I’m right. Oh! Oh, my
goodness, Gordon, are you all right?”
He’d suddenly straightened in his chair and stared through her, seeing the splinters of a
smashed sailboat and a carved stone! He’d dropped it into his cooler that day. He still had it!
“It should do, Gordon!” Madeleine nodded when he described the stone. “It should still have
the boy’s true vibrations if he wore it for any time at all. I know about these things. I can tell you
about objects from the pyramids—”
“How fast can you get your seven people? Time is critical!”
“A week or so, I’d think.”
“Tomorrow. We don’t have a week.”
“Preee-post’rous! Why, they’re from all over the country, Gordon. I’d have to reach them—
”
“It’s beyond your capabilities.”
“Don’t be silly. The very idea! Of course I can handle it!”
“Start as soon as we’re done here. Tell your seven people we’ll get them here and back, all
expenses paid plus… plus ten thousand dollars each… but it must be tomorrow. They’ll be
serving their country. Can you make a list now?” Spend whatever you decide is needed.
“Of course.” As she reached for her purse, her face fell. “Oh, my… oh, my word! It’s Joseph
White Owl. He’s the best there is… a shaman, you know, a Navajo.”
Pelletier peered over his hornrims. “What’s the problem?”
“He’s in jail, in Texas. That drug thing. Oh, they’re always putting that poor man in jail.”
“Put him down,” shuddered Whittier, eyes closed. McCloskey’s list was to begin with a
jailed druggie from an Indian reservation? There had to be a better way!
Seven, a mystical number. Could Hughes really get them there in time to do any good? No
good, cancel, cancel. All right, what were the chances all seven, or any seven, would be
available on such short notice? Or at all? Stop that! Play the cards to make the hand, man! It’s
either there, or it isn’t.
While Madeleine camped on the phone with her staff, he got through to Hughes. He needed
planes, ground transportation and a way to spring the DEA’s favorite medicine man from a cell.
There was also the stone. He’d have to fly to Buffalo and search through all his stuff at the
house. And sometime in the next twenty-four hours he’d have to sleep as well.
***
Secretary of Defense Phillips checked his watch once again. Ten minutes, and Dugan still
wasn’t getting the message.
“General, I have to break in here. I have a car waiting and I must run. The president has
given no indication, I repeat, no indication of any military response to Las Vegas. We are not
discussing the disaster in those terms. Our analysts are still working on the exact cause and that’s
all I can tell you. There is not the remotest hint of any probable party behind the cause, when
they find it. Now, I must go.”
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“Mr. Secretary, in an hour I’ll be meeting with the top military leaders of this great nation. I
can’t let them think there isn’t a single clue behind Nellis. I can’t tell them we just sit and wait
for an answer. They want answers now. Give me something I can tell the Joint Chiefs, Mr.
Secretary? What can you tell me?”
Phillips took a breath; he’d hang up this time.
“Business as usual, General, business as usual.”
Dugan kicked his desk with the steel toe of his boot.
“Asshole!” He glared at Thomas. “He won’t talk, Lee. Business as usual! Something
rotten’s goin’ on and ten to one it’s Hughes, the prick! They’re doing something, but Hughes
comes right out and says he won’t even take a call.”
“He sure don’t love ya, General.” Thomas stood and stretched.
“Anybody’d be better than that bastard. Who d’ya think Winfield’d put in there if anything
happened to Hughes? You think Wagner? There’s a guy we can get along with. Top man,
Wagner.”
“Wagner might be good, but it’s hard to tell about Winfield, General. You always said so.”
“Wimpfield! Always changin’ his mind so he’s lined up with the last guy he talked to, but
I’d put money on Wagner getting the nod. He’s Hughes’ assistant right now, one of ‘em. Yeah,
Wagner and I go back a long way; bought him coupla drinks once. He’s a guy I could work
with.”
“Probably doesn’t mean a thing to Winfield, I mean how good Wagner is. He’d probably
choose someone else.”
“Anyway, I’m going to do something about Hughes. Fuckin’ Napoleon! You know, they’re
up over a thousand dead in Vegas? I’d go Rambo if I lost a thousand men and nobody told me
why. So what do we get from Hughes? Business as usual, business as usual!”
“That was Phillips, General.”
“Same thing, Lee, same thing. Hughes is calling all the shots. Talk to Phillips, you’re talkin’
to Hughes. Now this other creep Whittier, you think he’s got his hooks into Winfield, too, huh?”
“Joe, I just can’t figure it. I see him go into the White House about 0900, comes out ten
minutes later with Hughes, and a little while later Kuchy’s limo drives up, and he goes in and
comes out, then Whittier is back in there again half an hour later, and stays a whole hour. What’s
that sound like to you?”
“I don’t fuckin’ believe it. If that’s true, what you say, Lee, then I’m right. It was the
commies behind Vegas and Winfield knows it. He’s doing somethin’ secret, the way FDR did
there at Yalta with Stalin, or else it’s Hughes doin’ the whole thing and Winfield doesn’t even
know what’s goin’ on under his nose. Jesus, I don’t like it one little bit, Lee, Hughes dickin’
around with some guy who works with freaks and shuttin’ us down on top of it.” Dugan shook
his head. “This Whittier… I think I’m gonna pick up a paper two, three days from now and read
how he woke up dead. Whaddya think, Lee, think I’ll be readin’ that?”
“Could be, General, could be. I figured you might start feeling that way, so I got something
started already.” Thomas grinned. “Guaranteed untraceable.”
“That’s good, Lee, that’s sensational! Christ, get rid of one of these dudes, another pops up.
Now it’s a fuckin’ shrink outta nowhere. Hughes has got to go! I just made up my mind. Without
him, Winfield would never be doing these things, never! Hey, he’s not a bad president. I voted
for him even before he put me in as boss, but he’s changed ever since he’s had Hughes pullin’
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the strings. Figure out somethin’ to get rid of Hughes, too, and we’ll discuss it. Somethin’ real
creative. Ready to help me deliver Suzy her money tonight?”
“Been lookin’ forward to it all day.”
“I didn’t mention about you bein’ there. We’ll surprise her, huh? Black and white on blonde.
She likes it real raunchy, too. Do anything you want to her, anything at all. I’m gonna toss five
new C-notes across her tits when we’re through, a little tip on top of her fee. She’s worth it, huh?
Her and your boys did a nice number on that Anderson fart.”
“You’ll run us clear out of funds, General,” Lee laughed.
“Hell, we got us twenty million smackeroos in that fund. What’s a few thousand when you
get results like Suzy’s with it? Cigar? You’ll like this one, Lee. Fresh this morning, I mean really
fresh.”
Greenward sat on the couch and Winfield used his big recliner. The room was dark, with
drapes drawn. It was somehow easier to focus in the dark.
“So, Howard… what are the implications?”
“You’re sure you’re ready to hear this?” cautioned Greenward.
“Start your painting. I’ll use a pill tonight.”
“All right, we assume the worst. Thirty circles, two hundred miles across, cover half the
country. Even if they knock out the simplest of transistors inside those circles, it’s enough.
Far worse than any terrorist act or acts. Unimaginable losses. Las Vegas is kindergarten by
comparison! We’re not talking meltdowns yet, but everything else.”
“I’m with you.”
“Communication is back to the earliest days of pony express and lights in the old North
Tower. No phones, TV, radio, satellites; no mail; no time standards and no navigation systems.
No way to reach our forces anywhere on the globe, but even if we could our weapons are all
dead… satellites useless. They’re up there, but we can’t talk to them.
“Money: banks wiped out and a hundred million people screaming for cash they won’t get to
buy things they can’t find in a nonexistent market. Money is worthless, since it’s only as good as
the government behind it and the government is helpless. Same thing for insurance and social
security, welfare, pensions, all forms of security… all gone in those few minutes.
“Police, firemen, ambulance drivers, National Guard… chaos. It’s open season for the gun
toters, stores cleaned out everywhere. We have over seventy million gun owners, Jim. There’ll
be slaughter over cans of peas.”
“Are we really that violent as a nation?”
“Our veneer of civilization is three days thick. Every person will be either victim or
victimizer by the fourth day. It’s a well-known hypothesis.”
“What else?”
“Transportation: airports out, trains and traffic systems out, bridges, tunnels, all out. If
anything works it’s blocked by the rest. Horses and bicycles and feet replace those things. No
hospitals; no way to get to doctors. No way to get drugs and medicines, they’re the same
category as food in stores. Gas, water, electricity all out, of course, plus heat. Many will freeze if
they last until cold weather, and living quarters above two stories will be only for those able to
climb… no elevators.
“No schools, therefore no controls over millions of kids. If you think a few thousand punks
in the cities are bad, think of millions. Some of our most vicious citizens are between the ages of
eight and eighteen. The potential for slaughter of adults by juveniles is real.”
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“My God, Howard, why?”
“Mistaken perceptions by those kids that material goods will maintain value in a shattered
society. Kids kill without remorse and they’re quick to adjust. Bullets become the currency of
kings. Private citizens right now own more bullets than all the military and police put together.
Shall I go on?”
“Yes, let’s hear it all.”
“I estimate a hundred fifty million people dead, three out of four. Survival of the strong, rape
and murder of the weak, formation of clans and roving bands. Wars.”
“All this from losing the transistor?”
“The transistor is as essential as the air we breathe. The only way to survive in chaos is to
revert to savagery and become stronger than those who’ll kill you for what you have. But
something else will take the strongest anyway: disease. This country will be nothing but rotting
carcasses and those living with the stench. There are any number of epidemics to sweep through
those left alive, especially with all water systems out. Figure one week to the first one. Frankly, I
want to be gone long before that happens. You couldn’t bury the dead fast enough even if you
could get them to a burial site. The standard method of disposal will be burning the bodies, since
fires and arson will rule the day.”
“You are really cheering me up, you know.”
“You asked. If you’d rather not hear it….”
“Anything else?”
“Okay, now the nuclear thing. Jim, how many reactors do we have?”
“Almost a hundred.”
“Take away controls and what do you have?”
“Meltdowns, unless they’re shut down first. I’m no expert.”
“It will wipe out all life, my friend.”
“They’ll never do it, Howard. No matter what Kuchumov said, I can’t believe they’d be that
stupid or desperate. Where’s the gain?”
“I agree they don’t intend to do it. Their intention very clearly is for us to buy them off by
capitulating. Let me ask you this… if they were testing this power thing all these years, wouldn’t
our people have detected it by this time? If they were testing at all, that is?”
“You’re saying they haven’t really tested the damn thing, and if they haven’t tested it, or if
everything they’ve done has been on a small scale, then who knows what might happen?”
“That’s about it. If they really have all those agents over here, cocked like hair-triggers,
where is our assurance that they don’t all go off together? Maybe the bastards just think they can
pull off a city like New York and not trigger the rest of their apes. Maybe this thing is so new
they don’t know what they can do, or what’ll happen when they try. Were the two demos they’ve
given us done by the same man? Is the rest bluff? Even if they do New York we still won’t know
it’s not just one man, not until they do a number all at the same time. The proof may kill
mankind.”
For moments there was only the ticking of the grandfather clock.
“I can shut down the reactors.”
Greenward’s silence spoke for him.
“I see,” Winfield concluded. “I can’t do a thing without making my reasons known on The
Hill, and if I do that the whole thing blows up in my face and we end up with Armageddon
anyway. The biggest weakness of democracy is that control belongs to a crowd. So, we
capitulate?”
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“You have twenty days to decide that, Jim. Nineteen, actually.”
Moscow.
Nina handed Pelletier’s disturbing report back to Kalanin. “This Pelletier should never have
been trusted to report on such an important person as Whittier,” she flatly stated. “Your precious
agent led us to believe all this time that Whittier was doing nothing we needed to concern
ourselves about, when the exact opposite is now obvious! Who does Winfield turn to? Is it
someone from the uppermost levels of their scientific community? Is it someone at the top, from
their think tanks, from their universities? No, just this supposedly obscure and unimportant
Whittier. I tell you, Boris Vasilyvich, I never believed the man was as harmless as he seemed.
He’s obviously been cloaked with a screen of secrecy equal to the one you built around me, and
your stupid agent has seen only what he was meant to see all this time. For all we know, Whittier
could have been working on PPK for as long as I have. For all we know, he may already have
found a way to block it!”
“Should we eliminate him?”
“Immediately! By permitting him to live, you are allowing the possibility that he can stop
us. By permitting him to live, you are encouraging Winfield to veer from the course he would
normally be taking. You are giving Winfield hope, letting him chase rainbows, and all the while
the clock is ticking. Kill Whittier as quickly as possible, along with any others who raise the
issue of hope. Winfield must despair, not hope.”
“I will take care of it, Nina. You are right about Pelletier. I will take responsibility for failing
to see it.”
“Eliminate him as well. He is of no value whatsoever!”
Washington.
By 10:30 P.M., six of Madeleine’s choices had accepted the challenge. It was a personal
triumph, proof of her reputation and the service she rendered to fellow Americans. She glowed.
Her seventh choice, first on her list, was John Hughes’ problem: Joseph White Owl. Hughes was
working on it.
The Texas legal system owned White Owl. He’d been caught with peyote he persisted in
carrying when he visited his sister in Texas; a lot of it by Texas standards. On three previous
occasions, White Owl had been lectured by a patient judge: peyote was legal only during Navajo
rites while on Navajo reservations. Now patience had run out. White Owl was suddenly a
menace to society; he was scum.
After Hughes woke the governor of Texas, Joseph White Owl was yanked from his cell and
flung into the blazing morning sun. Confused and blinded, he slammed into a fluted stone
column. The impact to his right temple and cheek drew blood. He went down. White Owl was
seventy years old and weighed 129 pounds soaking wet; his bailiff was thirty-four and weighed
270.
No one was there to tell him why he’d been freed, so he picked himself up and began his
long trek back to the Alamo Navajo reservation in New Mexico, over two hundred miles away.
He had no money: the DEA officers had taken it, along with his little leather bag and his peyote
buttons. He’d walked four miles on Route 54 when a car slowed and stopped.
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“Well, if it ain’t Joe White-ass Owl out for a little walk! Wha’ja do, Joe, drug your guard?
Get in!” DEA agent Anthony Pugliese shook his head at his partner. “Boy, if it ain’t one thing
it’s another. How the hell did White Owl break jail?”
“Beats me,” the other said.
“Well we can just add jailbreak to the rest of it.” Pugliese opened the rear door. “Come on,
you red shithead, in!”
Joe’s eye was swollen and black, and his head ached. He’d had no water and the sun was
hot. He stooped to enter the car and Pugliese helped him with the toe of his boot. Joe sprawled
into the far door, hitting his face a second time, this time on the door handle. He covered his head
with both hands as Pugliese slammed the door and got back in.
“Let’s go, Jamie. He can sit there ‘til it’s time to go back.”
“They let me go,” White Owl quavered through the wire mesh separating the rear seat from
the front.
“Sure they did, Joe. That’s how you got that black eye. Now shut up!”
Madeleine was distraught. They’d let White Owl out ahead of the stipulated time and now
he was gone. Governor Bradley King was called a second time, and he was furious! Both calls
came straight from the White House, from Winfield’s chief of staff, no less. What in hell did he
want with a Navajo medicine man? King looked around for someone to dump on, but no one was
conveniently nearby. He sighed. Why him? He picked up the phone again and dialed a number.
Fifteen miles out, Jamie reached down and turned the volume back up on their radio. He
called base.
“Where you guys been all afternoon?” the dispatcher came back. “Boss wants to talk to
you.”
“Car 12. Beats me, Chicky; radio’s been on. Maybe we got another loose wire. I was
wonder… we… hearing any chatter.” He popped the mike button as he spoke.
“You happen to spot big chief White Owl out your way?”
“Car 12. Yeah, picked him up a few minutes ago, walkin’ up fifty-four nice as you please.
Looks… he bro… jail… mehow.”
“Bring him in ASAP. Step on it. Get that radio fixed.”
“Car 12… ger, roger.” Jamie signed off.
They spent the last few miles telling Joe what would happen to him next. When they pulled
up to the gas pump at the barn, McIntyre was standing in the doorway, looking ugly! The man
with him looked like… like Federal Marshal Walter Carson. He was!
McIntyre helped the aged Navajo into the marshal’s car. Joe was trembling, incoherent.
What had he done? What would happen to him now? But the car was cool and there was water
for him.
As the car drove off, McIntyre turned to Pugliese and his partner. His suffering at the wrong
end of a few phone calls was about to be passed down to those responsible.
18 days left.
White Owl had never flown, and he was clearly frightened. They found another Navajo who
would travel with him, a woman. He straightened when he heard the news. He’d ride in the
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airplane and quiet her fears all the way. Diyani Jones understood her role. She taught in a New
Mexico public school.
Each of Madeleine’s seven, in the right settings, had produced startling results. The best was
White Owl, but his ordeal in Texas and the stress of flying for the first time had her worried. It
was so important to have seven sensitives all together! What if White Owl couldn’t make a good
reading?
The hotel rooms were all on one floor. A separate room was set aside for readings, to be
prepared in any way, by each reader, and used as long as necessary. Readings were written or
drawn on white paper—words, symbols, any ideas that came while handling the stone.
Interpretations were another thing.
The stone made its trip from Glenwood in a muslin mailing bag, inside a manila envelope.
Shortly after noon the following day, it had given seven people seven different impressions of
the owner, imprinted on it almost four decades earlier. The process was called psychometry: the
divining of the nature or whereabouts of someone from a personal item worn or owned by that
person. Some called it hogwash, pure and simple, and it rarely worked, but it was still the only
game in town.
17 days left.
Madeleine pinned the sheets on a corkboard, then sent for Whittier. She should have slept,
too, she thought, searching in vain for meaning in the cryptic figures. Nothing came together,
nothing fit, yet Gordon was counting on her to make them into a concise picture, an arrow
pointing to his secret person. She’d chosen the best sensitives from hundreds of possibilities. Her
choices simply had to be correct.
What a disappointment from White Owl! His picture showed a man sitting on a huge bird,
above jagged mountain peaks. At the bird’s tail were swirls representing speed, as a cartoonist
might draw, except that the lines were curled nearest the tail; they looked all wrong. White Owl
had been through so much, not the least of which was his first experience in a plane. The poor
man couldn’t purge his mind of that trip, and drew the story. He was the man; the plane became
a bird. What a shame!
Mary D’Alessandro had fasted from the moment of her decision to make the trip from
Fresno, drinking only distilled water, and burned sage in the room to rid it of its previous
tenants’ vibrations. When she took up the stone, pictures flooded her mind. The patterns kept
forming question marks, or were they more like fishhooks? Her drawing showed that impression,
along with wavy lines that might be water. A stick figure stood by a wheel drawn on its side. At
the bottom was another wheel. A fan?
Joan York handed in two sheets. The more complex showed a setting sun above several
symbols, one a man inside a man. The outer man was handing a bag to a stick figure that could
have been either sex. In the lower corner she sketched an inverted cone, somewhat twisted. Her
second sheet placed a fish between two repeatedly drawn, vertical, undulating lines that
seemingly fit each other like puzzle pieces. She drew the lines again and again, each over the
earlier ones. Their fit wasn’t precise, but there seemed to be a purpose to their shape.
Arthur Berg’s sheet was unusually terse. He wrote the single word ‘island’ surrounded by a
large outline. One palm tree ‘grew’ from a corner. That was it.
She moved on to Bonnie Jean’s rendering of large flowers, in the midst of them a series of
concentric rings like rings of a felled tree. The flowers sprang from a shallow bowl, possibly
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pottery; it had one side sharper than the other. There was a bird in her drawing, but it was like the
phoenix, with wings spread and head turned sideways. It had a heavy beak. It looked as if it
belonged on a Mayan temple.
Etta Hanley was the single black in the group, a mysterious woman raised in the bayous of
Louisiana. Her readings were often flavored with voodoo and difficult to decipher, but she was
known for her accuracy if interpretations were correctly made.
On her single sheet was a crude knife, or maybe a cross, of thin bones. The long part was
like a rib bone, curved, with a blunt point. Below the knife/cross was a water sign, several wavy
lines together such as those used to cancel postage. On the right were two masks, one detailed
and looking like a voodoo mask, the other one plain and larger, with eye and mouth openings
and an oval outline. At the bottom was a triangle by itself, then a series of triangles all
overlapping. In the lower corner, as in Joan York’s drawing, was a spiral. Perhaps a spring? Its
top was much wider than its bottom.
The final sheet came from Lillian Wilson-Jones. She tended to scrawl one picture on top of
another so that her renderings, too, were difficult to decipher. With colored pencils tracing the
lines, each picture could be lifted free of the others and placed separately on fresh paper.
Madeleine had done that. There were three papers tacked up for Wilson-Jones.
The first was definitely a scorpion, the arched tail and body resembling pictures of the
animals. Once again there was the bird, something large of wingspan compared to its body.
Perhaps an albatross, since there were wavelike lines that could have belonged with any of the
three pictures, and an albatross could be associated with water.
Her last drawing was the most abstract. There was a star at the center of a circle, and a line
connecting the star to the circle, passing through it and then doubling back like a large petal from
a flower. It stopped at the circle with a point. None of the lines seemed to belong to the other two
pictures.
Madeleine felt a wave of nausea as she looked at it all. What would she ever tell Gordon? It
was all a complete, utter failure!
“How are we doing?” he said behind her. She jumped.
“Oh, my goodness Gordon… you startled me so! Oh, yes! I was admiring the power of these
impressions. Yes, I think we have something absolutely marvelous here! Of course we must now
interpret them, which can be more difficult than it looks.” She forced a broad smile as Whittier
approached the corkboard.
“Madeleine, my hat is off to you,” he said, finally. “All these from one little stone?”
“Oh, I just knew you’d be impressed, Gordon! Yes, these are some of the most startling I’ve
seen. And how about you, Gene?”
“I felt the same when I first saw Rorschachs.”
“Oh, but that’s so typical,” she gushed. “There are answers here, but we must find them. It’s
not the easiest thing.”
“Start us off,” Whittier said.
She stammered her way into the collection. Whittier rescued her by starting an association
process. They began listing all the ideas prompted by each symbol, making each reading equal in
value to every other, even White Owl’s. That permitted grouping all the bird symbols, water
symbols, mountains and triangles, circles and wheels. Some didn’t form a group. The wavy lines
seemed to be the outline of the North-South American continents on one side and the EuropeanAfrican continents on the other. Whittier tentatively labeled the sheet ‘Atlantic Ocean?’, hoping
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he was looking at it right side up, and went on. The man inside the man went with the stick
figures. Fishhooks went with scorpion even though one was much thicker. The masks went
together. The last group was unrelated items, such as the concentric rings, cross/knife and
flowers. And the cone things.
Whittier made copies and they all began pasting sections together. Scissors and tape and
scribbles to find someone after thirty-five years! He shook his head. Keep going, man, keep
going.
Island, palm tree, Atlantic Ocean outline. Flowers, palm tree. Man inside a man, masks. Man
on a bird. Bird with great wings—a plane? Mountains? Palms and mountains. Fishhook and
scorpion. Maybe not a fishhook? Scorpion and scorpion? That was probably it. Around and
around.
“These lines going the wrong way in White Owl’s drawing,” Whittier said. “Can they be
wind?”
“Wind blowing the plane?” Pelletier nodded. “Could be, Gordy… I guess.”
“But you don’t really think so.”
“I’m having trouble with the plane thing anyway. Looks like a bird to me… and how does
wind blow a bird?”
“These others are definitely birds,” Madeleine stated.
“Hmmm. Well, one thing we all agree about is water. And Arthur wrote ‘island’ there clear
as day. Let’s put down ISLAND. Let’s put down ATLANTIC OCEAN, at least for now. Put
down PALM TREE. Now we read, ‘an island with palm trees, in the Atlantic’. Can the flowers
go with that group?” He wasn’t allowing himself to doubt the McCloskey Seven, not yet; they’d
only begun. “What do concentric circles suggest? Horizontal wheels with spokes? Remind you
of roulette? Vertical wheel… is that a wheel or a fan? And over here, this circle with a star in it.
Star. What does a star mean? That is definitely a star, not an axle with a twinkle.”
“The concentric circles could be a tree trunk, Gordon.”
“Or an onion,” Gene added.
“Tree or onion. On an island in the Atlantic where palm trees are found. Let’s forget onion
for now. Do palms have concentric rings?”
“Could the circle with the star be one of the concentric ones?”
“Star. What’s a good star?”
“Venus,” said Pelletier, “the evening star.”
“Venus is a planet, Gene,” Madeleine corrected. “What about the North Star.”
“Hmmm. Okay, let’s say it is, even though I thought of Venus, too. What’s the circle, an
orbit? Is this a spacecraft, this line that goes out and comes back?”
Madeleine frowned. “How would that tell us where this man is?”
“Good question. We need arrows, so let’s keep all pointing things together. Strike the onion;
strike the masks and the man inside the man. How about the birds?”
“You say birds, not planes. Birds over water?”
“Birds over water, yes. Albatross? Condor? Eagle? Strike out condor and eagle, or strike out
‘over water’. Which?”
“Let’s stick with albatross. It’s got huge wings for its size and it flies over water.”
“Albatross. We have an island where there are albatrosses along with the other things. What
else is a pointer? Scorpions. Could this be a hot island, somewhere where there are scorpions?”
“Put it down.”
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“Do we include mountains and these triangle things? They look like mountains, don’t they,
or a bunch of sailboats racing.”
“Gene, that’s remarkable. I think you’re right. Those things seem more like sailboats than
mountains, but we can’t use sailboats as pointers. Sailboats are everywhere. Shall we say that our
island has some mountains or peaks of some kind?”
“Okay. Mountains and a desert, if there are scorpions.”
“Gordon…” Madeleine arched one eyebrow. “…couldn’t there be an island where there are
sailboat races?”
“I need some computer power,” Whittier told Hughes. “We need data on Atlantic islands
that have palm trees, scorpions, mountains, albatrosses, flowers and sailboat races.”
Good God! “Dr. Whittier, I’m going to put you in direct contact with Mike Sookikian. He
tutored West Point cadets in computer sciences when he was fourteen and he’s an absolute whiz
on what the NSA complex can and cannot do. What’s your number there?”
“Dr. Whittier? Mike Sookikian here. I ran your question as you gave it to me, and the
answers came out a little strange, so I changed the parameters around. I hope you don’t mind.”
“Of course not. What were your choices?”
“Island in the Atlantic, palm trees, mountains, flowers, albatrosses, scorpions, sailing… that
order.”
“And?”
“Well, there were 8506 significant islands, then 2235 where palm trees could grow, 607
higher than a hundred feet, all with flowers, down to twenty-two iffy ones with albatrosses, and
none when the next category was included.”
“Hmmm. I think I’d have placed mountains ahead of palm trees.”
“I did that, too. It didn’t change things much, and the final category was nothing again. Got
any new ideas?”
“We’ve been talking further here and now I want you to look for palm islands with
scorpions. Flowers next, but not simply existence… prominence. Something for which the spot is
known. Then mountains, then the sailing attribute, last the birds. Can you do that?”
“What type flower?”
“Do your best, Mike. We think somehow that’s important. Maybe something in the history,
like Venus flytraps.”
“I’ll try. Get back to you.”
Mike sat at his terminal with his notes. Islands: he again clicked all the sectors from
Greenland to Antarctica within the east and west boundaries of the Atlantic Ocean. There were
ten regions, each bounded by somebody’s definition of what was in the Atlantic ocean and what
belonged to the land masses. How small was an island before it wasn’t counted? Next he pulled
up the plants and plant features of islands in the Atlantic. Palms were monocotyledonous, family
palmae, tropical and subtropical. He clicked on both types. Now, back up a few screens and get
into the fauna. Order scorpionida, class arachnida. There it was, finally. It complicated things,
but they were Whittier’s parameters. Now scorpions were linked. His working display began to
look like a roadmap.
Flowers: back to the previous menus. Here was a problem: no categories. Back to the
islands. There: attributes. He expanded that screen. Ah, exports and imports, good, and there was
another: histories. Open ‘histories’ to see what good things wait there. He clicked on ‘histories’
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and the screen opened up again with a wealth of new categories. Products, things for which a
locale was known. There! ‘Flowers’ was listed in that menu. He clicked on the category. Any
island with flowers as a product would be linked.
Anything else before moving on? Nope. Back to imports and exports. There, flowers again.
Probably orchids. Poppies? Mountains. Back to physical features, topographical, mountains.
He’d stick with heights of two hundred feet or more. Sailing: possibly history, but don’t forget
commerce and trade. Exports and imports? He played with it, finally selecting four paths.
Albatrosses; birds. He was forced back to almost the top of the map for that one. Albatrosses
were simply not unique to any island, any more than seagulls. Yellow bill albatrosses ranged all
the way up to Nova Scotia.
His screen now looked like the organization chart for General Motors. Go! But there was no
solution. Mike scratched his head. Had he forgotten something? There should have been at least
one answer. Was one of the parameters wrong or was there just no such place. He ran the
program again, step by step. There it was: scorpions! There were lots of islands with palms, but
not when they had to have scorpions, too. Those remaining had to also have prominent flowers,
and those had to have mountains, and those had to include sailing, with albatrosses in the picture.
Scorpions were the problem, yet Whittier had emphasized them.
“Dr. Whittier, Mike Sookikian again. Look, I think the problem is scorpions. How about
looking at that part again.”
“Well, yes. We assumed scorpions from the shape. Could be a fishhook or some sort of
hook, I suppose. But—”
“Fishhook! Well, hell, Dr. Whittier, you know what comes to my mind? Bermuda. Shaped
like a fishhook.”
“Really? I didn’t know that.”
“Let me run it through that way. Call you back. I’m still logged on.”
Whittier held the receiver and looked over at Pelletier, who sat backward on a straight chair,
leaning on his arms and chewing on a thumbnail. Madeleine had her shoes off. Her eyes were
closed, but she wasn’t asleep. She was a determined one. He’d begun to like her in spite of her
manner.
Mike was back in four minutes. “Okay, we got a bingo, almost. Island in the Atlantic, check.
Palm trees, check. Shaped like a fishhook, check. Known for onions and flowers… Easter lilies,
actually. Check. Mountains over two hundred feet, check. Sailing tradition, check. Neutral on the
birds. Could have or not, according to my machine. How’s that?”
“Wonderful, Mike. Sounds like a nearly total bingo to me!”
“Not really, Dr. Whittier. I didn’t run the thing through completely. I went right to the
Bermuda files. You see, it’s not one island at all; it’s more like a hundred twenty. Also, I was a
little loose in defining mountains as being over two hundred feet. That’s not much of a mountain
unless the spot is real small. Even then, Bermuda barely makes it: two hundred twenty-nine. Do
you have an orientation on the fishhook shape?”
“Yes. In every case the hook part is on the left and the point is up. Same with the scorpion.
Does that help?”
“That’s it all right, but I’m still leery of the mountain part. A few dozen feet doesn’t make a
mountain. I’d planned to raise that later. And the birds.”
“What if we hadn’t included mountains or albatrosses at all, Mike?”
“What? But I thought—”
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“Yes, you thought they were important because I included them. That’s what we’re facing
over here, what to put in, what to leave out. You’ve no idea, Mike, how difficult it is to believe
in all this. We’ve got one very well drawn picture that means nothing. Big circle with a star in
the exact center and… well, you get the idea.”
“Yeah. Well, if you leave the fishhook shape in, you can practically throw out the rest. By
the way, I can analyze anything that’s geometrical for you.”
“I’ll fax this over to you. It means nothing to us here, except that we thought of the star as
the North Star. Maybe it fits into some bigger picture.”
“Shoot it over.”
Madeleine was snoring. Whittier motioned Gene to one side without waking her. “The
answer may be Bermuda,” he whispered.
Pelletier nodded. “Gordy, exactly who are we looking for… and why?”
“Someone whose brain holds some answers, if we can find a way to extract them. Our
project is so sensitive there is no precedent, but if anybody asks, you don’t know a thing.
Madeleine will get a different story, know what I mean? You may get to use some of your
laboratory background.”
Whittier didn’t blame him for staring.
GRU Headquarters.
Kalanin frowned. There’d been no activity, no unusual bustle, no huddling of committees,
no spate of phone calls, no unusual traffic into and out of the White House. Such an increase in
any area would have been spotted. Nothing! Agents in the surveillance net had been redoubled.
Still nothing! Because of it, the latest Pelletier report was ominous. Who was this other man
Whittier expected to find in Bermuda, a man with answers? Why Bermuda?
Kalanin looked up from the report. “You have men in Bermuda, Aleksandr?”
“We are tracking organized crime originating there. In past years we have been much
stronger—”
“Whittier and Pelletier are heading there as we speak. Can they be intercepted by your
men?”
“If both men are together I can guarantee it. Nothing happens there that we do not know
about.”
Kalanin nodded. He read the report again. “Kill them both.”
Washington.
The president closed a folder. He appeared exhausted. “Dr. Whittier, John tells me that
Bermuda is the probable location of your man. I’m keenly aware of your misgivings about this
whole thing so I don’t expect you to glow with optimism, but I urge you to press forward with all
possible haste. I’ve just been on the phone with the governor there and your visit will have
diplomatic status. We’ve opened the gates for you. John has your itinerary, and you will be met
at the airport with transportation.”
“Mr. President, forgive me, but I still think this is—”
“Listen to me, Gordon… if we can’t come up with something similar to this thing the
Russians are holding, we have no way out. We’re a nation of electronic dependency. Our whole
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arsenal is tied into it along with the rest of society. If Las Vegas is repeated in any significant
way, we won’t be a nation! John and I are straining to find a solution, but we haven’t yet. The
Russians so far have swept the chessboard. They’ve dared us to make a move, knowing they can
turn it into a disaster so unthinkable it numbs the mind!” Winfield paced, punching his hand for
emphasis. “And after such an additional lesson, those of us still alive will face the same,
inescapable conclusion while we count our dead in millions. We must try to find how they do it.
I won’t inform Congress until the last possible moment and then they’ll have every right to hang
me. I must know if there is a chance. I must!”
“But even if by some wild coincidence Bermuda’s the right place, I have absolutely no idea
how to find the man I’m looking for. This is insanity, sir, and the only reason I’m doing it at all
is that I can’t think of anything else to do!”
“Do it anyway, Gordon. I want to think that I have played some of my cards correctly, even
if the game’s lost! I’m not worrying about being hanged.”
“Mr. President—”
“Four of my Secret Service force will travel with you. Your protection begins when you
leave this office. I’m sorry if that offends you, but you’re much more valuable than you think.
Your person ‘X’ as well. Godspeed, Dr. Whittier.”
***
Bermuda: a giant fishhook formed by islands five hundred miles from the nearest land; site
of purple onions and pink sand beaches and Easter lilies and postcard houses of pastel pinks and
oranges, blues, greens, yellows; their roofs thick with lime to keep trapped rainwater pure
tasting—’icing on the cake’ houses. Seat of secret intelligence operations during World War II,
meeting place for world leaders, site of a U.S. Navy airbase until 1995; tourist haven and
onetime playground for the stately rich. Sometimes called by its original name: Somers Islands.
And, in the early years of the 21st century, sun drenched, fun drenched, sensual Bermuda—
a celebration of youth and sex for the not-so-stately rich, Bermuda’s new tourist class. Half a
million each year, filling hotels, cottage colonies, housekeeping apartments and guest houses to
capacity, spending like drunken sailors while soaking up the Dionysian delights awaiting them.
Two disastrous tourist seasons in a row brought about the change. New minister of tourism
Ted Bakey, under attack for the dismal trend, fought back. The ‘beautiful people’ were no longer
the wave of the future. It was the young. They were the spenders; attract them! Bakey pounded it
home: economics ruled Bermuda, and Bermuda had an extremely serious economic problem!
Golf bored young crowds. Restrictions chased them away. They wanted to know what they
could do, not what they couldn’t; they sought to swarm with others of their kind, making their
own rules, celebrating their definition of freedom. They sought physical excitement, skin, sex.
Give them places to themselves, without community friction, and Bermuda would become their
playground of choice, argued Bakey. It had everything else.
The governing body had no other answer, short of outright subsidy by The Crown, which
was not discussed. In a sometimes hilarious, other times furious session of the House of
Assembly, Bakey won a four-year trial program to attract his crowd of spenders, known already
as Bakey’s Young Rich Set: BYRS, or ‘Beers’ to Bermudians. Beers would restore the heyday
economy and things would boom again.
Some changes were needed in laws and customs. Half a dozen isolated beaches were set
aside for Beers, swimwear optional, restrictions all but nonexistent. Nudity was also allowed in
private discos and lounges, and control of activities left to owner discretion, subject only to drug
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enforcement ‘visits’. Private clubs were closed with any second violation. Contemporary mores
replaced traditional ones in hotels and lodgings.
At the same time there was a general tightening of dress and behavior codes elsewhere in the
island nation. Whatever Beers’ forms of fun and pleasure, they’d keep all of it quite apart from
proper Bermudian society. Time not spent indulging in their favorite pastimes was spent
spending: clothes, food, restaurants by the hundreds. Beers outspent their predecessors twice
over.
Bakey had predicted a strong comeback and he was right. After two years the tourism
percentage of Bermuda’s economy was two points higher than its previous all-time high. Flocks
of Beers came from everywhere.
But some who came to Bermuda had different things on their minds. Three men in a third
floor room in the Sonesta Beach Hotel had Mike O’Dell’s daughter on theirs.
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Chapter 5
In the contest between ‘Digger’ O’Dell and the FBI, it was Digger - 4, Feds - 0.
O’Dell owned The Washington Beacon, one of the country’s top papers. His editorial focus
was corruption and ineptitude in government, and he’d uncovered four major FBI operations that
had Hoover looking like a first-grader in a sunflower costume. Mike O’Dell gave voice to most
Americans’ private fears about the FBI, and there seemed no way to shut him up. His mysterious
sources were unimpeachable, his credibility intact. But there were still ways to get at him, and
one was his renegade daughter.
He’d wanted a son. When fate dealt him different cards, Tricia was turned into the same
mold, starting her training early: guns, scuba, swimming and diving, fencing, an incredible 4th
degree black belt in karate, Aikido. With all that, plus the tragic loss of her mother, she achieved
adulthood too quickly. Mike had instilled in her a sense for the sensational, building toward a
day when she’d become one of the world’s top reporters, roving into places many men never set
foot. Her major was journalism at the University of Maryland, with extra credits in law courses,
and she graduated almost at the top of her class. She learned her lessons well, but in the process
discovered new forms of excitement. She drove stock cars, beating more experienced drivers.
Sky diving followed, mastered two years later. But she balked, finally, at her father’s plans and
chopped short the cooling of her mold, emerging still hot, hungry for more of the very
excitement that had been bred into her.
She discovered the world of casinos, or was it the other way around?
Tall yet curvaceous, with eyes of Irish sapphire and long, swirling black hair, she created a
sensation in Monaco, frequented by rich men, daring men. One who often moored his yacht in
the harbor listed his permanent home in Key West, Florida. Enrico Carta was good looking and
perpetually tanned, with finely chiseled features. He was a high roller, known for his humor even
when losing. Tricia was drawn by his charm, unaware the source of his fortune was tied to
Columbia: he laundered drug money. Carta stayed well apart from the day-to-day operations,
playing as hard as most men worked. And he loved winning—especially against high odds. It
was an emotional high, a drug in its own right.
Tricia was a drug of a different kind. He was intoxicated with her power, poise and skills;
her sexuality, her lust for excitement and fun. He found the headstrong beauty as intriguing as
any game of chance. He’d tested her suddenly, pitting one of his bodyguards against her on the
deck of his 190-foot yacht, Fortune Cookie. She tempered her strikes, but the man was poorly
conditioned and limped for days. Carta accepted her after that. He took her into his bed and into
his confidence. Partly.
Bermuda drew Carta as moths to a flame. For the fifth year running there was a new breed
of sailing race there, outstandingly different. The Bermuda Single Hander race, dubbed the
Murphy Handicap by the more realistic, owed its uniqueness to a crew of just one on a boat
needing at least four. It was the brainstorm of Sir Leon Carmody, who’d brought his idea from
England.
Hulls were identical, but sails and rigging were unlimited. In theory, the more sail types a
boat carried the more versatile its performance, but the equipment needed to support more or
bigger sails added weight and complexity, canceling the advantages. Sail handling by a single
person while racing around a tight, closed course required lashing tillers, crawling around on a
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slick deck, dousing and raising and trimming, and nursing the tiller to keep the boat on course
between every operation, plus maintaining control when things went wrong. And things always
went wrong! The concept made the spectator side of the races highly exciting, adrenaline
producing, a crowd-pleaser. It was a demolition derby at times, very dangerous as well as costly
for those whose boats collided, or sank.
When Tricia wrinkled her nose at Bermuda, Rico sweetened the pie. A single name—James
Foster—was drawing the attention of serious world gamblers, including many of Carta’s betting
acquaintances. Winner of all four events, Foster had also swept the field four times, not losing
even once in the best three-of-five. Twelve wins in a row! The odds of his doing it again a fifth
time were hotly disputed, controversy that intrigued gamblers bored with normal games. There
was mystery all about Foster. He’d come from nowhere to dominate this race, winning in spite of
deliberately slower starts, lagging the field throughout every race, rarely changing sails. His boat
had never been damaged. He’d never once ended up in the water. He was magic! No one knew
how he did it, but everyone agreed: Foster was the name to beat. Even more intriguing—he was
unapproachable, a loner, impossible to trace.
The smart money had a problem. To bet against Foster was to win big if he lost, as the odds
against his losing were sky high. To bet for him? It had come down to race by race betting, rather
than the final outcome. Everyone assumed Foster would race in all five contests, so second place
was up for grabs among the small fry.
Carta planned to win big. Foster would lose one of the races, possibly the second. After he
succumbed to Tricia’s seduction, he’d be barely able to sit in his boat for the rest of the contest.
Tricia found Bermuda far less boring when Carta produced a newspaper photo of the bachelor
sailor. Seduction was fun, exciting! But there was something quite different about James Foster.
She couldn’t quite put her finger on it, but it was there.
***
Joe Fitzsimmons’ years with the FBI showed: he was paunchy; his belt was too long and the
end hung down; his pants were unpressed from one month to the next. A loop of red string hung
from one belt loop, something any cleaning establishment would have removed sooner or later,
but the pants never saw such places so it was forever there. Fitz cared only for his work, not his
appearance.
His Bermuda detail was key in his revenge against ‘Digger’ O’Dell, whose trash paper had
done a number on one of his operations. O’Dell printed names and pictures with the story and,
when the public reprimand and demotion were handed out as a result, that all got printed, too!
Hell, the whole concept of any sting was to go after an illegal operation, fumed Fitz, so who
cared if you bent the rules here and there, long as no one was the wiser? But O’Dell found out
somehow and he put it all in his goddamned paper.
Fitz’s hatred ran white hot, but there’d been no easy way to get O’Dell and come up clean in
the process. Then he discovered O’Dell had a daughter in college. Daddy’s pride and joy, all
alone in the big, cruel world. Fitz began a file that grew into a vendetta, gloating with everything
new he could find to put in it. When she’d popped up in Carta’s company it was a dream come
true! She was running with known druggies, laundering money, and that made her fair game.
Any excuse could have served his purpose, but the evidence on Carta was enough for a potshot at
the laundry itself, a way of getting back to where he belonged in The Bureau. Carta’s yacht on
the way to Bermuda was a clear signal: he was meeting others in the laundry. It got FBI approval
of the stakeout; it got Fitz his funds.
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Sooner or later the most careful criminal would screw up, but unless his mistake was
captured on film or tape, opportunities to use it were lost. Stakeouts lowered chances of missing
things; stakeouts got pictures, videos, recorded conversations. Bermuda wasn’t legal FBI
domain, but O’Dell’s brat was; Carta was. They were dirty Americans, dirty enough to be treated
as what they were: criminals. Criminals had no rights.
The guys at Justice wanted people like Carta shut down, the laundries closed. Even the IRS
backed Fitz’s operation. Wash the money in the States, and they’d look the other way, but Carta
washed it overseas. There was no way for them to get their fair share. So, yeah, go ahead and
shut the bastards down!
Fitz’s early reports never mentioned Tricia O’Dell, but they fleshed in a lot of ‘new
evidence’ about the laundry ring. That was the way it had to be done, or forget the project. One
thing you learned in The Bureau: you hadda get approval before you got anything good enough
to get approval with. Some creative rearranging of facts you already had, stuff no one could
check out, and you got what you needed.
Bermuda hosted yachts from all over. Plenty of meetings on yachts, lots of packages passed,
criminals you could tell just by their looks and names, but Bermuda immigration didn’t care—
criminals spent tons of money, and that’s what Bermuda was after. Forget Bermuda immigration,
Fitz told his team, just watch Carta’s boat; watch the girl. Her contacts were the key. It was
Carta’s style: no direct contact, just donkeys like the girl. So, pin the tail on the donkey.
Tricia became Harry Green’s assignment the day she set foot on Carta’s yacht in Monaco.
He sat five rows behind her on the flight to Bermuda, where Fitzsimmons and Patterson were
already setting up shop. If she’d known any of it, Tricia would have laughed. How stupid! Carta
was a Miami playboy with a nice boat and a large business. He was fun, dangerous, totally sexy!
He loved gambling, and he liked her for what she was—dangerous, and female as well! But she
was already tiring of him, ready to move on. What would James Foster be like?
She arrived two weeks before the races, but that fact was lost on the stakeout team. Feverish
with fear she’d make some move as soon as she arrived, they blew a fortune in bribes to get the
room adjoining hers at the Sonesta Beach Hotel, overlooking the harbor where Carta’s yacht
would anchor, and a second fortune arranging a ‘private’ car rental, a Suzuki four passenger.
Good thing it wasn’t forty years earlier, Fitz thought. Back in his Boston days, a stakeout was too
expensive if it went over twenty-five bucks a day, and that included meals. They made a lot of
mistakes that way, chintzing when they shouldn’t have, mistakes that would have meant big
trouble if anyone found out. Hey, a mistake was a mistake, but not when you coulda done the job
right for another buck or two.
Since they were ‘out of territory’ they had no true phone tap, but enough came through the
wall for their recorder. Tricia spent hours on her phone checking out some guy named Foster.
Fitz began a file. No question about it, Foster was part of the puzzle, probably one of Carta’s
contacts; maybe a kingpin.
“Run it through D.C.,” Fitzsimmons decided, “and let’s find out who this jerk is. If we make
any kinda move and he’s in the way, we gotta know what to expect.”
Patterson showed surprise. “You’re not taking them on here are you, Joe? Can we get away
with that kind of thing? I mean, it’s not our turf.”
“I’m gonna personally escort the O’Dell slut outta here juiced to the gills, but the rest go out
on videotape. We show conspiracy, Jack, we got a case. The dudes that Carta’s here to meet,
once we find out who they are we’ll have enough in the computers to make the case. As for the
girl, I awreddy got that authorized on my say-so.” He grinned at both of them. “We take her out
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on a charter. Jack’s got the juice to keep her quiet… makes it look just like epilepsy. Besides,
you guys are both gonna get a piece, so you better hope we get her back to friendly territory.
What you gotta remember is that we do it quick and we get away with it, far as these dudes go.
We don’t hafta sit around and suck eggs while Washington and Her Majesty talk it out. Put the
slut on a charter, do what we’re gonna do first, ask questions later.” He chuckled. “Anyway, let
me sweat it and you guys just do your part. Watch your own asses, too. Nothing says one of
these drug buggers won’t pop off a few at you. These days, they use Uzis. Not like the old times,
huh?”
Patterson and Green winced together. They’d suffer through yet another hour or two of the
old times, as seen through the foggy memory of Joseph Aloysius Fitzsimmons. Boston and New
York, New York and Philly. Each time they heard the stories, the details were different.
Foster’s trail was coming up blank. Tricia tracked him to Northeastern University, but his
records there were ‘incomplete’: no social security number, no parents, no home address—just
‘Boston’. The registrar’s office refused comment on the omissions. Without a social security
number there was no way to track him. Jim Fosters were everywhere. The trail ended in Boston.
Did anyone in the race community know him? Sure. Know him well? Nope. He was a
recluse, even during race week; no interviews; read books and was mysterious. You couldn’t get
to know him and nobody tried. Oh, a few times he’d hit one of the skin discos, but never with a
girl—nobody remembered him with a girl anywhere. He just blended into the background like
some game bird in the brush.
No interviews! How could she seduce a man she couldn’t talk to, who shunned
companionship? Not only was he a riddle, he wasn’t even in Bermuda! Some thought he usually
arrived a few days before the race, on the same boat he’d use. Others remembered that his boat
was freighted in. But nobody wanted to talk about Foster or his boat. First place was conceded
by all to a man she couldn’t trace, a man nobody knew or even wanted to know? Her uneasiness
grew.
The Royal Bermuda Yacht Club housed race committee headquarters. She posed as a
reporter whose feature story about the race needed a short ‘bio’ on Sir Leon Carmody. He was
happy to show her a list of the participants, their teams and the places they were staying. Foster’s
name was on the list, but he had no team. He’d booked a single room at the Princess Hotel in the
Parish of Southampton, a place seemingly shunned by the rest on the list. She consulted a map:
the Princess was only a mile from the Sonesta Beach. It was time to blow on the coals a bit.
“Sir Leon, is it true that you thought up this intriguing race?” She gave him her best
disarming smile.
Sir Leon’s leathery face lit up behind wire-frame glasses sitting halfway down his nose.
“Well, yes, I had a small part in it, Miss Tricia, but others….” He looked down.
“Oh, Sir Modest!” she gushed, the back of her hand against her forehead. “I’ll bet you did
the whole thing all by yourself!”
“Well….”
“And I just know this is going to be a terrific story, thanks to you. I just wish there were
something I could do to… oh, I know… I’ll donate a prize! May I do that? How about… how
about dinner for two at one of the best places here… the Colony? Someplace like that? And
drinks and dancing afterward. A whole evening of entertainment as a prize. What would that
cost, I wonder? Would six hundred dollars cover it? Oh, you must say yes, Sir Leon. I know how
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hard it is to get donors, and who knows? The Carmody Prize may stimulate others to offer even
more prizes.”
“Carmody Prize?” He lifted his head.
“It’s your race, Sir Leon! What are the prizes, anyway?”
“I’m afraid only the trophy, Miss Tricia. We have wanted it to be more, but….”
“Well, here….” She pressed six new $100 bills into his palm, squeezing his fingers around
it. “Our little secret.”
“I’m afraid… Miss Tricia….” He looked sadly at the money.
“Of what?”
“That the winner won’t accept any prize. He never does, not even the trophy.”
“What are you saying? You already know who will win?”
“Pretty much. He’s fairly unbeatable. Nobody knows why, but he’s just bloody good! Oh,
sorry, Miss Tricia. At any rate, he won’t accept your… my prize if he does win.”
“Leave that part to me, Sir Leon.” She smiled and patted his cheek. She had the excuse she
needed to approach Foster: the Carmody Prize. Come into my parlor, said the spider to the fly!
Washington. 16 days left.
“This is his floor, Deke.”
“Yeah.”
“You remember what I told you?”
“Yeah. Check both ends and then go to room 712 and change the papers.”
“What then?”
“Uh… step on it where it says Post and then get the hell outta here!”
“Slow, Deke, slow… walk out slow, with the other paper under your arm, like you were just
gonna go for a walk in the park. Don’t whistle, don’t talk to no one, don’t do nuthin’ except be
yourself. I’ll be across the street.”
“Tony, this thing ain’t gonna explode on me, is it?”
“I told you it don’t explode. Crissakes, it ain’t gonna do nuthin’ until that sucker goes to
open it. All he’s gonna get is a little whiff of perfume, huh? You wanna get paid or not?”
“Hey, just curious, Tony. Just curious.”
“Just make sure there ain’t nobody in the halls who could see you do it, or your ass is grass.”
“Okay.” Deke Wade eased through the stairwell door. Most of his jobs weren’t this refined,
but at least he knew how to follow instructions. He even knew the mark’s name: Whittier. The
sap would open his morning paper… and smacko! Last breath for that dude. Fresh newspapers
lay outside the occupied rooms. All he had to do was put his paper in place of one of them, step
on the right spot to trigger the ampoule, then walk out. Tony showed him how the thing worked.
Five hunnerd bucks for a five minute job? Hey!
He passed 712. Nothing so far and there was the mark’s paper, pretty as you please. It was
only a little after five A.M. and no one was at either end of the hall. He went back and made the
exchange, stepping on the spot and quickly hopping back, just in case. That was how the thing
got armed, like cocking a trigger. With a final check both ways, he slipped back through the
stairway door. On the way out he couldn’t help but whistle a few notes.
Tony was sitting a block away on a park bench, dozing. Deke sat down next to him.
“It went perfeck, Tony.” No answer. “Tony?” He glanced sideways. “Tony….” Then he saw
the blood.
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***
Whittier strapped himself into the starboard seat, with Pelletier opposite. Secret Service
agents Kelly, Park, Heaton and Hill sat behind, joking among themselves. The flight to Bermuda
was a welcome breather, time in which to think, to wonder what the Russians had discovered and
how they might have discovered it.
Modern medicine was a long, slow march sparked by remarkable discoveries, accidents,
now and then an Edgar Cayce. Cayce was a man who described and specified medicinal
compounds and treatments not yet discovered, for patients he never knew and hadn’t seen, while
in trance. He even gave instructions for making the medicines. He was a normal Special Person
with a gift of reaching across an unknown barrier into a stream of knowledge on the other side,
bringing portions back. It was called channeling. Unfortunately, Cayce had died long ago.
Had the Russians found an Edgar Cayce, or had they simply stumbled onto something
absurdly easy?
He took out the McCloskey Seven readings. There’d been no time to look at Sookikian’s
analysis before the pre-dawn dash to Reagan International. It was the circle with the star at the
center. Mike’s scrawl filled the bottom.
“Assumed North Star (your input). Circle may be earth (equator). If line outward from star is
prime meridian (my suggestion), then doubled back line is another meridian? If clockwise is
westward, the second meridian is west 63 degrees approximately. If eastward, 297 degrees.
Bermuda is 65 west, nothing else even close. Close enough for government work. Can’t think of
any other coincidence. Good hunting. Mike.”
Logic applied to an assumption; precision from an approximation, derived by a woman
holding a stone owned by a small boy thirty-five years before. The answer came within a few
degrees of Bermuda, a spot derived through another set of assumptions with equal flaws by
others holding the same stone. The answers matched. The opinion about the North Star had been
voiced before Bermuda had ever been mentioned!
White Owl’s drawing was useless. Etta Hanley’s masks were still a question mark. The
wheels? Of course the concentric circles were an onion, now that he was going to Bermuda. That
was too easy. Birds? Albatrosses or not? Mike Sookikian found no serious correlation there, yet
what other large birds flew over water? What birds were specifically linked to Bermuda? The
one looking like a glyph didn’t even hint at anything graceful. And why a setting sun? Was it
reference to a time of day, or a color like deep orange?
The man he searched for could be dead, buried somewhere in Minnesota for all he knew, or
Tibet.
‘Condor V’ was lowered into Bermuda waters from its deck cradle on a small commercial
freighter. The boat was thirty-five feet overall, its hull the brilliant reddish-orange color of a
setting sun. On its wide, sloped transom, in bronze and gold, a glyph of the huge bird that gave
the boat its name spread its wings and turned its beaked head in profile. The boat was out of
Bristol, Rhode Island, but it didn’t sail in that area. It waited in a covered cradle for the event that
was its birthright. ‘Condor V’ was, in fact, ‘Condor IV’, which in turn was ‘Condor III’.
For the third year, Foster would race the same boat with nothing more than a change in the
Roman numeral on the transom, notice to all—competitors and gamblers alike—that he was
dropping in for a short series. Arrogant! He arrived three days before the first race, not bothering
with practice sessions. The others had been practicing for two weeks.
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Tricia threaded her way among sailors, support teams and thong-clad girls, talking-up the
new Carmody Prize and finding whatever more she could about Foster without seeming
interested. She learned more from the girls than any of the men. It was a short list: Foster was
polite, quiet, didn’t party. If he played around at all, it wasn’t memorable. He’d been seen at a
skin disco here or there, but always alone. Sat and watched like a nerd, with all his clothes on!
Probably gay, said one girl. Reading, always reading. Sure, he won—luck! No one was that
good.
Two hours later she still had practically nothing to go on. What kind of man went to nude
discos only to watch—unless he was gay or, worse, impotent? The whole skin scene was a
warm-up for hotel room parties that went until dawn, so watching without doing was a form of
self-torture. And what kind of man came from nowhere without leaving a trail? The only clue
that he was real at all was an orange boat in a slip assigned to him.
Then, suddenly, he was there. She’d not have known, except that she stopped to take a final
backward glance at the bustling docks she’d just left, and there was someone on that very boat.
Her relief was mixed with apprehension—her own lack of knowledge was her enemy. It would
have to be ad lib and hope for the best.
When she returned to the docks she was wearing a white sundress, gauzy and soft. A haze of
blue eye shadow, blue parrot earrings with orange tail feathers, the rest—goddess. She found him
sitting on the bow, reading, his back to the dock, legs dangling over the side. Just one more
sailor, she told herself, muscles and bare feet and hairy legs, khaki shorts and striped shirt, a
black bush of hair down the nape of his neck. He paid no attention to the activity around him,
including several busty girls in thong bikinis having a water fight with dock hoses. What was it
about him that made her assignment seem so… so wrong? The answer would not come.
Clutching a clipboard, she hop-scotched her way along the thronging docks and leaned
against the piling nearest the orange hull.
“James Foster?”
He turned slowly, waiting to hear her purpose, presenting a deeply tanned face with high
cheek bones and deep-set eyes: a powerful, handsome face.
“You must be him,” she murmured, browsing her list. “I’ve done all the others.” Still he said
nothing. “If you can spare a few moments, Mr. Foster, I’m explaining a new award to all the
contestants. I’ll have to interrupt your reading there—”
“I’ve got time.” His voice was a deep baritone, rich and relaxed. He seemed amused.
“We’re doing something this year for Sir Leon, an expression of thanks for the effort he’s
put into this race. Oh, I’m sorry… I’m Tricia O’Dell. Sir Leon’s been a friend of the family for
years and years.” She paused, then reached out with her hand, smiling. When he stretched back
and took it she knew he’d felt her strength, but a shiver ran down her spine all the same.
“Tricia O’Dell. Pretty name. So….” He closed the book and put it title-side down on the
deck. “…talk to me, Tricia O’Dell.”
She nodded, still smiling, then made it look like she was going to sit on the warped, wet
dock.
“Wait, that’s filthy! Come on aboard. Here….” He got quickly to his feet, directing her
along the toe rail with his hand. She let him steady her, resisting her own natural impulse to
grasp the cable as she made the step up at the shrouds. The corners of his mouth turned up a bit
as the boat rocked with her added weight.
“Okay?” His amusement almost became a laugh as she finally reached out for the shroud.
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“Thank you, yes. I wasn’t sure about even touching your boat. Sir Leon says it’s always bad
luck. If the boat loses, there’s that person who was the jinx, huh?” She laughed, looking directly
into his eyes and, for the briefest of moments held her gaze, lips parted. “Where do you want me,
Mr. Foster?”
“Call me Jim. We’ll use the cockpit. No lifelines on race boats, so watch your step.”
“I jump out of planes…”
“Skydiver!”
“…so I… my, you are quick! Do you do it?”
“Interesting! So, Tricia O’Dell, on to Sir Leon.” He sat opposite her and locked his fingers
behind his shock of black hair, looking oddly at her.
“Well, I hear you always win.”
“So far.”
“And that you don’t take the trophy?” She nodded toward the other boats. “According to
some of them, you’re a real monster.”
“I always get bad press here, Tricia. I don’t need money or trophies. I’m here for the fun of
it, because I like this race, but let’s not talk about me… go ahead with your story.”
“Well, this is my story in a way. Sir Leon will be crushed if you win this time and then
refuse his little prize, the one I’m talking about. It’s not much, really, just a night on the town for
two, but it means a lot to him: The Carmody Prize. We’re hoping it’ll grow into something, that
there will be some important sponsors soon. So I’m here to ask you… Jim… even if you don’t
need the awards, will you at least go through the motions if you win? For Sir Leon?” She smiled,
running fingers through her hair and tossing it a bit to one side. “You should have seen how tall
he stood when he learned about a prize with his name on it. There isn’t time to print anything,
but it’s carte blanche for the winner and a companion, dinner at… well, maybe the Colony?
Anywhere the winner chooses. Then drinks and dancing and entertainment at wherever, all paid
for. I don’t know a thing about night life in Bermuda, but it sure seems like a nice prize to me.”
She flicked an imaginary speck from her hem, using her left hand.
He followed the motion. “Here alone, Tricia?”
“Oh, let’s not talk about me. I’m just asking you to accept the prize, Jim, assuming you win
it as they say.”
“On one condition, but I don’t want the thing. It’s yours if I win. How’s that?” His mouth
curled a bit and she knew he was waiting for her reaction.
“Be serious, Jim, how would it look if I—”
“Who’ll be looking? The prize is accepted, it’s history. These guys all come here to party,
Tricia, not fret about who wins and loses. No one gives a hoot once it’s over, long as they can let
it all hang out every second they’re here. When their cash is gone they go home and recover until
next year. Sound familiar?”
She laughed. “I’m certainly no stranger to partying, but I still don’t—”
“Then you’ll have a great time here once you learn a few good spots. Check out the
Different Drummer… hottest spot here. Skin and sin, definitely not for the minister’s daughter,
but if you want your pick of men, that’s the place. Or the Oasis: loud but nice, plenty of chances
to connect with someone. With your looks, you won’t have any trouble spending that prize and
no one’ll ever notice. Take my word for it.” He chuckled.
“What’s so hot about that Drummer place?” Please don’t be gay!
“That interests you?”
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“Curious.” She tilted her head at him with a quizzical look. “I’ve been to the wickedest spots
there are, like the Magic Pudding in London. I just didn’t realize that Bermuda allowed such—”
“You weren’t kidding… you really don’t know Bermuda, do you?”
“Unh-unh, but I’m hoping to sample some of it. So tell me… do you go to that place a lot?”
“It’s not quite the Pudding, Tricia, but reasonably close. Girls get down to thongs and heels
there. Same with the guys, practically nothing. Of course, if….”
So you know what happens at the Magic Pudding! Okay, now we’re getting somewhere.
“Oh, come on!” She laughed again, careful not to overdo it. “Bermuda can’t have changed
THAT much! You must mean the entertainment.”
“Everyone.” He nodded at the water fight still in process. “Girls like them, hundreds of
guys. Take your pick.”
“I bet you get your share… of the girls, I mean. Do you like it there?” She smirked, showing
him a bit of dimple.
“The Drummer was the first. Or, try Forty Thieves, or Flavors. Straight spots, not that sexy.
At any rate, that’s what I’ll do with the Carmody prize if I win, as you say. I’ll give it to you; you
enjoy it.”
“Well, if that’s the only way you’ll accept it, it’s better than letting Sir Leon down. So where
are some of your favorite haunts, Jim, if the Drummer isn’t one of them.”
“Talk skydiving to me, Tricia O’Dell.”
“Oh, that’s quite a long story.” She made a point of looking down the busy dock.
“You have to go somewhere? Meet someone?”
“No, you were the last on my list, so my little job is done. It’s just that, well, I had a feeling
I’d already taken up too much of your time. They said you liked being by yourself, and I did
interrupt your reading. Wasn’t that de Chardin? The Phenomenon of Man?”
“They?” She glances at it and knows it’s de Chardin? She couldn’t have seen the title. How
many even know de Chardin? What kind of woman is this?
“The others….”
“Oh, that ‘they’. They think what I want them to think, Tricia. I set that up at the beginning.
I’m the monster of the BSH, you said so yourself. Ask anyone.”
“But why?”
“Maybe another time. Are you ready to hear my condition for accepting the prize? Did you
realize I’d made a condition?”
“I… I did hear you say that. I’m almost afraid to ask.”
“I can’t believe you’re afraid of anything. Prove me right. I want to hear about skydiving,
and Tricia O’Dell, over dinner. At the Colony, if you like it so much. Or Lillian’s at the Sonesta
Beach. It’s my favorite. Big money all goes there. Dinner, Tricia? Say ‘yes’ to the monster.”
Careful! Take your time, take your time. Not yet. Not yet. Wait. Now!
“All right… yes, Mr. James Foster!” She took in a deep breath, let it all out at once. “I think
I might enjoy talking about skydiving, but how will you keep your reputation as a monster if
you’re seen behaving like a normal man?”
“Monsters have to eat.”
“It sounds fancy.”
“It’s outrageously expensive.”
“You have that kind of money?
“Yes.”
It’s none of my busi—”
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His answer was so direct she had no response. She threaded her fingers through her hair
again, lips pursed, aware of his amusement. Then she spoke carefully, but with the knowledge
she’d just broken through.
“Am I to suppose… Mr. Foster… that such lavish spending may lead to sport of a different
kind afterward? Like Different Drummer, perhaps?” She grinned slyly.
“Dinner, Tricia. The choices afterward are yours. There are far less provocative places I’ll
happily show you.”
“Oh, I’m just teasing, Jim. I don’t know anyplace here, really I don’t. I’ve been out with Sir
Leon once, but he’s hardly the swinger. Whatever you choose would be just fine with me,
provocative or not, but I do want to know why you’re the monster of the BSH. Fair exchange?
My sky diving against your monster?”
“I can’t promise that, Tricia. What I can promise is to introduce you to what others consider
fun here. I believe I will enjoy that.”
“I… I have to know how to dress… for whatever, I mean.” She looked directly into his eyes,
letting her expression go soft. “Lillian’s sounds pretty poshy, but if we go somewhere afterward I
have to consider that, too, don’t you think?” She fingered the hem of her skirt. It’s the prettiest
little parlor….
“Do you have a gown?”
“I brought a couple, but I never thought I’d get to use them.”
“Wear one. After dinner, tell me where you’d like to go and I’ll take you to your hotel so
you can change, if you like. They don’t close the good spots until dawn. How’s that sound?”
“I suppose that would work.”
“Where are you staying?”
“It’s right there. The Sonesta Beach, room 312.”
“Small world. So you know about Lillian’s.”
“On my budget as a place to avoid. I’m strictly coffee shop.”
“How does seven sound?”
“Seven is just fine.”
“I’ll be waiting for you in the lobby, across from the elevators.”
“I’ll be on time. I promise.”
The distance was seventy yards. Harry steadied the camera on a post and shot two rolls of
35mm film through the big lens. Foster! So now they had a set of pictures to go with the name.
O’Dell’s brat must’ve liked what she’d learned about Foster, the way the two of ‘em were sitting
in the orange boat, talking like old friends. Didn’t look like strangers to Harry Green!
Foster had to be somebody important for her to camp on the phone all those hours. Was she
puttin’ the make on him, trying to find out more? That would be great! They might even go to
one of those nude beaches and he’d get some even better pictures. Those he’d keep!
Tricia left the docks on a high. Monster of the BSH, pooh! Yet he was not just another
sailor, either. He exuded mystery and power, but not Carta’s power, not money power.
Something else, something she’d not felt about any man she’d ever met. James Foster had
excited her from the very first moment. Rico must never see it!
Back at her hotel she slipped into high-cut shorts and a tie-top, with straw wedgies for
footwear, then called for the hotel launch to take her to the Fortune Cookie, at anchor half a mile
offshore. She needed the perfect dress for the date, plus a few other things she had on the yacht.
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The dress was one Rico’d bought her in Monaco, a floor length hourglass slink of pink silk
jersey, slit way up one leg. About the same as pink paint, one thin coat!
The Fortune Cookie’s launch was gone, but she could see Rico on the upper deck with two
of the crew. He’d be waiting for her report, anxious about her progress. She mentally rehearsed
her story on her way to the master stateroom, where she filled a tapestry bag with what she
needed ashore. Then she headed for the circular staircase.
“Foster’s tough,” she shrugged, pacing back and forth before Carta with a generous Vodka
Collins. “You never told me he was such a loner, Rico, and I nearly blew it. At first I even
thought he was gay!”
“I know nothing about the man,” admitted Carta, “but I knew you’d learn whatever you
needed. Was he attracted to you?”
“What I found was practically nothing. Nobody knows him! He stays to himself, doesn’t
practice, and ignores everyone connected with the races. He even stays at a separate hotel, not
where the other racers stay. I took a big gamble and I was lucky. At least he didn’t throw me off
his boat. You’re right, it was up to me to take the chances as I saw them. At any rate he was a lot
tougher than I thought when I agreed to do this for you. If I hadn’t gotten this brainstorm about a
special prize for the race, he might not have talked to me at all! He has his own women,
apparently, all he wants. He wasn’t even looking at the girls on the dock, and they were worth
any man’s attention, believe me. You’d have burst your zipper!” She paused, sipping her drink.
“Are you worried you won’t succeed with him?”
“I hope we’re going to be all right, but I may be getting a little quicker action than you
planned. Just when I thought he might be dead from the waist down, he asked me to dinner with
him… tonight. I had to snap at it or risk losing out altogether, that’s how mysterious he is. I don’t
know… maybe he asked me as a test because I told him I knew nothing about Bermuda. Should I
do the capsule thing tonight?”
“Wonderful. Fabulous! No, not tonight, Sweet Thing. He needs to win the first race. But you
have made me think.” He put his feet up on the railing and locked his fingers behind his head.
“Yes, go ahead and screw him tonight. He’ll be hungry for more of you, and the timing we
require may be that much easier.”
“Well, I’ll try if you say so, Rico, but the timing stinks. It means I have to get him in the
sack twice at the very least, AND keep him away from whoever else he’s got here in the
meantime. He certainly isn’t hurting for action here, from what they say, so I have no idea how a
second chance will come, unless he happens to like my style. Maybe he won’t tumble even
once.” She faced him. “I have to tell you this, as well, Rico. I tried tracing his background as
soon as I got here. He’s got a shady past he’s hidden extremely well. I think he’s a professional
of some kind, very quick and observant, with lots of money. I’m nervous; I’ll have to be really
careful. We can’t afford to let him see me coming here… I told him I was alone in Bermuda.
Maybe I should stick to shore until this is over?”
“Of course. You’re right, Pretty One. I’ll simply have to postpone the little party I’ve been
planning since Monaco. I’m sure you’ll enjoy my guests as much as they’ll enjoy you.”
“Hmmmmm! You’re making my assignment a LOT tougher, Rico!” she grinned. “I can just
guess the kind of party you’re planning!”
“The first race is now in three days. What can I say?” He laughed again. “Screw him every
night. You’ll succeed, I know it, and I’ll be several million dollars richer. Can you imagine how
I’ll reward you for your part?”
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“Oh, Rico, stop it! Now you’re making me nervous, with talk like that. Several million? You
can’t be serious!”
“Not to worry. The odds against his losing will be high, and after he wins the first race, they
may double. It’s his reputation. No one expects him to lose at all, not a single race. None of the
money will come from the islands. It is here as we are, visiting. There’ll be nothing visible.
We’ll keep it all.”
“You’re betting with your rich friends? They’re coming here? They’re your party guests?”
“Precisely. Twelve have accepted my challenge. They’ll be here the day before the first race,
or even earlier, each bringing his women, of course. We must not allow them to connect you
with Foster in any way, another reason for you to apply your talents tonight. When you do him
after the first race, make him come to you secretly, not publicly; make it a game. I’m only
suggesting; you’ll think of the right way. And I would also stay out of expensive places where
they might decide to go, until the day of the second race. I plan to lose about half a million to
them on the first race. On the second?” He shrugged. “I’ll naturally let myself be drawn into a
larger bet. Let us say there could be three to four million for us in that race. That is the race
Foster must lose. With such a man out of contention, further bets will be modest. It’s the second
race that is important. I’m placing all my confidence in your abilities, Darling.” Carta touched
his glass against hers and smiled.
The vial she carried in her purse wreaked its intestinal havoc in six hours. It was effective,
not fatal. Carta reserved killing for more important occasions.
Harry took a few more shots of the yacht and retraced his steps to the motor scooter that had
nearly cost him his life three times already. The slut would be getting her chimes rung for the
rest of the day out there, so it would be a good time to report in. He packed the camera into the
backpack and finished a cigarette, then started the scooter. He was just about to get on when he
saw the hotel launch heading for the yacht again, so he got back off and unslung his binocs. She
was leaving, coming back to shore! Her meeting with Foster meant something important to Carta
and he was sending her back in a hurry.
“Damn!” he muttered. The launch was heading out of sight, not back to the Sonesta. He
jumped onto the scooter and tried to start it without remembering to turn the key. By the time he
figured out why the thing wouldn’t start, the launch was already out of sight around a point of
land. Oh well, another few seconds and he’d have missed her anyway. That was how it had
happened, Harry Green decided: he’d never seen the launch that second time.
Washington.
“So who was the stiff on the park bench?”
“Tony Bianco. Just a punk, lots of aliases.”
“And you think he’s behind the hotel death?”
“Fits his M.O. The newspaper was set up his way. Anyway, somebody wanted him dead bad
enough to do him right there on that park bench, and he was just too close to that hotel to suit
me. Shame about the maid, though.”
“Yeah, always the innocent, huh? But I thought Whittier was minor league. Wasn’t there a
question about why we were guarding him in the first place?”
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“Not any more. Whoever planted the paper never expected him to leave his room as early as
he did. Get word to Kelly in Bermuda, Bob. Tell him to stay alert. Someone right here in D.C. is
out to kill Whittier and they almost got him.”
Bermuda.
Carlton Knowles paced at the rear of his shop and re-read the coded cable for the fourth
time. He was to take out two men immediately and remain covert if possible. If possible! Kill
two men and then disappear? In twenty-one square miles of islands? There was no description of
the targets, no agenda, no arrival time, no airline. That would all follow—but plan the rubout
anyway. His GRU control expected miracles! On the other hand, if he pulled the job off and got
away, there’d be a sizeable bonus according to the last part. Yes, that was a nice amount!
He’d use Toby Caine at the airport end. Toby was a black Bermudian who’d blend well into
the airport backdrop, he knew how to use a gun, and he loved a kill. Knowles sent off a reply
asking for better descriptions. When the targets stepped off their plane he’d be ready, but he had
to know more… and fast.
He turned the sign on his shop door around again. It said, ‘Closed’.
George Peckham, detective with the Bermuda police, was there courtesy of his government
and at the request of President of the United States James Winfield, to assist in a whirlwind
search for an American man in Bermuda. He was there because four of the visiting American
team carried weapons, which were not officially allowed at all in Bermuda. He was there
because the quarry was to be removed from the island nation against his will if that became
necessary. He was there, too, because he was a fourth-generation Bermudian.
Whittier wanted Bermuda to ‘settle’ on him. For lack of anything definite, he decided to
focus on the Fenway incident. If there was any connection to the past, sailing was the most
probable, except that he really hadn’t a sliver of an idea what to do, where to begin. And it
wasn’t just going to drop on him.
After breakfast, Peckham took them on a ‘get acquainted’ tour of the islands in a mini-bus.
They started in St. George’s Parish. By 11:45 they were on the causeway to Hamilton. Boats
were everywhere.
“George, are there lots of sailboat races here?” Whittier probed.
“All the time. Saturday races starting in January, right through to fall, over at the Royal
Bermuda Yacht Club. First Sunday of every month the big offshore cruisers race. Lots of dinghy
races here in St. George’s harbor and over in Hamilton harbor. BSH races this week. The
Newport to Bermuda ocean race a week from now. And a couple more. Massachusetts to
Bermuda race and Annapolis to Bermuda race. Also powerboat races at Ferry Reach… we just
passed Ferry Reach. It goes all year, just about.”
“What’s the BSH?”
“Bermuda Single Hander. Fun to watch, for a change. You a sailor, Dr. Whittier?”
“No, just interested. We’re here to find a man without knowing much about him, but he may
be linked to racing somehow. Who can we talk to about that whole subject? It might help.”
“Royal Bermuda Yacht Club. That’s where the races are mostly handled. Anyone into
sailing, seems to me, would be hanging around over there. It’s at Point Pleasant… Barr’s Bay,
actually. We’ll be going by it half an hour from now.”
Pelletier pushed his hornrims back up on his nose. “What’s your thinking, Gordy?”
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“Okay, the whole thing began with boys sailing model boats, and we have drawings of
triangles you thought looked like sailboats racing. It’s the only thing I can think of. Maybe our
man is still interested in the sport. Maybe that’s why we’re here in Bermuda, the sailing activity I
mean. Can you think of anything else?”
“I was thinking about the masks. People hide behind masks, so maybe your person is hiding
out here.”
“Don’t even think it. If he’s hiding we haven’t a chance.”
“Frankly, Gordy, I don’t think you have a chance anyway. Do you? This whole thing’s
crazy, chasing a ghost with a bunch of drawings from a rock some kid had on him thirty-five
years ago. It’s a plain rock and the rest is all garbage, so why don’t you just admit it?”
“You’re right, Gene,” sighed Whittier. “We may not even be in the right hemisphere, but we
push ahead anyway because I promised I would. In a few weeks it won’t matter anyway.”
Tricia returned to her hotel room in a quandary. Rico was betting fifty times the amounts
she’d ever imagined and he was pinning his success all on her! Why had he waited so long to tell
her the whole plan? One dinner date and some fun afterward was far from any guarantee Foster
would ever be back for a second pass on exactly the night Rico wanted, or that it would involve
dinner if he did. Dinners offered lots of chances to doctor someone’s food, but how could she
pull it off if the date was just a romp? Rico was thinking with his cock, the way he always did.
Foster was no ordinary man, this was no casual seduction, and she was too damned early by two
days!
She needed to know more about Different Drummer, unless Foster was just teasing her. He
sounded and acted like a man reading a dictionary, and yet he’d been seen there, hadn’t he? She
couldn’t remember if anyone had been specific on that point, but it was the first spot he
mentioned and he seemed to know all about it. That put him one up on her. If going there
wouldn’t help her drag him into bed she’d have to come up with something else, but whatever it
was had to be good enough to break through his shell. He’d avoided all her questions, changing
the subject each time, staying in control. She would not permit him to control her that way!
Her answers were sure to be found at the hotel pool. She picked a Day-Glo yellow bikini
from her collection, adjusting it to maximize cleavage, and dropped a tee-shirt over the suit. Next
came a diamond ring from her collection, slipped onto her fourth finger. She stopped to grab a
drink at the pool bar, then surveyed the scene.
The combination she hoped for was at the deep end. A half dozen men of roughly the right
age were cavorting for three girls who pretended to deplore the antics. The nearest, a frizzled
blonde with huge sunglasses, held a paperback in one hand and a drink in the other. Her two
companions were laughing at the antics. One rubbed lotion on her legs.
Tricia threw her towel on the lounge next to the blonde, who lifted her sunglasses and made
an appraisal. Fresh from high school, Tricia thought, but she had the right look and body
language. Probably there enjoying daddy’s money. Daddy didn’t know what went on in
Bermuda.
“Anyone using this?” Tricia dropped her cloth bag on top of the towel and turned toward the
commotion, tossing her hair to one side as the clowns inspected her. One grabbed his crotch to
emphasize his approval. The ladder exiting the pool was, of course, right there next to the girls,
and a wet trail passed close to the lounges. Another climbed out and took his time going by,
looking at them all with a silly leer. At least he was into his twenties.
“You’re gonna get wet,” said the blonde. “They’re frisky.”
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“I noticed.” Tricia set down her drink and took her time teasing her tee-shirt off. She gave
her top a microscopic adjustment and re-tied it behind her neck. “Maybe it’ll feel good. I’m
Tricia O’Dell.”
“Barbara Bell. Hey, we rhyme!” Barbara sat up and perched her glasses on top of her frizz.
“Here alone?” She eyed Tricia’s cleavage.
“You got it… solo. My boyfriend backed out at the very last minute.” She over-emphasized
the ‘very’, sounding disgusted.
“Oh, no! Oh, the pits!”
“Yeah. Business.” She shrugged and took a sip of her drink, holding it so the ring showed.
“So my best friend was gonna loan me her guy for the whole week. He was all packed and
everything, but Mr. Wonderful threw a fit! One of those scenes, get what I mean?”
“Yeah, bummer. Wowwww! Really the jealous type, huh?” Barbara put her book down.
“Surprised all of us. I mean, we all party together so it’s not like I never banged the guy…
oh, well. Now my girlfriend’s real upset.” She sipped her drink and watched the men for a
moment. “Been here long, Barb? I got in this morning. What’s hot at night?”
“We’ve been here five days. Oh, you’re gonna love it here. Trish, right? I’m bad at names.
This is Sandy next to me; she’s recovering from last night. And she’s Terry. We’re together, two
rooms with a door between.”
Sandy half-waved, then turned back to the noisy antics. One of the men leaped from the
diving board, all arms and legs, and made a cannonball that showered them with half the pool.
Tricia forced a giggle at the mocking face floating ten feet from her. She blew a wisp of dripping
hair with her lower lip, then turned back to Barbara, who was shaking water from her book.
“Sounds interesting! I could use gettin’ up to speed quick, Barb. Where ya been goin’ for
guys and all? I see you’ve got a fairly nice collection here. They came from someplace really
wicked, I hope. What about this Different Drummer?”
“That’s theeee place. You know about it, huh? Boy, you learn fast.”
“Heard it’s wall-to-wall beef!” She lifted her glasses and squinted at the muscle show. “I
could use some any time now.” She snapped the glasses back down. “What’s it like there?”
“It’s really wild! The floor gets real crowded, know what I mean, so you can get your hands
going. That’s what I like about it.”
“Mmmmm, and I have such active hands! What d’ya wear?”
“Strings or thongs mostly; nothin’ if you want.” She glanced at Tricia’s bustline. “You’ll be
a real hit there… guys’ll be linin’ up ten deep.”
“How about them?” Tricia grinned, nodding at the clowns.
“Same thing. Lots of those gauze shorts with the open sides, too, the kind they wear over
thongs off the beach. Not much they can do before, you know, somethin’s poppin’ out.”
“Mm-hmmm, that’s not hard to imagine!”
“They’re the ‘in’ thing now at the Drummer. Slide your hands right inside and go for it.”
“We think the same way, sounds like,” Tricia laughed. “So what keeps it from becoming,
you know, an orgy right there?”
“Know whatcha mean!” Barbara giggled. “It just doesn’t. ‘Fact, the guys behave better than
us inside. I mean, I haven’t seen anyone actually goin’ the distance inside, but soon as you go
outside… hoooeee! Don’t go down to the beach there unless you’re hot for ma-a-a-jor sex. I lost
count first time I did. I have no idea who some of ‘em were, just got passed from one to the next.
Sandy went down there last night with a whole group, and she’s still counting. Hey, why
don’tcha come with us tonight? Half past seven’s when we leave. Barbara Bell, room W207.
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Wear heels, you’ll knock ‘em dead! C’mon and party with us after. These guys here and a whole
bunch more.”
“Maybe tomorrow night. Is it crowded? Real loud?”
“They say about two hundred, but it’s twice that. And there’s always more guys down on the
beach. Remember Trish, unless you like getting’ it nonstop, like Sandy….”
“Whatta way to go. Hey, thanks for the tip, Barb. Maybe I’ll see you there.” She dug into
her bag for a cap, then dove and swam the pool length and back before re-surfacing.
Now what, Tricia? It sounds perfect—for anyone but Foster! That girl on the docks said he
just sat there and watched with all his clothes on. How could he? And except for a glance or two
at you on his boat, was he even remotely physical? Did he ever answer any of your questions?
Maybe it is just dinner, maybe he really does have other interests. You’ve got to get him three
nights from now, not just tonight. If he decides to be somewhere else, how do you change his
mind? Work him over at the Drummer? Excite him so much that he has to have more? Or is it
you? You’re excited by him and you want him to show you off, like Rico does? It’s not one of
Rico’s parties, not a game! You have to get him again in three days. Rico has millions riding on
it! You have to offer something Foster can’t get any other way and you don’t know what turns
him on. Barbara’s parties? If only you knew that somehow you’d truly broken through his crust,
gotten his interest. If only you knew what made him tick, that he wasn’t gay. If only you knew
now, right now!
As she broke the surface, her first breath was used all on a single word: Damn!
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Chapter 6
The Royal Bermuda Yacht Club
Peckham slipped the bus into some shade. “Stretch your legs, chaps?”
“I think I’ll just walk around the place for now,” said Whittier, arching an eyebrow at Gene.
The quartet of agents were already filing out.
“If it’s all the same with you, Gordy, I see a nice bench under that tree that’ll produce
exactly the same results. You mind?”
“All right, Gene, I understand. I’ll be down by the boats.”
He strolled, unnoticed, through the arch and down the slight incline to docks teeming with
activity, vibrantly alive with sparkle, and color and sound and excitement. A parable from
Richard Bach’s book “Illusions” was running through his mind, about going with the current,
flowing with the current. The allegory was clear. He’d always fought the current, even before
that day in the Fenway. He was too logical, too rigid. It was his engineering training. He’d have
to let go this time, not fight; let the current carry him where it would. And yet, how could the
answer drop on him if he were in the wrong spot? Maybe even in the wrong hemisphere? What
did Richard Bach have to say about that?
He drifted aimlessly, haltingly, deep in thought, seeing nothing and everything, drawing
aside, stepping over and around, and aside, as the frenzy on the docks swept around him like
whitewater around a boulder. At the far end he stared back through the maze of glistening wires
and bobbing, chrome-studded hulls, taut ropes and bright-colored sailcloth, tormented by the
futility of his search, expecting nothing and yet bitterly disappointed by its arrival; an unwilling
pawn moved by unknown players on a chessboard beyond his understanding, denied the
privilege of quitting. There was a hard knot in his stomach. Gene was right; it was all such a
farce!
The fog of fatigue blanketed him as he stepped back into the bus and nodded to Peckham.
“Okay, maybe we’ll come back here tomorrow when I’m fresh. How about the downtown area.”
A whole day had passed. Fifteen impossible days left.
The woman in the mirror smiled. Her hair swirled softly over one shoulder, set off by pink
teardrop earrings. They matched the gown, a backless, floor-length creation that, on a hanger,
was just a tube of silk jersey. On her body the tube became pink skin, clinging gloriously to her
curves as if glued. Its deeply plunging halter top hooked behind her neck; the long skirt was slit
daringly high. Yes, about the same as paint!
A bracelet of lapis lazuli supplied a splash of blue; silver high-heeled sandals completed the
externals. Pink thong panties hid their lines beneath the dress, but clasps of a lacy garter creation
shouted their presence through the knit. She would devastate Foster from the very instant of their
rendezvous. She visualized him waiting in the hotel lobby, anxious for her appearance each time
elevator doors opened. She’d be allowed that single entrance, no retakes.
She added Opium perfume behind each ear, and elsewhere, and then set aside an item of
lingerie from her swimwear case, a tiny thong of sheer, sky-blue nylon two inches at its widest,
its center plunging low with a little pink flower on one side. The thong branched in back to tie
high on each hip with a bow. It would do very nicely—later.
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She shared the elevator with a swarm of butterflies, but as the doors slowly parted, they
flew. Woman stepped forth.
There he was! Across the lobby, wearing black with a white ruffled shirt. A tuxedo? She
hesitated, but imperceptibly. Foster was a sailor, with bare feet and a shaggy mop of hair. The
man who waited across the lobby was someone else. And yet he was… him! She moved as she
knew she could, aware of her impact on others in the lobby, breasts sliding and bobbling under
the silk, nipples hard as acorns. The distance closed; her eyes locked into his as she smiled and
slowed her final steps.
“James Foster, you are utterly fabulous! I’m speechless!”
“I was compelled to dress properly, Tricia. I knew you’d be as stunning as you are. Every
eye followed you across the lobby just now!”
“Thanks to a bit of pink cloth. Do you like it?”
“How do I answer that?” He laughed. “They haven’t invented the words yet. Lillian’s
awaits. Doth the princess deign take a monster’s arm?”
She squeezed up against him, fighting her thoughts. A tuxedo? In Bermuda?
He’d reserved a plush corner booth overlooking the bay, and they sat apart at first. Their
table had elegant candles set in silver candelabra; others had lanterns. “I thought you’d like
them,” was all he said. Champagne magically arrived; he’d arranged that, too. He hid the menu
from her, reading it aloud in faux French with a wonderfully rich accent. She laughed genuinely
at how well he did it. Shrimp cocktail; champagne. Skydiving; champagne. Lobster tail, karate
and Aikido; champagne. Fencing, guns; champagne. Racing, too?
But he said little about himself, beyond vague generalities, and she found the fact amusing.
He thought he was hiding from her. She moved to sit next to him, her leg against his, her index
finger playing in the hair over his ear. He’d asked his questions and she’d answered them.
Champagne had worked its magic on them both. His hand played lightly along her thigh, teasing
the garter clasp beneath the knit and giving her goosebumps.
The dessert menu was presented and a third bottle of champagne was being proffered by
their waiter. Foster was nodding.
“Jim… no more champagne.”
The waiter looked a question at her. “Mam’selle ees had enawf chaumpanne?” He smiled.
“Ah, then perhaps a cordial? Somma-zing… chocolat?”
She pressed herself against Jim’s thigh and looked at him, lips parted. It was time to move
on.
“Let’s skip dessert, Mr. Foster. There are better ways to spend the same time… you were
going to show me some of the sexiest places here in Bermuda. Still game? Or are you ready for
the sandman?”
“Ah then, m’sieu?” The waiter smiled at Foster.
“L’addition, s’il vous plait, André.”
“Vayyywell, m’sieu.” André, born and raised in Detroit, left them alone.
“I did some asking around,” she cooed. “And I’ve decided where I want you to take me.”
She wound his hair around her finger.
“What did you finally choose for the monster’s assignment, stunning princess?”
“You recommended it highly. I should find someone to take me there, you said: The
Different Drummer, remember?” Her voice was dreamy and she held her sultry look, flicking the
tip of her tongue against her upper lip.
“I might not have put it quite that way if I’d known how very different you are, Trish.
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Somehow….”
“Different as in ‘minister’s daughter’ different, Mr. Foster? Do you find them all that
exciting?”
“You are not easy to read, Miss O’Dell, not at all. I had no idea who you were.”
“And now? We’ve been talking about me all evening. Worried I’ll find the Drummer
too…… appealing?”
He laughed at her impish expression. “I should’ve known that any girl who jumps out of
planes—”
“Might jump out of her dress?” she smirked. “Now that you have seen the light, we are
going upstairs to my room so I can change into something a bit more…… appropriate.” She let
her hand fall and slid it along the inside of his leg. For a brief moment she touched him through
the trousers, and a wave of relief swept through her. “And I think I’d like you in something much
more…… interesting, shall we say? Your hotel comes next.”
“Off with my jacket and tie and I’m as ‘in’ as anyone,” he countered.
“I had something much less in mind, Monster. Maybe I’ll just rummage through your
wardrobe. There must be something…… don’t you think? Hmmmmm?”
He closed her door and she moved to him, sweeping her hair away from her neck, turning,
smiling over her shoulder.
“Your first assignment, Mr. Foster, is helping me out of this dress. It unhooks. Now, if you
please.”
He did her bidding and she turned again to face him, tilting her head as the loose material
fell away. Her breasts were magnets for his eyes. She reached up, patting his cheek, but before
he could react she turned away and moved toward her bathroom, slipping the pink sheath down
over her hips. When it slid to the floor, she calmly stepped out of it, taking her time. He watched
her toss it onto the bed, squinting at her, an odd look on his face.
“You do enjoy the Drummer, don’t you, Jim?” She stood for just a moment facing him, then
reached around the doorframe and turned on the bathroom light, stepping inside. Her face
reappeared around the corner. “You have been there, haven’t you? Or was that just your monster
imagination?” Then she forced a giggle, ducking back.
“All right, mam’selle.” His voice sounded different, amused, again with the French accent.
“Let me consider… Deeffrent Drummer… yes, ze name is familiar and I hev been there, yes.
Very loud,…rock and jazz… crowded dance floor… strobes and spotlights….”
“Cut to the skin part.”
“Ah, yes… skin. Skin everywhere one looks. Everyone. Mostly—”
“How much meat am I going to see?” she called out. She was out of her nylons; the
garterbelt and panties joined them. She stepped into the blue wisp of nylon and slid it up her legs,
admiring the devil-woman in her mirror.
“Trish, are you by chance paying me back for teasing you this morning?”
“Why, Mr. Foster! You go there, other men go there, all the girls on the docks go there. Why
shouldn’t I like the first place you mentioned? I’ll bet every male there has a hard-on all night,
right? They better have!” Her laughter tinkled. “I can’t hear you, Mr. Foster.” She adjusted the
miniscule sheer-front panel. The devil woman grinned back, admiring the effect. So much for
meeting the dress code. Now the high-heeled sandals.
“Yes. Yes, that’s what it’s about, Trish. You won’t be disappointed.”
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“I’ll remember your words, Jim, if I feel anything less than a steel spike between those
legs.”
He stared out the open balcony doors at the harbor. Yes, he’d been there, always—always
coming away with less than nothing. It was all too superficial, the girls too easy, a pleasure trip
with a hollow, meaningless destination. This was a pleasure trip, too, but Trish was far from
easy. She was so… so different. She had him off balance. Him! He hadn’t thought of anything
but her all day. No woman had ever done that to him.
“Is this how you want me, Jim?”
She stood at the bed, one hip high, silver heels planted apart, saucy, Carmenesque! When he
faced her, disbelieving, she tossed her hair and came to him, a smiling seductress, breasts
swaying softly. She turned once around and struck her pose again, four feet from him.
“Well, Mr. Foster, are any of us thinking about sailboats now?”
“Tricia, I—”
“Yes or no?” She let her eyes flash briefly. “I intend to look just the way you want me to
look. Or are you going to tell me I’m just not sexy enough to please you? This is from Paris; do
you like things from Paris? Do you like me in blue?”
“Tricia….” He swallowed.
“Mr. Monster, you are evading my questions, just as you were evading them on your boat…
and at dinner.”
“God, yes!” he groaned. “I do like you in blue, Tricia!”
“Good! Now that we’ve settled that, it’s your turn. I want to see what you have in your
wardrobe. Ah-annnnh! No fair, James Foster, no backing out now! You’re going to earn your
nooky tonight!”
She pressed herself against his body and slipped both hands behind his neck, pulling him
down to meet her mouth. Just before her lips touched his, she let her eyes go soft.
“Don’t even think about ending up anywhere but here.”
Her overdress was a white linen mini with a flared hem. At his hotel she found what she
wanted: cotton gauze overshorts, dark blue, the color of her eyes. His blue, with her blue. She
watched him put them on, satisfied with her choice.
No longer would she be the woman on his boat that morning, not to him. She’d be a
beautiful, black puma with haunting blue eyes, a jungle creature, lithe and sensuous, powerful,
hungry for him. She was stalking him even now… and he knew it!
Nestled into a cove, Different Drummer’s front entrance was almost hidden in the high wall
of imported stone ringing the ‘south sea island’ structure. A rear entrance and path led to a
private beach between the walls and breakwaters isolating the property. Only with supreme effort
could anyone enter the grounds without going through the building, or even see into the
compound.
Many of the Drummer’s guests arrived well-lubricated, by boat. They were met at the pier
by official greeters who took ‘membership’ fees and handed out slips of paper with rules of
conduct on them, codes by which the Drummer ruled its patrons. Scrawled by hand and barely
legible from repeated copying, the rules were simple enough: “No drugs. No unseemly
behaviour.” Neither needed enforcing. The Drummer had a perfect drug record simply because
drugs couldn’t possibly compete with the hedonistic delights offered there. As for behavior, the
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club was actually more conservative than spots in London, Copenhagen or Amsterdam. As the
saying went, “Veddy, veddy proper… except here, and over there.”
Inside the club, poppet beads were the medium of exchange for drinks, long strings of them
in several colors, worn like necklaces and body chains by either sex. It was the only practical
way to carry money when wearing perhaps no more than shoes. Wallets and purses were locked
in wire bins once the beads were bought, and keys to the bins worn around necks.
In the center of the huge clubroom, a raised platform of colored plastic, looking like stained
glass, was lit from beneath with pulsating strobes. Four girls at a time burned up calories on the
platform, saving money on wardrobes by dancing in only their heels. They ‘belonged’ to the
Drummer, but occasionally guests of both sexes were invited to gyrate with them, similarly
attired. Shimmering all around the platform was an opalescent, silvery dance floor forming a
circle a hundred feet across. A pair of tiered table areas bordered most of the dance area, a bar
filling in the remainder. The tiered areas were two steps high, each with thirty tables seating four.
Two hundred, plus those who stood: perhaps 300 on an average night. The cost per head:
$90.00 U.S. Twenty-seven thousand dollars at the entrances, plus whatever the bar did. Forty
percent, before expenses, went to Bermuda: over $4,000,000 per year from one club! Bermuda
authorities could afford to ignore the Drummer and others like it, as long as it stayed drug-free
and out of their hair.
While Jim bribed someone to get a table, pulsing bass rattled the huge double doors
designed to keep noise inside. The floor beneath her feet vibrated, the powerful palpitations
raising her excitement. The Drummer was bigger than London’s Magic Pudding, not as
sophisticated in its offerings but truly a celebration of youth and sex. Jim smiled at her, and she
squeezed his hand as the doors were quickly opened and just as quickly closed behind them. She
knew what she would see and still she was stunned.
Men were everywhere. It was the beach crowd, surfers with sun-bleached hair and tanned
bodies; Adonis imitations with too many muscles and too dark a tan; oglers and exhibitionists,
the hopeful and the confident, none looking much over thirty, most college age. Some were in
shape, most were not.
There were almost as many girls.
The word was out. Bermuda was a swinging place and the Drummer was IT. Best disco in
the best vacation spot for singles, anywhere! Pay the cover, man, and get in on all the parties
after. All ya do is stand there, man, and they’ll grab ya!
Jim led her through the crowd while disco music pummeled her senses. Most of the girls
were a fraction from total nudity, some all the way. The better endowed demonstrated Newtonian
laws of physics, parts of torsos moving independently of the rest below sultry expressions and
grins. Men who shouldn’t have were thrusting pelvises forward and back, artlessly but with
energy, moving in whatever way felt good. Tricia saw what she’d expected on the men… some
reasonably covered by whatever their owners wore, some not.
She zoned in on a deeply tanned man with his feet nailed to the floor, his bikinis failing
miserably at the Herculean task of being as brief as possible while covering everything. His
laughing dance partner was doing her utmost to increase his problem with parts of her anatomy;
others formed a cheering section. Some clapped to the music. Dancers elsewhere were similarly
engaged. Thanks, Barbara Bell, for the preview. It’s just as you described it.
Four energetic nude girls on the strobe-lit platform called out encouragements to the crush
of dancers. Their goal seemed to be redefinition of ‘seemly behaviour’ to meaning anything short
of penetration. Overhead, more strobes and roving lasers bombarded everything with flashes of
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brilliant colors. Nothing, absolutely nothing, could be heard above the powerful, pulsing music
played through speakers at ear-splitting volume, sound so forceful that breathing was difficult.
Jim maneuvered them to the tiered section at the far side, stopping at a numbered table in the
corner on the top level. They’d have to share it with a pair of blondes in string bikini bottoms,
one with a ponytail to her waist. Both stood nearby, drinks in hand, screaming to be heard by
their gaggle of men. Cover-ups were draped over chairs or strewn on the carpeted floor. Ponytail
seemed annoyed to be sharing the table. She stared at Tricia, then sized up Jim like someone
examining a steak. The men in her group watched.
Tricia unbuttoned her mini. Look at her giving you the once-over. She’s waiting to see you
peel; they all are. Jim watched her with an amused expression, savoring the moment. He swung
one of the chairs under himself and straddled it.
“You, Monster, are overdressed,” she scolded, pulling the dress apart and up at the same
time. With the final button, she gave him her best saucy look and shrugged it off. The feeling
was delicious! She draped the mini casually over his chair and began unbuttoning his shirt. The
blonde moved closer and the men in the group began to surround them. What a meat market! Get
him on the dance floor before she eats him alive!
“Hey, you sharin’ this table with us?” Ponytail yelled.
Tricia stepped on Foster’s pants with her heels so he could get them off. “You guessed it,
sweetie,” she yelled back.
“We got guys gettin’ more drinks and we’re getting a party together for later. You wanna
swing or stay connected?”
“Already lined up, sorry. Come on, Mr. Foster, dance with me.”
On the dance floor together, she made her lips soft, her movements sensual. This was fun!
An orgy without an orgy. It was honest, at least; honest and physical; loaded with adrenaline.
She felt a delightful sensation all over her body, a buzz. The music shifted into something else,
slower, jazzy, a saxophone solo. The floor was instantly jammed, with more shoehorning their
way into the crowd. Jim put his arms around her and she felt suddenly different, so very
different. When his lips met hers, the lights flashed brighter than ever.
Exhaustion settled over Whittier like thick fog on a harbor. When his head hit the pillow it
was just short of 11:00 P.M., and Richard Bach’s current hadn’t produced one single thing. Still,
he woke at 2:00 A.M. with a start. What had he just seen in his mind? What? WHAT? A man…
a man named… Joe… Joseph? Joseph White Owl? It must have been, but he didn’t look like
White Owl. Was it White Owl’s drawing? A giant bird, with a man riding his back. Man riding a
giant bird… man riding? Man riding a giant bird—giant bird? That was it, giant bird! He’d seen
one. Where? On… on one of the boats. A man riding a giant bird? No, but a bird, a really big
bird!
He flung the sheet from his body; stood so abruptly he staggered; yanked the chain on the
light by his bed. His briefcase! He dove for it, slapping it down on the table, screeching the
zipper open. White Owl’s picture! He had to see it again—there!
White Owl had been brutalized by his jailer, terrified by things that had happened to him,
threatened by his first plane experience, overcome by the dazzle of Washington, unable to sleep
in a bed. He’d put the plane into his picture, making it a big bird. That’s what they’d all thought.
He put himself into the picture. That’s what they’d all said. He’d drawn an excellent picture, but
he’d depicted the bird’s speed all wrong: backward! The air curls were up close to the bird’s tail.
They pushed the bird, they didn’t emanate from it. White Owl would have drawn them
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differently if… no, the bird was truly being pushed—by wind. Wind was pushing a bird on
which a man rode! The man he searched for once controlled wind with his mind; the man he
searched for once sailed a boat on a windless day. Sailboats were pushed by wind, weren’t they,
in the simplest of terms? He’d just seen a huge bird on a sailboat that afternoon. Whoever sailed
that boat would technically be riding a giant bird, pushed by wind. Wouldn’t he?
Get hold of yourself, man, it was just a dream. Yes, but dreams unravel, they reveal the
hidden, the hidden… hidden… the masks! Etta Hanley’s masks, one plain, one ornate.
Concealment? Why was the plain mask larger than the more ornate one? Preference?
Importance? The plain one more important than the ornate? Or perspective: one closer, one
farther away; the ornate mask in the background. Why masks at all? He was looking for someone
with normal features and the boy had been normal looking. Why would he hide his features
now?
Whittier slowly found his way back to bed, sinking into the pillow. There was no sense to
the masks, but he’d return and look for the boat with a huge bird on it. It was there, somewhere.
It was 4:30 A.M. They were both very much awake, still hungry for each other, unwilling to
end the magic. She’d shut out all thoughts of Carta. This night belonged to her and hers it would
remain. She’d gambled and won, her fears unfounded, but with the winning came fears of
another sort, fears of loss. The intensity of his lovemaking had overwhelmed her: his kisses deep
and soulful; his thrusts hungry, filled with longing yet ever conscious of her needs, her
responses; his caresses tender, loving, coaxing and sensual. He’d spent himself, holding back
nothing of himself, yielding to her, crying out as if she were tearing his soul from him. He’d held
their entwined bodies tightly together for minutes at a time.
Because of it she’d spent herself equally with him, yielded her psyche to him, something
she’d never done with any man. There were no barriers, no controls, nothing but the merging of
two hearts that had waited for the right time and, in a rush, poured their reservoirs into each
other.
Who was this man who had turned a romp into something she’d never dreamt was possible?
Why had this man, who’d given so completely of himself, so painstakingly hidden his past?
Suddenly she wanted to know, needed to know. Was it something sinister, something she should
be aware of, should fear? Or something deeper, something she needed.
He moved across the dark room toward the balcony doors and her instincts told her the
moment was right.
“Who are you, James Foster?” She whispered it aloud, her voice level, watching for his
reaction. His easy motion slowed perceptibly.
“I’d say you pretty well know, don’t you, Trish?” he answered lightly.
“I know someone by that name… handsome and romantic, terrific lover, horny playboy, a
man who reads a lot and is mysterious, a sailing champion who silences the experts without a
word, et cetera, et cetera. You really do have lots of people convinced of that last part, Jim, but
not me. Not after tonight. The man who just made love to me is so much more than all that. I
want to know about my Jim Foster, not theirs.”
His head tilted in the darkness. “Your Jim Foster?”
“Yes, the one who just now reached inside of me and brought out something no other man
has…… me; my inner self! I have a confession to make, Jim, so please hear me out.” She sat up
on the bed and tossed her hair all behind her. He waited in the shadows, saying nothing. She took
a deep breath.
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“Before I met you this… yesterday morning, I spent days digging into your past. I tried
everything I knew to find out anything I could about you. It’s something I really know how to
do, something I haven’t told you about me. I have contacts who can find out just about anything
about anybody, and—”
“My past?” His voice was suddenly hoarse, raspy.
“I wanted to know about you, Jim, simple curiosity at first. You can believe that or not, but
it’s how it all began. Because of your reputation, I suppose. First, all I did was ask a few little
questions, silly little questions anyone should have been able to answer. Questions anyone else
might ask, like where you came from, your age, brothers or sisters, what you do when you’re not
racing… you know the kind. The only problem was the answers were like a broken record. No
one really knew a thing about you other than the obvious. So….”
“So you dug down further.” He was silhouetted against the sliding doors.
“Yes, and you know what?”
“You couldn’t find anything,” he said levelly.
“Pee-diddly squat! You’re good, Jim. What did you do… just materialize one day? Pouf?
The genie from the lamp?”
“I’ve raced sailboats for dozens of years, Trish. Longer. Ask anyone.”
“Oh I did, Jim. Everyone knows the sailing part, but no one knows you, no one wants to talk
about you. No one who should know can tell me a thing about you, or will. You graduated from
Northeastern University, period, end of story. NU wouldn’t release any information, and colleges
aren’t usually secretive unless there are prior arrangements. Before that there’s one of those
black holes in space. No high school, no grade school, no addresses or parents. Yes, I checked all
these things. No social security number, which says you never held a legitimate, paying job… at
least not in the U.S. No military service. Oh, I don’t have to continue, Jim. Can you see why I’d
be intrigued when even my littlest questions got mundane answers, or none at all?”
“Why did you want to know anything about me? Why did you have to know my past?”
“You tell me who my James Foster really is and I’ll answer that,” she said evenly.
There was sudden distance between them; silence.
“Jim, the day I first saw your picture in the papers, I felt there was something extremely
special and rare about you. You excited me, and I didn’t know a thing about you. I didn’t know
why then, and I still don’t, but the more I failed in my questions the more determined I got.
Nobody made me do it. I just happen to know how, and I’m good at it. My father wanted me to
be the best newspaper snoop in the business. I wouldn’t have any of it, but boy did I ever learn
how. And Jim, no one can erase a past the way you have… not even the CIA. Are you CIA, Jim,
or FBI, or something like them? I have to know. You introduced me to ME tonight! No man has
ever done that! I began to think no man ever would.”
Foster sagged against the doorframe. Face it, man, you’ve turned away from life all your
life. Doubt this one, doubt that one, doubt them all if that’s how you want it, but why else would
she have done it—unless she cared? They all want to know who Jim Foster is, why he acts the
way he does. She just tried harder, that’s all, and she’s being honest. Who else has ever been
honest? Who else has ever done to you what she’s just done? Who else have you ever shown
yourself to this way? Nobody’s looking for you here, so don’t even test her. You like her; she
intrigues you. You’d have done the same thing she did, and anyway it was you who invited her
out tonight. Besides, she’s gorgeous!
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It would be dawn in a while. She wouldn’t stop now. She’d keep on digging unless he told
her just enough to satisfy her. It would be better to do it without any further exchange, as if it
didn’t matter. As if it didn’t matter? He took a long breath, then closed his eyes.
“The reason….” The words wouldn’t come; he swallowed. “The reason I have no past,
Trish, is that I…… don’t exist. I’ve never been in the computers, never been in the system. Jim
Foster is a myth. You think you want to know who I am, but you don’t know what you’re asking.
All you’re seeing is a mask. You can’t possibly know… you won’t accept what’s behind….” He
stopped.
She waited, as if afraid to move.
“My real name….” His words caught in his throat. “My real name… is Luis. I never knew
my last name. It doesn’t matter anymore.” His jaw muscles clenched for a long moment. Why
had it been so hard to say? “You want it all, I assume.”
“Yes, Jim, for me. It’s very important to me, more than anything I’ve felt in a very long
time, in my whole life. Can you believe that?” She was aware of her heartbeat and wondered if
he heard it.
“My mother was a whore,” he continued slowly, his voice wooden. “She was extremely
beautiful, very unusual. She had every man she ever wanted, anyone at all. Have you ever heard
the word, ‘Quechua’?”
“Yes. What’s it mean, besides—”
“It’s what she was, what I am… at least a quarter of me. Indio… Indian, lowest form of life
in Peru, if you’re white. She was cholo: part Quechua, part something else… maybe German;
there were lots of them around. Whatever she was she didn’t look like the rest of the cholo
women… and she drew men like flies to manure.”
“She abandoned me as soon as I could crawl. I lived with all the other Indio street kids in a
Cuzco slum; we all starved like rats, froze at night, begged. Most of the time we were on our
own. She was never there… never, never there…… never there. One day a woman came and
took me away. I was on a plane, but I don’t know why, and it took us to Boston.”
“When was all this, Jim?”
“I was four… five, too young to remember details, but something to do with some priest
from Lima. He was German, I think; he sounded German anyway. He spoke good Quechua. I
remember him more than any of the others from Cuzco. He would come to call on my mother.
She’d leave with him, and I wouldn’t see her for two, three days afterward; sometimes a week.
He slept with her, I knew that much. Maybe he was my father, or thought he was. The odds were
against it, I suppose, but I am fairly white. That doesn’t matter any more, either.” He paused
again.
She saw his head go down and his fists clench, a black silhouette against a black sky.
“And?”
“I ran.” He sighed and his head tilted back. “She pushed me out of the car, there in Boston,
and I ran and ran. I ran so far… so far. I never saw her or my mother again.”
“Pushed you?”
“Dumped me, got rid of me. I remember her screaming at me, cursing at me so I’d run from
her. I spoke only Quechua, Tricia, and I was alone in this nightmarish city a half world away
from the only place I’d ever known, scared out of my wits, starving, freezing… it was winter
there. Do you know what terror is? I learned it then.”
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He stopped, saying nothing, staring across the black water brushed with occasional scintillas
of diffused starlight. Tricia swung her legs off the bed and sat on the edge. Finally she spoke,
conscious of his fragile mood.
“And how did you become… James Foster?” Tricia, what have you started? He moved
away from the doorway then and she saw his features in profile.
“Graham Foster is the only father I’ve ever known. He was a homeless bum back then. He
lived on the streets, on the docks, like thousands do, like I did in Cuzco, in shacks he made from
anything handy. He had some… some bum comrades: Turkey, Ivanhoe… just nicknames. He
taught them like they were family, just as he taught me; everything. I couldn’t have had a better
school than his. They called him The Professor.” He turned to face her. “The only formal school
I’ve ever attended is Northeastern. Can you believe that, Trish? Will you please believe that?”
She couldn’t answer.
“You don’t believe me. It doesn’t matter if you do. Why did I even tell you?”
“It does matter, Jim, but I’m having a problem with it. People don’t get into colleges unless
they have academic records, and money.”
“I had both, in a way. I got in with an equivalency diploma and a three-hour exam. Graham
Foster was not particularly unskilled at making deals, Tricia. He bet the dean of admissions
twenty thousand dollars against my admission that I would score above ninety on any legitimate
test they could dream up.”
“And you won his bet?”
“Ninety-four. The dean made up the test himself, the toughest test he’d ever written. Then
Graham took it and got ninety-seven. He came from the streets, Tricia, and got ninety…
ninety….” His voice broke with anguish and she knew there were tears. The silence lasted
minutes as he fought for control.
“Where did Graham get that kind of money… if he was a bum? I’m just curious, Jim. Stop
me if I’m hurting you.”
“He didn’t stay a bum, Tricia, but that’s where he started as far as I knew. Of all the people I
could have run to, no one could have been better, or kinder, or less deserving of the abuse life
was handing him then.”
“But to exist all this time without any trace… how did you stay out of the computer, as you
put it. Everyone, from the time he earns his first dollar, leaves a trail. You haven’t.”
Foster looked out at the stars above the Atlantic. He’d already committed himself. Now he
had to finish the story or leave loose ends she’d fill in for herself in whatever terms suited her.
That might be worse; that would be worse.
“Graham Foster’s wife and son were murdered a year before I stumbled into his life, Trish.
They were in the wrong spot at the wrong time, like being in the doorway of the bank when the
cops and robbers shoot it out. That’s how he rationalized it, how he lived with it. It was the FBI;
some asshole running a stakeout there in Boston.”
“Oh God!” Gooseflesh rose on her arms. “How?”
“An assassination, plain and simple,” he said evenly, “except for the fact that the guy they
were after wasn’t even in the country, and he hadn’t been in the country for weeks. His stand-in
shielded himself with a pair of innocent hostages, mother and child, but that didn’t stop the
idiots. They sacrificed the hostages to get the wrong man, the decoy.”
“Oh, Jim!”
“I don’t know how they fixed it, but I know the results. There never was a Beverly Foster or
a James Foster. Graham Foster suddenly became a high school dropout who never worked
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anywhere, never had a social security number, never had a commission in the army, never had a
security clearance and so on. Oh, you might find someone who’d swear that he did this and that,
but they’d always change their story overnight.” He turned to face her.
“They wiped him,” she interjected. “They destroyed his past so he couldn’t expose their
errors. Believe me, I know how they work, Jim. Mike… my father… despises them. I think they
hate him even more because he’s been able to expose what they are and what they can do to
people whenever they want, like evil gods playing with men!”
“Yes. They wiped Graham enough to ruin him. They ruined his career, his job, reputation;
his credibility. They came up with a whole history of lies about his past, and he had no way to
fight what they’d done, no way to avenge his loss, no way to expose their mistakes, no way to
ruin their chances of continuing whatever it was they were doing. No way to get a job. They
threw him to the wolves, made him a street person.”
“So you became the son? You stepped into the twilight zone the FBI created and became
Jim Foster? You’re officially dead.”
“Officially nonexistent. I couldn’t even tell my father… him… Graham, who I was or where
I came from, not until later. The only language I knew was Quechua. He knows now, of course,
and now you know, Trish. I really don’t know why I told you just now. It’s not because you’ve
been a lover. I’ve never been able to tell other… women. Not one. You’re so… different. I guess
I knew that when you came to me with that cockamamie story about the prize.”
“Cockamamie!”
“It was good. Very good! You convinced everyone.”
“But!…”
“Yes, there was a prize. It was the only way you could think of to talk to me. I’m
complimenting you, Trish. It was a perfect move… perfectly executed. As perfect as you are.”
She waited. Was there more? It was already enough to explain so many things. “And by
hiding behind your mask you can keep your emotions under wraps, so that no one will know the
real you? Are you so ashamed of—”
“Stop!” He turned away in anguish, throwing his head back. Tricia… please understand.
She went to him—softly, tenderly, letting her body do her speaking. He made no move to
stop her. The heaving of his chest told its own story. She’d hurt him, torn him, exposed a raw
wound.
Carta no longer mattered; she’d not go back to him; she couldn’t. What she’d learned was
not what she’d expected and nothing was the same. She was not the same. She moved away a
few inches, looking out over the same black harbor.
“I don’t need to know more, Jim, not until you want me to know, and I will never violate
your trust. Are you listening? Is it okay to talk?”
“Yes.”
“I know there must be more, but it doesn’t matter now. When I couldn’t find out about your
past I didn’t know what to think. I desperately wanted to know you, yes, but never to see you
hurt this way. Forgive me.”
“Tricia, why did you want to know me? Can you at least tell me that?”
“I honestly don’t know. I was drawn to you when I first saw your picture in a newspaper,
just a crummy old grainy picture. It was crazy, I admit it. Do you have explanations for all the
crazy things that have happened in your life?”
“No.” Tricia, if only you knew!
“I’d like to think it was because I felt you were going to be someone special in my life.”
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“I’m the last person anyone would want to know.”
“I know how you made love to me, Jim Foster, and I know how you excite me. Do I have to
know all of you before I’m allowed to even think you’ll be special?”
“It would help, wouldn’t it?” He turned to her. “I can’t tell you the rest, Trish, not now;
maybe never. I’ve already told you more than anyone else knows… except maybe Graham.”
“I’m willing to learn a little at a time, Darling. Whatever you decide. I want to be your lover,
Jim, tonight and every night you’ll have me, as long as you’ll have me. I want to be your
playmate, just like tonight if you liked what we did. Did you?”
“I loved every minute of it, Trish, and you know it!”
“Enough to do it all over again? Does my Jim Foster wish a playmate for all the things he
likes to do? No limits? Would you like taking me back to the Drummer again, Darling? Did I
make it good for you? Did I turn you on like the other girls do? They’re all so very good.”
She giggled as she was swept into his arms. He held her around her waist and she pressed
her forearms against his chest, playing with his hair.
“Oh, dear, Mr. Foster, it’s hard again.”
“How much do you charge for a treatment, playmate. Hmmmm?”
“You have to know now?”
“Can I afford it?”
“I think so. The price is a sailing lesson.”
He laughed and carried her back to the bed.
When the sun’s first rays crept across the carpet of her room, they fell upon a tiny scrap of
blue nylon, lying where it had fallen so many hours before.
Harry checked his watch in the semi-light of dawn. He’d catch the sunrise from the hilltop.
Chances were O’Dell had gone right back to the yacht after he’d checked in. She hadn’t seen
Carta in over two weeks and she was shackin’ up with him, wasn’t she? Probably had a real hot
itch and she’d be out there now, getting it scratched. Well, he had to be on station when she came
back to shore. She was his responsibility.
Things were moving now. Patterson and Fitz were scanning ‘the lists’ and they’d spotted a
couple of bingos. The lists tracked thousands of suspected criminals. Patterson was working
almost thirty names by himself, Fitz another ten, for an even forty. They got updates over
standard phone connections to the States, using Fitz’s laptop modem.
Patterson spotted airline tickets from three locations, all going to the same place: BWI—
Baltimore-Washington International, midway between Baltimore and Washington. The ticket
buyers didn’t have to be in Columbia or Panama to look suspicious. They were on the list,
traveling at the same time to the same spot. And all three had ocean-going yachts!
Fitz ordered a sweep of all ports from Baltimore to Norfolk. The area didn’t have that many
facilities to handle really big yachts and it didn’t take long to check those who could. The yachts
in question had been there, one in Norfolk, two in basins along the southern Potomac, as recently
as one day earlier. All three were gone, cruising plans filed with the Coast Guard at Norfolk.
Destination: Bermuda. They were meeting Carta in Bermuda!
So where did Foster come in? A Bureau rundown on him came up dry, so that clinched it!
Foster was a new kingpin, probably from Columbia, traveling on a fake passport. Anyone with a
real one would be in the computers one place or another. Someone had been efficient as hell in
making the guy invisible.
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Fitz was elated. He’d get a crack at the O’Dell slut, even the score with her old man, and at
the same time bag a few for The Bureau. All he needed were videos of the meeting. The guys
over at Justice loved videos.
The slut would fly out drugged—Jack knew that part of it; he’d been a medic once. When
the right time came, they had the stuff to keep her quiet: ‘Zombie Juice’. It’d quiet a rogue
elephant! Fitz even knew the place south of Baltimore where they’d do her, an old sand pit.
Harry’d get first crack, and copies of the pictures to keep. Best of all, she didn’t know any of
them; she’d never remember a thing.
Knowles stared at the decoded message: the targets were already there! They’d come in on a
private jet, not a commercial flight. Great, bloody great! Now that he finally had descriptions of
both men, he’d missed their arrival and they could be anywhere. There was only one chance of
finding them, tied into anyone at the airport remembering men coming in on a private jet from
the States. He’d send Toby to make a few inquiries. And if he couldn’t find any answers, too
bad! Let his control take the heat.
According to Moscow, the targets weren’t armed. If he or Toby got close enough, one 9mm
round would do it and a few more would assure the kill on the spot. It would have to be done in
daylight. He and Caine had both practiced firing through the gusset end of a standard briefcase.
Aiming was instinctive, but the trick could get them really close, and silencers would add to the
confusion they’d need to cover their escape. That much was textbook.
For the second time in the past twenty-four hours, he flipped the sign inside his shop door
back to its earlier message: ‘CLOSED’.
It was Fitz’s turn to go for breakfast. As he passed O’Dell’s door, he heard something he
thought came from the room. He stopped. Hotel plumbing was notorious for sounding through
walls, so it might have been the floor above, or below. He checked up and down the hallway,
then stepped close to the wall along her door and listened.
Patterson knew the look and it wasn’t good!
“Jack, we been fucked. The slut’s back in her room and we been sittin’ on our thumbs with
our equipment off since yesterday afternoon. No telling what we missed.” He spoke softly
enough, but Patterson knew he was furious. They’d figured she stayed on the yacht.
“Fitz, look… not Harry’s fault. He couldn’t stay out there all night. If she’s back, it means
something’s going on early today and she had to be here.”
“Yeah, but we coulda caught her coming back in last night.”
“Might have missed it anyway, Fitz. The only thing we’ve been able to get is when she’s on
the phone, talking loud. You know that. Her phone must be right next to the wall.”
“But she could have someone else in there and we’d at least know that wouldn’t we?” he
glared.
“Got a point. Forget it, go feed your ulcer.”
“Keep the fuckin’ equipment running from now on, Jack. Keep it on, awright?”
“Got it. Just remember, you were the one said turn it off!”
Her little clock read quarter past noon. Jim hadn’t said he needed to be anywhere, but she
put her finger on the tip of his nose anyway.
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“Morning, Monster, this is your playmate. The sun is out. Others are all playing already.
Would you like to get up?”
“Trish, what time is it?”
“Afternoon. Do you have to be anywhere, Darling?”
“Nope, just check the boat, that’s all.” He got up on one elbow.
She grinned at him and sat up, then got to her feet and stretched, letting him view her body.
“Can I go with you to your boat?”
“Trish, you can go with me anywhere. How about… oh, geez. All my gear is over at my
hotel.”
“I have some throwaway razors and cream. It’s not for faces, but it should work. You can
use my toothbrush. We’ll have a lunch at the pool. Nothing wrong with what you wore last night.
It’s a lot easier, and I’m really hungry. My treat for lunch.”
“And afterward we’ll check the boat,” he agreed. He watched her move across the room to
stand in the open doorway to her balcony. The feeling was still there: electricity! It was
wonderful.
It was almost 1:00 P.M. when they picked out a shaded table at the pool. Tricia already
knew his plans for that evening. They’d go to a different place for dinner, with candlelight and
surfside tables and dancing under the stars. He wanted her to wear the pink dress. She didn’t
need to think at all about his suggestion for later.
Kelly was the senior agent in the Secret Service detail. They weren’t exactly bodyguards,
but anyone Whittier found might pose some problem going out, so they had the authority to take
him out forcibly if necessary. They were also to protect him and Whittier, once identification had
been made, as if they were protecting President Winfield himself.
“Well, Kelly, our chances of needing you guys are less than miniscule,” Whittier told him.
“Yes, sir, we know that. We’ll stay in the background, but we’ll be there. Just forget about
us. Most people do, unless we have to stay very close. It goes with the territory. But, if I may say
so for the rest of us, good luck.”
Whittier and Pelletier threaded their way along the dock, looking for White Owl’s giant bird.
They found it near the end of the busy walkway: a bright orange boat, color of the setting sun,
with a gold glyph of a bird on it. Whittier’s pulse leapt to a new high. The setting sun! White
Owl’s bird was huge of wingspan, with a head like a vulture. The name before him was
CONDOR, and condors were vultures. They flew over high mountains in California, and in
Chile and Bolivia and Peru, and there were jagged peaks below White Owl’s bird. Albatrosses
never flew over mountains. How had they missed that?
There was also Bonnie Jean’s glyph, drawn with wings spread, head hooking to the left and
a large beak. On CONDOR V, the glyph of gold leaf had spread wings. Its head hooked left. It
had a large beak!
“Aw, it’s just a coincidence,” Gene said, shaking his head. “Look Gordy… once someone
decides to make the name ‘Condor’, the rest follows, don’t you think? There’re only so many
ways you can show something like this. It all came from a stone on a string.”
“You want to return to D.C., don’t you, Gene? I know just how you feel, but you didn’t give
the president your word to tough through this thing; I did. When we get back I’ll arrange a flight
to the ‘States for you.”
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“Now you’re overreacting, Gordy. I’m just trying to make sure that you’re not, well,
disappointed when this thing doesn’t turn out the way you expect.”
“For the record, I don’t expect it to produce anything at all. I hope I’m wrong. Now we both
feel better, so let’s get on with it. There’s nobody on this boat, nobody around it, so let’s start
asking some questions.” He looked around and zeroed in on a man slinging a sail bag. “Excuse
me, but I have to know who owns this boat.”
“That’s Foster’s boat.”
“Foster. Can you point him out to me?”
“Haven’t seen him yet today. See someone on the committee. They’ll help you.”
Foster? It wasn’t a name he expected, but he’d asked for the owner. There could be someone
else who sailed the boat. Or, someone in the team. Did they have teams? Some of those on the
docks were pretty girls in the briefest bikinis Whittier’d ever imagined. He got an answer he
hadn’t expected.
“Yeah, we’re all teams, but if you’re looking for Foster’s team, forget it. He a loner. You
looking for Foster?”
“Whoever owns or sails this boat.”
“That’s him. Owns it, sails it. Ask at the committee office. It’s up there.”
The office was a small room, with a hand-lettered paper sign tacked outside the doorframe.
It was a busy place. Two marine radios carried chatter and a girl sat typing on an old SmithCorona. She pointed to Sir Leon and resumed her task without breaking her rhythm.
“Yes, James Foster is… he should be here by now, out on his boat, or nearby,” Carmody
told them.
“Nobody has seen him yet. I want to talk to him,” Whittier said.
“Oh, I’m sure… well, I suspect that could be quite a bit of a problem. I remember now that
Foster does not give interviews. He’s quite the queer duck. I shall have to ask—”
“Really. Can you describe him?”
“Oh, I really can’t do a very good job at it. He’s….” Carmody held his hand above his own
head. “…I would say about this tall… fair skin. Quite the good looking chap, I would say.”
“Dark hair?”
“No. No, I don’t remember that about him.” He smiled.
“Well, then light hair?”
“I really can’t remember, Mr?…”
“Whittier. You’re certain he doesn’t have dark hair?”
“Well, there are so many people all day long, Mr. Whittier. I really wouldn’t want to
mislead you. I’m sorry; I really don’t remember him that way.”
“Can you tell me anything else?”
“Only that he wins. He’s phenomenal.”
“You make it sound like he’s already won. Perhaps one of the earlier races?”
“All of them in the past four years. Nobody knows quite how he does it.”
“Come on, hurry it up, Jack!”
Fitz led the way to the elevators, still fuming. O’Dell and Foster had spent the night in her
room and the equipment had been off! Fitz kicked his suitcase so hard he’d put a hole in it; it
made him feel better. They could’ve gotten a lot more than a few lousy phone calls to pin on the
operation, gotten even more juicy stuff on her, too. She hadn’t been in there playing tiddly winks
with him!
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The closest the computers had come to a James Foster under surveillance was a CPA in
Dayton, who’d done some work for a suspicious trucking firm. He was fifty-two. The guy in
O’Dell’s room was no fifty-two! Foster and O’Dell, O’Dell and Carta, Foster and Carta. She was
the go-between and Foster was the heavy. Fitz had seen the two of them leave her room and
Foster was definitely the kind you’d expect: dark and powerful. Looked like he could have come
from South America; yeah, probably Columbia, just like they thought. She was screwing the
sonofabitch. Carta’d put her up to it. She was that kinda whore, someone Carta could use any
way he wanted.
The guys he was meeting had come into port during the night, so Carta could move any
time. The girl was the key, her ‘n Foster. Fitz strained his brain. Foster—now why was that name
so familiar? Oh, yeah. Yeah, that sap in Boston, way back.
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Chapter 7
15 days left.
Caine’s airport foray paid off, right down to the description of a plain white mini-bus. U.S.
charter jets arriving before noon were unusual. Not too much going on at the airport then, and there’d
been a little overheard sidewalk banter about the best place to go for breakfast. When Caine made a
pass by the breakfast place, there was the bus! It was a good omen. Knowles breathed easier. The
targets had just gone through the dock gates at the yacht club. Four others in the same group stayed
with the bus driver, but they weren’t important or he’d have been told. At any rate, the place was
wrong for a hit: too busy. He sent Caine for tea while they waited for things to develop.
When the targets came out, they headed right back to the bus and left for more stops, starting
with the tourism department. Sightseeing! The mercury was in the mid-eighties and those other four
idiots were still in jackets. Were they dense? Knowles scratched his stubble. The hit was to be
immediate, but he couldn’t plan anything with them jumping around this way. Nothing he could do
but follow the bus.
The whole group went into the Portofino for lunch. Two whole hours! Caine reported back: the
targets were talking alone at one table, jackets and the driver at another. Who were those other nerds?
No matter. The Portofino was worse than the yacht club. They’d wait some more, try to make the hit
with the minimum of witnesses. One or two was okay, sometimes even beneficial to getting away—
the reason he and Caine both wore light colored shirts and hats. Those were the things witnesses
remembered, more than faces.
When the bus returned to the yacht club, Knowles knew his time had run out. That was the
place, busy or not. He parked at the ferry terminal, just off Front Street. Once they made the hit,
they’d get back to the car, change to dark shirts and hats, add sunglasses, then double back to join the
crowd milling around the victims. When the excitement died down, they’d drift away with the rest. It
made the most sense, lots better than barreling away where 35 miles per hour was the official limit.
Better not to leave the scene at all.
They walked the short block along Pitts Bay Road, cutting over to the yacht club down one of
the smaller streets. There was the empty bus, in the bank lot next to the club. Knowles squinted at the
afternoon sun. They’d approach in a pincer movement, getting as close as possible but not on the
same line with each other. Both targets would be dead before their bodies hit the ground. The nerds
could be taken out, too, if it came to that. Anyone stupid enough to wear jackets in Bermuda in the
middle of the day would probably stand right there and pose, once the shooting started. They’d be
easy targets.
Knowles took the Point Pleasant park area. Caine waited under a tree opposite the entrance,
chewing his nails. He was nervous. Knowles just wasn’t a killer, even if he was the boss; he lacked
experience. He needed a good butcher job or two, something that would help him develop a real taste
for blood. Caine recalled his best job ever—that one down in Jamaica. Did the customer’s wife and
her lover on the deck of the customer’s yacht while the guy watched. The woman was a stunning
bitch, real pretty face, long blonde hair. Caine had a thing for blondes, and she was a honey! When
he’d had all the kicks he wanted with her, he tied her hair up so it wouldn’t get bloody and carved her
with a machete, little at a time—just the way the customer wanted. Slitting her belly was almost like
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butchering a live pig! Customer loved it all, you could tell, the way he was grinning from start to
finish. Lover man got to watch it all, too. Not much choice, the way he was tied.
She was alive enough to see the blade coming when Caine held her by the hair and hacked off
her pretty head. Did lover boy the same way. Cut ‘em both into chunks and fed the sharks all
afternoon. It seemed too much like fun, but the customer was thrilled with everything and he paid
good; even took Caine out to dinner after they made port. That was before working with Knowles,
but Caine still got butcher jobs down there.
He imagined how they’d do this one. Wouldn’t hurt to let the boss take Whittier by himself.
Soon as attention shifted that way, he’d open up from his side and blow the other sucker’s head right
off! Hell, use up the whole clip and get ‘em all! Less chance of being remembered.
Jim paid the driver and smiled at her. “You’ll see a few surprised faces, Trish. It’s the first time
I’ve ever brought anyone to my boat.”
“I was here yesterday, Jim.”
“Not because I invited you. You were talking to all of them. They know the difference.”
“So I’m the first? I like that.”
“So do I.” He led her through the clubhouse.
“Oh, Mr. Foster,” the girl at the typewriter said without looking up, “some men were here
talking to Sir Leon about you. They came back again a few minutes ago, and I think they went down
to your boat.”
He thanked her and they wove their way through the activity as heads turned.
“Is something wrong, Jim?”
“This happens too often. No one follows the rules.”
“You don’t give interviews.”
“Right. There… those two, by my boat.”
“I’ll wait here.”
“Stay with me, Trish.” They approached the pair together. Probably reporters, a little more
brazen than most. It wouldn’t take long to get rid of them.
A yacht club? Mystified, Fitz sauntered over to the building and stepped inside: no sign of them.
The place was all one floor, except for a little stairway with stuff piled all over it. They must’ve gone
through the building. The other side was nothing but boats and crap, lots of people milling around.
Foster and the slut were probably down there somewhere.
He outlined his strategy to the others outside. If the two of ‘em came back out together, nobody
with ‘em, it wasn’t a connection. No way anyone could meet in the building, no upstairs gathering,
nothing they could get on videotape. They’d tail the pair to the next spot and watch them there. But if
they were connecting with someone, there’d be a few others coming out, too. It made sense. The
place was crawling like an ant farm out there in back. Six, eight people could blend right into the
colony and never be noticed.
Maybe some of them hadn’t met before. Foster’d know all his contacts, O’Dell’d know hers,
and voilà!—the moment of truth. That was when you could prove there was a conspiracy, when you
could catch them all together.
These people had active files at The Bureau: friends, sex preferences, habits, what they bought,
what came in their mail, where they went, who they saw, how much they spent; wives’ habits and
lovers, pictures of wives with their lovers, pictures of them with their girlfriends; their kids and what
their kids did, who their kids hung around with and, if the kids were old enough, who their kids dated
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or married or shacked up with; associations, barbers, lawyers, political persuasions, clubs. The
computers had these guys cold. The drug connections were on top, but it was the other shit that made
a case stronger. Prove that these guys met under suspicious circumstances, throw in all the other
stuff, and you had a solid case. You didn’t need to see money change hands to get the ones behind it.
All Justice wanted was the material to make a case. The money would fall out like so much loose
change from upturned pockets.
Harry was a hundred feet across from the building, with the camcorder and zoom lens. He’d get
them on tape as they came out. Patterson was the point man. Fitz would make the move on the girl.
He took his post close to the entrance.
“You looking for me?” Jim addressed the taller of the two.
“You’re Foster?”
“You’re leaning on my boat, and I don’t give interviews.”
Whittier gaped. Never trust an old man’s memory! Foster’s hair was jet black and his skin a
perfect, deep tan. He had the look of eagles in his dark eyes, not something easily forgotten.
“It’s not an interview, Mr. Foster. I’m looking for someone extremely important.”
“That can’t be me. Can you find your own way out?”
“This is not about the race.”
“Cut the riddles. Who are you two?”
“My name is Whittier. You don’t know me.”
“Well, make it quick, Whittier. I’m busy and I don’t like reporters.”
“We’re not.” Whittier saw Tricia’s frown. He took a deep breath, not daring to think. It was a
cusp; he was rushing at a cusp, not able to choose words carefully. The man facing him was the one
who’d won all the races. All the races!
“The man I’m looking for lived in Boston thirty-five years ago. He was a small boy then,
someone who’d now be about your age, and he had black hair and dark, deep set eyes. This boy
knew how to create and control wind. He liked sailboats… and I saw him sail one with a friend. It
was a competition with another boat, in Fenway park, on a hot day when there wasn’t a breath
stirring. The boy created the wind he needed, Mr. Foster. I was there, your witness.”
Foster felt his face draining, felt chills on the back of his neck. How? You thought it through so
thoroughly. There is no way someone could have found you. This is a bad dream, a nightmare. Say
something. You must say something!
“You stopped talking, Whittier. Is that it? This is a game, right?”
“A deadly serious game, Mr. Foster. You hung something over the mast of your boat that day.”
“Me? Are you nuts?”
“You.” Whittier’s piercing gaze bored into the other’s unflinching eyes and his voice sounded
suddenly authoritative. “You were that boy.”
“Jim, what is it?”
“I have no idea, Trish. I don’t know what the hell he’s talking about!”
“Mr. Foster, your body language doesn’t support your words. We both know that you are that
boy.”
“I went to a Boston college, but the rest of it’s wrong. Sorry, can’t help you… Whittier.” He
stared at Gene.
“Gene Pelletier.” Gene smiled broadly and stuck out his hand.
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Foster ignored it. Wait them out. You have nothing to trace before NU and you know it. Trish
already tried and failed. There’s no way, unless somebody close to Graham… oh, no! Have they
broken Graham?
“You left something behind, something you wore around your neck.” Whittier spoke his words
slowly, his voice sounding strange inside his head. “It belongs with its owner….”
He took it out, concealed inside his palm with the rawhide around his finger, and extended his
arm before letting it drop. It bounced at the end of the leather loop.
Foster went rigid, fists clenched; he swayed. No way! No way!
“Jim! What is it? Please tell me, Jim.” Tricia scanned his face intently, watching him try to
speak. His head turned to one side, then the other, as if he’d tried to swallow too much food. “Jim!”
She turned to Whittier, shrieking. “What the hell are you doing? What do you want from him?”
“Are you Mrs. Foster?”
“Yes, I am, and I’m getting the police. Get out of my way, you!”
“Trish, stop!” The sharpness of Jim’s words halted her a fraction before she sent Pelletier into
the water.
She turned back, pleading. “Jim… what are they saying? Tell me!”
The stone still dangled from Whittier’s hand, swinging back and forth… back and forth.
“Trish, I….” He took a long time to swallow, looking down.
“The wind?” Her hand went to his face, tenderly, and she forced him to look at her. “Jim?”
“It’s all right, Trish. I’m all right.”
“Take your property, Mr. Foster.” Whittier held it out to him.
“How?” His voice was husky, barely audible in the clatter around them. Tricia clutched his arm
and buried her face against it. “Whittier, I asked you how? Are you going to answer me?”
“An old Navajo. And this….” He pointed to the name and glyph on the boat. “We leave for
Washington immediately, Mr. Foster. You’ll learn all I know on the plane.”
“Plane? Plane?” cried Tricia. “Jim, who are these people? Are you in trouble?”
“Mr. Foster, I’m a psychologist and my field is brain research. That’s all I can tell you here, but
I’m certain it’s enough. Your reaction tells me it’s enough. I’m afraid neither of us have a choice in
the matter and we have no time.”
“Jim?”
“I’ll… I’ll think it over, Whittier.”
“You can’t, Mr. Foster, the situation doesn’t allow it. We’ll leave one of our men here to help
your wife with your belongings.”
“Oh, my god! Who are you people?” Tricia screamed. “Jim, why won’t you talk to me?”
“Tell me about the Navajo, Whittier.”
“There’s no time—”
“TELL ME ABOUT THE NAVAJO!”
Tricia jumped. The words were feral, a roar. Others on the docks were stopping, staring.
“He showed you to me. He used that.” Whittier nodded at the stone. He saw Foster take a deep
breath. Then there was a nod of resignation, almost a sob.
Tricia saw it, too, saw him clench his jaw, close his eyes. “Don’t let them do this, Jim!”
“Trish, I have no choice.”
“They can’t force you… they have no jurisdiction!”
“Mr. Foster, I have all the force I need, and I will use it if necessary. I don’t think I’ll have to. I
think you’ll come with us, immediately, now.”
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Tricia screamed at the top of her lungs. “No! I’m not letting you take him away. I’m getting the
police!”
Agents Park and Hill moved together with her scream, Park the quicker, running down the long
dock. He wasn’t quick enough. She bolted, charging him. He wasn’t supposed to think about others,
only Whittier and the man he was after, but this girl was from the same party. His move was
instinctive; the dock was narrow and she could be stopped. He blocked her path and she planted her
feet for a heartbeat. Exactly three-tenths of a second later, he was down on a finger pier, nearly into
the water.
Hill was more perceptive, letting her rush by him. She was definitely not his concern. He went
to help his partner.
“Tri-i-i-i-sh!” Jim shouted after her, watched her dash up the ramp, saw two other men, each
wearing jackets, move to intercept her.
She drove into the first with two lightning blows, one in the solar plexus, the second at the center
of his chest. He’d already pulled his gun, but he was lifted completely off his feet, crumpling. A
backhand flick of her nails in the other’s face brought his head up. He had a good hold on her wrist
but he was suddenly airborne, a straw man tossed like a doll. She scampered around him.
She was out! They’re not going to take him! Find the police; make them stop! Run. Tricia, Run!
The club building! Anyone… empty! No time! Get out… the police! Run! Where is everybody? Run!
The police station was on Parliament Street. Too far! She turned that way anyway, racing
toward the bank building right outside the yacht club. They’d help her.
Run, Tricia, run!
Fitz saw her explode from the clubhouse. Trouble! Something had gone sour in there and she
was running out, her long hair streaming behind her, coming right at him.
“What is it?” he shouted.
She darted his way, looking desperate. “Police! I need a cop, quick.”
“I’m a cop… plainclothes.”
“In there. They’re trying to take someone away… James Foster. Oh….” She caught her breath.
“Foster? Are you sure?” What a stroke of luck! He waved Patterson forward and the man broke
into a run.
“Yes, he’s…” she pointed back toward the doorway, “…he’s down there, by the boats. They’re
going to bring him out and force him on a plane. Can you!…” She stopped. Patterson’s movement
caught her eye.
“He’s my partner. These people are in Bermuda; they can’t take anyone out. Calm down. We’ll
help you.” Patterson came up alongside her, hiding a syringe.
“Hurry, there are four of—OW!” She whirled as Patterson pulled the syringe from her upper
arm. Her mouth hung open. She stared at Patterson’s hand with the syringe in it, then understood.
“You’re with them! You bastards!” She backed away a step.
Fitz turned to motion Patterson behind her, and her roundhouse kick caught him in the ribs, low,
with everything she had behind it. She heard the sound before he felt the pain, like a ripe watermelon
dropped on pavement. He stumbled and went down. She faced Patterson, who backed away. The
juice was fast; she felt it all over her back and shoulder, knew there’d be no police, no way to save
Jim. She turned, determined to get away from them, to get back.
“Jim!” She took just two steps before her legs were churning through molasses; she was falling,
everything happening in slow motion. Before she lost completely to the drug, she saw them coming
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from the building, saw him being led away. Two words escaped before even her mouth was stopped:
“I love….” They sounded so strange, saying them the first time ever.
Patterson stood over her, watching the procession. Behind him Fitz was cursing, trying to stand.
One of his arms was useless.
“Hide her, Jack. Don’t let ‘em see her.” He struggled to his feet, unable to stand erect. Tricia’s
body lay on the pavement behind them.
The girl’s combat skills had taken them all by surprise. Park wasn’t permanently disabled, but it
had been close. She’d rung his chimes just below his left ear. Kelly’s men were alert now. Park and
Hill led the exodus, with Pelletier next, then Foster and Whittier. Kelly and Heaton trailed a pace
behind. As they passed through the gates, Whittier turned to Jim.
“We’ll find your wife before we leave.”
“She’s not my wife; she has nothing to do with this. Why the show of force, Whittier? Why do I
have to leave with you? What laws have I broken?” His mind was numb. Tricia protecting him,
fighting for him? His wife? He had no right to involve her.
“I’ll tell you everything shortly, that’s a promise.”
“You’ll tell me before I get on any plane, and that’s a promise. Why should I listen?”
“I was sent here by The President. These are his men.”
“Bullshit!”
Knowles saw the girl come out. He had no idea who she was, but she was running fast and that
got his attention: if a cat runs, watch for the dog behind it. He forced himself to ignore her. She was
talking to someone well away from his path to the targets. He gripped the briefcase with a suddenly
wet hand and slid his other through the gusset, his heart hammering inside his chest. More people
coming out the gate. Better start moving. This was it! He fought down his fear and nausea. Caine was
there with him and Caine had experience killing; Caine loved killing; he’d butchered dozens. Better
to get there and be in time than to wait too long. His mouth had a strong, metallic taste.
There! One of the targets, Pelletier. And there was the other, the one he had to get at all costs:
Whittier! The men in the jackets were there, gawking around like typical tourists looking for birds in
the trees. The bus driver met the procession at the gate, falling in alongside the primary target with a
big smile. Knowles tightened his finger on the trigger. There was Caine moving up on their far side.
Yes, the angle was good, sun over his shoulders. Twenty paces to go, fifteen, ten… close enough. He
tightened his finger a hair further. Nobody was looking his way, but they were turning, heading for
the bus. Better to do it before they came in his direction. His finger tightened more… tightened.
Now.
Nothing!
The safety! The goddamned safety! He fumbled to find it, stopping in his tracks. One of the
jackets looked at him oddly, starting to turn his way. Knowles found the lever and flipped it, the
motion awkward with his hand constrained, his elbow rising a bit.
Kelly heard Park shout and duck into a familiar crouch with his hand sliding inside his jacket. A
man with his arm inside a briefcase! Kelly’s reaction was automatic: he drew his weapon and fired in
a single motion.
Knowles took the round in his side, above his third rib. It was enough to spin him; his two shots
hit behind Pelletier’s feet. Kelly’s second shot was fatal. He hadn’t aimed there, but Knowles was
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spinning, dropping. The bullet entered just ahead of his ear and the far side of his head exploded in a
shower of pulp and brains.
Hill and Heaton whirled away from the action to the opposite field with weapons drawn,
crouching, ready to fire. Caine knew then he was too close. He couldn’t get his hand back out of the
briefcase quickly enough, and anything else he did would be threatening. He looked directly at
Heaton.
“Wait, I….” The briefcase lifted slightly with the words and Heaton fired two rounds in close
succession. They went where they were supposed to go. Caine’s finger closed on the trigger, but he
was already falling. His only shot missed by feet.
Caine watched the man approaching cautiously, weapon held two-fisted, aiming at his head.
Didn’t the guy know his shots had been enough? Caine knew: he couldn’t move a thing, not even his
eyes. He wondered how long it would take for the crowd to form. It was getting dark already.
Fitz saw the commotion through his pain, heard the shots. Something had gone wrong, but it
could all be sorted out later. Move the girl, now! They were twenty yards from the slaughter and
people were already running toward the scene. They had to get the girl to the car, take advantage of
the diversion.
Foster’d brought his own firepower with him. Whatever had gone wrong panicked the girl and
she’d run out. You never knew about these things. These guys all made their own rules and it looked
like they’d settled some differences right there.
“Can you get her up, Jack? We gotta get her to the car, make her look like she’s walking. I think
she broke my goddamn ribs. I can’t help you… my arm….”
“Yeah, I can do it, Fitz.”
“For crissake, don’t drop her or someone’s gonna see us and pop a few off this direction. Do it
all at once; one motion. Now.”
Patterson squatted, hooking Tricia’s limp arm over his neck. He grabbed her hand and heaved. It
worked. She came up with him, and he didn’t lose his balance.
“Good,” Fitz wheezed through clenched teeth, “now let’s just move nice and slow. I’ll be behind
you. Maybe no one’s looking for her this close.”
They got her to the car while Harry took the long way back. He must’ve gotten the whole thing
on videotape, rubout included! Damn, that eased the pain a bit. Fitz slid carefully into the rider’s side
and watched the ants pour out of the ant farm. Harry made it thirty seconds later. He’d gotten it all on
tape: every face, all the gunplay, bodies on the pavement. They had Carta’s gang and the guys they
were meeting, Foster and his men, even the slut herself running out. Bingo!
Harry got in back with the girl. Her eyes were open, but she wasn’t moving. He smiled. She’d
never been this close.
At the Sonesta, Jack asked the hotel’s day-manager for her room key. Yes, she was one of their
party; adjoining rooms. Her epilepsy medication was in her room, and Jack was a paramedic. He
showed the man his medical card. She’d be fine, but she’d have to shorten her stay. The manager had
never seen anyone with epilepsy, and she certainly did look ill.
They dumped her on her bed in a sprawl. Harry found her purse, with her passport and seven
thousand dollars in it, and Jack gave Fitz something with morphine in it. He’d have to see a doctor—
hospital, more likely—soon as they hit the States. Then Jack called the airport and talked with one of
the private charter companies. They had a twelve-passenger jet that could be airborne quickly for a
medical emergency. The pilot knew Baltimore-Washington International airport well enough.
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Patterson made the deal right then. They moved quickly, jamming her stuff in her big suitcase,
to be dumped on the way to the airport. She wouldn’t need clothes for what Fitz had in mind. Her
cards and driver’s license were shredded, to be strewn out the window along the way. When they
landed at BWI, they’d clear her through customs right there in the plane, then rent a car.
The morphine had Fitz feeling better. There was no way he was going to be cheated out of his
piece of her, no way! He took her cash for himself. Then Jack juiced her again, measuring carefully.
She’d be pliant enough to walk when they moved her; incoherent but able to make sounds.
Jack returned the room key and looked over her bill; it had Carta’s name on it. Just making sure,
Patterson told the manager, and handed him an envelope. The man smiled as he took a peek at the
contents. He was happy to help, but what a shame! The girl was really lucky, having someone there
to take such good care of her.
When they’d gone, the day manager read the note pinned to the $100 bill. True, he nodded, it
was quite possible the desk had made an error recording Mrs. O’Dell’s passport number. Now what
others had arrived that same time? Yes, another American, a Hilda Umsheidt. These things did
happen.
Kelly faced the small group inside the bus, breathing hard. Peckham had already started the
engine and was awaiting instructions. He was shaking. It wasn’t often he was in the way of bullets.
“Whittier, go directly to the airport and call up your ride home. You should be safe inside the
terminal while you wait. I’ll have to clear up this mess with the Bermudians, and it’ll take time, but
be aware that this attempt was directed from the outside. Someone knew you were coming here and
tried to hit you just now. They may try again unless you move quickly.” Park nodded as he rubbed
his neck. “Now get going… there may be backups.” He saw Peckham nod. “I’ll need you back here
as a witness, George.”
“I’ll arrange some airport security, then come right back,” Peckham agreed. “Tell them that at
the police station.”
Kelly walked toward the gathering crowd, shaking his head. Whittier was a lot more important
than they’d thought. Someone had been desperate enough to use amateurs. Better men would have
opened fire six yards further away; better men would have killed Whittier and probably gotten away;
better men might have killed quite a few of them, possibly all.
Stunned, Jim watched the milling assemblage from the bus window. Tricia was gone—he’d
never see her again—and two men were dead, because Whittier had guessed his secret. He’d always
feared it could happen, that it all might come tumbling down, but not this way! The man had zeroed
in on him as if he’d worn brilliant red in a field of gray, but who’d told him where to look? How
could anyone find him that easily?
Why couldn’t he have just denied it all? Words came slithering through his teeth like snakes, all
wrong, not words of denial at all. How could anyone find him using his stone? How could anyone do
that? Incredible! It was just a shaman’s charm. He was just a funny old man, that shaman, but
powerful. Did that make it different, that it came from a shaman? Was the Navajo a shaman, too?
Or had Whittier found and broken Graham? How would he know anything about Graham? Who
could possibly connect Graham to him in this way? That day in the park—there was no connection
that day to Graham. So how?
Whittier knew. He’d been there in the park.
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Foster didn’t move when Whittier joined him. “Mr. Foster, I’ll start on my promise right now.
I’ll tell you all I know. Your wife calls you Jim. I’m Gordy.”
“Tricia’s not my wife.” He stared out the window as the bus pulled out.
“Your girl then. We’ll find her and explain everything to her, too.”
“I told you… leave her out of it.” He turned, eyes blazing. “Why are two guys dead back there?
Why were they trying to hit you?”
“It’s not a short or easy answer, Jim. They may have been trying to kill you as well.”
“Oh, sure. That makes lots of sense. Come on, Whittier, give it a try. Where are we going
anyway? Am I under arrest? Aren’t you supposed to read me my rights, or don’t I qualify? And
where are the handcuffs?” He turned to the window again, face contorted.
Whittier studied the torment. “All right, Jim, we’ll do it your way until that won’t work, then my
way. I’ll tell you everything I know. I expect it will take more than one pass, though.”
“I seem to have the time, since you’re holding the gun. Where do you get your authority
anyway? And don’t give me that president crap.”
“He is our president and you’ll meet him in a matter of hours. Think about that.” Foster said
nothing. “Do you know what happened in Las Vegas?”
“Sure, most of it. I know how to read and I do watch the news. Surprised?”
“It was the work of one man with mental power something like yours. Only the president and
his chief of staff know this, and my telling you has increased that tiny group by one.”
“You’re crazy, Whittier. What power like mine? Why don’t you get off that subject?”
“Every word back there on the dock was truth, Jim. I was there that day in Boston and saw what
you did, saw them smash your boat after you’d beaten them. I saved your stone for you, but you
never came back. You still have that power, don’t you, Jim? You’ve won all the races here and I’m
told that’s impossible with this kind of race.”
“One man?” Their eyes locked. Neither yielded.
“A Russian agent, Jim. Las Vegas was an example. They have more agents all over our country,
ready to repeat Las Vegas. They’ve discovered a monstrous secret about the human brain that our
side hasn’t even suspected, and they’re going to use it to take us over. Our choice is either to become
part of Russia a few days from now, or die by the millions.
“This power wipes out our sophisticated weapons, Jim, just like it killed all the computers deep
underground at that air base. It’ll turn our society into chaos in a moment. No one knows what would
happen. The Russians don’t even know, but as long as they hold the aces we can’t risk resistance of
any kind, none at all.”
“Fascinating. What institution let you out?”
“Look, Jim, Las Vegas was just a little example, and over a thousand died; thousands more were
injured; six planes were ripped from the sky. Can you imagine our whole country decimated the way
Las Vegas was, all at once? The atomic meltdowns alone would wipe out life on the planet. That’s
why President Winfield sent me to find you!”
“Then he’s as balmy as you are.”
“We… you and I working as a team… may be the only ones on this side who can discover what
it is the Russians know, in time to do anything at all. It’s my field, my specialty, and I need you.
You’re the only one I’ve ever seen with the right combination. Your natural power may hold the
clue, if I can only learn why you have it. The Russians have discovered how to develop something
that normal people have… and you are a normal person with a huge head start. What we discover
together will have no lasting impact on your life. We find it together or we don’t, in the miniscule
time we have, but afterward your personal secret will remain with me and a select few. You’ll come
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back here to Bermuda, or anywhere you want to go. No one else will ever know the details of your
power, of what we’re doing together. Complete anonymity. You’ll be Jim Foster, just as always.
We’re messing up your life enough as it is.”
“You don’t even know me, Whittier. You don’t know the first thing about me.”
“I’ve known you from that day in Boston. You’ve been an inspiration to me, someone special I
knew of even if I didn’t know anything else about you. I study Special People, Jim, who have unique
talents they toss off far easier than telling you their names. They’re cursed with other afflictions,
unable to lead normal lives, and their special talents make them freaky. Society ignores all but the
incredible part, and then only until the novelty of seeing it wears off. Then the incredible becomes
uncomfortable and the uncomfortable becomes intolerable. The more unique those special talents
are, the less society wants to deal with them. Do you understand?”
“Beware the deviant!” It’s no good, he knows.
“Especially those whose talents surpass all others. Put them away; kill them. We once burned
witches, some of whom may have been something like you, someone appearing to be normal except
for something scary. There was also a very special man from Nazareth, awhile back.”
“That’s why you came after me, then… because you think I have one of these powers? Did that
Navajo expert tell you that, too?”
“I’ll show you the drawings made by seven very sensitive people who put down their
impressions about you, and clues to where I’d find you, from just handling your stone alone in a
quiet room. Think, Jim, how else would I have found someone I saw once over thirty years ago?”
“Someone close to me told you where I was.”
“How would I know who was close to you?”
“Whittier, there is no way anyone could trace me or anyone else from a stone. Give it a rest.”
“Okay, we’ll let it go for now. There is so little time left for us to work together, so little.”
“How much do you have?”
“We have just two weeks. Less, if we’re to make anything out of what we learn. I’m not looking
that far ahead, but it’s the reason for all the rush. I apologize for that part. You can thank the Russians
when you have time.”
“Will you stop looking for Tricia?”
“That’s what you want? Really?”
“She’s not my girl. She’s never been my girl. I barely…” He turned away abruptly. “…I
barely… knew….” His words were blocked by something in his throat; he took long breaths.
“When she’s found, she’ll be told why you were yanked away and that you’ll be returned in a
short time. That’s a promise, Jim. That keeps her out of it. She doesn’t know of your power?”
“Nice try, Whittier.”
“Your life must have been unusual… the things you can do that others can’t. You win a lot of
sailing races. You must win at other sports, too.”
Foster turned back from the window and their eyes locked again. He shook his head.
“Not always. Sometimes I….” He looked away quickly, his face screwed up. Oh, God, Trish, I
just found you and now it’s over!
Whittier left it alone for a few moments. Then he pressed again. “Do you understand why you
have what you have?”
“It just… happens.”
“You can do it anytime?”
“I guess.”
“But with control?”
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The bus rocked violently sideways before the word was out. Peckham fought the wheel, doing
the same in the other direction when the effect stopped. The hair on Whittier’s arms stood up straight.
“You?”
Foster’s look was defiant, but his eyes were wet, his jaw clenched. Tight!
The telex reached Kelly at the police station: find the girl, protect her and get her to
Washington! Questions flooded his mind. Who’d ordered the attack? Would they consider her
valuable as a pawn? Might she be a target as well? Frustrated, he’d spent too long coming up with
the name of her hotel. The answers he got were sickening. “Yes, she’d been registered, but checked
out with her party an hour or so before, perhaps two. Mrs. O’Dell had an epilepsy attack. Her
companions were helping find her medication. She did look ill and one of the men was a doctor.
He’d indicated they were taking her back to the United States. Her passport number? Of course….”
Kelly slammed the phone. How could they have known to take her? They’d been after Whittier,
not Foster, and yet they knew which girl to go after? Were they there, on the docks, watching
everything? His call to the airport came up dry: there were no flights listing a T. O’Dell to any
destination. The next flights out were four hours away, but none with a T. O’Dell, or any O’Dell. He
told airport Operations she was to be detained, confirmed it with Bermuda police, then left the
station. Nothing more he could do.
He was outside Hamilton before it came to him. The taxi driver let him out at the first pay
phone. Back to the airport for a second time. “Yes, there were charter flights. One had taken off
within the hour. Flight Operations?” He was switched to that number again. “The flight plan for the
charter? United States; Baltimore-Washington International. How many? Four, sir. Yes, sir. Sir, I’m
sorry, but you didn’t inquire about charters when you—”
Kelly immediately dialed an operator. There might be time to intercept, but his hopes were
dashed. The jet had landed at BWI and was already airborne, heading back. A matter of minutes, but
the passengers were gone. Customs cleared them on the plane! J. Fitzsimmons, H. Green and J.
Patterson. Who were they? Who paid them? Who’d arranged for customs to do a tarmac clearance?
It was to have been an easy assignment, protecting Whittier. Now it looked like they’d have to
watch their backs every second. Three kidnappers, two dead men: five assailants dispatched to get
Whittier, all within forty-eight hours. It had to be someone close to the president. Very close.
When he checked back in at the police station in Hamilton, there was another message for him,
from headquarters, in clear text: “There has been an apparent attempt on Whittier’s life, here in
Washington. Increase your vigilance.”
Yeah! Right!
Washington. 11:20 P.M.
“Tell me about annexation, Howard.” Winfield turned off the study lights and found his
chair.
“It won’t happen, Jim. If this country opens its doors to Russia, we’re a conquered nation.
No nation our size has ever been successfully occupied, but there are a few million of the old
KGB rank and file over there, worse in some ways than they ever were during the cold war
years. Bet your boots that’s who’ll they’d send as our masters. Back in the late eighties there was
one KGB for every ten Russians, close to eighteen million. Sure, a lot were administrative, and a
lot were goons and overseers and informants, and those from satellites. But they were all trained,
one way or another. Our official numbers were less than one tenth that, for reasons you well
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know. With our male population subdued, they can occupy us using one of theirs for a few
hundred of ours. Do you think they won’t impose their system on us?”
“Our people will fight it.”
“And die like rats in the process. The threat of this goddamned mental power will be
hanging over the rest of us every minute, as blackmail. Meanwhile, our best people will be
shipped off to Russia to work miracles over there, four or five hundred thousand. Their families
will be held here, ransomed against performance, brutalized in reprisal for anything less than
Herculean efforts and success for Russian masters. Every manager, logistician, teacher,
economist, warehouseman, transportation specialist and most of our military trained in
movements of goods and supplies will go over there. Our banking community, postal service and
delivery services management, too. And all their wives and husbands and daughters and sons,
parents and relatives will be subjected to whatever nastiness the KGB was good at, still is good
at today. Call them SVR, if you like, instead of KGB. Are you getting the picture?”
“Keep going.”
“Right now they have what our nation faced in our own civil war, but, instead of two sectors
of one republic, they’ve got a dozen or more fighting each other, barring trade, ripping up roads
and rails and bridges, rioting and killing each other indiscriminately. There are hatreds in Russia
going back hundreds of years. They may already have lost control of their nuclear stockpiles. No
one knows how much longer before some fanatical group get its hands on one of the big ones.
People are starving, while black markets and organized crime are booming. Disease is rampant
everywhere. They’re rotten, right to the top.
“Our people will be sent into that mess to make it right, and what chance will they have?
Who will they have for interpreters? The people they’re replacing? Someone over there has taken
a huge gamble that our presence will somehow turn it all around, that splinter states will all come
running back to the fold to share in the new wealth. It’s pie in the sky, Jim. Our people can’t help
but fail under those circumstances, and when they do the repercussions will be worldwide. The
Third Worlders take over. The terrorists win. Count the dead in millions again.”
“Have I ever told you how cheerful you make me feel?”
“Countless times. Sorry, Jim, there’s no better picture, unless you want to play ostrich.”
“So we can’t capitulate? Is that what you’re saying now?”
“I’m just a painter. You interpret the painting.”
14 days left. Baltimore. 1:30 A.M.
Fitz told Harry to start on her right there in the back seat as they left BWI. He laughed at the
sound of her blouse tearing, then went into a fit of coughing, clutching his ribs in pain. It got
worse every hour even with the morphine.
Harry put her hand over his penis before he began exploring the rest of her. She had great
tits, lots to play with, but he’d have to be careful not to lose it the way her hand shook each time
the car hit rough pavement.
The spot was an old gravel pit, next to a truck terminal south of Baltimore. Right next door a
sleazy motel sold rooms by the hour to solid citizens who needed a little place away from home.
The setup was just as Fitz remembered it. He’d done a girl there four, five years back, and the
place hadn’t changed. Semi-trailers, parked all around the perimeter, were lit with floodlights
back at the terminal. That hadn’t changed either. There was plenty of light, lots of shadows.
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“These dudes go home at night, Jack. Park behind that trailer, right in the light. If any locals
come in here to check the place, flash your ID and tell him we’re checking trucks for an
interstate operation. That always works.”
“How’re the ribs, boss?”
“Fuckin’ dame broke ‘em, sure as hell. Gonna be real careful, don’t worry. Yeah, right
here’s good, Jack. Now we get out the camera and see how good our champeen stud is. Get the
flood, too; we’re using color.” He shifted to get more comfortable, laboring to get himself out of
the rider’s side. Every move he made was killing him. He cursed.
Harry finished taking off his clothes. He stroked himself, grinning at his prize and turning
her head so she could watch him. Her torn blouse was still over her shoulders, but he’d pushed it
behind her, and her breasts jutted out into the light.
“You ready to do your stuff, Harry?” Fitz wheezed.
“Yeah. You want her out?”
“You and Jack take her out. That last shot should start wearing off about now.” He coughed
again and swore. Then he walked to the trunk and took out a half-liter bottle of Four Roses. He
hated rye, but he wasn’t the one drinking it. About half would be all she could take with the juice
in her, and he had the perfect mixer in mind.
He straightened up as much as he could and watched Patterson prop her against the car’s
front fender. She was standing, almost without support. Good! Meant she was coming out of her
sedation just enough to fight them a little. He grinned at Harry.
“Okay, pal, take all the time you want. Enjoy her. Jack’ll help you out when it’s time. I
might manage a piece of her myself, if I can just stop this fuckin’ coughing long enough. First,
let’s see what she looks like in this nice moonlight, huh?” He nodded at the floodlights.
Harry moved up to her. She moaned when he tore the blouse off, but was able only to shake
her head a bit from side to side. One sleeve remained.
“Hey, this is fun!” Harry laughed. He tore the rest of it away.
Fitzsimmons squinted at O’Dell’s slut and reviewed his demotion, the pain of his
humiliation, the accusations, the seniority he’d lost, the money that went with it, his pension—
the sight of his own picture in O’Dell’s stinking paper, there for all the world to see. All he’d
been doing was his job, and they’d stuck it to him. But now the chickens were coming home to
roost. She was his, to do with what he wanted! He’d have the pictures for the rest of his life,
something to gloat over.
Harry yanked on her waistband with both hands, but the cloth didn’t rip. She was flung
forward into him, then onto her face in a heap on the gravel. They stood her back up against the
car for a second try, and Jack held her. This time the cloth tore away and he stripped her skirt off
with two more yanks.
Fitz cocked his head and grinned with his teeth clenched. “Now, don’t she look nice, Harry?
Let’s get a shot or two of the slut losing her little panties. Boy, she’s got a set of tits, don’t she?
Take her shoes off, too. I like women naked all over.”
When she was nude, Fitz had them hold her up while he stood in front of her with the bottle.
He grinned and twisted the top off, pouring half onto the pile of torn clothes. Her eyes followed
his actions just the way he wanted; she had just the right amount of juice in her. He grinned at
Harry and Jack, and reached down to unzip his pants. The effort caused him to grit his teeth with
new pain, and he had to switch to using his left hand, something he never did. Finally he
managed, after a lot of cursing. She shook her head in slow motion, until the bottle ran over at
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the top, then closed her eyes. Her cheeks were wet. Crying? Hell, that made it better—that made
it perfect! Slut!
Fitz’s effort caused him another round of coughing. He clenched his teeth and capped the
bottle, shaking it while Harry laughed.
“Awright, now we get some of this kickapoo into her, whiskey and water, huh? Ain’t that
the truth, now? Gotta cut it with something, or it won’t go down right. She’ll drink it, no
problem. When they get to where they’re moaning, they can drink.” He handed the bottle to
Harry. “Drop her down on her ass and pour it in her mouth, slow enough for her to swallow.
Don’t rush it, Harry, or she won’t keep it down.”
She collapsed and fell over again. Jack pulled her up by her hair and yanked her head back
against the fender. Then Harry pulled her chin down until there was enough space between her
teeth. He poured a shot in, smiling when she swallowed without choking. Seeing a girl choke
was sort of a downer for Harry and he wanted it to be lots of fun.
“That’s good, Harry, she took that real good. Now, we just keep doing it that way. In
between you can go ahead and drill her, pal. I wouldn’t stick it in her mouth yet, though, if I
were you; you might lose it. She’s gotta be good and sloshed first, most of that bottle in her. Say
about half an hour, with the juice still workin’ and all. We got plenty of time, plenty of time. It’s
only two o’clock. You havin’ fun, Harry?”
“Yeah!” He poured another belt between her lips, puckering them with his thumb and
forefinger to make a funnel.
She made a gurgling noise.
Fitzsimmons savored the moment, even if she’d fixed it so he couldn’t actually do her
himself. She wouldn’t remember anything; wouldn’t remember them, either, not enough for
identification. He’d already figured it out: she’d escaped at BWI, kicked him in the ribs, ran off
through traffic—and some joker driving out of the place’d picked her up. A bimbo like her had
no trouble thumbing a ride. A damn shame to lose her, after all the trouble they had getting her to
the States, but it wasn’t the end. She’d made it worse, breaking custody, and she was a fugitive
now. They had the goods on her, had her on videotape making the connection with Foster. They
could pick her up any time they wanted. Meanwhile he’d have her this way, on film.
Tricia had taken nearly two thirds of the bottle. Her head kept falling forward and saliva
dribbled from her mouth, but she could still stand. Harry shoved her forward over the car fender.
He took his time, careful not to lose it early. Her face rubbed back and forth across the car hood
in her own spit and her arms hung off the edge. One dangled limply against the bumper, a
dishrag. It swung out and back with Harry’s thrusts, a pendulum, smacking the chrome like a
clock chiming the hour. Patterson took close-ups, then handed the camera to Harry and took his
turn with his pants hanging on his thighs. It was his first Bureau-sponsored fuck and he enjoyed
it, ramming her again and again. Each time he did, her face came off the hood and slammed back
down on the metal, sounding like a steel drum, like he was somewhere in the islands! She was
such a great broad, too; really built. She grunted every time he slammed into her, sounding
almost like she was getting it on. Maybe she was!
He hummed a nice steel drum tune.
Fitz started to laugh, then bent over with another round of white-hot pain. His whole right
side was on fire; it was going up behind his shoulder. He looked around the truck yard. An
occasional car went by on the road out front, but nothing to worry about. Plenty of time. It felt
like something was tearing him up inside. How the hell she’d surprised him like that was more
than he could figure. He knew she had the training, but it had slipped his mind with things
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happening so fast. He’d never even seen the kick coming; one more reason to even the score. If
she hadn’t kicked him, well, he’d have been a little more considerate. He watched Harry take
over again.
“Okay Harry, she’s sloshed as she’s gonna get. Nothin’ but a sleepy old cow. Go ahead and
have at it. Gimme some nice gooey pictures when you shoot your wad. We’ll use a little extra
light. Nobody gonna notice a little extra light behind this truck row.”
“Yeah!” Harry grinned.
He pulled her off the car and she fell hard onto both knees, then toppled over, unable to save
herself. Her face plowed a second time into the hard-packed gravel. When they propped her
against the side of the car, she rolled her eyes up and made a slobbering sound. Blood spilled
from her cheek and forehead, but who cared?
It was all Harry could do not to scream with the intensity of his orgasm. While Fitz aimed
the handheld light, Patterson got some great pictures. Then Jack took his turn and decorated her
while Harry manned the camera.
They walked her into the shadows of the abandoned gravel pit, across broken glass and
stalks of dried brush and thistles, supporting her by her arms. Her bare feet sometimes turned
under, sometimes dragged. Now and then one would set down the right way and she’d lurch
sideways against them. When they reached a spot where she couldn’t be seen from the terminal
building, they let go. She flopped like a rag doll onto her back in a stand of high thistles and
milkweed, crushing the stiff stalks, and her head struck the stones with a sickening ‘thock’. That
stopped her moaning.
After Harry and Jack got themselves dressed, Fitz told them to tear her blouse and skirt into
smaller pieces. He gazed down on the still form in the shadows and grinned at the others, careful
not to twist his torso the least little bit.
“You guys ever notice how you gotta take a wicked piss after some good sex? Huh? Can’t
think of a better place to do it than right here, whaddya say?”
They surrounded O’Dell’s daughter. The sound of splashing on her helpless form was the
sweetest sound Fitz had ever heard. If only he could have enjoyed her like the others.
They left her there in the weeds and glass-strewn gravel, with scraps of her useless clothes
clutched in one hand. Patterson wiped the whiskey bottle clean of prints and threw it out into the
night. There was the faint tinkle of glass breaking. When they left, the dashboard clock read
3:40. Plenty of time, plenty of time. That was one of the advantages of working for The Bureau,
learning the right way to do something. She’d have one sweet time getting anywhere without
money or IDs or clothes. Hell, those truckers would find her and have themselves a real ball!
When they’d been traveling for ten minutes on I-95, Harry rolled down the window and
threw out a pair of woman’s shoes, one at a time.
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Chapter 8
Dom Conforti kicked the wheel chock into place. He was tired. Traffic had been miserable,
the tunnel backed up for three hours, and it was hot. Something caught his eye as he started to
get up—bare feet, one all bloody. He stood abruptly, glasses sliding down the bony bridge of his
nose. The girl was naked!
“I need your help,” she pleaded. “I’ve been kidnapped and raped. Please?”
He couldn’t hide his astonishment. She was about the same age as his Peggy, scratched all
over, face a mass of dried blood and bruises on one side. One eye was bloodshot—swollen half
shut—and her thighs were bruised bad in front. Knees bloody, too. She must’ve been out there in
the field all day, hiding. It was that damn motel!
“They tore up my clothes. I need to reach a phone. You’ll be paid for all your trouble.
Please?”
Dom told her to wait right there. What a crime! She looked terrible, those cuts… her face!
He ran to his pickup. The seat was frying hot! Couldn’t have her burning herself, too, after all the
other pain she’d been through. What a crime. He pulled a rolled-up flannel blanket from behind
the seat. She could sit on it, maybe wrap it around her. What a crime!
She didn’t wait for him to get her door.
“My name is Tricia. Thank you.” She slid onto the sizzling plastic and closed the door,
looking straight ahead, chin thrust forward.
Dom winced and pushed the blanket toward her.
“I’m Dominic. Don’t you worry, miss, I won’t hurt you. I’ve got a daughter ‘bout your age.
Fact, it’s her birthday today. I hope that makes you less nervous… I mean… do you hurt real
bad?” He put the truck into reverse.
“I’m angry!” She was wet-eyed, but she wasn’t bawling.
He opened the blanket a bit, offering it to her. She finally noticed it. “Who did this to you,
miss?”
She looked straight ahead, not answering.
“I’ll… I’ll take you home, to my daughter. She lives with me; her name’s Peggy.”
“I’ll explain it to her, Dominic. They peed on me. I smell awful. I’m sorry.”
“It’s all right, miss, it’s all right! We got a nice tub and shower. We’ll get you cleaned up
and to a doctor, soon as you can go. We got a good man, not too far. You say ‘they’? There was
more than one?”
“Two. It’s not what you think, Dominic. They kidnapped me and dragged me here from
somewhere else. I was drugged the whole time. I threw up a lot and my head is really splitting.
Oh, God, I’ve got to get to a phone.”
“Got that, too.”
She felt almost human again, wrapped in Peggy’s robe after a long soak in the tub. Her cuts
weren’t that bad, except for her knees and a gash on her foot, maybe from broken glass. She’d
need stitches for it. Her eye felt better, too. Peggy thought something hard had poked the corner,
maybe weeds. The area around it had a purplish cast. Her forehead was a mess, too.
Peggy’d been wonderful. She had some things that fit, even though she was three inches
shorter, a loose shirt and some knee-length khakis, belted in. In the morning they’d look together
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for something she could wear on her feet, something that wouldn’t touch the worst cut. Peggy
was taking the day off.
The phone number was one Tricia hadn’t dialed in over four years. The distant end
answered; it was him, working late in his study, as always. He answered, ‘Hello?’ a second time
and she took a deep breath.
“Mike, I’m coming to work for you. Cub reporter.” She waited for the hang-up. Please,
daddy!
“Trish?”
“Please don’t hang up, Mike. I’m coming back… with my first assignment… your reporter
kid.”
“My reporter….” He cleared his throat twice, and she heard his swivel chair squeaking in
the background. She could almost see him leaning back, with a blue pencil behind his ear.
He took an exceedingly long time to answer. “Is it a strong story, reporter kid?” His voice
had turned raspy.
“Kidnapping and drugging and rape, Mike. I learned about them in those pricey law courses
you paid for. Oh, daddy….” Her tears took over. She clenched her jaw; now he’d hang up. He
hated tears; wouldn’t tolerate them in his daughter. She braced for the click that didn’t come.
“Where are you?”
“Baltimore.” She sniffed.
“You’re in real trouble, kid?”
“I was… I’m not now. I’ll handle it.”
“This is a personal story?”
“First person story, yes.”
“Kidnapping and rape? You?”
“Yes.” She accepted a tissue from Peggy.
“You broke?”
“Robbed. I need some money and… and some ID. I’ll make it back down there if I can get
some clothes and things, and I’ll pay you back. Can you send me anything?”
“I’ll do a helluva lot better than send it, reporter kid, I’m on the way with it right now! You
say Baltimore?”
“Catonsville. The people who’ve helped me live here. You really will… come?”
“I’m out the door already. You okay? See a doctor yet?”
“I’ll see one later. I’ll mend, but there’s a lot more I have to tell you. One of them has
broken ribs. They got someone else, too, someone very special to me. We have to hurry!”
“Lover man?”
“Yes.”
“What address in Catonsville?” She spelled out the street name. “These broken ribs… you
the one who broke ‘em?”
“I am. I got him good before I blacked out. I was furious.”
“That’s my girl! This was Baltimore?”
“Bermuda.”
Washington. 14 days left.
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Kelly arrived at dawn, with Jim’s luggage and bad news: Tricia’s suitcase had been found,
well off the airport road. Whittier decided to delay telling Jim—they had an audience with
Winfield at 7:00 that evening. Bad news had to wait. Kelly’d keep trying to trace her.
The rocking of the bus had been a turning point, although Gene had rejected the whole
episode. He wanted to see something else, so Jim went to Whittier’s hotel window and pointed at
a row of flags on poles down the block, all flying briskly. One flag abruptly turned and flew the
other way. That seemed to do it.
The president strode forward, a hundred years older, his hand extended but palm down,
fingers without purpose. Dark circles hung beneath his eyes.
“Mr. Foster, your unselfish and patriotic decision to help us has lifted my spirits
immensely.” Foster stood stiffly while the president shook his hand. “There was trouble, I hear.
We must take care, Gordon… they want you stopped, not so much for what you might discover,
but because I’m not following their plan. My delaying is for reasons I can’t discuss. Now you
must quickly find me some aces. The task isn’t possible; we already agreed on that.” He turned
to Foster. “Dr. Whittier asked that your identity and your amazing power be kept sacrosanct, and
that you be able to pursue your own life after this is over, without interference. I agreed. My
solemn word, sir?” He extended his hand for the second time, then sat heavily, gesturing to
chairs.
“John has developed a list of possible workplaces. Based on one-liners, Dr. Whittier, can
you choose several that are suitable? We must cover this ground quickly; there is less time than I
wanted.”
“Grace Botanical,” Whittier decided when he’d finished scanning the list. He outlined his
reasons.
Winfield turned to Hughes. “How soon can they be in there, John?”
“Tomorrow. It’s essentially empty, except for staff. Be ready by seven A.M.,” he instructed
Whittier. Then he tapped his wristwatch and Winfield brought things to a swift close. They’d
covered the ground in twenty minutes.
Gene’s set of bely yatchik comparison plates ran from six PPKU to 6400 in progressive
steps, most falling between 6 and 120. The highest reading he’d heard of was 60, and that man
had died in the process, so something was seriously wrong! He tried the 120 plate, then the 180.
The next was 240 PPKU; the match was very close. Foster’s flag trick had produced 240 PPKU
and he’d tossed it off as easily as breathing!
His feud with Trish was over, Mike decided. She hadn’t done things his way, but she was a
capable woman now, and she’d been through a helluva bad time. Hadn’t called him to bawl,
either, even if there was a tear or two. Well, it was time she learned what being Mike O’Dell’s
daughter really meant.
Peggy ushered him into the homespun living room. There was no way to bridge the years
gracefully, not for him. Trish was standing, one foot lifted, touching a tired couch for balance.
“Hello, Mike,” she said, trying to smile.
“Hello, reporter kid.” They looked at each other across the space. His throat had a lump in it.
God, she looks beat up!
“Look, Mike… no tears,” she said, but she had her jaw clenched.
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There was something he had to say before anything else; he’d been rehearsing it all the way.
“I love you, Trish.” He’d actually said it! Not that hard, really—just out of practice.
She flew to him then. He’d held her last on her fifteenth birthday. Half the time since then
they’d fought. Time lost forever. So what if she was headstrong? Didn’t make her less his
daughter. He felt her strength, but the shoulder of his shirt was wet.
“I’m sorry, Mike, I thought I could do it,” she blubbered. “I’m just a stupid faucet.”
“It’s okay, babe.”
They embraced again and her floodgates opened. Dominic and Peggy stayed in the kitchen
and grinned at each other.
The suitcase he’d brought was filled with clothes and shoes from her room, stuff she hadn’t
worn in years. She took it into Peggy’s bedroom, and Mike turned to the Confortis. They looked
suddenly uncomfortable.
“You folks were put out by all this,” he began.
“Aw, now Mr. O’Dell, anyone would’ve helped—”
“Listen to me, Mr. Conforti. I need to show my gratitude, a father’s way of making a few
amends for things past, okay? You understand what I’m saying?” Peggy nodded a little, and her
father cleared his throat.
“Well… you just don’t have to, Mr. O’Dell. We were happy to help her. Such a crime!”
“I’m glad you feel that way. Now, you had expenses here, phone calls, medical things, all
that. Here’s money to cover them, all right?” He put two twenties on the threadbare chair arm.
Dominic looked at them thoughtfully.
“Covering expenses doesn’t have a lot to do with gratitude, does it?” said Mike. “The world
could be a whole lot better if people like you two were everywhere you’re needed, but there
aren’t enough of you to go around. I’m glad we all agree. Those double sawbucks are for your
expenses; this is for your kindness to Trish and for God’s sake do something nice for yourselves
with it!” He put an inch-high stack of new hundred-dollar bills next to the twenties, then quickly
placed his arm around Dominic’s shoulder. “Enjoy it. It’ll help me feel better about myself.”
“Oh, my….” Peggy’s palms went to her cheeks as her father spread the stack. He was pale.
Peggy looked like she’d bawl any second.
“Shhhh! She’ll hear you,” Mike cautioned, nodding at the bedroom. “Now hide that, quick.
Quick!”
His words had their effect. Dominic closed his fingers around the bills and even more
thoughtfully put his hand in his pocket. Peggy went back to the kitchen and blew her nose.
“What do you think, Mike?” Tricia said from the doorway. “It doesn’t do much for all the
mess, but I don’t care. And the sandals work. The straps miss this big—ouch!—cut enough.”
“Good enough. Say goodbye to these great people. I’ve already thanked them. I’ll wait
outside.”
They were on I-95 before he spoke. “You okay, babe?”
She answered through clenched teeth. “I’m churning! Can I talk?”
“Don’t push it, Trish. You’ve been through a hellish ordeal and you must be close to
collapse by now.”
“I’m too angry for that! Something rotten’s going on… this whole thing was planned….”
“You’re sure it was kidnapping? Did they say or do anything to tip you off, warn you about
what you were getting into?”
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“I wasn’t ‘getting into’ anything. I’d never seen them before. They got me with a needle
when I was going for help. I thought they were cops, but they jabbed me as soon as I turned
away. That’s the last part. The first part was when Jim—”
“The boyfriend?”
“His name’s James Foster. He was there to race his sailboat. Anyway, more of these same
guys were forcing him to come back with them to Washington, right then! He didn’t know any of
them or what they wanted, and they weren’t even going to let him return to his hotel, and they’d
tracked him down so they could study his brain, and one’s name was Whittier, and there were
others, too, three or four, four I think and one had a gun, and they all tried to stop me.”
“Slow down, Trish. Were they cops, any kind of cops?”
“No! They never showed him any ID or badge or anything. They were just going to force
Jim on a plane, and he had no idea what any of it was about, and they just can’t do that in
Bermuda. They tried to stop me when I ran to get help, and that’s when the others got me. I
kicked one of them.”
“The ribs guy?”
“Yeah. Something broke, I heard it! I was trying to get away.”
“How many is ‘they’?”
“Two there, and six down by the boats.”
“What makes you think the two were waiting to get you?”
“Mike, one had a needle all ready to go. If they weren’t after me, why the needle? They
were there to get me and Jim, but I don’t know why, and I just ran right up to them like a
dummy.”
“Something doesn’t compute. Who raped you? Those two?”
“I don’t know; I really don’t. I remember falling in the street in Bermuda and I woke up in a
field back here without a stitch on, sick as a dog, with all these cuts and a rash from lying on
thistles. My body was on fire and my eye was half shut, and I’ve got a goose egg up here.” She
pointed to her hairline. “They peed on me, too. They… must’ve done all the rest.” She looked
down at her hands. “You know.”
“Rape is never sweet and gentle. Bastards! What was that name you gave me?”
“Whittier!” She hissed it out. “He did all the talking.”
“That name sounds familiar, Trish. Whittier… Whittier.”
She threw her head back and held her temples. “I can’t honestly say I saw them take Jim
away. I remember seeing him come out of the building, surrounded by these people. Then I
blacked out. They were going to study his brain, like some laboratory animal. His brain, Mike!”
He glanced at her in the dark. “Was this guy about sixty? Glasses?”
“Yes.”
“He’s no cop, Trish, if it’s who I think. He may be someone looking into all the woo-woo
stuff about Las Vegas. He was yanked off that ad hoc committee for some reason I never was
able to find out.”
“Because he’s a nutcase!”
“I don’t know, but could he be your man? If it’s the same one, there are pictures in our
files.”
“I have to know! Can we look at them tonight?”
“You’re seeing a doctor, kid.”
“I’m all right, just woozy. I haven’t been able to eat anything.”
“And you spent the day lying in briars.”
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“Thistles.”
“You’ve taken a beating, Trish. You should be in a hospital right now, but I’ll settle for a
doctor: mine.”
Ralph Kendall spoke quietly.
“She’s going to hurt for a few days, Mike. I’ll have the fluid samples rechecked in the
morning, and her own doctor should see her too, but the urgency has passed. Get her to one of
the crisis centers, if she’ll go. She says she doesn’t need to talk it out, but they all do once the
anger’s gone. Even though she was drugged, she may recall it later. She has medication to help
her sleep, plus a tetanus shot and something for her eye. Most of the damage is superficial. Just
keep the foot clean and dressed. That kind heals better left open, and she knows enough to take
care of it. Whatever else she suffered, her body’ll probably handle it. They weren’t kind, but
she’s alive.”
“The drugs… could they have damaged her?”
“Possibly, but it appears they knew what they were doing if she was drugged as long as she
thinks. They poured liquor down her… blood level’s still elevated. I’ve told her to track any
symptoms and drink water, lots of it. I can run more tests.”
“Only if she’ll benefit.”
“Rape’s usually more mental than physical, Mike. Medically she’s not showing any
alarming ill effects at this time. She’s strong.”
“I’m beginning to realize. Thanks, Ralph. Add two points to your golf handicap next time
we play.”
“Four. I know about your secret lessons.”
Something definitely didn’t compute. He needed more data. “Trish, are you clean? Any
drugs? Anything illegal?”
“I’ve never used drugs, Mike, swear to God. I drink, but that’s it.”
“Hanging around with someone who does? Your boyfriend, maybe, or someone before him?
Forget who I am and level with me, Trish. I’m running this whole thing through my head and
I’m missing something.”
“Well… I met a guy named Carta, an American. He’s rich and he likes to gamble. I wasn’t
aware of him using anything.”
“See a lot of him, did you?”
“Yeah. Why?”
“Relax, babe, I’m not grilling you. No coke? Nothing?”
“I’ve never seen him or his friends with any. If he did use coke, I’m sure he’d have offered it
to me at least once. Why?” They turned into the driveway.
“It’s this Whittier. The guy is some kind of scientist, not a nutcase. These two who drugged
you, well, they just don’t fit. You saw your friend leaving with Whittier and his group, right?”
“Yes, before I blacked out. They were forcing him to come here, to D.C., but Mike, one had
a gun! He was pointing it at me.”
“Coming here to study his brain! Weird, but it’s something a woo-woo scientist might say.
Did he say why?”
“He said it was because Jim could control wind, or something like that.”
“Aw… aw, Trish!”
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“That’s exactly what I heard. I didn’t know what it meant, and Jim was totally upset. He
looked sick over it.”
“I can see why. He didn’t deny anything? Tell them where to get off?”
“He was mortified that they knew how to find him. Whittier had this dumb stone tied to a
string and he was trying to make Jim take it. Mike, they said they could use force, and one had a
gun! There were four of them with jackets on in all that heat.”
“Then they were all carrying. Maybe the guy is a nutcase. Well, let’s see what we have on
him. If I remember my law, they weren’t playing by the rules, which means they could have been
anybody. Control the wind?”
She brought her fists to her cheeks. “I know, I know, but that’s what this wacko said and
that’s all I can tell you. I’ve got to get Jim away from them somehow. I’ll kill to get him back!”
“You that serious about this guy?” When she looked at him there was wet streak down her
cheek. “You just said ‘yes’, kid,” he grinned.
“That’s the bastard! There was someone else with him, but he was the leader. That’s him!”
“I’ll call my computer man in the morning, babe. If this Whittier’s back in town, he can’t
move without leaving a trail. Think you can sleep?”
“Dr. Kendall gave me something.”
“Your room is right where you left it.”
She kissed him and carefully climbed the stairs, hurting everywhere, pain that fueled her
anger. There’d be no sleeping pill! She slipped gingerly into her bed with pictures racing in her
mind. One persisted longer than the rest: a dark stone, dangling on a piece of rawhide.
Mike knew the familiar feeling settling on him. It began as anger, but was now quiet rage.
The only way anyone could get away with flying her into the country in a completely drugged
state was to make it appear legitimate. Her rape had taken place somewhere between midafternoon, Bermuda time, and that same night in Baltimore, so she’d come in on a private jet—
there was no way they could have used a commercial flight. They’d gotten her through customs
at an airport large enough to handle a jet. There were few agencies with enough muscle to do
that, and no private group could have swung it. Things were beginning to stink.
He opened his address book and turned on the green-shaded light. The men he was about to
reach had worked with him before, all proudly wearing the same headgear. His was still hanging
on the wall of his study. The place was Thailand, their unit the 46th Special Forces Company,
Bob Bartelt’s command: they’d all been an ‘A’ Team together, the real kind.
Whittier chose Grace Botanical for the atmosphere as much as its facilities, for its natural
surroundings—a place where he could learn Foster, the man. The process had to take place
quickly and they simply couldn’t do it in an armed encampment.
Grace was a turn-of-the-century horticultural center on twenty acres of overgrown Virginia
hilltop, set among farms and dirt roads and woodlands. Its rectangle of land was bordered on one
of its long sides by a dirt road, and along the front by two narrow lanes of crowned and
crumbling blacktop. The tree-covered plot stretched back a quarter mile and ran side to side
some six hundred feet.
The main building was three stories of brick, with a slate roof, ornate gables and four
chimneys. It had been converted to offices and living quarters, twenty rooms with motel features.
Two smaller look-alike buildings were behind it, one an old carriage house used for storage—a
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small section on the end for tennis equipment. New courts adjoined it. The other serviced the
rows of greenhouses at one time. More recently it was unused.
A field running along the greenhouses was strewn with clay pots and bench materials, pipes
of all kinds and several small, rusty tractors with their implements, almost hidden by weeds.
Piles of soil there were overgrown. Behind these, closer to the buildings and shaded by a canopy
of huge buttonwood trees, an old wooden water tower stood as it did when first built for drought
insurance in the 1930s.
Between the service and main buildings, a modern, structure was built in 1960, providing
new laboratory facilities. A chemistry lab shared the upper floor with instrumentation and
photographic areas; darkrooms and equipment that would be the envy of professional
photographers. The lower floor held an anechoic chamber, two shielded rooms called Faraday
Cages, a hyperbaric chamber and a hydrostatic suspension tank. Acoustic equipment and analysis
instruments had their own room for experiments in sound, light and electromagnetics. The
facility was secretly used to study PSI topics in the ‘60s, when public funds weren’t officially
spent on PSI research. Even then, it was little used.
An eight foot cyclone fence bordered the sides and rear of the property, closing on the sides
of the main building, but a circular front drive and plantation style portico invited all passers-by
simply to drive in, park and knock. In that sense, Grace Botanical was probably safer than most
would think. Nothing about it provoked suspicion. There was no gate, not even a guard station,
just a property fence, an inviting entrance and an elderly custodian.
It was a perfect place to kill James Foster.
Drugs! Reality was a relentless swarm of gnats in Whittier’s face. Disciplined research took
years, but days were all they had. He’d have to go it alone, without benefit of experience by
others, guessing at doses and sweating over combinations that could be lethal. Foster could end
up a vegetable, even die, but they had what the Russians may not have had in comparison: Foster
himself. There was no other way.
Jim accepted the risks. He’d be the test pilot for a plane so radical that no one could predict
its performance. His insight could help them leapfrog over long, useless trails leading nowhere.
The president had accepted risks as well. The scientist who’d unerringly tracked down a ghost
from the past was asking for conditions he thought important, but the attack in Bermuda had
raised the stakes. There’d be a three-guard detail around the clock, nine men who’d be
essentially invisible. It was the minimum Winfield could live with.
Moscow.
Gilyutin stared at a painting on Kalanin’s wall, waiting for the silence to break. Knowles had
not only failed in Bermuda, his attempt had alerted the Americans. And now there was this man,
Foster. The trick with flags was of no practical use, but what if Whittier convinced the American
president otherwise? Six days had passed with no detectable changes in Washington. Business as
usual, not a ripple on the pond, and Votrin was waiting for a report that was already overdue. He
would not wait much longer.
“How quickly can you ready a spetsnaz team?” Kalanin addressed the question to the ceiling
as Gilyutin turned.
“An assassination force?”
“What else? Well?”
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“It will take several days to organize, as you well know. I will hand pick the men. What will
their objective be?”
“I don’t know,” Kalanin grouched back. He threw up his hands and dropped them abruptly.
Then he paced. “Pelletier’s next report, hopefully, will tell where they’ve hidden this man,
Foster, but they may choose someplace impenetrable. Then, of course, we’ll think of something
else. Pelletier himself can be used to kill Foster, can he not?”
“He’s only a source agent. The decision was made to keep him in that role. Remember that
they are all on their guard now. He will be watched along with everyone else.”
“He has no agent skills?”
“Nothing lethal. You of all people know that, Boris. Also, we’d have to get something into
his hands and so far he hasn’t been in one spot long enough for contact.”
“Well, plan an assault force immediately, enough men to sweep through a complete building
and eliminate every person inside. Use the best men you have. We may know more after the next
report. Pah! I knew all along that this was coming. Votrin insisted he knew what Winfield would
do once the ultimatum was delivered. The man wouldn’t listen to me. What a dreamer!”
When Gilyutin left, Kalanin read the message once more. Almost 240 PPKU! Las Vegas
had been decimated with fifty or so! This brain power business defied all logic. What relation
was there between fifty PPKU and 240 PPKU? Would Nina know? And would he even accept
her answer?
She’d soured when she’d learned her precious PPK teams were to just sit and wait, instead
of unleashing their talents. “What was the purpose of sending so many, just to sit there,” she’d
demanded to know, “when one or two would have been plenty?” No one had asked her opinion,
no one had listened to her. The order—the order—had been issued as if she were some junior
technician. Two weeks was what they had given her to train three dozen teams, and what was
their reason? Because she’d told them such a thing might be possible—fifteen years earlier! Two
weeks applied to the initial training in PPK. The proper training time would have been four
months, not two weeks! Teams needed much more time. They needed to work with each other,
for one of them was there to conduct hypnosis and give the posthypnotic trigger. The drug doses
had to be carefully increased, not given all at once. On and on she’d ranted, like a child. He’d
tuned her out in the first minute.
Anyway, that was done and behind them. If she were asked about Foster now, she’d simply
gloat and shake her crooked finger. She might even lie; how would he know? She could talk in
circles, that one.
Maybe if he asked the question in a different way: what could Foster possibly do in two
weeks that could hurt them, since Nina had taken years to perfect the training of her people? No
matter the answer, he had to know.
She skipped the usual greeting and sat immediately. Kalanin looked up at the frail figure and
reminded himself that he was several years older. She was wasting away, trembling badly. He
had not remembered her looking this ill.
“Ah, Nina, you are looking—”
“What do you want of me, Boris?” Her lower eyelids hung red below her whites.
“A question answered, Nina. I don’t remember this ever coming up, but it is something
simple.”
“Because it is simple, you are encouraged to ask me? Simple questions I can answer?”
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“Nina, please… all right, I wish to know if PPK can be neutralized by another person, also
using PPK?”
“Why do you suddenly want to neutralize it?”
“I don’t; others may.”
She tried to control the shaking of her head, without success. “Yes, I believe it to be
possible. I have never attempted it.”
“Why do you say that, Nina?” She smiled. He’d almost expected it.
“You have heard of voodoo, Kalanin? It is a power, also of the mind, that can be blocked by
another with correct attitude. It, too, can operate over many kilometers and can cause death.”
“You are basing your opinion on something practiced by witch doctors? You never told me
this, Nina.” He felt a pain in the pit of his stomach.
“You never asked.”
“The Americans have found a man named Foster who is exhibiting 240 PPKU without
drugs, according to our agent. Can this man neutralize our trained people? Are you saying he
might be able to do it?”
“I am unwilling to say the opposite.” Her face was drained of all its spirit as she digested his
statement. Incredible! The years that she and Valery had worked to achieve one fourth of that.
“And what of Whittier? Where is he?”
“Working with Foster.”
She had to warn Kalanin of the danger! Whittier would find the secret, she was certain. She
opened her mouth to reply, then closed it and firmed her trembling jaw.
“Nina?” he prodded.
“Are you finished with me?”
“Do not try that with me, Nina. You are still an asset of the GRU. You have pushed us into
this PPK thing and it’s too late for you to back out. Do you understand?”
“I understand perfectly, though I did no pushing,” she croaked. “I’m a mere scientist,
working with permission of the GRU, but you have no power over me any more. I warned you
strongly about Whittier. I said all that needed saying. You did nothing.”
“I want you to see if you can neutralize PPK, immediately. Can you do it?”
“I have forgotten how. Are you finished with me now?”
“Don’t irritate me, Nina! Go, if you wish, but do the experiment now. It is something you
should have done in the first place. A better scientist would have completed the learning without
direction!”
She left his office and went to her own, now trembling terribly. The stress! She knew the
course her illness was taking. It was only a matter of time, and she no longer had the will to fight
it. She left her office door open wide when she left.
Valery was home ahead of her, sitting in the big chair, reading another of his endless
technical journals. He heard her come in, but continued reading. She looked around the place
they called their home, then quietly reached into the drawer where they kept the gun. They’d
talked many times how it would be done, and he did not want any warning. She went to the chair
and pointed it at a spot behind his ear. The noise deafened her. She hadn’t thought it would be so
loud, but the room was small. She looked at what was left of her husband’s head. Then she
carefully pointed the gun into her mouth and pulled the trigger again.
Grace Botanical Labs.
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Nine guards would be billeted in the main building; the staff would come and go as always.
Everything was off the record, all transportation covert. It couldn’t be airtight, but the fewer who
knew, the better. The Secret Service detail was delivered first, Whittier’s party several hours
later.
Meanwhile, the search was on for Tricia. Whittier called Mike Sookikian from Grace and
asked him to run the name through the computer. Another possibility was the FBI; there was
always a slim chance she’d gotten into their files somehow. Assistant Chief of Staff Wagner said
he’d have someone look into it. Whittier couldn’t help thinking that John Hughes would have
done the job himself, but Hughes was taking a short break. He’d return later in the day.
Washington.
Sarah Hughes tucked a tablecloth next to the marshmallows in the picnic basket. Jennifer
loved toasting each one until it was just right, and John loved watching her. She’d present each
small triumph on its stick, for his inspection.
The occasion was her fifth birthday. John suggested the get-away, even though it was a
Friday. There might not be that many more chances before ‘it’ happened. Great Falls Park
offered lovely woods and glens. They’d grill hotdogs; Jennifer could explore. The four-hour
break had Winfield’s blessing.
Jennifer was John’s darling. Precocious, bright, she was the product of loving parents who’d
made her young life fun and so much like that of big people. She got to make decisions, shared
problems with her mom and dad, learned to harmonize. In a few months she’d begin school.
Then watch out, World—except that John didn’t think that far ahead any more. Sarah didn’t
know about the ultimatum; he couldn’t tell her. It could wait a few more precious days.
As usual, Jennifer was excited. Her mom let her wear one of the new school dresses she’d
helped pick out. It was too pretty for a picnic, but Jennifer understood she’d have to very careful
to keep clean. She got into the back seat of the car with her little pocketbook and Wendy gave
her mom a kiss. John got one too.
“Do we have marshmallows, Grampa?”
“We sure do.”
Jennifer giggled. She’d really have to be careful not to get the sticky part on her. She looked
around from her seat, enjoying the open car.
“Whoops,” she said to herself, “got to hook my seat belt.” She rummaged around and found
the two ends. Snap! She giggled. Then she did it again, slower. It was fun. S….nap!
“You have a good time, dad. Forget everything. That’s an order.” Wendy smiled and waved
them off. If only he would take a few days off.
As the Chrysler rounded the corner and drove out of sight, it passed the same gray Lincoln
that had followed it from the time Sarah left her driveway. It stayed the correct distance behind,
changing lanes often even though there was no reason. The man in the Lincoln was patient. He’d
done such things before.
Maryland Trooper Waters picked his way back up the bank and went back to his vehicle.
The door was open, hood up, engine running, just as he’d left it half an hour before. He looked
just once over at the long line of traffic Eddie was controlling on the upper road. Then he got into
the driver’s seat and reached for his report pad. Waters had seen plenty of accidents in his career.
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You never got used to it, he thought, never. No, you never did. Oh, shit—you never did! Trooper
Waters hung onto the steering wheel and cried.
It would cost a bundle to fix the Linc, but Zlotnick didn’t care; he got the stuff wholesale.
It’d be back on the street again in a few days, good as new, and he’d clear fifty grand on the job.
Hell, a decent gun cost a grand these days, and you threw it away after, if you were smart. He
wasn’t gonna throw away the Linc, for sure. It wasn’t every day you landed a big job and got the
car to do it with, too.
The president was on his way to an audience with northeast region governors when he was
told. It couldn’t wait—it was already being phoned into the papers and the IDs were positive,
tragically so. One of the victims was Hughes’s granddaughter, thrown from the car. She hadn’t
been wearing a seatbelt. John and Sarah had worn theirs, without benefit. No skid tracks on the
pavement, just at the very edge of the steep bank. There were guard rails other places along the
road, but not there at the bend because of a small parking pull-off. The experts were already
going over the car, but knowing what happened wouldn’t quench the hurt.
Winfield sat and clasped his hands together, hanging his head, while his staff wrestled with
their own emotions. John had been a close friend, as well as the best staffer going. He’d been
everything, a personal support system, Winfield’s greatest strength. There were others who could
do the job, always, but….
He raised his head. These things happened; the show had to go on. Personal feelings were
reserved for the eulogies, speeches, words of comfort to others. He had no claim to personal loss.
John and Sarah, two wonderful people, and John’s little charger, Jennifer: all gone.
He stood, jaw firm, and scanned the faces of his staff standing nearby. They had given him
his few moments of acceptance and grief, but the show had to go on. Hughes’s assistant would
have to be the interim man, until another could be named. Wagner had few of the leadership
qualities the job required, in Winfield’s view, but he could hold on for a week or two. Maybe it
wouldn’t make any difference anyway.
“Bill, can you fill in for John pro tem? It’s a lot to ask, but you’re the closest to things he’s
been doing. I’ll name a full time replacement as soon as it’s proper, but neither of us should look
that far ahead now. Can you do that for me, Bill?”
Bill Wagner cleared his throat. He’d never expected to become the chief of staff, but the
president sounded like he might actually be considering the move.
“I’ll fill in, sir, of course I will. Yes. I will, sir.”
“Good. Find me a slice of time so we can put our heads together, then, ASAP. There are a
few items you need to know. The rest of you—thanks for your support. You know my feeling of
loss and I know yours can’t be less. John was a great man. We all felt it. Now, let’s try to roll the
wagons. There’s still a country to run here and a press with its mouth wide open, ready to be fed
again. We’ll need a press release immediately.”
“Right, Mr. President, I’ll order it… one. We’ll get a press release together right away, Mr.
President!” Bill Wagner said.
Zlotnick moved the Lincoln inside as soon as his partner was gone for the day. The B & M
Body Shop did a lot of work after hours, particularly after midnight, but the Lincoln was
personal, not a chop job. All it needed was a fender, maybe a new hood, bumper, grillwork. With
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luck he’d even get a perfect paint match. A couple hours work and all the damaged stuff would
be off. Then it was just another car, in for some work.
It wasn’t quite two years old, just nicely broken in, and the upholstery was in mint condition.
He sat in the car again; yeah, a sweet deal all right. The mark came right outta the White House
wing, some kinda Russian spy, the kind you learned about in the movies. A mole, right?
Working right under everyone’s nose, that’s what the customer told him. He’d done a couple
other jobs for the same customer over the years. The guy was smarter’n hell and paid half up
front every time. You could trust a guy like that.
Zlotnick’s father had been killed by Russian bullets, trying to cross the Iron Curtain way
back. The only good Russians, he figured, were dead ones. Well, there were two less to worry
about. Guy’s woman was probably working with them, too. That’s how it was in the movies and
they were damned accurate. He turned on the radio. Maybe he could find out who it was he’d
taken out. It might be on the news, if the guy was really someone big.
There was music on the station he’d had playing earlier. Great station! He turned up the
volume all the way and let the bass thump him with its power.
Across the street and one building away, the driver of a Hertz rental car watched a tiny red
light come alive on the box beside him. So soon! Mr. Zlotnick was alone in there, playing with
his new toy. Amazing how far stereo had come in a few dozen years. The bass could be felt even
from that distance.
The driver started his engine and pulled away. He turned at the corner and stopped half a
block further down. Then he picked up the box and extended its antenna. The red light was still
glowing. He pushed a button. There, now that was real bass, Major Thomas thought to himself
with a smile.
Grace Botanical Labs.
Gene found plans of the grounds and buildings in a nice visitors’ brochure on the reception
desk in the front foyer, and a room with several copiers and a standard fax machine in it. All the
phones at Grace were normal, except for one secure phone inside a locked room. Just pick up
and dial anywhere with the rest.
He sent the two carefully coded pages of his report, plus the facility plans, by fax to his
control. Then he destroyed the report pages in the shredder right next to the copier. Everything
was so convenient!
12 days left.
Madeleine fumed. William Wagner had refused to see her personally, even barred her entry
to the White House, the twit. She was told to join tourist groups if she wanted to see the inside of
the building. She was suddenly a nobody!
Hadn’t she sent Wagner a congratulatory telegram? Hadn’t she reaffirmed her support for
the president and his committee? Hadn’t her column, that very day, eulogized John Hughes for
the fine, fine person he’d been, poor dear?
As for Whittier’s whereabouts, she’d gotten nowhere. She wanted to speak to Gordon, to
learn if he’d found his special man. Angry, she set her jaw and marched off to the nearest
telephone, composing the words of the following day’s column in her head. One way or another,
she’d get the respect she deserved. She’d worked very hard for the committee and for President
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Winfield. She’d done her very best for Gordon. No one had even thanked her privately, and now
this treatment. The idea!
She’d begin her column with the very question Gordon had posed for them a few days
earlier: “Was Las Vegas the result of fantastic mental powers?” Then she’d describe her own
role in finding a man with identical powers, for use as a counter weapon. Once she got into it, the
piece was predictably like the others that built her reputation. She had little to go on, but Gordon
had indeed told Gene he was looking for someone with answers about Las Vegas hidden deep in
his brain. He’d said that; those were his words. She’d produced excellent columns on less.
Moscow.
Spetsnaz—espionage-terrorists highly trained in all forms of terrorism—were in place
everywhere Russia had enemies, their numbers increasing since Putin’s ascension to power. The
size of the grounds at Grace Botanical suggested five experienced men with distinguished
records. There were plenty to choose from in the U.S. They’d need several days to organize
themselves and there was the matter of opportunity, weather and timing. There was good logic in
attacking just before the breakfast hour, Gilyutin reasoned. Watchfulness was down at that time;
night had passed; day hadn’t fully begun. He’d recommend it.
The team’s objective was now defined: kill every person inside the Grace property, then
burn the buildings.
Virginia. 11 days left.
The paths twisting through ancient trees behind Grace reminded Whittier of his woods south
of Buffalo. Trees somehow brought objectivism closer. He and Jim sought it now, on a hilltop in
Virginia.
“Jim,” he began, “this thing we’re facing is beyond all normal understanding. Las Vegas
was a smallish area and help poured into it from everywhere. What if it had happened
everywhere at the same time?”
“Doomsday.”
“In spades. The only reason we’re here talking together is that I was on that Vegas
committee, and that was because my old school buddy headed it, not because I was known. My
specialty field has no one in it. I’m a loner, practically a non-person. Have you ever considered
what it must feel like to be a non-person?”
“I can relate to it.”
“So I didn’t see how I could help, but Winfield’s a strong leader. He pushed me. His gut
tells him we have no chance to beat this thing, but he’ll try anyway. He’ll play out his hand, right
to the end, no matter what we do here, with whatever he has.”
“Why isn’t he telling Congress? That’s the part I don’t understand.”
“Drop a bombshell into a group the size of Congress, and you get a gestalt, knee-jerk
response. You with me?”
“Reaction. A school of minnows.”
“Yes, and it would be reflexive, amoebic. Poke it, and it reacts instinctively. The Russian
ultimatum is not as simple as it sounds. They’re saying, ‘just open your doors and we’ll be over,
and you can’t do a thing about it’. Seems simple, but it’s not. They have a weapon that nobody
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understands. We’re the caveman looking down the barrel of a rifle, thinking it’s a stick because
sticks are all he knows. And if he picks up a stick in return and tries to beat us off, he dies.”
“With a question mark on his face.”
“Exactly. Without understanding, we have the classic mob reaction. Winfield knows there’s
no rational way to introduce the Russian ultimatum to Congress, or NSC, or the Pentagon. He’s
sitting on it, praying that you and I can help him pull the plug on the Russians, bluff them
somehow. If he loses, if we can’t, then waiting hasn’t made anything worse. I hope.”
“What are we actually going to do here?”
“The first step must be yours. Raise the shades on Jim Foster. Tell me all you can about your
talent, so that I’ll have every chance of reading our progress. Nobody else has that need but me,
and nobody else will hear what we discuss, not even Gene. Will you do it?”
A huge sweet gum tree, probably growing there when Grace was built, had a fallen tree
trunk near it. He headed that way as Luis spoke.
“For openers, I’m not what you think, Dr. Whittier. I’m nothing at all.”
Whittier carved a stick as he listened. The man whose power rocked a bus was the man
behind the masks, scorned as a street person—a non-entity whose true identity was known only
to those who’d raised him, wearing an even more complex mask under the outside one, a mask
hiding his greater powers from all but his adoptive father. He was the man inside a man, who
turned his powers into gifts the only way he could. He’d smothered his life, hobbled his larger
talents, fearful of discovery, and turned to casinos. He sailed only because his powers there could
be cloaked, but to excel at anything else was to invite instant question, ultimate exposure; ruin.
To use his powers for personal financial gain at the expense of others would be to lose them—an
axiom he instinctively knew—but he’d somehow realized that in beating casinos at their own
game, his powers were safe. Casinos delivered far too little and extracted far too much, most of it
from the common man, who had neither the sense nor the discipline to know when he could not
afford to lose. In doing so, they were the thieves. He could not steal what was already stolen.
He suspected he had other powers, too, but with all of it came the deepest kind of loneliness,
that of an outcast, a stranger among his own. He was the quintessential non-person. Beware the
deviant, indeed! He hadn’t denied the amulet, there on the dock. Was it a subconscious plea for
normal existence? The hunted animal, exhausted, lying down to await its hunters? Had the girl
intensified his loneliness? Sooner or later, the question of Tricia would have to be answered.
They hadn’t found her.
Washington. 6:45 A.M.
Mike made the introductions, names Tricia had never heard. They were there to undo a
wrong in a country they’d fought for: Terry Blake, high school coach from Virginia; Ron Curtis,
math teacher from Pennsylvania; ‘Ham’ Hammond, plumbing entrepreneur, from Maryland; Jed
Richardson, car dealer from Illinois.
“Your turn, Trish,” prompted Mike. “Tell us everything you can about Jim Foster: how you
met him, who he is, who he works for, how you came to be in Bermuda. He’s the other victim
here, so pour it out; everything. I’ll take care of the men who raped you later; I’ve already
reported it to the FBI. They’re big on kidnap. Someone’s working on it now.”
“But… but they hate you, Mike.”
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“I pay taxes; they work for me. You’ll have to go over later and give a statement, but first
let’s hear some facts. Go!”
“Jim’s not in computers anywhere. He isn’t even a citizen—”
The phone on Mike’s desk rang. He answered on a cordless outside the room and came back
in a rush.
“Gotta interrupt, Trish,” he apologized, “this may have something to do with your man….”
He went to his stack of unread morning papers, looking for McCloskey’s column, and scanned it
in a blur. “This woman knows something we want to hear,” he announced. “Madeleine
McCloskey. She’s still sitting on Winfield’s Third Committee. This paper is already three hours
old. Let’s get her before the sharks do.” He was moving before his words were out.
Curtis swept up the newspaper. “Can’t you just call her, Mike?”
“Everyone else’ll be doing that. She just stepped over the line and there’ll be some high
blood pressures over on Pennsy. We’ve got to get to her first. Come on, I know some of her
haunts. We can continue Trish’s story later.”
She was sipping coffee in the arboretum behind the ‘Third Bird’. They ringed her table.
“Madeleine, I’m Mike O’Dell. I run your column in The Beacon. I’m the publisher.”
“I beg your pardon!”
Mike leaned on the table, his face close. “Forget your coffee, Madeleine. The witch hunters
are right behind us, and you are in very hot water, take my word for it. If we hurry, we can get
you somewhere you can’t be found for a few years. Come on.”
“Preeepost-russs! I will not—”
“Madeleine, you self-destructed this morning. Didn’t you realize? You’re still seated on the
president’s committee. You swore an oath to keep the doings of the committee under wraps until
a formal report was issued. Your committee hasn’t reported yet, so none of the information is
public domain. They’re coming after you!”
“I’m in….” Her mouth snapped shut as she considered his words; her lower lip began
trembling. What oath? She’d never taken any oath!
“They’ll censor you so hard you won’t be able to write home. That’s the best part. You’ll be
facing some serious charges, too, something legitimate lawyers won’t want to handle. Come on,
we’ll get you out of sight for a while. Maybe they’ll think of something else they’re angrier over.
We’ve got two cabs waiting out front.”
Mike dropped a five on the table and took her arm. She meekly followed as the group
threaded its way out.
Grace Botanical Labs.
They covered as much ground as possible, a crash course in the field Whittier had spent a
lifetime pursuing. Understanding was the first order of business, and then they had to have some
way to monitor progress. Jim’s power needed some visible form that meant nothing to outsiders.
The flags, for example. Air moved according to a picture he formed in his mind of the results he
wanted. The key word was ‘want’, but why didn’t his daydreams or night dreams produce the
same effects? Could his power extend to other areas, if there was a ‘want’ for them, too?
Jim saw mentally what he wanted to happen, added desire, and stepped out of the way: too
simple, but a start. And how about drugs? Were they better than hypnosis? Whittier’s early
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choices of chemicals couldn’t get there for another day, even with Wagner’s staff using their
White House hammer, but hypnosis could be tried immediately.
Jim’s desire began a controlled avalanche in the brain, the cerebellum, centered around the
hypothalamus. If desire arrived from another source, not air-related pictures, down some other
brain path involving other types of pictures, then the power of the avalanche would be applied
back to that other source, not the first. Jim’s present source had to do with air. They needed
another.
The simple world of Luis had been elemental: air, fire, water, earth, temperature, noise,
sight; sensations such as hunger. Why had air become his focus of desire? Fascination? As soon
as Whittier thought of the word, he knew it was right. Fascination was that quality of attitude that
transfixed and held one spellbound. Luis dreamt of soaring, as the condors soared above the
Andes. It explained his love for sailing, the name of his boat, everything.
They needed something other than air, something controllable, visible only to them. Under
hypnosis, it might be slipped into Jim’s mind. What was unique about Grace Botanical?
Whittier had his answer. It was something Jim had said.
Washington.
“No, Gordon was not open about it at all,” Madeleine told them in Mike’s study. “I heard
him talking to Gene when they both thought I was asleep. He said the president insisted he go to
Bermuda and find this man with the awful power. Then he was going to pump him full of
powerful drugs….”
Tricia shot to her feet, fists white, and bolted from the room.
“…that nobody even knew existed, and stick electrodes all over his head, and force his brain
to do things. They’re going to make that poor man into a cyborg… is that the right term? Oh,
dear, whatever it is, it’s dreadful!” She sipped the brandy Mike had thoughtfully poured for her.
Why had she been treated so badly by William Wagner? If she’d been a bit generous describing
Gordon’s plans, it was because she’d heard so little of what he’d told Gene. A cyborg: that was
certainly what Gordon was trying to describe. She finished the brandy and held out her glass for
a refill. She was just getting warmed up.
“Trish, don’t lose it!” They were in the kitchen.
“They’ll kill him! That lunatic!” She flung a cereal box against the refrigerator, spraying
cereal all over the room.
“Fight back, Trish. Come on, kid, control! You know how.”
“Don’t you see? Didn’t you hear her?” She scowled at him and folded her arms tight against
her chest, eyes blazing.
“It’ll be weeks before they do anything, and even then they’ll go slow. We’ll have him out
by then.”
“Yeah? Yeah? Then how come it was so urgent, Mike, huh? How come Jim had to get on
the plane with that bastard right then? Oh!!!” She turned into the wall, forearms raised, fists
hard. “If that idiot hurts Jim, I will slaughter him with my bare hands! I swear it, Mike, I swear
it!”
“Honeychile, if Jim gets hurt, you’ll have to stand in line. Now let’s get with it.
McCloskey’s cab is due here any minute. We’re sending her to a health spa in the Blue Ridge
mountains until this blows over.”
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Thanks to Madeleine, they had an approximate time for Whittier’s group leaving for
Bermuda. The same group returned, probably during Tricia’s agony in Baltimore, so they had a
rough time for that. The man on the docks with Whittier was Pelletier, a name Tricia had
forgotten. Whittier’d apparently found Jim shortly after arriving, which meant someone had
known where to go looking for him. Trish’s kidnapping and rape also showed planning, too, else
why the hypo? The two events were connected, but who’d known Whittier was going to
Bermuda, when Whittier himself hadn’t known it?
Finally, the biggest headache. If Whittier was in Bermuda at the president’s direction, then
why the show of force? Why the gun, or guns? Why all the urgency? Why Jim at all?
Grace Botanical 1 P.M.
He sat in a contoured chair in the anechoic chamber, in inky blackness. His only link with
the outside was Whittier’s voice, delivered from speakers in the chair for twelve minutes at the
deepest level, before it brought him back up at a crawl. Whittier knew then they could begin the
experiments immediately. James Foster was more than a test pilot; He was the plane!
4 P.M.
Mike canvassed all his Washington snoops, but learned nothing about anyone named
Whittier doing brain research, so he changed tactics. What kind of place would be used for the
dirty work on Foster? Whittier wouldn’t dare go anywhere he was known.
The Beacon’s background file on Whittier listed his clinic in Cheektowaga, New York.
Mike called the Buffalo Evening News and got their help wangling the clinic’s facilities
statement. Then he zeroed in on Carta.
“What do you think, people? Here’s a guy worth millions. Trish heats up his bed and his
parties, does it for half a year, gets to know his name. Not even a possible address. You that
lousy in bed, kid?”
“Daddy’s little girl,” she retorted. That brought smiles.
“Carta’s story is phony, Trish. No reflection on you, but you heard what he wanted you to
know. If he’s shady, someone tailing him could have gotten you. I’ll have him checked out. I
have a friend who can shrink this whole mess down to manageable size. Meanwhile we prepare
to get dirty.” He turned to her. “You’re on this team only on my condition that you can still
handle yourself. Review your weapons training. I want a field strip in—”
“Twenty seconds, blindfolded. Don’t ever bet against me, Mike. I can do it in half that.”
“Fine. Go see Max soon as we’re done here and tell him not to let you out of the place ‘til
you can shoot again. Jobs: Terry….”
Mike went down the list: explosives, contingencies, dress, communications, weapons, plus
sources for anything they’d need. It was simple preparation, but she’d never seen anything like it.
They’d all done it before, lining up tools and the ways they’d use them, right up to the moment
when an enemy move showed them which tools were correct. Blake impressed her the most.
What had he and Mike been to each other when it counted?
The need for force was real, force and speed. Madeleine’s descriptions were ghastly, the
men in Bermuda had guns, and too many questions were unanswered. Whittier was the enemy
now.
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Chapter 9
Washington. 1:30 P.M.
When Tricia’s passport number didn’t check out, Kelly called BWI customs. They hadn’t
logged the number either, simply stamped her in. Visa Records in Bermuda produced an Atlanta
address, but that address had no phone. Frustrated, he called Bob Tennyson at the FBI and gave
his friend the names on the charter flight. Maybe one of Bob’s men in Atlanta could check the
address. Tennyson copied the details about Tricia into his pocket secretary, then crumpled the
sheet on his notepad and tossed it in the basket.
Two hours later he pulled the paper wad back out. Green, Patterson, Fitzsimmons.
Fitzsimmons was a common name; so were Green and Patterson. And Kelly. But he’d run across
a Fitzsimmons somewhere, maybe in The Bureau. He re-crumpled the sheet, hesitated, then
opened it again. It would only take a minute to check. He logged on and typed in Tricia’s name,
not really expecting what he saw on his screen.
Agent Fitzsimmons had made thirty-six entries to a file on Tricia Marie O’Dell. The file
held thirty-six entries total, so no one else had made any. The stuff was innuendo and hearsay…
six years’ worth of baloney that, taken together, wouldn’t justify an empty manila folder.
Joe Fitzsimmons was clearly out to destroy Tricia O’Dell!
Sol Levin was Fitz’ boss. After talking to Levin’s secretary, Bob knew he had a tiger by the
tail. What lunacy had driven Fitzsimmons to drag a girl in from Bermuda without an order from
Justice? Even if he’d had one, he’d have needed the girl’s written permission, approved
internally.
Tennyson’s next stop was Personnel Records, where he found his answer: revenge. Joe
Fitzsimmons had a history of shattering Bureau rules, breaking laws. He’d been caught and
punished. Had he gone over the edge because of it, and done the unthinkable? Had he killed the
girl? Tennyson started a new file of his own.
Ten days left.
Ray Ryan, a night director at NSA, had worked privately with O’Dell for years. Mike often
challenged him with computer problems, and this time he had one Ray would love.
Mystery man James Foster had been brought into the U.S. against his will, within the past
two days. The guy in charge was Dr. G. Whittier; the flight was out of Bermuda; number in party
was six to eight, at least one in the party armed. Foster was to be put through some kind of
dangerous brain testing involving drugs and sensors. Whittier was unknown in scientific circles,
but had been named to the Las Vegas committees along with other woo-woo types. A facilities
list of his clinic in Buffalo would be faxed over. Assume Whittier would do the type of work he
did at his clinic, but near Washington since he’d mentioned it as a destination. The operation was
cloaked in secrecy, possibly by someone high up in government circles.
The question: where might Whittier do his dirty work on Foster?
Whittier’s intentions had come from Madeleine McCloskey. If the White House was behind
the operation and its secrecy, the big computer game was their only chance.
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The White House.
Winfield, looking gaunt, waited until the last of the closed-session working breakfast had
been cleared away. He looked around the table as he sipped coffee.
“I’ve done some real soul-searching over this last item,” he said. “Las Vegas. We can’t sit
any longer on a report to the public. I have the findings of all the committees on my desk and
none are acceptable, not for our public, anyway. So… I’ve made a tentative decision to announce
that we don’t know the cause and that we’ll keep trying. Comments?”
No one spoke. He took another sip and set the cup down with a clatter he hadn’t wanted.
“Don’t everyone talk at once.”
“Is there a reason behind the disaster, Mr. President? No matter how delicate?”
“We know it’s a new form of energy, but nothing we understand at the moment. That’s the
problem: our top scientists haven’t been able to identify the energy. My second committee agrees
that the most probable earth power… now don’t any of you take that wrong… without regard to
what the energy was, could only have come from the big seven. Discount all friendly nations and
we have the two we’d have listed anyway. Frankly, I would not dismiss any other possibilities.
We generally agree it was not some small terrorist effort.
“The third committee says the destruction closely resembles some of the UFO findings
we’ve sat on all these years. I don’t need to tell you the bedlam we’d create supporting such a
finding, even if we had irrefutable proof, which we don’t. So we say we don’t know yet and the
public has no target to shoot at except me. We invite debate along with the announcement.
There’s something to be said for talking a thing to death, but there are over a thousand deaths to
think about already, plus billions in damage. That’s my reasoning, group. I want to hear any
comment. Any comment.” He looked around the table. He’d told them the truth, concealed as it
was. Let the media do what it would. The public was already favoring the UFO answer and
there’d been no panic, just uneasiness. It was manageable.
“I’ll support the decision,” Lindquist said finally. “We don’t lose much compared to the
abuse we’re getting every day from The Hill. Vegas happened two weeks ago, a little more. We
could probably hold out another two weeks, but then we couldn’t gracefully say we didn’t
know.”
The president glanced around the table. “Anyone else?”
Moscow.
Kalanin buried his face in his hands. Over 400 PPKU from Foster and still Nina hadn’t
shown herself. She was punishing him.
“She left here in one of her typical storms,” he told Gilyutin, “but she understood my order.”
“She is trembling badly.”
“She sees doctors, but they don’t correct her bitchy attitude! When my men find her, she’ll
be bitchier still. This is not going well, my friend, not at all. Get your assault team into that place,
and quickly. I can no longer wait to consult with Votrin. He may have a solution.”
“Like what?”
“I don’t know!” He threw his arms up with the words, dropping them to his sides with his
typical slap. He poured two glasses of vodka. They downed them together.
“Perhaps Lyunov can reason with Nina,” Gilyutin said.
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“Lyunov is an arthritic cripple. He hobbles in once a week for a few moments, and he won’t
be here for two more days. By that time I can reason with her myself. She loves it when I grovel
before her. Bitch!”
A buzzer sounded. Kalanin grunted and took the four steps around his desk, leaning his
substantial girth forward. He flipped a switch.
“Yes?”
“They have found Rubinova, General, her husband as well.”
“Good. Bring her to me immediately.”
“She is dead, General. So is he.”
“Dead? How?” He sank heavily in his big chair. “I don’t believe it!”
“Suicide. She killed her husband, then herself. The bodies have been there for several days.”
There was silence.
“Do whatever is necessary,” Kalanin said finally, flipping the switch off again. He reached
once again for the vodka. It would calm the pains for a short while, even if there would be blood
in his stool in the morning. Ten days remained. On the other hand, American television stations
were reserving time for their president to address the nation the following night. That could mean
something positive. Couldn’t it?
Washington.
Dugan’s boots left their perch with a briskness that Colonel Thomas hadn’t seen since he’d
been a major. The change in rank came four months early. Thomas was ‘out of uniform’
suddenly, in the middle of the morning. That was Dugan for you, no ceremony. Lee held the
phone out to him. The caller was Bill Wagner!
“Bill Wagner here, General, over at the White House? General, would it be possible to steal
a few minutes of your very busy day, sir?”
“Well, I’ll just make time for you, Bill. You know, we were just talking about you, Lee
Thomas here and myself. Thomas is my adjutant, Bill, and a helluva fine man; just made
colonel.”
“My congratulations to Colonel Thomas, sir. Look, I think we should cut right to it, if you
can stand the direct approach. I’m a little new at all this, as you can well appreciate, sir.”
“Damn shame about Hughes, but these things happen, Bill, and we all have to carry on
business as usual. Anything I can do, you know I’ll do it. Anything at all.”
“Well that’s exactly the reason behind this call, General. We’d like to see you over here a
little later for a more detailed talk eventually, but in a nutshell the president wants you to pull
together a military panel to… to establish any strategy changes that possibly you’d find to be
mandatory… you understand, this is all conjecture, General… if the Las Vegas disaster were to
happen to any substantial cities or military targets, and….”
Joe looked at Thomas cross-eyed and made talking motions with his free hand. Get on with
it, get on with it, man! Damn, learn to say something in a few words, like Hughes.
“I understand, Bill. Some of that’s already been done, but we’ll get right on it. What was the
cause? They say he’s going to the nation at nine tonight?”
“That’s right, he’s… at nine tonight, to the nation. Um… this is not for publication, General
Dugan, but the reason for Las Vegas is still not understood. That’s what the president has
decided to tell the American people, and the text of his speech hasn’t quite filtered down through
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the pipeline yet so I’m a bit premature here. There is no clear cause that anyone can understand,
but the president is of the opinion that the American people have waited quite long enough….”
Dugan leapt from his chair. Incredible! Winfield was going to blow some smoke and hide in
it? Not understood? That was what the whole country waited to hear? Not that a major U.S. air
base and a city had been attacked? Dugan paced as Wagner droned. Now Winfield wanted to
know how his military experts would counter losing everything on the continent. Even NORAD!
They were going at it the wrong goddam way! Hell, anyone could see that a war could only be
fought from the outside in, if the Russkies did their thing on the system, on the cities, but here
was Wagner telling him he’d have to forget all that and figure on how to keep going the standard
way. Wagner’d even said it: the subs would be the last perimeter of defense. Defense! What a
crock! Where was Winfield getting these ideas? Not from anyone military, or that man would be
found out and stripped of everything including his own nuts. You hadda attack! You had to
use….
He forced himself to calm down. Wagner was playing into his hands, but he sure wasn’t
Hughes. He didn’t have it all together yet and he couldn’t say no in under a hundred words.
“Bill, you have my word. We’ll put it together exactly as you described it. I took notes as
you spoke. By the way, how’s the work going with that fella Whittier? I’ve been hoping he’d
find something we could all hang our hats on, you know. Is he all set up by now? That new
project?”
“Oh, yes. He’s at Grace… ummm… he’s working with someone on a new approach. That’s
under wraps, I’m afraid, General. I wish I could say more, but at least we are working at a better
answer. Tonight’s address is the president’s way of letting the people know that we haven’t let
them down, that we’re still looking at it. It would be terrible to give them the wrong answer,
wouldn’t it?”
“That it would, that it would. No, you’re right, Bill, it has to be the right answer. Well, good
for Whittier! Good man. Damn good scientist. Tough problem. Thanks for your call, Bill.
Regards to the missus.”
“I’m not married, General.”
“Oh, sure. Yeah, that’s right. It’s been a long time since we talked, Bill. Say, sometime we’ll
get together and I’ll get my facts updated. I remember that time we hoisted a few.”
“Good thought, General. I hope there’ll be time… for that sort of thing, I mean. Well, there
are things to do. I thank you for all your time, sir.”
“No problem. Always glad to be there when I’m needed.”
When Wagner finally hung up, Joe looked at his right hand man and grinned. He slapped his
thigh.
“Lee, my man, your first assignment as a colonel is to figure out where the hell there’s a
spot around here that starts with the name ‘grace’. Last week would be a great time to have that
information.”
“Shouldn’t be hard. What gives?”
“I just figured out the real reason Winfield’s farting around. That dumb sonofabitch thinks
he’s gonna find his own answer to what caused Vegas. He’s so bent on it he’s not gonna do a
thing until he has it. Now he wants us to figure how to fight a fuckin’ war without anything
working, in case he’s wrong. I mean nothing working! Gimme a break.” Dugan sat back down
and put his boots back up. “Should be possible. Shit, that part’s easy. Wagner didn’t know what
the hell he was saying. He’s not Hughes, for sure. Beats all around a subject until he’s got it limp
and lyin’ there in a puddle. Takes that man forever to say his piece. No, we’ll give them a
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strategic plan that removes working systems in layers, inside first. The outside layers are our
subs and fleets. That’s where the real power is anyway. We’re talkin’ dirty war here, Lee.”
“What about losing Washington?”
“Ever see a conductor leave the podium while the orchestra’s playing? Good musicians play
pretty well all by themselves. There’s no way in hell we won’t be able to beat the shit out of the
Russians, even if every commander has to do it on his own. ‘Cept, I don’t like that attitude, Lee.
If Winfield has that attitude about this whole thing, we’re gonna lose a bunch right up front.
Then the thing gets dirty fast. When did you say you got that information on Grace?”
“On my way, Joe, on my way.”
Thomas was back within the hour. There were dozens of locations starting with ‘Grace’, all
within a day’s drive of Washington, and he could always go out farther if Joe wanted. The
printout was two pages long. For good measure, Lee had the computer jockey run the name
through the phonics program. That got him a lot more with names sounding like ‘grace’. Gray’s,
for example.
Dugan scanned the pages, circling two: Grace Botanical Laboratories, Grace Laboratory for
Applied Mathematics. Labs and mathematics, yeah. The rest were out, by nothing more than the
story their titles told: Grace Retirement Home, Grace Boarding Kennels, Gray’s Aluminum
Siding and Garage Doors. Grace Lutheran Church. Most were churchy.
“That’s good, Lee. Work up a profile on these two. I’ll be in War Room Three.”
“Playing ‘What If?’ games?”
“You got it. And, Lee, get hold of Woody. Tell him his wimpy Warriors are no fuckin’ good
and I’m gonna prove it to him tomorrow night at eight. Drinks on me. I’ve got a proposition for
old Woody. You tell him that.”
It just proved you couldn’t tell anything by names, Thomas thought. The botanical place
hadn’t done research since the Eisenhower years. It was owned by the state department, ‘used as
needed’. The applied math place hired out studies in stress analysis. None of it meant anything to
Thomas. Two losers right off the bat.
Joe was talking to a mixed group. Thomas, in uniform, quietly handed him the profiles
without Dugan missing a word, then turned to go.
“Just a second, Colonel Thomas,” Dugan halted him. It was a nice touch, and Thomas stood
a little more erect so they could see his new rank. Dugan excused himself from the others and
faced away, scanning the papers quickly. He spoke sotto voce.
“Lee, I think you’re gonna take a little trip for me, today. This place… go out there in
civvies and look around a little. Nothing obvious, understand. Be creative, Lee.” Then he
returned to his briefing.
Grace Botanical Labs.
While Gene studied the technical side of the facility, Whittier spent three hours teaching and
two in hypnosis sessions with Jim. An hour was devoted to physical workout in the exercise
room, and during breaks he solidified his choices from the Merck Index. They were unusual for
the world of endorphins. Four had aspects of hormones, or the substances that got them across
the blood-brain barrier. The fifth was a monoamine oxidase. Potencies in every case were
graduated, from well within accepted practice to far outside.
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The chemistry most strongly linked to his theories took place in the limbic area of the brain,
where reactions were stimulated by other areas, or by drugs similar to LSD, created by the
body’s own hormonal activity that, in thousandths of a second, triggered similar reactions
elsewhere in the gray matter. They were transient things. One knew they were taking place, but
the actual witnessing or measuring of the processes was out of the question. Hormone production
was a process of living cells. Many lived like a spark: there and gone.
The old, brown pickup turned hesitantly into Grace Botanical’s curved driveway. Remnants
of dried manure and old grass clippings shared the rotted bed with a pitchfork and wheelbarrow;
the tailgate was a distant memory. An old, square pillow served as a driver’s seat, squashed
down over the rusty coil-springs, and deep scratches in the windshield testified to wipers
replaced too late. The rusted-out muffler had no tailpipe. Three of the tires were bald.
A sweat-stained Confederate hat made the driver’s faded denim shirt and ragged coveralls
seem brand new; his run down combat boots were caked with stuff that could have seen the War
between the States.
He stopped a respectful distance from the portico, parked so the tires were off the grass, then
shuffled slowly up to the entrance, his head seeming to get there way ahead of the rest of him.
He squinted up at the portico, turned as if changing his mind, only to turn again and take the
three steps onto the entrance porch. Then, timidly, he knocked.
At his second knock a balding, elderly man responded, his face held together with age spots.
The visitor widened his eyes and peered past him at the interior.
“Yes? May I help you?”
“Uh… uh, yessir. Uh… I was wonderin’… you see, I’m a… uh… a gardener. I was drivin’
by….” He gestured toward his pickup. “I wonderin’, mebbe you might need a good man? Pickin’
up and fixin’ up, mebbe? The wife, she tole me to come in and ask for a job, mebbe. I’m a good
man. I work hard.”
“What’s your name?”
“Isaiah.”
“Just Isaiah?”
“Uh, Washington. Isaiah Washington. Yessir.”
“Come in, Isaiah.” The man sighed. “You can fill out a form, but we aren’t hiring anyone at
the moment.”
“Mebbe later, then, mebbe later.”
The visitor shuffled inside. They went to the front desk, where the custodian seated himself
and opened a file drawer. He rummaged through the folders, coming up with a standard pad of
employment forms.
Isaiah Washington looked around the ornate hallway, awestruck. He really wanted to work
in this place. He said so; really wanted to. He stared at the pad, making no move to take the pen.
“Can you read and write, Isaiah?”
“Nosir. Nosir, ain’t never learned to read. But I can work hard. I really work hard. This
place, you got greenhouses here? The woman, she say so. She seen ‘em, comin’ by, y’know.”
“Yes. Here, here’s a little something you can take that tells the history of Grace Botanical,
with a little map. You can show them to your wife. Does she read?”
“Uh, yessir. Yessir, she read real good.”
“I’ll help you with the form.” The custodian smiled at the way Washington’s curiosity got
the better of him. The man’s neck seemed to stretch way out of his shirt.
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After the form was filled in, they walked the grounds outside. The custodian was a kindly
old man who answered most of his questions. When it was over, Isaiah thanked his host
profusely. Then he shuffled back to his pickup and drove just as carefully out the drive to the
blacktop. He turned back the way he’d come.
Four miles away, Lee Thomas counted out five crisp twenty-dollar bills to the pickup’s
owner. One was for rental of the truck. The other four would help the owner with his amnesia.
National Security Agency.
Ryan went at it that night. On his way in he passed one of his best people on the way home.
Their paths crossed often that way. Now and then they worked the same shifts, but Ray’s was
always the night shift. Another manager handled the same pool days. Only the staff rotated.
“Quitting early?” he kidded.
“Yeah, thought tonight I’d catch a movie,” Sookikian said.
Ryan started by setting up a search of flight plans filed for Bermuda in the past seventy-two
hours. If they’d come in from Bermuda, they had to get there first. Then he plugged in all the air
facilities within two hundred miles of D.C.
There it was, originating from Reagan International with a party of six and crew of two,
landing at Bermuda a day before. Ryan moved down the display and there was the return trip.
The same number came in on the return? Strange. O’Dell said they had Foster with them, which
would have made seven. He’d dope that out later.
A planeload had gone and one had returned, all in the proper time frame. Both flights used
Reagan International and both had the right number of people aboard—almost. His interest was
piqued.
Manifest information showed James Foster among those on the return trip, arriving with
Whittier, Pelletier, Park, Heaton and Hill. Kelly had stayed behind for some reason. Well, he
wasn’t looking for Kelly.
Now for Whittier. He had a dossier in the American Medical Association computers, with a
long compendium of his published speeches, writings and reports. Ryan put that part on his
screen and perused the abstracts, learning new buzzwords. Anechoic: no reverberations or
echoes. Where had he just seen that? He reviewed his notes, then the facilities listing Mike had
faxed over. There! Anechoic chamber in the Whittier Clinic. Apparently Whittier was big on
anechoic chambers. That could be significant. How many hospitals had those things?
Ultrasound. Again, the facilities list duplicated the abstract. Ultrasound was used at Whittier
Clinic. He started a buzzword list. Sensory deprivation—on the list. Another twenty minutes and
he had the profile. If Whittier wasn’t using his own clinic, the place he’d choose would have
plenty of instrumentation, certainly a chemistry lab, probably an anechoic chamber, possibly
ultrasound. X-ray and photographic facilities… did that mean a darkroom?
Before he left the AMA link, he scanned all the trivia just following Whittier’s header,
jotting it down, then looked up dossier format. Whittier’s classification number told a story. He
was one powerful figure in his field, yet O’Dell had described him as an unknown. Ryan checked
the date block: current as of the previous day. A day earlier, someone had changed Whittier’s
dossier!
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All right, now the bottom line question: where? Ryan set up a table of descriptors and
plugged it into a search program that tapped another portion of the NSA databanks. It described
public and private buildings in the United States. Then he typed up the final framework.
When he ran it, the program began associating the descriptors with facilities found in
buildings it had in its data banks. The answer would come back as ‘most like’ down to ‘least
like’, coded with numbers the way he’d set it up. There’d be eight degrees of comparison, a big
answer at first. The run would be done again using a tighter definition of where buildings could
be located, once he had an idea of how well his search statement was working. Ultimately, he
hoped to bring the number down to something reasonable, say ten to fifteen. If he chose the
wrong things for the stuff Whittier’d want, the answer would be distorted and probably unusable.
Such was life.
A minute later he was scrolling through six hundred eighty buildings that fell within the first
three degrees of comparison, one hundred ten within the first two and sixty-six in the first. Sixtysix buildings in the United States and its territories had every single feature Whittier might want
in a facility he’d probably choose. The number was surprisingly high! Just what did these guys
all do in these places?
Ryan ran a second search on the first three groups, with geographical constraints. He made it
simple and inelegant. Using a postal map of ZIP codes on his screen, he drew a circle around
Washington, out as far as Philadelphia and Norfolk, and put all the enclosed ZIP codes into it.
The buildings were identified by their postal addresses in the data banks. Matching was a cinch.
The new number was six. Six locations in the arbitrarily drawn area matched Whittier’s assumed
specification. Ryan printed out the details on his printer and sent the report over to O’Dell. It was
8 P.M. Two hours to unravel the Gordian knot, and part of that time spent brewing coffee. Not
too hard a problem after all. He hoped one of the six was the right one.
“Mike, take a look at your fax.”
“I’m looking. How’d you do it, Ryan? Don’t lie to me.”
“Ouija board. With what you gave me for input, those are the top spots. Also, I saw that
Whittier’s AMA files were changed yesterday. From what, I can’t tell.”
“That’s a surprise. Is he Dr. Big?”
“Yep! No restrictions, lots of power. What does that mean to you?”
“Means he’s God, or thinks he is. These locations… any preference?”
“Nope. They all seem to have things he has at home, based on what you sent me. If you
change or add something, it could affect the selections. I drew a rough circle around Washington,
out as far as Philly and the same all around. You said to keep it fairly close.”
“Yeah, that’s good, Ray, and it’s reasonable. Okay, we can go with that for now. If things
change, I’ll get back to you. Thanks, buddy.”
“Next time make it tough, huh? None of this beginner stuff.”
Nine days left.
Ryan’s six locations were based on guesses, using a circle around Washington he’d assumed
was big enough to include the one they were looking for. But was it? What if he’d missed the
right location by only a whisker because the circle should have been a mile larger? Or fifty miles
larger? Or a quarter mile?
Mike took his map of the eastern United States and drew the circle on it. The area seemed
large enough. Whittier might want his own clinic, but there was scant reason he’d pass up
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someplace in or near D.C. if it had what he needed. Else, why even fly back into Washington
International? Why not just fly to Buffalo?
There was also a chance that, no matter where he’d taken Foster, there’d be guards.
They’d have to survey all six sites. Tricia, Blake and Richardson were Team 1. He, Curtis
and Hammond: Team 2. They’d be lucky to do six locations in two days, but a lot depended on
the places themselves. You didn’t just saunter into a guarded, twelve-story building, for example,
and whisk someone away under the guards’ noses. This wasn’t ‘Mission Impossible’.
Four of the locations were north of Washington, two south. The southern two were spread
out: one in Petersburg near the Virginia State University campus, the other near Culpeper, also
Virginia. Both were a hike. The remaining four were in Towson, Frederick, Baltimore and Silver
Spring. They could be accessed in a day, but would require a thorough survey, therefore two
days. The job had to be done right; safety depended on it.
Their other concern was staying covert. Armed guards were one thing; armed guards on the
alert were another. If Trish saw a familiar face during reconnaissance, she had to imagine she
hadn’t. Anything less and Jim was as good as gone. And if Jim were to see and recognize her in
any way, the damage would be as great.
Later that afternoon, after a visit to a hair salon, she bought a reducing bra, brown oxfords,
two dresses from a second hand store, and a pair of owly glasses at K-Mart. The perfect spinster
librarian, she thought, studying the effect. Her hair was mousy brown, dulled with hand soap and
done up in a bun. Eyebrows were near semicircles, plucked away at the centers to heighten the
effect. Then came the glasses.
“Who’re you?” Mike grinned, when she came downstairs.
The Oval Office.
The president faced the cameras. “Seventeen days ago,” he began, “our nation suffered one
of its worst single calamities since that infamous day four years ago when terrorist planes….”
Morning. Eight days left.
“NINE MINUTES O’ NUTTIN!” N.Y. Daily News.
“WINFIELD WAFFLES. ADD SYRUP. Bigger disasters….” Las Vegas Sun.
“FORGET THE DEAD!” Reno Gazette-Journal.
“VEGAS NOT THE BIGGEST: Winfield.” Washington Post.
“Turkeytown Committees Fail.” Chicago Tribune.
“Winfield Candid, Doesn’t Know.” Christian Science Monitor.
“WHITE HOUSE WHITEWASH.” San Francisco Chronicle.
“PRESIDENT SITS ON COMMITTEE REPORTS. Washington Beacon.
“It’s the Russian Embassy, Mr. President, asking for an appointment for Ambassador
Kuchumov at your earliest possible moment.”
Winfield glanced at Howard Greenward as Bill Wagner stood by. “Well, Howard, here’s
where the game begins. Bill, you simply tell them I find no reason for a meeting at this time, but
suggest a time at least two weeks from today. And, Bill, see to it that the hotline connections at
the Pentagon are disabled before you give them that message.”
“Disabled, sir?”
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“Disconnected. First that part, then the other. We don’t use the damn things anyway, but
they’ll know the instant the link is broken. Don’t, under any circumstances, indicate that you
understand why the meeting can’t be any earlier. We’re going to play some hard poker here,
Bill.”
Wagner was learning fast. He was better out of Hughes’s shadow, but there was still a long
way to go and no way to tell how much had already gotten past him. When he left, they returned
to their discussion.
The Christian Science Monitor alone had tempered outright vehemence in its analysis of
Winfield’s address. The most surprising criticism, echoed everywhere, was that the speech took
only nine minutes. They all expected him to take at least one half hour to say nothing, not nine
minutes. He was compared to Coolidge—unfavorably.
Kuchumov’s request was the good news. There’d been no contact since the ultimatum, a
strategy obviously orchestrated by Moscow. Votrin had begun with powerful cards, made more
so by distancing Kuchumov from the White House. Now the Smiling Ambassador suddenly
wanted contact. Were he and his cronies wondering about their hand after all? Getting nervous?
Poker: no communication. No display, no way to read the opponent’s face, no way to
evaluate his hand. Las Vegas was all the other side had going for it, but Las Vegas was losing its
shock value. It was old news, sliding from headlines to human-interest stories. The bizarre
tabloids were the exception, but Moscow was too smart to pay attention to them.
It was time to check with Whittier. Anything he’d learned, however remote, would help. So
far, there was no other option on the horizon; nothing. And, thanks to the two attempts on
Whittier’s life, Moscow had shown one of their cards. How better could they have indicated the
man’s value, or their own fears? Or were they simply removing those to whom Winfield was
looking for answers? Like John Hughes?
The Chrysler’s rear end damage had preceded the accident. That expert assessment was
hushed immediately, but what if the Russian hand was behind John’s death? Would they try to
kill again?
Brigadier General A. Heywood ‘Woody’ Shaw came up through the ranks just as Dugan
had, the vicious way. He’d led operations where seventy percent of his men were annihilated, but
those who died did so taking out forty to fifty times their number. Woody Shaw’s men were
commandos, used when maximum destruction per fighting unit was needed. A Warrior’s only
equal was to be found among the Navy’s SEALS, but you never said that in front of Woody.
SEALS ate fish, entrails and all.
Keeping such men in a state of readiness when there was nothing to fight was a serious
problem. Woody had other army responsibilities, but the men who marched under his banner had
been his to command since he’d achieved colonelcy. They began as Special Forces soldiers
wanting to be the best of the best, and kept at it until any one of them could engage six normal
combat troops hand to hand and come out the sole survivor. They were all experts in explosives
and demolitions, their stock in trade. The rest of their preparedness was designed to get them in
and back. Sometimes they didn’t make it back.
Dugan and Shaw had bent many an elbow. They’d been sergeants together, entered OCS
within a month of each other, became officers and gentlemen at approximately the same time.
Their ages were a year different. Joe’s advancement had been slowed by his superiors, but not
Woody’s—a fact he never failed to rub under Joe’s nose.
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Woody was always looking for ways to test his men, and now Dugan had one for him: a
sanction. He knew Woody’d grab it if it was challenging enough, but there’d still have to be a
nice bonus attached. That part was easy.
Grace Botanical lent itself to the ‘facts’ Dugan created. It was an old place, almost vacant,
on lots of property. The pamphlet Lee brought back, printed by the State Department in 1982,
described work done years before, all botanical stuff. Dugan would have bet that Whittier and his
cronies had to wipe down the cobwebs when they went in.
Joe’s story was simple enough. According to his contacts at State, the place had become a
front for commie sympathizers right under everyone’s nose. They were called Russians now, not
commies, but that didn’t fool Joe one bit. Sympathizers were the worst kind of traitors—
Americans who wanted to see the other side get ahead. The commies despised these people, but
they used them all the same.
Because of some sensitive developments State didn’t want exposed, these people were using
Grace as a clubhouse! State wouldn’t even hint, that’s how embarrassing it was, but some big-ass
congressman was probably behind the thing, a senator most likely. They were the type.
Woody knew something was coming: he hadn’t been allowed to buy a single round! Usually
that meant he’d end up the bigger spender somehow.
“You’re not gonna believe what I’m gonna tell ya, but then you never do.” Joe began his
windup in a low tone.
“Oh, awright Dugan. You been sucking your thumb all night. Take it out and spit.”
“Govnoed.” Dugan used the Russian pronunciation. “Know what it means?”
“Nope.”
“Shit-eater. It’s a real Russian word, Woody, something you hear a lot in the embassies, all
around inside the compounds and such. The most fuckin’, despicable traitors we ever produced
here in the U.S. of A. Commie sympathizers, all of them, but not your usual kind. This type
enjoys everything that’s pure and sweet about our country, Woody. They buy anything they
want, go anywhere, do anything. Some of them are wealthy fuckers, too. And all the time they’re
soaking up the beauty and liberty in this country, the things you and I went out and fought for,
they’re pullin’ for the other bastards. They don’t get any money for it, not like spies. That’s
what’s so… goddammit, Woody, there’s no good word for it… that’s why these people make
you wanna vomit. They do it because the sonsabitches want the commies to get the upper hand.
They do it because they think Americans shouldn’t hog all the marbles. I thought we’d be done
with commies for good, back when things over there got so bad a few years back, but you know
and I know there’s another revolution just waitin’ to happen over there, and they’re getting
ready, bet your ass. These govnoeds are all working to make it happen; State even admits it.
Make you retch? The commies always called ‘em govnoeds, right from the start; there’s no other
word they ever used. But look, they use these people just the same, an’ it costs ‘em nothing.
Parties and all that, all paid for by govnoeds, where the commies can have their agents all get
together and look like guests, and stand around on a real lawn and soak up American booze.
“You and I could watch these same fuckers going into the commie embassy and we’d know
which side they were on, but not when they’re guests on some millionaire’s lawn somewhere.
And these same people call themselves Americans!”
“Christ, I never knew! Goddamn good thing, too, Joe. Point one out to me and I’ll waste him
for you in a minute. Govnoed? That how you said it?”
“You got close. Wanna get a lot closer? I got a project, sanction all the way.”
“Yeah? These govnoeds?”
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“Woody, look….” He dropped his voice and moved closer, almost whispering. “State’s
embarrassed as hell over this one, because there’s no way to deal with it without headlines.
Govnoeds are legal as hell. Mess with them and you get people like the ACLU down on your ass
in a flick. But my source at State has just fingered a real interesting place where a whole bunch
of them may have stepped over the line, know what I mean? And even if my contact didn’t say
so, I got the feeling, y’ know, that there’s more to it. This speech of Winfield’s last night?
Whaddya think?”
“I’m not convinced. I think he knows something, Joe.”
“Fuckin’ right, and he’s not telling. He’s not a bad president, but he’s a pushover for some
of those inside leeches he keeps around him, like Greenward. Like Hughes was. I’d lay odds this
request from State has plenty to do with Vegas. They know somethin’ and they want us to deal
with it before it gets out to the rest of the country.”
“I’m listening.”
“Yeah. Course, that’s just my opinion, Woody, just my opinion. I gotta play my role as
chairman of the J.C. and say all the right things, but privately I find it fuckin’ ridiculous that the
strongest nation in the world just sits around with its thumb up its ass after an attack like Vegas.
Long as Winfield won’t admit it was an attack, we’re sittin’ same as the rest of them. I can’t
even hint what’s on my mind to the press, or I’d be dead meat. You know that! Phillips climbed
all over my ass that first day. But this thing from State… I tell ya, Woody, it could be something
to do with Vegas. Right now, if some of your guys were to sweep the place I’m talking about,
they’d take out maybe a dozen govnoeds and maybe a bunch of commie agents at the same time.
What State’s learned is it’s a front for some of their terrorist agents, their spetsnaz. Hell, they got
thousands of ‘em here. Now here’s what’s so interesting… they’re suddenly talking terrorists at
State, but they’re not saying a thing about Vegas. Then Winfield comes out saying nobody
knows what’s behind Vegas. Nothin’ at all.”
“Yeah!” muttered Woody.
“This place is actually owned by State. Lindquist is landlord of the terrorists and govnoeds
and he doesn’t even know it. But now that I’m going over it in my mind, I’m thinking maybe
your guys would find it a little beyond their capabilities. SEALS like land practice… I can get
them.”
“You get SEALS, you better wear a steel jockstrap the rest of your life, pal. What makes it a
tough assignment? I say it sounds too easy and I’m not interested.”
“Look, Woody, how many new men you got ‘haven’t killed yet? You’ve been training new
Warriors, I know you have. Any of them virgins?”
“Some. We’re not at war, you know… or didn’t you know that? Dugan, you oughta call me
now and then and I’d tell you whether we are or not. Help you do your job.”
“Wouldn’t you want ‘em to have a few kills before they go into something more important?
Huh? This’d be a good way to get them upgraded to the level of a typical street punk. And listen,
Woody, the place is out in the sticks; in and out, three minutes. Torch the thing after you waste
the suckers, get your men out, nobody the wiser. That’s what State wants. Mystery force… no
traces. Sorta like Vegas when you think about it.”
“Any of the marks women?”
“Jesus, now don’t tell me you’re all of a sudden soft on killin’ women! You used to get a
hard-on doing it!”
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“Just want to know ahead of time, Joe. Remember, you made the pitch for my virgins.
They’re gonna kill women, they oughta know it beforehand. Then it’s just a job, the thing they’re
trained for. Besides, a woman with a gun kills same as a guy.”
“Well, so far as I know there’s no women in there. I can’t guarantee it. No guarantee. State
didn’t come up with a list, you know. This whole thing is off the record.”
“So I’ll warn ‘em. I like the sound of it so far, and hell, I might even lead it myself. Need to
keep my hand in now and then. Any protection there?”
“I don’t think State knows what’s in there. I’d assume some firepower if there’s spetsnaz
there. Maybe they’d have somethin’ that shoots real bullets. Maybe you’d wanna back out.
That’s all right, too.”
“Bullshit. You came to me, you want me. Who else knows about this?”
“Direct sanction, pal, me to you. State wants it that way. I don’t even think Phillips knows.
Gotta tell you, though, if you leave any traces it’ll be my ass for not gettin’ SEALS. Cartwright’s
been after me for a year, almost, to get him a sanction so his guys can practice on real targets.”
“Screw Cartwright. What’s my prize, pal? What’s in it for Woody, and you better cough up
lots of sweetener. Remember the last time? I did you right on that one, didn’t I?”
“Yeah.” Joe chuckled. “Yeah, you did, you did. Tell me, you too old to go for a little wildass sex? Still get it up?”
“Hey, don’t stick me with your family medical problems, pal. I’m younger than you.”
“I’m gonna ignore that. We’ll see. Here… look at this. Tell me this honey ain’t hot!” He
produced a picture of Suzy kneeling on a bed. She was nude, facing the camera, making the
sauciest of expressions.
“Not bad. What’s the main course?” Woody grinned.
“Her and two others like her. I awreddy arranged it. The deal I bought is that you and your
men do anything you want with any of them, any way, as often as you want. Even if you can’t
get it up, I arranged with Suzy… that’s Suzy… for her to put on her own show right in front of
you… sorta like a Viagra injection, y’know. You tell her what you wanna see. You can tell any
of them and they’ll do it. Whaddya think? Nice prize?”
“Aw, Dugan! Christ! I figured you’d come up with something better than that!”
“I knew you’d go for it.”
“What I think is it’s time we both had us a party. Like old times. You’ll be there, Right?”
“Boy, you always drove a hard bargain. Okay, I’ll help you out by doing Suzy a few dozen
times so you can review the steps. I knew you couldn’t handle it. You want your guys in or not?”
“Girls’ll do anything, huh?”
“Yeah. Suzy knows what it means. She’s put on a few other little parties for me. So it’s a
deal? You like the prize? You wanna warm up a few of your Warriors?”
“Does a fat dog fart?”
“How many?”
“How about three?”
Joe stared at him. “Just three?”
“Plus me, yeah. I can use a brushup every now and then. Plus, I wanna observe the virgin up
close. I’ll put in one virgin, but the other two are gonna be vets.”
“I don’t know about lettin’ you go in, Woody.”
“Why not? Besides, that’s twice the number I’d send against a real enemy, pal.”
“Awright, awright; should be enough. Waste everyone in the place, repeat everyone. Then
burn it. That was my input from State. They don’t want a clue, not even something planted there
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to make it look like the commies, nothin’ on record, nothin’ traceable. After it’s over, you’ll pick
up the papers and read some trumped up story they’ll put together to cover themselves. Let
someone else guess what was really going on in there, including you and me. It may be that
Winfield set the whole mess in motion without even knowing what he was doing. You know,
they put all these people on these fuckin’ ad hoc committees without even a decent background
check. Could be it’s something like that. Anyway, it’s not for us to know, huh, it’s for us to do,
and afterward it’s State’s headache. We don’t know a thing. None of your guys knows a thing.
“Now, here’s a plan of the place… Grace Botanical Laboratories. Boy, are you gonna have
fun with all the glass stuff.” Dugan spread out the pamphlet. It was just like old times. They
ordered a sixth round of beers.
“How many you figure there’re gonna be in there, Joe?”
“Figure six, ten, a dozen. State didn’t say, ‘course. That enough kills for your men?”
“Yeah. I want my virgin to get at least a couple. Yeah. I’ll drink to that! Govnoed.
Gooovnoed!”
“That was perfect, pal. You got it perfect.”
“Dugan, when you gonna learn? I get everything perfect.”
“Get this one perfect, Woody. Any of your men takes a hit, get him the hell away from
there. We’ll move him outta sight and get him patched pronto.”
“Dugan, you’re talking SEALS. Warriors don’t take hits.”
“Awright. Anyway, it’d be a shame for any of your men to miss Suzy and her friends.”
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Chapter 10
Seven days left.
Culpeper was closest; they did it first. As Richardson drove at a crawl past the building,
Blake scanned everything with a camcorder.
An ivy-covered historical marker at the corner stated, in brass letters on a brown
background, that Irishman Patrick Grace had fathered six children. That made things easy. Tricia
could well be one of the hundreds of descendents, coming there to trace her roots. Her spinster
dress hid her damaged knees and pancake makeup covered the lightened bruise near her eye.
They found a pawnshop in town, where they bought a used bicycle and cheap camera for
props, and were back by eleven in the morning, parked well out of sight. Blake and Richardson
started on foot around the property; Tricia headed for the entrance.
An old-fashioned bell pull hung from the brickface. She took a deep breath and yanked the
pull twice, focusing on her character portrayal.
“Yes? Can I help you, Miss?” The gray-haired man had seemingly stepped out of a Norman
Rockwell painting.
“Oh, I’m so glad there was someone here,” she simpered, making her eyes into saucers
behind the glasses. “I rode all the way out here hoping to find it open. I’m a descendent of the
founder, Patrick Grace II… my mother was a Grace. I was hoping to learn a lot more.”
“I see. You rode out here?” He peeked over his silver-rimmed glasses at the bicycle.
“Oh, I’m visiting college friends over in Culpeper. They loaned me a bike, and it was such a
nice day….”
“That is a long ride. What was your name again?”
“Oh, I’m sorry. Kathleen Blaisdell. Are you the….”
“I’m the custodian, Miss Blaisdell. Walter is my name. Won’t you come in?”
“Oh, thank you. I certainly… oh, this is really wonderful.” She followed him inside. You are
Kathy Blaisdell.
He presented her with a guest book. She printed her name with nicely rounded letters and in
place of an address wrote, “Descendent of Patrick Grace II.” When she was finished she admired
the picture behind the desk.
Walter’s gold fillings seemed somehow to sadden his broad smile. “That is the founder,
yes.”
“He’s very impressive. Have you worked here a long time, Walter?”
“Thirty-four years, Miss. At one time the work was all horticultural. Now there’s not
much—”
“Why, that was before I was born!”
“And what do you do, Miss Blaisdell?”
“Oh, I’m a librarian. I wonder if there was ever something written about Grace? I couldn’t
find anything in print. Would you know?”
“Our little library has some fine old works in it. And I can give you this little map… here.
You’d be surprised how many tourists do come in for a look.”
She nodded seriously. “The place looks like such a mansion I don’t wonder, but you were
saying they don’t do horticultural work here any more?”
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He sighed. “No, there have been changes. Much of the recent work is in other areas. Would
you like to see the library, Miss Blaisdell? I’m afraid you will have to leave your camera with me
while you are inside, but you can use it later outside if you wish. I’ll be happy to show you the
grounds. I walk about several times a day, for the exercise, you know.”
“That would be wonderful, if it’s no trouble.” She set the camera on the desk and gave it a
pat, telling it she’d be right back.
“Please return here when you are through. It’s the first room on your right, there.”
“Will you be here if I have some more questions?”
“Not far. Just tap this little bell.”
“Oh, I have one just like that!”
The door to the library was open. There was someone inside, seated, his back to her. She
took a deep breath and started toward the doorway. Her portrayal of Kathy Blaisdell had been
easy with Walter, but her next hurdle was sitting in that room. Would he be as easy?
She closed the distance, able now to see him, studying at one of the tables, several large
books open and spread out.
Pelletier! The one on the dock with Whittier! Her heart jack-hammered and she froze in the
doorway.
Pelletier pulled away from his notepad. She was standing there, just behind his right
shoulder, undoubtedly someone Walter knew since he’d called her by name. He began to turn,
but she was already moving past him toward the stacks, apparently needing no help. As she
passed, he felt a spark of recognition. He’d seen that woman before!
It’s him! She fought for control. Jim’s here! She looked away quickly, then forced herself
back into character, willing her feet to move, starting toward the stacks. She picked a book from
the shelves, pretending to browse it. Had he recognized her? Would he appear around the corner
at any moment? You are Kathy Blaisdell. Find something to do! Don’t look at him if he
approaches you.
Gene scratched his head. Where had he seen her? And when? It seemed like just yesterday.
Yes! Of course. That was it! There was no forgetting her. He put down his pencil and waited for
her to reappear. If only he had a camera, one of those tiny ones.
A group of antique books helped her fight down her adrenaline rush, but only for a moment.
She’d have to walk back out and he’d get a square-on look at her face. And even if she
succeeded in fooling him, Whittier might appear. If he walked in, would he recognize her, even
if Pelletier hadn’t? He’d faced her on the dock, looking directly at her more than once. You can’t
stay back here forever. It will arouse suspicion.
She chose two of the oldest books there and wore her best librarian face as she headed for
the remaining table. Pelletier was looking directly at her, studying her, his mouth turning up at
one corner like someone who’d just discovered a prize painting. Focus! You are Kathy Blaisdell!
She sat, facing away, and time stood still. She had to hold her wrist to keep both hands from
trembling, not from fear but from adrenaline.
Pelletier was ignoring her. Wasn’t he? She didn’t dare look, aging quietly, blind to the pages
she turned. She could see him in her peripheral vision. He wasn’t giving her another glance; he
hadn’t recognized her; she’d pulled it off. Or, was he waiting for another good look at her? There
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was no way out. She had to move. She rose, finally, turning away from him, moving quietly to
slip the books back into their spots, trying to remember every detail around her. Just before she
entered the stacks she spotted the phone! On the wall just inside the doorway. All he had to do
was twist around and reach for it!
Once out of his sight she heard the sound of a chair scraping, then movement.
Think, Tricia! You are someone else. You look different, so how can he know it’s you. Kathy
Blaisdell’s a librarian.
Then why did he move just then? Is he phoning someone? He’s not talking, and anyway
you’d have heard him dialing. You’d have heard something. Maybe he just shifted in his chair.
It was her all right! Right down to the wisps of hair hanging either side. That face! The same
height. Same build. Even the same eyebrows!
Gene stretched back in his chair, putting his pencil down. No, the eyebrows—or the eyes—
something was not exactly the same, but what a coincidence. Perhaps if he imagined her with a
scowl? Or maybe angry? Angry. Yes! That’s how he remembered her… always angry. Scowling,
insistent and angry.
The woman would come back into view any moment. The minute she did, he’d….
Tricia took one last deep breath. She’d have to walk right past him again. This was it! She
pulled a mask of boredom over her face, wondering how a librarian should look. Maybe she
should appear… what? Frustrated? Looking for some book she didn’t find? She frowned and
stepped forward, heading for the door without so much as a glance at Pelletier or the books in
front of him. As she passed him, he glanced quickly up at her. She felt electricity. Almost
certainly he’d recognized her!
It was all she could do not to run. Pulse still pounding, she returned to the front desk and
rang the bell, her eye on the library doorway. Had she really pulled it off? Or was he in there
calling someone at that very moment? There was nothing she could do but continue in her role.
She listened intently, but heard nothing.
He exhaled. Thanks to the woman’s expression, his mind picture was complete. The frown
she’d worn as she left had done it. He reached for the phone, snatching it, and dialed Gordy’s
internal number. But an instant before it rang he cancelled the call. Gordy was concerned with
more pressing matters. The last thing he needed was someone jawing about how some woman
reminded him of his old high school home room teacher.
Still, the resemblance was spectacular! Celina Berger was as impossible to forget as her
classroom tirades. All this woman lacked was a yellow pencil sticking into her beehive hairdo,
and a few inches of weary-looking slip showing in back.
“And did you find anything interesting, Miss Blaisdell?”
Walter’s voice behind her made her jump. She forced herself to turn slowly, regaining her
character.
“There were two really old books in there, Walter! I’m certain they’re antiques.” She forced
a smile. “There were so few of that kind ever bound.” She watched his eyes, waiting for his
glance to shift to the doorway behind her, but he merely nodded.
“I’m certain you are right. Now would you like a little tour outside?”
“Oh, yes! And may I use my camera?”
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She used up the roll of film as Walter played tour guide. The place had been used for PSI
research a few years after he’d become custodian. Strangers sometimes were brought there, and
stayed awhile, but he rarely learned anything about them. The modern building was filled with
all types of scientific things, strange devices reminding him of old Boris Karloff movies. He
apologized twice for not showing her inside.
When they returned to the starting point, she made a point of folding a ten-dollar bill and
slipping it into his shirt pocket as she thanked him. He smiled in his fatherly way. Few tourists
realized how little custodians were paid.
She’d seen just one other person during the walk, a man sitting outside one of the doors to
the new building. No uniform and no weapon, but he wasn’t outside smoking, or stretching his
legs. Or reading. Just sitting there, watching them. A guard!
Blake and Richardson were studying a huge sweet gum tree through binoculars when Tricia
rejoined them, too agitated to talk. Pelletier, the man with Whittier on the docks, was in there!
They’d found Jim!
The brochure showed the whole property plan and floor plans for the buildings, but it was
decades old. They needed more current information, a bird’s eye view. The tree! It was just
outside the fence along the dirt road, halfway to the rear property line, an easy climb. Its thick
foliage was reasonable cover even in daylight. Someone high enough could see most of the
property, including the rooftops.
While Blake phoned Mike with their news, Tricia played lookout and Richardson climbed
the tree, brochure in hand, staying on the trunk’s far side as much as possible. A break in the
foliage at about 90 feet provided a commanding view of the buildings and greenhouses. There
was the water tower, hidden among old trees on the far side. Rusty farm vehicles littered the
space behind the rows of greenhouses. Three cars hid behind the new building, unseen from the
front road. So few? One man sat by the rear side door of the new building, doing nothing. Tricia
had been right—only a guard would sit like that for hours. That girl was sharp!
They analyzed things over lunch. The government had definitely been involved in Jim’s
kidnapping and Tricia’s ordeal. Grace Botanical belonged to the Department of State, no doubt
one of their clandestine hideaways, and State was known for heavy-handed methods. The few
cars probably belonged to Walter and whatever staff worked there. ‘Guests’, as well as guards,
would be driven there, so wouldn’t need cars. And one guard outside meant more inside, armed
at least with handguns. Blake made it six to twelve guards, rotating around the clock, as it would
take at least six to repel forced entry by anyone determined. Grace could lodge thirty-five
individuals, according to the brochure. A dozen guards, four per shift, would be a reasonable
number.
They’d have to gain entry with or without force, take over the buildings, then find Jim.
There were dozens of possibilities: basement locations, all the rooms, the new building—the
brochure was only a rough guide. At commando speed, without any interference, it would take
five minutes for six of them to search the facility. Then there were the guards. Neutralizing them
without bloodshed complicated things, and tear gassing the whole place was just impractical.
Perhaps a diversion?
Tricia’s idea seemed the most promising: Kathy Blaisdell would ride her bike back for a
second look at those antique books. She’d never get there.
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The old macadam road into Culpeper was a disaster waiting to happen—especially for
anyone on a bike. The road was narrow, its pavement broken, edges ragged. Its shoulder was
overgrown with weeds. Whether Kathy’s accident was due to being hit, or to a fall, good
Samaritan Blake would see her unconscious form among the weeds and understandably would
rush her to the nearest building for help. What else could he do way out there? He’d carry her
right up to the door. According to the brochure, there was an ‘infirmary’ in the original building,
so that would be where they’d take her, still unconscious—perhaps still in Blake’s arms. A
concussion would be assumed, but she had more convincing evidence—her wounds from three
days before. They’d be reopened—just the scabs—and her blood would be the real thing! Even
the bruise over her eye would look bad enough without makeup to convince anyone she’d hit her
forehead in the fall. Blake would, of course, insist on staying with her.
Wouldn’t they call Whittier in such a situation? He was an M.D.
That would be the time for a diversion on the other side of the building: gunfire, broken
windows, fire, explosions, anything to draw the rest of the guards to the commotion. They’d
need a signal from inside—Blake’s cell phone! At that moment Whittier would become their
hostage.
Short of an all out assault, it was workable. If Blake wasn’t allowed into the infirmary, he’d
insist they treat her right inside the entrance. And if by some stroke of luck Jim was there, she
might be able to alert him to their rescue attempt—a very long shot. Jim was probably behind
locked doors somewhere, drugged as she’d been drugged. They’d have to carry him out!
Taking Whittier hostage was probably the best way to avoid bloodshed. The guards were no
match for Mike’s team, regardless of youth, and some would get hurt if a firefight broke out. Too
bad, if it came to that. Foster had been kidnapped by direction of the U. S. government, and he
was in grave danger if McCloskey’s story was true. With each passing hour that danger
increased. The same people had kidnapped Tricia, drugged her, brutally raped her and dumped
her in a field. It was a little late to discuss rules.
Tricia’s plan at least got them a chance to get Whittier, and possibly Foster, drawn to the
infirmary. Walter would be most helpful. He’d see that Kathy Blaisdell got a real doctor quickly.
He’d call Whittier.
Conjecture, yes, but they were resourceful when it counted. If the real thing came close
enough, they’d improvise the rest. As for guns, the guards would have some. Trish and Terry
would simply borrow them.
Washington.
Mike worked them until eleven that night. It would take a day to round up the equipment,
but something else was just as important. They needed someone in that tree, by daybreak! Blake
drew the short straw—he’d get little sleep that night.
His list of items was short: binoculars with camera attachment, pocket tape recorder with
twelve hours of capacity and spare batteries, miniaturized microwave equipment, food and water,
straps, heavy cord, a safety belt, compass, sheath knife, camouflaged poncho, writing equipment
and caffeine tablets, all in a backpack. His Bronco already had camouflage netting in the back.
The microwave stuff was Mike’s, a secure line-of-sight data relay setup he’d used a few times
when he didn’t trust phone lines. The receiving antenna was on top of the Beacon building.
The portable part accepted six hours worth of audio cassettes at a time, digitized everything,
then transmitted the zipped-up equivalent at high speed in a tight beam: six hours of voice
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dictation transmitted in a few seconds. The set’s range was just about the distance involved—
sixty miles, assuming the antennas were high enough. Blake’s end would be ninety feet above a
hilltop in territory already sloping upward toward the Blue Ridge Mountains, with no intervening
hills. It would be high enough.
It wasn’t the first time Blake had camped in a tree. He was on his way at 1:30 A.M., exactly
the time that senior spetsnaz agent Harvey Ross paid his toll at the Baltimore tunnel.
GRU colonel Yuri Pavlenko, a.k.a. Harvey Ross, was born in Moscow. He was selected for
training at Guryenko’s Training Centre at age 20. Entry to the U. S. was assured much later with
excellent papers forged by the First GRU Department.
His wife trained with him. They lived apart from Moscow citizenry, wore American clothes,
ate American food, talked with other ‘Americans’, listened 24 hours a day to American radio
programs. They viewed countless videotapes of TV broadcasts, then were questioned by others
who’d listened and viewed those same things, the most difficult questions imaginable. After
passing a review by a state commission composed of GRU and Central Committee personnel,
they were ready to enter their host country. No one could have imagined they were anything but
good, solid American citizens. Harvey Ross and Elaine West traveled separately to the state and
cities where they were supposedly born, where they’d gone to school, where they’d once ‘lived’.
After weeks of polishing in this way, they settled in the Philadelphia area and worked for a year
before returning to Russia.
They spent another year in further training before they were placed at the disposal of one of
the heads of the directorates. Again they made a journey, but this time to West Germany, where
they found jobs and befriended as many people as possible. They changed jobs often, building
the background they’d need, able to speak truthfully about having worked here, there, having
spent holidays over there.
When they entered America for the second time, there were a few more things that could
make them first class citizens. Rapid changes of jobs got them both established on the tax rolls.
Harvey Ross ‘married’ Elaine West, although they were already married. She had her passport
changed. Months later Harvey ‘lost’ his passport, but it was replaced using his wife’s as
authentication. The Rosses joined voters’ registration groups and the Patrolmen’s Benevolent
Association as support volunteers.
Harvey’s hand-to-hand skills were honed constantly at the YMCA’s karate center, and he
shot regularly at the nearest target range, deliberately lowering his scores. Once or twice he
allowed himself to earn a high score. More often he was runner-up to the police friends he’d
made, who in turn gave him valuable pointers on how he could improve his scores. Everyone
liked Harvey Ross.
The message came to him through a double drop, encrypted. Elaine decrypted it while he
watched. They were both excited, if a little unsettled, by its contents. Here at last was an urgent
directive, one that gave meaning to all their work!
It contained the names of his team, their locations, phone numbers and complete instructions
on the operation. The longest part was a detailed description of the target, grounds and all
physical buildings. Occupants of those buildings were to be eliminated.
It was ‘suggested’ the assault be timed to coincide with the breakfast hour. As the message
had been sent over Gilyutin’s name, Ross decided the suggestion was somewhat more than the
word implied. Between seven and eight was commonly understood as the breakfast hour. Closer
to seven would be better. He’d have preferred it earlier still.
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Killing everyone without exception made the operation almost too easy. With any luck, his
team could be back at their motel in time for a dip in the pool before lunch.
Their assault weaponry was hidden in Harvey’s sport camper, altered to accept up to twenty
assault rifles and automatics, plus steel boxes of explosives, grenades and ammunition. The
ammo was already loaded into cassettes for the rifles and automatic weapons, with some
additional magazines for handguns. Four thousand more rounds of various calibers were stored
in boxes. The underslung compartment holding it all was between the small kitchenette and a
bunk, accessed by first lifting the bunk cushion, then removing a panel. On the opposite side of
the camper, cases of beer balanced the weight and kept the camper level.
Harvey often entertained his police friends with beer from his cooler as they sat on the bunk.
The only gun visible was a single sport rifle clamped against the overhead inside. The camper
would have looked bare without it.
There was a new Howard Johnson’s in Fredericksburg, not far from the target, where
Harvey’d already made guaranteed room reservations under his alias, one for himself and four
for his team. He registered, then headed out for a little reconnaissance before dawn.
Grace Botanical. Six days left. 2:30 A.M.
Blake pulled off the dirt road into an area of saplings and brush, well out of sight, threw the
camouflage netting over the Bronco, then straightened the crushed bushes and fluffed the grass.
Satisfied, he hoisted his backpack and headed for the tree half a mile away, loping silently with
the 45 pound load. Six minutes later he was climbing. He’d just made it… clouds could be seen
against the horizon; daylight was less than an hour away.
He reached Richardson’s perch and strapped the gear so it blended with the tree’s natural
outlines. The poncho was taped under the branch where he’d sit, further breaking up outlines and
providing cover from the ground.
Then he climbed thirty feet higher, near the top, and cut three small, densely leafed
branches, each about four feet long. Back at his perch, he eased himself below the station and
secured them so their leaves blended into the poncho. There was no excuse for being sloppy just
because this wasn’t Cambodia.
Finished, he clipped on his safety belt. Five thirty-five and time for a half-hour nap. The
place might come alive as early as six.
5:45 A.M.
Harvey drove the sport camper slowly past the property, turning down the dirt road
bordering it. Nothing going on inside the place, no cars in sight. Two windows lit up, probably
stairwells.
He slowed the truck to a crawl and studied the chain link fence. No razor wire, no signs of
electrification. Through the fence he glimpsed greenhouse outlines and lots of heavy brush. He
stopped and got out a few hundred feet from the back corner, popped a cold beer and thought
about what he’d seen. A daylight raid on the front of the building would be foolish with all the
foliage available in back. His men could cut the far side fence, away from the road, and use the
brush for cover.
Were there alarms inside the fence? Infrared beams or possibly simple wire trips? Alarms
and razorwire, or at least barbed wire, went together: no sharp stuff, no alarms. Since the fence
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wouldn’t stop anyone determined, its obvious purpose was marking the property line. There
weren’t even signs against trespassing. Were there? He looked up and down the length of fence.
Nothing.
Now he was intrigued. Whatever the reason for the raid, getting into the grounds would be a
piece of cake; no security. Did that mean hidden firepower inside the main buildings—or none at
all? The rest of it looked like it hadn’t been used for years; it looked abandoned. Why had
Moscow described the target as well armed and dangerous? Safe house, maybe?
There was a huge tree a hundred feet away. It could give him a good look, but it was getting
light. He’d have to be careful!
He started the camper and drove down the dirt road until there was a spot he could turn
around, then swept a large arc out into the field and back the way he’d come. When he did, his
tires made a deep, distinct imprint in the grass and short brush, one easily seen from the air.
They crossed directly over Blake’s!
Blake heard the door close a few dozen yards from his location. Who’d be cruising a sport
camper at a crawl, lights out, before six A.M.? He could just see a corner of the vehicle through
the leaves. He listened. There—the pssst! of a can tab being lifted. A few minutes later the door
closed again and the camper moved slowly away!
Someone stopping, getting out, popping a can and downing it, getting back in and driving
away at a crawl—without using headlights? Someone else looking over the Grace property?
He trained his binoculars through the leaves, catching a glimpse of the retreating camper,
and the short hairs on the back of his neck stood straight up. Too slowly, indeed! Drivers of
campers plastered with police-oriented decals always drove like their trucks were tanks. They
didn’t pussyfoot away from a spot in the early morning. And they used headlights.
Then he saw the truck turn—right where he’d hidden the Bronco. The driver must have seen
his tracks!
His stomach muscles tensed. He’d concealed the tracks well enough, but dew would still be
disturbed at this hour. Was he under surveillance? Was the camper part of the protection around
the property?
Did someone already know he was in the tree?
He scanned the grounds around him, everything he could see: nothing. Back to the camper.
It was returning, still at a creep. Maybe the Bronco hadn’t been discovered. The coincidence was
unnerving. No, the driver must have seen the Bronco’s tracks, else why would he turn right
there? Would he raise the alarm?
Perimeter protection around Grace. It had to be!
The camper stopped at the corner where the front road crossed, then turned and drove past
the front entrance at the same slow speed, still with no lights. No one but a guard would be that
obvious about looking over a property at dawn. He drove without lights because that was part of
his routine. The next few minutes would tell the story. Blake began recording his description of
the buildings, but got no further.
The camper was returning. It was coming back down the dirt road!
He stuffed the mike cable under its Velcro strap and waited. This time the driver stopped
just past the property line and got out. He was dressed like a hunter: boots, hunting trousers with
baggy pockets and an old tee-shirt with a deer’s head on it. No paunch—the guy had no beer gut!
How many hunters had no beer gut? Blake swung the glasses back at the camper’s plates.
Pennsylvania? A Pennsylvania hunter guarding Grace? No way. This man was a professional.
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He was walking back—no sidearm visible, no radio. Blake put away the binocs and got
ready to blend, watching the ground at the tree trunk, his pulse hammering in his ears. The guy
came right up to the trunk, looking carefully left and right, left and right again. Then, hands
against the trunk, he looked up.
Blake knew he wasn’t visible. Not unless the man below knew every feature of the tree and
knew there was no thick foliage where he’d tied the branches. Once again, the man checked his
surroundings. Then he began to climb!
Blake calmed himself, breathing deep. This guy cared about being seen; he’d looked around
himself several times; he’d driven slowly around the property; he’d parked a respectable distance
away. He was climbing for the same reason Blake had: he had an interest in the Grace property.
The man below him was casing the place! In daylight! No other answers made sense. The truck
was a cover. The hunting getup was a cover.
What urgency could drive a professional to go up a tree in daylight? Who else could be
interested in the goings-on at Grace? Who else could be interested in… Jim Foster?
Blake was trapped. If the intruder climbed high enough, he’d see he wasn’t alone. Anything
after that would depend on what he did, on how he was armed. And he would be armed, most
likely with a knife. Blake had a knife, too, but using it would blow any chances of recovering
Foster. He couldn’t simply leave a body draped in a tree, yet if the body were his own?
He drew his blade and waited. Everything depended on what the intruder did!
Ross was nervous! A shame he hadn’t arrived an hour earlier, but he hadn’t and that was
that. Now things were riskier, but without knowing what was behind the main building he’d be
operating blind with his team. He’d seen the far side, and the water tower was a reasonable spot
to go in, but brush and saplings hid everything else. Now he had a better view. He was about
fifty feet up and already he could make out most of the grounds. Nothing to worry about. He
could discount the greenhouses and do them last. The targets were undoubtedly in the main
buildings and the modern addition behind it. There were cars parked behind the building. He
could almost see enough, but there might be a better view from higher up.
Blake watched him survey the Grace grounds from a point forty feet below. How much
higher would he climb? The guy had looked straight up three times and hadn’t noticed a thing.
Now he was scanning the buildings, taking his time. Blake checked his watch: 6:30. There’d be
activity soon, and it was nearly sunrise. If anyone saw the intruder, they’d see him, too.
“Get your ass outta here, you bastard!” he whispered to himself.
Then the distance closed again between them. Thirty feet! A dozen easy branches. Blake
wound the free end of a length of nylon webbing around his left hand, the other end secured to
the trunk. His higher position was a disadvantage, but what choice was there? He gripped the
knife for stabbing upward. He’d have to push out and drop to full arm’s length just to use it, then
hope to snag the body before it fell.
The intruder kept climbing!
Fifteen feet! The odor of acrid sweat rose in Blake’s nostrils. If the smell was rising, it
meant his own odor was rising as well, and the other couldn’t smell him. Could he?
Ross stopped. The foliage above looked thick, hard to get through, and he was already high
enough. Or was he? Another ten feet and he’d see the rooftops. There were the main buildings—
and outside a door at the back of the new addition were two men. They hadn’t been there
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seconds before! Adrenaline shot into his system. His pulse rate soared. The place was coming
awake. Both men were leaving the building, heading his way. Shit! Make tracks! They’d be there
in a minute!
He started down fast, no longer silent, dropping from branch to branch using only his hands,
like a Tarzan. Only when he was on the ground did he halt his rush, sauntering back to his truck
as if he’d just been stretching his legs.
Blake exhaled and put the knife away. Something had spooked the intruder, but what? He
keyed the microphone, but froze in mid-sentence. Voices! Coming through the trees. Real
guards? He watched the ground below for a second time; listened. Two men—talking, not
looking for him. His watch read 6:40. Things started early at Grace.
They passed the tree and out of earshot. He’d seen only the tops of their heads.
The air was heavy and wet, the dank leaves soggy underfoot, saplings and shrubs wet with
dew, and yet it was what Whittier wanted—something close to wilderness, to wildness. Foster’s
primeval soul held secrets to the powers that man once had, if ever he’d had them. It couldn’t be
done sitting in front of a computer screen. Were it possible, Whittier would have ordered up a
movie set from Jurassic Park.
They were about to try something new together, first without drugs or further hypnosis, then
with Whittier’s first drug choice. It had the sequence NH(2)-Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-COOH
combined with a panoply of amino acids, plus a companion drug that bridged Jim’s blood-brain
barrier. Following the sessions, Jim would spend more time in the anechoic chamber, deepening
his hypnotic responses. There was simply not enough time. Hypnosis, of the type needed,
normally required months of acclimation and practice.
Jim stood quietly, retreating to a place he’d been many times before. It came easier now. He
breathed deeply.
Their trigger word was ‘feelings’. Its purpose was to send Jim into an alpha mind state. A
helicopter flew over them just then, momentarily spoiling the silence. Once it had passed,
Whittier spoke the trigger word—but Jim was already there.
And Whittier didn’t know it.
Blake could see them now, thirty yards to his left. The rising sun sent spears of light
stabbing through the humidity and wet foliage, alternately lighting one, then the other with
pencils of brilliance. He whispered into the microphone, certain they couldn’t hear. Then they
stopped talking, stopped moving, and there was silence.
Who were they? They didn’t seem to be guards. Were they the ones who’d taken Foster?
He was still recording details of the intruder when he became aware of a change in the hazy
morning air. It was turning into the gray of impending fog, darkening above him, as if someone
had flipped a switch. Almost immediately he felt a chill and the foliage above his perch peppered
him with its remaining dew as a fresh breeze set branches dancing. The changes all seemed local,
but the rising sun had hazed over and was disappearing into a dark mass above it. Fog swirled
among the branches. There were shapes in it, thicker areas that moved as if ghosts, growing in
size and number. Then the morning sun was gone. It happened quickly—three minutes, not
more. The air around him seethed with intent.
His poncho was already in use as camouflage, but it was his only means of protecting the
equipment. He eased from his cover, moving like a sloth, but a quick sloth.
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He’d been places where rain meant weeks of steady, relentless torment; where it meant rot,
stink, mold, mildew, fungus; where the only changes were from deluge to mist and back again.
The clouds always had a peculiar yellowish-brown color flavoring the gray. The air around him
had that color! He became a quicker sloth, cursing under his breath. This was Virginia, not
Cambodia! The shapes began roiling inward. Turbulence? Air rushing upward? What the hell—a
thunderstorm?
The top of his tree showed all kind of damage from past storms. Ice, lightning—definitely
the latter. So did other trees around him. He was ninety feet up in a natural lightning rod! Below
were two men who’d surely see him climbing down. He was trapped. Again!
There—the first drops; he wouldn’t have time to get the poncho. The deluge followed—
cold, drenching, heavy. His backpack wasn’t waterproof, but he got the gear into it, then tied it to
the trunk. His shirt, twisted into a thick rope and tied above, diverted more water pouring down
the trunk. He crouched over the pack, his shivering body a shield. The equipment would be
ruined in minutes unless he moved the poncho. In moving the poncho he’d first have to secure all
the branches so they wouldn’t fall, and the backpack would get even wetter. Damn! He couldn’t
just stay that way, but there was no way of knowing how long it would last. At least Cambodia
offered hot rain.
Then it abruptly stopped, a faucet turned off. Shards of sunlight embraced the dripping
branches and the fog dissipated more rapidly than he thought possible. In five minutes the sky
was bright and clear, while below him the two men were talking again—louder than before.
They’d stayed right there and taken the same drenching he had. Why? They could have made it
back to the building.
Grateful for the reprieve, he opened the soaked backpack and fished out the microphone.
The two men were moving towards the back of the property; he could no longer hear them.
Except for one prolonged laugh.
Jim Foster, rainmaker, hatun laika! Shaman!
The folklore of his homeland told of a time when the earth thrust upward in giant surges and
sources of water had been disrupted. Then the Inca came and rain returned to the arid highlands.
The Inca built elaborate viaducts and exquisite sluiceways, but no reservoirs. Archaeologists
wondered why? Were the Inca rainmakers? They wouldn’t need reservoirs if they could make it
rain whenever they wanted.
It was the first time he’d tried to make rain. It hadn’t been that hard, really.
Whittier’s mind reeled. Possibilities flooded in faster than he could put them into
perspective. The hypnotic suggestion Jim used to create his mind picture was the result of just
one hypnosis session, not fifty. They were on the right track. If only they could build on what
they had, if only they could create similar effects on a larger scale, if only they could learn to do
it at a distance. If they could only learn! There were only a few days left.
They’d need to work the phenomenon again and again, until they knew exactly what he
could do, even if it took more time. A shame they hadn’t first tried the rain thing without
hypnosis, but at least they had something. Didn’t they?
Whittier shivered in the midst of his thoughts, but not from being cold.
Woody flew the Bell 412SP chopper solo, a single pass at six hundred feet, cameras
running. The time: 6:43 A.M. He’d done a little pleasure flying in the past, over jungles here and
there where people shot things at him. A few times he’d returned the favor right then, but mostly
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he came back another time, always giving back more than he got. It was his generosity. He still
flew whenever he could wangle the time.
He’d have made a second pass, except that the weather had suddenly turned sour right over
the place. One run turned out to be enough. The pics told him everything he needed to know. The
spread was big enough to give his men a little challenge, interesting stuff you didn’t find in a
dummy situation, like a water tower and those greenhouses.
He chose a rear corner, away from the dirt road, for the point of entry. They’d go over the
fence for the practice—better than cutting the damn thing, since you didn’t always have cutters
on a raid.
Inside, they’d run a sweep of the greenhouses and take out whoever was there. Their
weapons were silenced, but the govnoeds might have their own and try to get off some shots.
That would blow the surprise, but then a little mayhem sometimes helped. You always assumed
your approach wouldn’t stay secret, anyway. Anything less was stupid. Hit fast, hit hard.
Dugan’s imagined spetsnaz were undoubtedly a joke, his way of building a little interest into the
job, but it wouldn’t matter much either way, not if the timing was right. For this job, it’d be—
say—seven A.M. Sure, after daybreak guards could see better and were more effective, but so
were his men. For real speed and no screwups, daylight was better. Besides, it was risky charging
a place in the dark. The pics told him that. Lots of old farm machinery out there in the back, stuff
all hidden in weeds. On a real raid, they’d go around junk like that, but this was practice.
Back in times when men battled with swords and all, just before dawn was a great time. The
enemy was either sleeping or wanting to, guards coming off all night duty were sluggish. A swift
attack could sweep through an enemy camp before they could react. Things hadn’t really
changed all that much, except for guns and firepower. The people hadn’t changed.
They’d scale the fence at seven sharp, get out the same way, rendezvous with their vehicle
and ten minutes later melt into the countryside, one by one, to reappear later in civvies. The
unmarked civilian van would be dropped off at a local garage for a tune-up. He’d already picked
the garage.
Woody thought about the traitors operating there inside the buildings, and how they were
thumbing their noses at every decent, patriotic American. Other places and other times, traitors
were hanged. Not here. Not any more. It cost the taxpayers millions to get rid of some of these
clowns.
Killing them this way was a lot more efficient.
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Chapter 11
Grace Botanical Labs.
Agent Riordan’s men blended into the background. If you looked for them, they were there;
otherwise they were unseen. He set up his teams to look like custodians, using Walter as a role
model. They imitated his slow walk, relaxed attitude and mannerisms, until anyone a distance
away would think they were seeing carbon copies of Walter on his undisciplined rounds. The
only one Riordan hadn’t paid much attention to was Walter himself. Riordan found him standing
at the open front door.
“Mornin’, Mr. Riordan,” Walter nodded.
“Say, Walter… can you step back inside a minute?”
“Sure can.” Walter closed the door quietly, giving the wood an affectionate pat before he
turned.
“I wanted to thank you for helping us learn the place, Walter. You know it like your own
name.”
“Purty good, yup.”
“Let’s chat about that knowledge of yours. We want to hear about anything you think looks
unusual, Walter… vehicles, visitors, that kind of thing. You have no idea how valuable that kind
of observation can be.”
“That so?” Walter raised an eyebrow above his silver rims. “Well….”
“Yes?”
“Well, y’ mighta said something earlier, Mr. Riordan. I coulda been watching better.”
“I don’t mean specifically looking for things… just your normal sense of things being right.
Instinct… that kind of thing. For example, any change in the number of visitors, or people
driving by more than once or very slowly. People coming in here for unusual reasons.”
“By golly, now that you mention it….”
“Yes?”
“Well, t’was that girl come by t’other day on a bicycle. Said she was a descendent of the
family… wanted to see the place. I gave her one of these maps… let her into the library.”
“Yes?”
“Gave her a tour outside, too. You don’t suppose….”
“No, that seems innocent enough. Now, if there were repetitions of something like that,
anyone else coming in that was interested in Grace—”
“Colored fella come along, day b’fore,” Walter rambled on. “Wanted a job, he said. Helped
him fill out a form, I did, and took him around the outside, too. Mr. Riordan, if you would of just
told me—”
“No, no. Walter, there was probably nothing to it, but you just mentioned two visitors in two
consecutive days. Now, how many visitors does Grace get? Normally?”
“Oh… two, three maybe. Sometimes a group comes in. Buses and all that.”
“Counting groups as a single person… two or three a week, then?”
“Nope… month. Some months, don’t get anyone.”
“Two or three a month? Are you sure?”
“Purty sure, yep.”
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“So, in back-to-back days you had two separate visitors? And you showed each of them the
property? Took them around the buildings?”
“Yep. I walk around a lot, you know that. Need the exercise, I do. That girl, she took
pictures. ‘Course, lots do. We let ‘em… no harm.”
“Normally, no, but my men and I are here because there are some very important people at
Grace right now. Walter, I have to say I’m a little alarmed at what you’re telling me.”
Blake had enough on tape. If Tricia’s man was a captive in there, it was a great job of
deception. Nobody outside except for those two men first thing that morning and the guard at
that same back door. The only thing unusual, other than the intruder in his tree, was the freaky
weather. That afternoon there’d been another sudden shower, heavier than the first, this time
with thunder and lots of wind. Blake found ways of better protecting the equipment, but his
drenching lasted longer. Was it always like this near the mountains?
At 1600 hours he set up the transmitter and trained its antenna at central Washington. When
he pressed the ‘SEND’ button, a tiny red light glowed for just three seconds. The information
had arrived at Mike’s end. Four hours and a short ‘tree nap’ later, Blake uncovered the Bronco
and headed back. It had been a long, uncomfortable, nerve-racking day!
Washington. 4:30 P.M.
Mike seconded Blake’s appraisal. Another professional was casing the Grace layout, risking
a lot by climbing a tree in daylight, then dropping seventy feet in a few seconds using only his
hands. Not a trait of hunters from Pennsylvania. Something big was brewing, beyond Tricia’s
warnings, beyond piddling around with a man’s brain. The signs were unmistakable—someone
was planning a raid and its purpose wasn’t to rescue Foster.
They’d have to move quicker.
Trish was ready. She’d spent the day at Max Huber’s target range, a driven woman. Max
had been her trainer sixteen years earlier. There was pride in his voice when he reported back to
Mike: six intense hours and 2200 rounds—with a handgun! God help her kidnappers! She was
better at moving targets than most men at fixed. She might have to be. None of them knew what
awaited them inside Grace, number or nature. She and Blake would be on their own. It was going
to be ad lib all the way.
Speed was paramount now. Somebody was playing for keeps and it was no longer a
question of how quickly Whittier did his stuff on Jim. The question now was how long either of
them remained alive.
Five days left.
Woody grinned at his team. The job was almost too good to be true, a damn good training
exercise in all respects, especially if spetsnaz were in there. The worst thing about this Grace
place was the way it was used by people who couldn’t be seen entering an embassy: agents,
illegals and terrorists like spetsnaz. Everyday Americans to people who knew them, worked with
them and lived next to them. Hell, what did a commie agent look like? Like you and me, Woody
agreed. Just one of the bastards could cancel thousands of good, worthwhile Americans
struggling to keep America strong. One stolen secret could cost thousands of American lives.
Dugan really didn’t know how many there were in there, but a man could dream, couldn’t he?
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How the hell State got themselves snookered into all this was something Dugan couldn’t
figure either, but if politicians knew anything at all it was how to cover their asses when things
went wrong, including presidents. Sometimes they got caught, like Watergate and Irangate and
Monicagate, and the American taxpayer paid millions of dollars just to go through all the mess
afterward. If they got caught. This way was cheaper and a helluva lot more effective.
Dugan’s word was enough: no official orders, nothing traceable, business as usual. State did
these things all the time. Still, it would be really sweet to find a whole bunch of those spetsnaz in
there, really sweet!
Pete Robichaud and Manny Flores were veterans of commando action in four countries;
Everett Pruitt was the new man. If Pruitt had faults, Woody hadn’t found them. All three men
were mid-thirties and they knew it was a sanctioned raid. Sanction was the word used when a
raid was made on their own kind; interdiction was when they were out to destroy the other side’s
kind, usually wasting something valuable to the enemy. Most enemies really hated seeing
Woody’s guys coming in and ruining all their nice things, and sometimes they fought back.
Interdiction automatically included wasting anyone who chose to make that mistake. Fighting
back was not considered a nice thing to do, not nice at all.
“Now, listen up.” Woody ground out a cigarette on his boot and field-stripped the butt as he
spoke, even though an ash tray was right there at his elbow. They’d finished going over the
preliminaries of the operation. It was time to get down to business. “I’m warning you there could
be a few skirts in there, maybe even little old white-haired Granny Frickett, and they’ll be as
likely to plug you as anyone else. Waste ‘em. I don’t give a flyin’ fuck if they’re in there naked
with their legs spread, waste ‘em. No one, repeat, no one’s alive inside that perimeter or your
job’s not done. That’s why we’re going in there. These targets are known traitors; turds. There’s
an easy way to get rid of ‘em… and a hard way. We’re doin’ it the easy way, the clean way. If
we don’t do OUR job right, someone else has to do it the hard way, the embarrassing way. Mess
up real bad and maybe it can’t be done at all. Questions?”
Robichaud: “Any restrictions?”
“Only to blowing the place. We torch it when we’re done. We’ll have timed charges, three
fires and two grenades each. Only blow what you have to; no overkill.”
Robichaud nodded. There were no other questions.
“We go in over the fence, we come out over the fence. There’s no G-2 on what these people
might have in the way of close support, but any they do have’ll likely come down the main road
to get there. That’s why we’re going in at the back of the property. I don’t expect any wounded,
but if you take a hit and can move, make that fence. Shit, there’s no reason for any of you to take
a hit. I sure as hell don’t plan on taking any and I’m slower than I was. Anyone want me to talk
longer about getting his ass shot?”
There were no nods. No one would take a hit.
“When we go in, nobody should be outside the buildings. They may have a guard or two at
the doors. What if you spot someone outside? Pruitt?”
“Assume the worst.”
“Right. Assume anyone you see, inside or out, is heavily armed and highly trained and has
some really bad stuff in store for you. Take out the sucker immediately. They’re not gonna be
out there pickin’ posies before breakfast. We use silencers in case we have any problems
reaching the buildings. Cuts the range, I know, but I don’t want to give those inside any notice if
we can help it. Adjust your sights to compensate.
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“Also, if you listened closely to what I’ve already said, listen just as hard to this. Any of you
miss the party I got for us, after this job’s done RIGHT, has only himself to blame. I’m not going
into details, but unless you never figured out what your pecker’s for, you don’t wanna miss what
we got waiting. So keep your ears open during the next hour, cause that’s when we’re gonna iron
out every fuckin’ detail of this job.” He returned the grins. “When we’re done, you’re gonna take
that place with one hand tied behind your back, your left knee slung over your right shoulder,
singing ‘Tiny Bubbles’ at the top of your lungs. With that thought, gentlemen, we are now
officially on the mission. No communication, no radios, no cell phones, no pagers! Talk only to
each other or me. Nobody knows where we are, or how to reach us, and it stays that way until
we’re done. You all know the drill. Okay, here are some aerial views….”
Sookikian counted seventeen pages of Tricia O’Dells and their derivatives, ages eighteen to
thirty, worse than he’d feared. When he shrank the age dimension down to an eight-year spread
the population was still huge. Too many O’Dell parents named their girls Tricia, or Patricia, or
Trish or Patty or Pat.
He called Whittier, who supplied him one more thing to use. The girl was skilled in martial
arts, the way she’d gotten past four Secret Service agents trying to stop her.
Okay then, Tricia O’Dell—martial arts expert. He got himself a fresh cup of coffee and
began calling up listings of all the registered martial arts centers in the country. There were a lot
of unregistered ones, sure, but there wasn’t much sense assuming she’d trained at some side alley
meat shop. If she was all that good, daddy most likely had paid to send his Irish lassie to a good
school. Mike flexed his fingers. First, get rid of this mess… KAIIIEEEEE! At the end of his
sweeping chop, he delicately touched a single key. Mike Sookikian, karate kid!
Four days left. 2:10 A.M.
Tricia tossed, unable to quiet her mind. She got up, finally, and stood looking out her
window. Why had she researched James Foster?
It wasn’t for fear of failing Rico; he’d never pressured her that way. She’d become aware of
the money he was risking after she’d tried to learn about Jim, not before. Then what? A simple
newspaper photo, not even a good one? Silly. How many lovers had she… no, how many sex
partners had she claimed since she’d started counting? Thirty? All addressing whatever drove her
at the moment: cravings, curiosities, thrills, the things compelling her to jump out of planes, to
race, to strive for perfection at everything she tried. Most faded within hours; one or two hung
around long enough to become bores. They hadn’t all been that bad, really, had they? Most were
married by now, settling down, raising families. Other women made them permanent partners,
something she’d never considered. What about the next conquest? The next thrill?
Was Jim that different? He had a handsome face and a great body, but a handsome man
knew why girls wanted him in bed; a handsome man was vain, an easy mark. Jim was proud,
fiercely independent, a man with a huge secret and totally in control of himself, never vain. He
was the Monster of the BSH because he was aloof, not because he won. No one understood a
man who simply didn’t need other people. They resented him for that.
The Different Drummer? He went there to avoid close relationships, not seek them. He
couldn’t allow—was that it, allow?—himself a close relationship with anyone. Why? Was it
Graham? Or something Jim hadn’t told her? He’d said he couldn’t tell her everything, but how
could that?…
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Tricia stopped. Why was she thinking close relationship? She’d never considered slowing
her pace for anyone. Was Jim someone she’d slow her pace for? Absurd! The eventual man of
her dreams, if ever he came into her life, would first have to sweep her off her feet with his
power and charm, sexually, masterfully; intellectually. She’d have to know he was her equal. She
would have to know that just being with him would surpass all her rainbows of excitement.
No, James Foster had made her nervous somehow. She hadn’t felt really confident, so she’d
been careful right from the start. That was why she’d researched him—she’d been afraid of
screwing up the assignment! She wanted to know about him so she could succeed no matter
what, even to lining up Barbara Bell.
NO!
She felt gooseflesh on her arms and thighs; a shiver swept through her. She’d done it for
herself. For herself! There had been something about Jim Foster, something her inner self
recognized even though she denied the thought. She wasn’t ready to yield control to fate, not
prepared to admit some things were not hers to determine. She’d always been the one to decide
who and who not, what and what not. Her breath caught in her throat and she turned, throwing
herself onto the bed. Paroxysms shook her. Others said the words all the time, but for her they
were so new, so new.
“I love you, Jim Foster,” she whispered into her pillow. And once she had said them, she
was even more afraid. What were they doing to him?
Four days left. The White House. 1 P.M.
“Howard, are you saying I dodged the bullet?”
“I think so,” Greenward said. “Nobody really knows how to blame you, so they’re simply
wailing. Lots of sound and fury.”
“Signifying nothing. Good! That’s what we hoped for, and I have you to thank for cutting
that speech down the way you did. To think that I might’ve given them a half-hour of nothing,
instead of nine minutes. What do you think, Bill?”
“It was enough, Mr. President. You invited someone with the answer to step forward. No
one did, no one will.”
Wagner was getting there. Two days earlier he’d struggled to say what he thought Winfield
wanted to hear. He might actually manage to grow into the job.
“All right. Now we get to worry again about real problems. There is nothing new from the
committees. Anything yet from Whittier?”
“Not a thing.”
“What about this request for more protection? Howard?”
“Well, the man who sent it in is… according to Lambert… he’s the man’s boss… accurate
as hell in his hunches. Something was seen or heard or felt out there that has him concerned. His
name is Riordan.”
“Bill, when did this request come in?”
“About two hours ago, from Lambert. He began taking action, then thought better of it and
called me. I knew we were having this meeting, so I put the order on hold until you had time to
think about it. Also, there’s a helicopter gunship request. Backup, but ready at a moment’s
notice. Same man.”
Wagner had risen on his chair to almost a levitated position, his method of emphasizing. He
sat back.
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“That doesn’t sound good. I wish he hadn’t delayed in calling you, but he may have had
reasons. We don’t want to get in Whittier’s hair out there and there’s no way to move in a larger
force without interfering. Howard?”
“Well, Jim, you could have a detail of Marines on alert, with helicopter transport. However,
there’s really no way to get someone out to Grace that way in time to stave off any kind of real
attack, and if whoever is after Whittier knows….”
“…where he is.” Winfield finished the sentence. “Yes, if they know, they’ll use everything
they can muster. Where does that leave us? It’s only one man’s hunch.”
“Why not ask Whittier what he can tolerate? Even if you don’t want to interfere, any attack
on that place would be a massacre. We don’t know who gave those Bermudians their orders.
Could be any of several possibilities.”
“Yes, and Secret Service agents are not troops. I’d favor a detail of Marines, on 24 hour
alert. Quantico is only a blink away,” Winfield countered.
“Figure five minutes to scramble and get airborne,” Greenward ticked on his fingers,
“another five in flight, two to land somewhere outside any firefight, two more to engage.
Fourteen minutes, Jim, and that’s awfully optimistic. No good.”
“Five minutes? To go… what… a dozen miles? Twenty?”
“All right, Jim, less if you say so. But you’re thinking daytime, good visibility, good
weather, no foul-ups and an optimum landing site. Once that bird is off the ground, in good
weather, flying at treetops, visual only, you might get it down to three. Does that make a
difference? A real attack by good men would be over and done with in three minutes, and we
have nothing out there but sidearms. Three men on duty at a time, with popguns.”
Winfield groaned. “I wanted more, Whittier wanted less, I compromised. Now we have one
agent who suspects for some unexplained reason that he needs more, and I’m supposed to……
damn!”
“Can you put one or two Marines inside,” asked Wagner, “with enough armament to hold
off an attack long enough for reinforcements?”
“Maybe the best idea is to talk to Whittier. Raise him, will you? And have Daniels delay my
appointments until I’ve talked to him.”
Wagner rose. He almost knew how to do both things simultaneously, but the phone part was
his. Daniels could fool around with the appointments.
Grace Botanical Labs.
Whittier took the call on the secure phone.
“Dr. Whittier, this is Jim Winfield. I apologize for intruding into your time. Something has
elevated our concern for your safety out there. We suspect there could be a serious attempt on
you and your man Foster, and all the others. Reinforcements posted at any distance from the
mansion won’t help if such an attempt is made. Can you understand?”
“You want to bring in the troops, is that it?”
“Well, yes. I’d feel better with a highly specialized detail out there inside the grounds and
buildings, rather than at any distance. Can you cope with it?”
“How many, Mr. President?”
“Six. They’ll look like what they are, and they’ll have some persuasive armament. You will
have to stay inside the buildings at all times. If you can go along with it, I can still see value in
staying out there. I want you to have the setting you need, but I simply can’t protect you from a
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distance, not from anyone determined. The alternative is to move to a secured location. That
would be worse, from your viewpoint, and we are down to a precious few days until I have
to…… if you can stand the change, it will avoid drawing attention to Grace. Otherwise, I’m
afraid we must cordon off the property and post a very obvious protective perimeter all around it,
including defense against possible aircraft. They have the capability, as you know, more than we
like to admit at times.”
“I understand. Well… I… it’s a shame. I think we’re making real progress. I might have
called you given another forty-eight hours, but I wanted to be sure. Six armed men? Well… if
you must, then so be it.”
“Dr. Whittier, I called about those men, but I’m desperate for positive input from any
source. Will you humor me with a progress report, however premature? Do we have anything
yet?”
“Yes, I almost believe we do.”
“I’m listening.”
“Mr. President, if I may project, we feel that Foster can both create and then stop substantial
rain showers in a matter of minutes, starting with a clear sky. He’s done this twice, both times
yesterday, the second try more powerful than the first, even without the drugs I feel will multiply
the effects. We were looking for something to use as a benchmark, so that we—”
“Repeat that slowly, Dr. Whittier,” interrupted the president. “I want to be absolutely certain
I’m hearing you right.”
“Yes, sir. We wanted something we could observe that would allow us to measure progress
in the general sense. We decided on the creation and dissipation of clouds. On his very first
attempt, albeit after hypnosis, Foster surprised us both by creating a small, local rain shower
right above the Grace property. I would say it lasted ten minutes. Quite a cloudburst. Later
yesterday he repeated the experiment from inside the building, only I’m quite certain it covered a
much larger area. The second time there was a distinct lightning flash from natural causes, after
he created the cloud forms and the disturbances within them. Our plan today is to try the addition
of a drug. I realize that this is all quite apart from the direction in which you wished us to go,
but—”
“NOT ANY MORE!” The president’s voice carried the tone of a challenge, but not directed
at him. Whittier stopped cold. “What you’ve just told me may already be enough for me to play
out this hand, Dr. Whittier. You’re telling me that your man can create a rain shower out of
nothing? Then dispel it? And do it when he wants to?”
“Essentially, yes. We—”
“Go in that direction, Whittier. Work only on that! If he can do that at some distance, or
even do it with a large enough visible area of effect, we have an ace today that we didn’t hold
yesterday.”
“I admit thinking something could be made of it, but what?”
“I’ll worry about the what… you do the how. See if Foster can create his clouds at a
distance, the greater, the better. If he must be at the center of the effect instead, then size is what
we’re after. Both, if you can manage it. Remember, we lost a major city with one man’s mental
tricks and we don’t even know where he was when he did it. For all we know, he could have
been in Moscow! We have one hundred forty hours left. Make them count.”
“Sir, it’s not going to be a strong enough effect to scare anyone.”
“Yes, I know. Do it anyway. Let me know the instant you accomplish the next level. Will
you do that?”
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“You’ll know, Mr. President.”
“Meanwhile, Gordon, I’m playing a little poker.”
Winfield’s mind whirled with possibilities. Damn, Whittier was actually doing something!
And the game was taking on new dimensions; the Russians were showing their hand.
True, Riordan’s concern was a gut feeling, but that same man had a reputation for accuracy
in such situations, and then there’d been Bermuda. What was the other side admitting? Was their
agent behind Las Vegas so ordinary that there really could be a quick breakthrough on the
American side? Was it that, and not their concern that he wasn’t moving on the twenty-day
deadline?
The only men who’d known Whittier’s real purpose were Wagner and Greenward. Even if
there’d been a leak of some sort, Grace should have been perceived as simply one more in a
series of investigations launched since Las Vegas, no different from his ad hoc committees still
in session; no different from any of his advisory staff, many who were still wrestling with
answers for the disaster.
What had drawn the Russians to Whittier in the first place? Why would they pick him to
fear, of all people? The man had never published anything of importance, he wasn’t a ‘who’swho’. He was lost in the sea of also-rans churning their lives away in some forgotten
laboratories.
To win at poker you messed with the opponent’s mind. The Russian hand held one known
card, the ace they’d already played, their supposed single agent behind Las Vegas and most
likely the same one who’d taken out the ELF system. The rest could well be a bluff. Winfield’s
hand started with nothing but deuces and treys, but he’d messed with the Russian mind by
refusing to do what they thought he’d do. His thrusting of an unknown scientist named Whittier
into the game had the Russian bear blinking.
He had started a complete unknown at quarterback in the Super Bowl!
Another attempt like Bermuda would be proof positive, but another attempt could succeed.
His hand needed power, the visible kind. Rain! For millennia men had tried to make rain. If
they’d ever succeeded, the art was lost. Modern attempts at seeding existing clouds were
expensive and ineffective, a far cry from imagining a cloud from nothing and making it dump its
water at will, a farther cry from stopping the thing and dissipating the remainder. And that was
what Whittier said they’d done at Grace. What cards would he hold after demonstrating such a
feat, say, over the Kremlin, even in the smallest of ways? Or anywhere? Would Russian leaders
fail to imagine the impact of such powers when rain fell where or when it wasn’t wanted, or vice
versa? Wouldn’t they project that impact over hundreds of thousands of square miles of their
country, in every region? Floods? Mud? Landslides? Avalanches? Or crop failures, from lack of
rain or from too much or from rain at the wrong times? Anyone from midwestern USA knew the
problems of rain at the wrong times. Who’d tell the weather-sensitive Russians it wasn’t possible
on that grand a scale? Other than Whittier’s team, no one knew about the project at Grace
Botanical except Greenward—and Wagner, who’d whisked through the door at that very
moment.
“Bill, as soon as you can manage it I want diplomatic passports for Whittier and Foster
under aliases, in the event we want them to travel. Now, you’re going to run into red tape, so
listen closely. James Foster was in Bermuda on a bogus passport… we knew it when he was in
here the first time. I decided to overlook it. Hell, he could have been the abominable snowman
for all I cared, but now we must make him into someone we can use. Pictures will be taken if we
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need them, but he and Whittier were photographed on their way in here. Go right to the top of
Passport Services and use your powers of office. Any trouble, I want to know about it pronto.”
“Next, get General Dugan on a secure phone… only him. Go around everyone else,
including Phillips and anyone reporting to Dugan. When you have him, tell him I want a detail of
six fully armed commandos for a special guard detail, specifics to be supplied as soon as he has
the men. It’s a presidential directive to Dugan, outside his official status.”
“Not Marines, sir?”
“No. These six are to be the highest caliber fighting units we can find, Bill, and that means
SEALS or WARRIORS or any of the other elite units. I’ll leave that up to Dugan, but I suspect
he’ll gather up some of Shaw’s Warriors. He and Woody Shaw go back a long way. If I used
Marines I’d have to be more open about the assignment and I wouldn’t really get what I want. I
want commandos. It’s a short task, you can tell him that, but I’ll be the one to tell him what it’s
about, no one else. He’s to get back to you when he has the men ready. That’s it, Bill. If you
have any questions, shoot, otherwise hop on it.”
Dugan and Thomas were both on unspecified business in different directions, but they could
be contacted if there was a serious emergency. Wagner dithered. The president had said do it as
soon as he could manage, but hadn’t said ‘yesterday’, which was the term he always used for
instant action. Wagner left a message for Dugan to call him at the earliest—repeat—earliest
opportunity. That would do it. He was assured that a page to that effect would go out
immediately.
The passport problem got more positive results. The top man at Passport Services was Rand,
and he knew his business. Both passports would be ready in thirty minutes, with the exception of
the photos. What were the aliases? Wagner didn’t have suggestions, so Rand said he’d pick some
using approximate ages. Wagner estimated low forties for Foster, mid-sixties for Whittier, then
waited. In a moment Rand was back with names. The original owners of those names no longer
existed.
At 4:15 P.M. Colonel Thomas returned the earlier call. Thomas could get a message to the
general, if Wagner insisted, but at that moment the general was either in traffic or about to arrive,
and why hadn’t Wagner simply paged the general directly?
Wagner hadn’t thought it would be such a problem, that was why he hadn’t paged Dugan
directly. Five hours slipped by in a hurry when there were endless things to do. If he’d made the
damn thing an emergency, Dugan would have returned the call no matter who he’d been ‘in
conference’ with at the time. But he hadn’t and that was that.
He hung up, then dug out the general’s paging sequence. Twenty seconds later Dugan
answered from his car; he was in traffic.
“General, can you get to a secure phone?”
“Sure. Give me, say, twenty minutes, Bill. I’m that close to one if this traffic ever moves.”
It took forty minutes. The phone Dugan had been thinking of was in use when he reached it.
He’d gone to another.
“He wants six of the best, General, either SEALS or WARRIORS. Up to you.”
“For guard duty? That’s hard to believe, Bill.”
“Guard duty. He will give you the details after you have the men ready.”
“What kind of armament, Bill, weapons? What are they going to guard? Why did he come to
me? I’m technically not supposed to—”
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“I don’t know, General. It’s a presidential directive, not connected with your status. All that
I’ve been told is that he wants the best fighting units you can muster and that it’s a short
assignment. Do you really have to know now? Can you start without that information?”
“It would help, Bill, it would help. But I can change the armament in a blink anyway. So, the
next question is when and where?”
“Where I can’t say, except somewhere in the vicinity. ‘When’ would be, I’d guess, as soon
as you can manage it. That’s how I heard it.”
“Aw, c’mon, Bill. Tonight? In the next ten minutes?”
“It wouldn’t hurt, General. At least by tomorrow morning.”
“Six men? By tomorrow morning?”
“Six.”
“This have anything to do with some sort of raid, Bill? Tell me that much.”
“Perhaps to prevent one. I really don’t have a feel for it. He asked me to reach you directly,
no one else. He doesn’t want this detail out in the open if it can be prevented.”
“Any hunches, Bill? Gut feelings? Gimme a break here, pal. I don’t want to show up with
the wrong team.”
“Well, this is unrelated, I’m sure, but I’m getting passports for that fellow Whittier and
someone he’s working with. I know you’ve been following that activity even if we can’t discuss
it, but I warn you not to draw any conclusions. Will that help? The two items are probably
unrelated, as I said.”
“Yeah. Yeah, you’re right, probably not related. SEALS or Warriors, huh? Okay, I’ll get
back to you soon as I can.”
Dugan hung up with an expletive. At that moment, Shaw was preparing for his raid on
Grace, somewhere out of reach. It was his style; not even a pager. And Winfield’s call for
commandos meant Grace, one way or another! Wagner as much as said it, with Whittier and
someone else getting passports. Why would Winfield be getting commandos at the precise time
he was getting passports? This was all of a sudden getting serious! It smelled like trouble… and
lots of it. Take chances, yeah, but come out clean as a whistle… and this began to look anything
but clean.
Wait! Woody’d be hitting Grace early in the morning. Who’d be left there to guard? All he
had to do was delay getting those commandos, until it’d be too late. Wagner’d said as soon as he
could manage, but hadn’t he also said ‘tomorrow morning’? Hey!
But—who to use, Warriors? Calling on Woody’s men would be admitting that the very
place State wanted wasted was the same place, the same people his Commander in Chief wanted
protected. On top of that, Woody was already impossible to reach and would remain that way
until after the raid. And Woody would have his ass for going to SEALS!
Shit!
He had no choice; he’d have to get SEALS. If his request were handled in the normal way it
would take most of a day just to work out the arrangements and report to Wagner that the detail
was ready. And he could put off that request until 2000 or 2100 hours that night, sending it
through the Secretary of the Navy. With Shaw it would’ve been a simple phone call and a few
beers. Not Cartwright! The Navy’s SEAL boss needed more than a pat on the back and a beer or
two; he got his orders through channels.
So start the request at 2100 hours, yeah, and wait for Woody to do his stuff. Three cars
behind the place and an old geezer custodian. Nothing sinister, nothing really buzzing. A sleepy
old place. How many guards would a place like that have? One of Woody’s men alone was
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probably enough to take out the whole place single-handed, and there’d be four times that one
man. In and out, boom! Gonzo! And how would anyone have known anything about Grace in the
first place, if it hadn’t been for Wagner? He probably hadn’t even realized he’d said the word.
There was no way for anyone to show that Joe Dugan had known anything at all about Grace,
not even through mention of the name Whittier. Woody knew better than to talk about a
sanctioned raid.
Whittier was a public figure, a guy on the president’s committee. When you got to be a
public figure, you got to be a target. Sometimes you even got to be dead.
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Chapter 12
Grace Botanical Labs
Jim’s superconscious accepted his unnatural talent, but his conscious mind rejected it as an
impossibility, blocking all but a fraction. In his case even that fraction was awesome. Hypnosis
suppressed further some of his conscious rejection, but hypnosis was understood to have its
limits. It wouldn’t work at all with normal people. The remainder of the equation had to do with
hormonal reactions inside Jim’s gray matter, controlled as closely as anyone else’s, normal or
not, and it was these controls Whittier sought to remove, layer by layer, increment by increment,
with drugs. What increments were safe? What drugs? There was no way to tell. It was like
injecting snake venom to cure snakebite, without knowledge of either venom or snake. With the
wrong controls removed, his brain could destroy itself, leaving him a vegetable.
Jim was risking his life while someone operated blindfolded inside his head. Yet, the
Russians must have used drugs for the same reasons, affecting the same regions, the same
processes. As far as Whittier knew, the drug combination he’d chosen had never been used in
brain research, but even if it had been used there was no time to collaborate with the users. He’d
never tried to increase an existing hormonal imbalance, a phenomenon he was positive Jim
already had.
Jim entered the chamber after the injection. Disoriented, sitting in the contoured chair in
inky blackness, he’d hear only Whittier’s voice plus the rasp of his own pulse. Gene was on the
roof with tape recorder and umbrella. He’d already composed his next report for Moscow,
pending the latest readings.
“It is now 9:14… no change,” he recorded. There were a few small cumulus clouds present,
with zephyrs from the southwest.
“It is now 9:30… still no change. Fewer clouds now. Nothing else happening. Wait….” As
soon as he realized that the sun had faded, he saw the circle growing outward. A few seconds
earlier there’d been nothing, but the shape was already ten diameters of the sun and had turned
the blazing ball blood red. Half a minute later the ball disappeared completely. The breeze
freshened, coming from a different direction. Something ominous rode upon it. He recorded
changes, speaking rapidly.
A rumble! He felt it, like a train coming through a tunnel. With a suddenness that made him
jump, debris-laden air exploded up the sides of the building with a ‘whump’, filling the space
around him with weeds and grass, leaves, shrubbery branches, a torn newspaper. It was all being
sucked upward, pulled together as if the hose of a vacuum cleaner were not far above Gene’s
head, swirling with express train speed into a roiling mass that was already an ugly gray.
Startled, Gene inched over to the railing and stared down. It came from all directions, sweeping
up litter along the way, thrashing trees and tearing at bushes before colliding with the buildings
to form the walls of wind around him. His watch read 9:35. Five minutes to go from nothing to a
churning eruption stretching thousands of feet overhead. He saw only the near effect, unaware
the column extended above him more than forty thousand feet, every foot of it fed from all sides
in the same way. Its width was no more than a mile at the widest, but much narrower toward the
ground.
And in its center—Grace Botanical Laboratories.
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Raindrops! Gene reached for the umbrella, but before he could open it he was pelted with
marble-sized hail. He dashed for the access shed, losing his glasses, as ice roared down upon the
roof, piling up like popcorn. Rain followed, mixing with the hail, then abruptly ceased. The time
was 9:40. Four minutes later the cloud was dissipating, a hazy layer of shapeless forms spreading
over a wide area. Stunned, his head bleeding in several places, he recovered the hornrims and
stumbled back downstairs where an agitated Whittier was preparing to enter the quiet room. He
had a wheelchair.
“Gene, give me a hand here!” he cried. “I can’t bring him back!”
“What? Oh, no!”
“It’s the drug, Gene. It has to be!”
“Can’t you reverse it?”
“The bullet’s already been fired and there’s nothing we can do, not one damn thing.”
They wheeled him out. Gene was too slight to do anything except hold the wheelchair, but
Whittier’s strength made up for it, even though Jim was a two-hundred pound sack of marbles.
Outside, he strapped on the big cuff and took readings: pulse 40, blood pressure 110 over 68.
What? He read it again on the other arm. Same thing. Jim was barely breathing, five or six
breaths a minute, and his pulse was that of a hibernating bear, but his B.P. was normal. It meant
he wasn’t quite dying yet; at least his body wasn’t quite dying. But that’s all it meant.
Another three tries to bring him back from the abyss and still no changes in pulse or
respiration. Whittier was soaked with sweat. He reminded himself this had happened with other
hypnosis subjects—if all else failed they simply slept it off—but it hadn’t happened to Jim
earlier. It shouldn’t have happened now. The difference was the drug. When it wore off….
Whittier’s hands were clammy. If it wore off! There wasn’t a stimulant he could give Jim
without increasing the danger.
They couldn’t fail that way, not so quickly; it had all been so miraculous until then.
He fought down his nausea and tried again, forcing himself to relax. Jim’s receptors were
either switched off somewhere inside the gray matter, or the drug had destroyed them. There was
nothing to do but wait. Wait, and pray, and monitor Jim’s vital signs for further depression.
Finally—the sound he needed so desperately to hear: a single, much longer breath. He’d
broken through! Jim woke up three minutes later, looking normal, and Whittier remembered to
exhale.
“What happened?” Jim started to stand, but Whittier’s hand held him down.
“What do you remember, Jim? Take a moment. Don’t get up.”
“Not much. When you began putting me under I was somewhere way up there, looking
down, thinking of… of this place? I can’t really remember. So what happened?”
“Feeling okay? No headaches? Dizziness?”
“Hissing in my ears. Why? Did I do something different? Why the wheelchair?”
“Trouble getting you back. I had to try too many times. Gene, tell us what happened while I
do more checks.”
“Jim, it was awesome! We got hailstones. Good thing they weren’t larger, or there’d be lots
of broken glass out in back. I got pelted pretty good.” He rubbed his head. “Got cut, too!”
“Hail! I’ll be damned! I don’t remember thinking anything like that.”
“You didn’t,” said Whittier. “You created the conditions and Mother Nature did the rest.”
He checked Jim’s pupils and grunted. “It’s the drug, Jim. We’re cutting back to a much smaller
dose. And we’ve got to try something else. A giant step. How are you at doing time warps?”
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They had a little over four days. A rain god of sorts had come to play on their side, yes, but
only a young one, a child. They needed his daddy in the game!
Whittier headed for a phone. There was no time to waste.
“Infrared satellite photos?”
“Sir, what I’m after is western New York State, particularly Buffalo, a place he’s never seen
but that I know well. I want to see if he can create something at that kind of distance without any
firsthand knowledge of the topography, and I wanted you to know what I’m trying. I’m aware
that Mr. Wagner could have gotten me the photos.”
“I see. You’re saying… I see very well, Dr. Whittier. Excellent! And such a distance!”
“We haven’t done it yet, Mr. President.”
“But you will. How soon will you be ready to try?”
“Now wouldn’t be too soon. I’d hoped to try it this afternoon.”
“Do you have a fallback position, doctor?”
“Not yet. He can definitely create a small storm in his immediate vicinity, but we need
something his brain can use for imagery if we move that creation elsewhere. I suspect the
Russian behind Las Vegas was subject to the same laws. He must have been at the epicenter. The
effect was a near perfect circle, so his visualization included some type of range limitation which
I don’t yet understand. There is nothing remotely suggesting that thought energy behaves like
other forms, or even that it has limitations on range, so there shouldn’t have been a circle. Not
unless he was thinking a circle. The range of mental energy is itself mental.”
“So if he can do it at a distance, he needn’t be at the epicenter? Dr. Whittier, you’re
sounding like a tactician. Can’t you use Washington for the attempt? Something over the
reflecting pool? I can see that from my window!”
“I want to be certain that he’s working totally from scratch, with the best visual inputs
available, and in my opinion that’s one of these satellite pictures. If Washington is superior to
Buffalo in your mind, then….”
“I’m convinced. Riordan should expect a helicopter drop within two hours. Wagner is here
with me now; he’ll get those prints to you yesterday, western New York plus a few suggestions
of my own. He’s already on it. Anything else?”
“That’s it.”
“Right. Do it! Damn, I’m seeing possibilities in what you’re doing out there. Do it!”
“We’re almost out of time, Mr. Pres—”
“I told the bastards no sooner than midnight of June 24th. That’s when I need to know what
we can do. Make just one whit more progress and I’ll find a way to use it. Call me immediately
on anything affecting where we stand.”
Whittier hung up and the president looked up at his chief of staff. “Sorry to keep his end
private, Bill, but the gist is Whittier’s making progress and needs some prints from our IR
satellite imagery. Do you know what he means?”
“Sure. They may even be available right around the corner, manner of speaking.”
“Get him one that includes western New York. Also, Bill, get the state of Nevada, the D.C.
area and, while you’re at it, Moscow. Then use our M.O. to line up a chopper with no military
markings or colors, to drop your packet in the Grace parking lot. They are not to land. Get a
description of the chopper over to Lambert so he can relay it out to Riordan. Can you make it
happen yesterday?”
“Can do.”
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“Bill, I think we’re gonna play some hard-assed poker here before we’re done. Damn! I
think I may even raise.”
“Dr. Whittier, Sookikian here. I got a lead on her.”
“Her? Tricia? Are you sure?”
“That martial arts bit did it. You’d be surprised how many Tricia O’Dells never went to
martial arts schools. I guessed that anyone that good had gone to a pretty good school and that
daddy had paid enough for her to be thoroughly traceable. Made a call to one of the better ones
here in D.C. Their graduates are registered in a national system. Means other schools register
theirs, too. Found also that, if their students compete, that kind of information is held in the same
database.
“So here we go: Tricia Marie O’Dell was registered through the Oriental Study Center in
Richmond, Virginia, at a grade of Black Belt, 5th Dan. This was thirteen years ago; she was
fifteen at the time. She earned her credits in fourteen months at the school, which I’ve learned is
a phenomenal accomplishment. I called the school and they remembered her. Worked harder
than any six boys and consequently was one of their top students at the time. She also won a few
competitions. Her daddy could afford it… he’s publisher of the Washington Beacon. Michael
O’Dell, right here in D.C. Bingo! Know how many other Tricia O’Dells went to martial arts
school, Dr. Whittier? None, zip. Your girl graduated from the University of Maryland at College
Park, seven years ago. Makes her twenty-eight years old on her birthday, November 4.”
“Amazing! Is there anything you can’t do with those computers?”
“Get a raise… a vacation.”
“I should have known. Maybe I’ll be in a position to say the right word to the right person
some day soon.”
“Pick the right one.”
“Someone in an oval office?”
“Couldn’t hurt.”
The Beacon’s publisher! His name was a byword all over Washington, and no one had
added one and one. So typical, but where was she now? Kelly’d found only her suitcase, and if
there’d been foul play her family might not even know. Kelly blamed himself for her
disappearance, and was still looking. Until she was found, Foster couldn’t be told a thing. It
would ruin what they had. Riordan could get a message to Kelly.
Riordan nodded. He printed the terse message neatly in his small notebook: “Tricia Marie
O’Dell. Father is Michael O’Dell, publisher, Washington Beacon. Does this help? Move
cautiously. Whittier.”
Riordan respected Kelly and vice versa. The Service wasn’t exactly rife with professionals,
just men who hired in to earn some money, but there were a few who were top drawer, and Kelly
was one. During the call, Kelly expressed his surprise about the security situation at Grace.
“If you’re right about the patterns out there, who outside of the White House would know?
And who would know about our detail in Bermuda? A leak?”
“White House leak? Possible, Jack, but you went to Bermuda when Hughes was alive, and
Wagner’s in there now. If there’s a leak, can it be from that quarter? Before you answer, I was
told that only Wagner knows the real purpose here, aside from the president. Anyway, it’s a
hunch on my part. I’d assume that Dr. Whittier’s covered his own bases.”
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“Why? What if he’s the leak? He may be speaking professionally to someone of his own
choosing along the way.”
“Who? Other than his assistant, there’s no one else here, and he rarely calls out. He made no
calls prior to Bermuda… we checked.”
“What about his assistant?”
“Pelletier?”
“Start watching him.”
Kelly stared at the phone. Pelletier! Bermuda had been organized in lightning fashion. Was
it possible? Who better to describe Whittier so that he could be singled out in a group? The first
assassin had been closing on Whittier, not Pelletier. Interesting. He had to call the Bureau
anyway, see if they’d found anything in Atlanta. Might as well run a check on Pelletier at the
same time. Then he’d drop in at the Beacon offices and make some inquiries there. He’d really
never believed they’d find the girl in Atlanta.
Culpeper, Virginia.
Their base was a Holiday Inn. Tricia’s bike shared Mike’s Lincoln Navigator with half a
dozen Glock 17’s, each with six clips; four packs of plastiques and detonators, twelve
incendiaries, four knives and Hammond’s IR goggles. Clothing was all non-military. The
incendiaries stuck wherever they hit, to burn through brick or steel. Landing on the trunk lid of a
car, they’d penetrate to the fuel tank and start a cheery fire.
In all they had enough firepower to keep heads down and enough other mischief to put on a
good show, but distractions were only good for a few precious moments. Everything afterwards
hinged on good old speed and experience. If they did things right, no one would get hurt.
The basic plan was unchanged: Tricia and Blake would hold hostages until Mike’s team
could overpower all resistance inside. It seemed reasonable that no more than two or three men
would be carrying sidearms—some impressive companies were protected with less—but they’d
have to move quickly. Backups would be on their way to Grace Botanical in seconds.
Fredericksburg, Virginia.
Harvey’s team piled out of the camper, two from the front, two from inside. They looked
like any bunch of men going off for a few days to get away from their women. All were in their
forties. Two were balding. Harvey wore aviator sunglasses, two others wore Polaroids, the last
two nothing. Different looks, different dress, different mannerisms. Five ordinary middle-aged
men on a hunting trip, stopping at the new Howard Johnson’s.
The average observer wouldn’t notice they were in far better physical shape than the typical
bunch, or guess that any one of them could outrun men half their age. No, they looked about the
way they should. Harvey thought so, too, relieved when he’d met them for the first time.
They’d take the rest of the evening to work together. One pass by the Grace property after
dark would give them a feel for what they’d encounter the next morning. They wouldn’t use the
camper—Harvey’s rental car was being delivered that afternoon, to the motel. He’d pay for it
with a credit card issued in the name of Carl Peters, the name he used when registering. No one
had ever seen Carl Peters, but Peters had a perfect payment record and a fifteen thousand-dollar
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credit limit. The credit card companies all wanted clients like Peters, good solid citizens who
paid their bills.
They went over Harvey’s plan. Weapons and explosives were ready and loaded in the
camper: Uzis, ammo clips in belts, a half-dozen AP grenades and two incendiaries each. Thirty
grenades and several thousand rounds of ammunition, plus enough explosive to demolish the
place six more times. Given the intensity of Moscow’s message, there was no way to overkill.
Harvey Ross and his team planned to eradicate even the cockroaches at Grace.
The plan wasn’t complicated. They’d park the rental car a few hundred meters from the
front entrance and leave it along the road on the shoulder, before daylight, melting into the field
that ran along the roadway. When they reached the fence, they’d cut a hole and wait out the
clock in a stand of trees just inside. The attack would start at half past seven, the ‘suggested’
time, unless there was some reason to move more quickly. No matter how they felt individually
about that, Moscow—in fact, Gilyutin himself—had suggested half past seven without saying it.
Gilyutin had intelligence information about the workings inside Grace; the details of the grounds
proved it.
They’d have well over two hours to kill inside the fence. Then they’d sweep the facility the
way they’d been trained, going in the back and out the front. It was the quickest way back to the
car. If anyone got in their way out there on the road, well, they’d have plenty of ammunition left.
Grace Botanical Labs.
The print was a satellite view: portions of Lakes Erie and Ontario, western New York,
Pennsylvania and a bit of Canada. Without thinking about it, Whittier picked out his own Aframe from the topography shown, and all the areas he knew so well. Better than any map, the
picture had been created by an exquisite camera few millionaires could afford.
They fastened it in front of Jim’s chair and arranged small spotlights. Then Jim traveled
down the hypnotic tunnel and a few minutes later they were crisscrossing the print, examining its
features down to the tiniest detail. Jim’s eyes were open, but unmoving. He saw the print as a
whole, while Whittier’s voice placed labels. The waters of the Great Lakes and Niagara, the
Finger Lakes, Lake Chatauqua, the Allegheny Reservoir. Then Buffalo and its surroundings:
roads, outlines, flatlands to the north, hills to the south. Industry and university campuses.
Highways and roads and trails, ridges and valleys and farmlands. Airports; particularly airports.
It was all transferred to Jim’s brain through a marvelous picture and a hypnotic voice he’d
already learned to allow into his inner mind, building an image that it would recall in those same
details regardless of any conscious ability to remember. The brain knew how to work within
itself.
Then Whittier brought him back—without difficulty.
Dr. Elaine Jamison ran the Whittier Clinic whenever Whittier was away. After making his
few dozen apologies for not calling her sooner, Whittier brought her up to date and described her
role in the experiment. When they’d set the time, he signed off and began his own preparations.
Jim’s close call headed his list of worries. A smaller dose of the drug combination would
still allow meaningful comparison to the earlier attempt, even if it was procedurally flawed, but
the real question was how much smaller? The Nobel Prize wasn’t an issue here. He simply
wanted to report to the President of the United States that James Foster could duplicate nature
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anywhere in the world while sitting in trance inside a pitch black sphere lined with foam
polyhedrons. Was that too much to ask?
Even when using the drug combo in a miniscule amount, he walked a knife-edge. Jim’s
problem screamed all kinds of warnings, but there was little choice. He cut the dose by fifty
percent, praying it was the right guess, that the effects weren’t cumulative.
Jim was ready in the chamber, this time wearing a finger cuff to monitor heart rate. Whittier
called Elaine and told her the rest, holding the phone line open. It was a typical Buffalo day:
overcast. That changed the sequence of events a bit, but they needed to know this part as well.
Whittier fought his nerves. As a hypnotist he had to maintain the ultimate in calmness and
yet he was about to swat a hornet’s nest, with no place to run. He led Jim carefully down and
away from the real world to a twilight state where nothing distracted, nothing cancelled, where
he was receptive to information beyond all conscious awareness, where intuition and perception
bloomed to giant proportions: his theta state. That was where the satellite print was stored.
Elaine sipped tea in the top floor cafeteria, grousing to herself. Gordy was pulling one of his
tricks again, adding in the old mystery bit to help set the hook. He was impossible, that one.
What was there to see out there, beside gray that stretched forever? He could have guessed
Buffalo weather with his eyes closed—anyone could have done that—and yet she was supposed
to see something obvious. He wouldn’t tell her what it was. Absent-mindedly, she tapped a
teaspoon against her cheek, making hollow sounds inside her mouth.
When the cafeteria brightened, she was reminded of those speeded-up films. The sky over
the city turned from thick overcast to bright haze in a matter of minutes, then cleared completely
as she watched. Her spoon fell on the table, bouncing to the floor. She ignored it, jumping to her
feet, charging over to the window. Not a cloud anywhere, as far as she could see, except for
strange looking white streaks reaching up into the stratosphere. She’d never seen anything like
them.
Oh, no, that couldn’t be what Gordon… how could that… be? She thrust her lower lip
forward and frowned. Then she saw the activity to her left.
It was over the small airport south of the clinic. A cloud ‘column’ appeared to have grown
out of it, narrow but stretching to an altitude Elaine knew was above thirty thousand feet! The air
was clear everywhere else she looked. Spellbound, she watched the cloud thicken and widen,
spreading everywhere at once, its outer surface looking ugly even in the sunlight. The top was
already flattening to the anvil shape that put it somewhere above forty thousand feet, but the
column wasn’t over a mile across, maybe even less. It grew more ominous by the second, with
visible strands of white sticking out everywhere: an ugly gray caterpillar on end, with whiskers!
Elaine had a pilot’s license. She knew rain when she saw it from a distance. The torrent that
took over the bottom third of the mysterious column four minutes later rivaled Niagara!
Jim watched the rain splattering on the runways. It was so interesting to watch, first from
one viewpoint, then another, even from the underside. Everywhere he looked, water filled the
lower spots, forming lakes, then rivers on top of the concrete. In the distance, almost too faint to
hear, the kindly voice suggested that more rain was falling, and so it was; pouring from the
single cloud. Pouring as from a pitcher. Pouring into the top of the cloud, cascading down
through it. Pouring. Pouring.
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When the kindly voice suggested that the rain was stopping, Jim noticed it had already
stopped. The cloud was disappearing, just like the others, racing away, scurrying away, dividing
itself down into little bits, littler bits, microscopic bits. Invisible bits. All running away.
It was all so interesting, but there was more to see. He wanted to see it all. Off in the
extreme distance the kindly voice was calling him back. It was faint, as if it were lost,
wandering, calling first from there, then from another place. And then he couldn’t hear it any
longer. He couldn’t hear anything.
Elaine picked up the phone, clinging to her sanity, and waited for Whittier to do the same at
his end. The sky over the airport had cleared once again, very quickly, but the sky over Lake Erie
was already on the march eastward with a new blanket of gray.
“Whittier,” she growled, “do you mind telling me what the hell you just did?”
“Elaine… I can’t. Except to say I’m awfully happy about it, but we’ve a problem at this end.
When I get back up there I’ll buy you a steak and tell all. Whatever you do, not a word to
anyone. Promise, or no steak.”
“Candlelight with the steak?”
“Candlelight.”
“You miserable excuse for a rat. Wait till you get back here.”
After he’d hung up, she stood for a long time staring out the window. It had happened, really
happened, just as she’d reported it. What on earth had Gordon Whittier gone and done?
Jim was alive, but comatose, a Level 1 state. Respiration was five! No response to any kind
of stimulus, knee-jerk absent, pupils static. Whittier covered the motionless form with a light
blanket while he battled nausea once again. There was no antidote, nothing he could safely use,
nothing he could do. The drug was doing what they wanted, but it was obviously cumulative in
effect. Even half the original dose had been too much, since this time they’d lost contact
completely. Jim was hopefully—hopefully—somewhere else, looking at Buffalo or wherever.
When he—if he returned to a sleep state, there was always an alarm clock, but somehow this
time seemed much more final. Jim was absent, gone from the place he’d once lived. If the keys
to his front door were changed, he might never return.
Whittier sat inside the chamber, monitoring vital signs and wringing his hands. Time! He
couldn’t risk any of the other choices now, not when they’d achieved something the president
might use. They had to push forward if they could, try the test again with drastically lowered
dosages, show identical results. Elaine had been profoundly affected by what she’d seen. Others
would have seen it, too. The evening newscasts would have something to say about strange
happenings over a tiny region of eastern Buffalo that afternoon.
It was time to call the president. Jim would be safe there in the room until he returned. Gene
could monitor. He’d learn soon enough how to wring his hands.
President Winfield gazed out the green-tinted, bulletproof windows behind his desk while he
listened. He’d taken Whittier’s call in preference to one from the vice-president, calling in from
Manila. His veep could wait. There couldn’t be anything in the Philippines more important than
something happening at Grace.
Wagner appeared and Winfield interrupted Whittier for a moment.
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“Bill, see if someone can check out the Buffalo TV newscasts. Bring me back what you can
about the weather there today. Not the weather report, I mean headline news. Call someone!” He
waved his acting chief of staff away.
“Okay, doctor, go ahead.”
“It’s totally unscientific, but we have achieved something. I haven’t been able to reclaim
Foster, though. It’s the drug combination. I—”
“Can’t you use something else?”
“Foster may not survive a switch now, and we’ll be out of time before we can get to this
same point. Normally we’d observe him for weeks between experiments done this way, run
exhaustive tests to make sure the drugs are purged, check all nature of things. I’m afraid we’re
committed to my first choice. It’s apparently cumulative in its effect. I lowered the dose quite a
bit and things got worse.”
“Summarize that, Dr. Whittier.”
“It means limiting our tests until we understand how to handle this drug. One more
escalation in our problem of recovering Foster and we may not recover him at all. We don’t have
him back yet from this one. There’s no way to tell if we will.”
“Death?”
“Vegetative at the least. The same thing. Right now he’s comatose. It may already be too
late.”
“Damn! Well, I never thought we’d get this far a few days ago, and yet here we are. He gets
better each time. Assuming you get him back, do you feel he can achieve the Moscow thing?”
“I have no idea. Everyone tends to believe that mental energy fields behave like radiation or
sound, that they die out with distance. I fight it, because there’s no reason for such a limitation,
and the Buffalo experiment has borne me out to a degree. Some theorize that thought energy
reaches into the universe. Either way you look at it, trying the Moscow thing is a huge gamble
for Foster—”
“Foster,” countered Winfield, “is unimportant. His power is paramount. We must try it
immediately.” He could almost hear Whittier wince. There was an audible drawing in of breath.
“You are asking me to try Moscow, sir?”
“I’m telling you, and there’s a huge difference. Now listen, Dr. Whittier, if we lose Foster
before we’ve done anything with this power of his, we’ve lost this game. It will take something
awesome to impress the Russians the way Las Vegas has our people. You understand that, I’m
sure. We have men in Moscow, so it’s a simple thing to get a report of something happening
overhead. I’d even settle for drizzle, or something like that, but I want you to increase that
goddamn drug, not decrease it.”
“The phenomenon isn’t the problem, Mr. President, so much as getting Foster back. We
can’t afford to lose him doing it.”
“And what are our other choices?” Winfield shot back. “You have a valid humanitarian
point, Dr. Whittier, but not a tactical one. You must see mine. I need a weapon that will pull their
plug. Foster may be that weapon. His power is measured in what he can do with the Russian
mind. We have to show them everything we can, and then play it down, call it just the tip of the
iceberg… let them sweat the part they can’t see. If we can’t get him back in the attempt, so be it,
but we MUST do it, using the maximum dose of that drug, and without delay. Now have I made
myself clear?”
“I’d be condemning him to death, Mr. President. I’m—”
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“He’s expendable, Whittier. Our country is not! I want you to double and triple that dose.
Drive it right up to the maximum.”
Whittier’s answer was slow in coming. “We’ll do another session as soon as we can. If we
can; if he makes it past this one.” His voice was wooden.
“Good. What do we tell our people in Moscow?”
“Tell them… tell them that whatever is happening over their heads will change to something
else within a very few moments. It should need no elaboration… if we are successful.”
“What will it be?”
“I have no idea. We’ll run through all the possibilities. How many hours difference are
there?”
“Eight. We’re both on daylight time. How soon will you try it?”
Whittier sighed. “Nine tonight. We need that much time with the Moscow print. I’d like
more. This is all assuming we get him back from the state he’s in right now, in any kind of
condition to function as he should.”
“Nine it is. That will be five in the morning there. We’ll have several observers ready at that
time.”
“Can we find out what their weather looks like just before we begin? It will cut the time we
keep Foster under.”
“Of course. We will call you before nine with a summary. Do it, and good luck, Dr.
Whittier.”
Winfield settled the phone on its cradle and stared at it. This was day sixteen and Foster’s
power was the only high card he held. Playing it in a cavalier style now was the only way to
bluff Votrin and his people into thinking he held others, equally high. But Whittier was right in
one respect—a rain shower was nothing, compared to Las Vegas and the rest of it.
He’d have to play the hell out of this one hand! If, on June 25th, just one American
commander followed the sealed orders sent to him, the only safe place would be the far side of
the moon. Even then, the missiles might not get through. Whittier had said it more than once: the
range of mental energy was itself mental. Meaning there was no limit. The Russians might be
able to destroy or detonate the birds twenty miles out, sitting in their living rooms. Every single
long-range weapon in the U.S. arsenal used silicon transistors!
Grace Botanical Labs.
Jim brought himself back. He was unable to explain it, but he felt it was because he no
longer heard Whittier’s voice and had come back looking for him. Whittier wasn’t any less
nervous. The process of hypnosis had already become more of an avalanche effect than anything
controlled. Once started, it tore ahead on its own. Instead of removing layers of control with the
drugs, he faced the problem of stopping an explosion in the middle.
And with the maximum drug dose demanded for later that night? The mere thought made
him sick.
On the brighter side, Foster said he felt fine. He had no symptoms of catatonia, or coma, or
any other indication of damage in the gray matter. Not yet! But there was no time to do the kind
of testing that would expose damage.
The Moscow print covered an area roughly three hundred miles across, with the city broken
out into a smaller scale. Whittier used binoculars through the chamber’s observation window to
read the English notations. Topography was the key. No two places on the globe had identical
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physical features. Water and land masses were unique everywhere, even under water—for that,
too, was land. How had Jim’s mind found Buffalo, if not by following the features of the land?
There was no other rational explanation. If concentrating only on topography was wrong, then
they’d fail. They’d come this far by stepping out of the way, not by analyzing everything down
to basics. Bach’s current was working for them, finally.
Jim waited for Whittier’s initial word, conscious of nothing except the print. His withdrawal
was always a sensation, not of falling or sinking, but of everything around him shrinking away
into the distance. His breathing and pulse rates slowed; extremities became waxen, without
feeling. All consciousness withdrew to a small area above his eyes, then moved behind them
until he was no longer aware of where he was.
Whittier spoke his opening line. “You are comfortable….”
With the word, ‘You’, Jim jumped to his deepest theta level. His pulse and respiration
dropped instantly, but Whittier was unaware of it, not expecting it, not watching. Jim now
sensed, more than saw, the lighted print while he waited in a void for Whittier to catch up. There
was no drug this time. At the end of the exhaustive study session, he re-emerged normally. Two
hours remained before they would hear what was happening in skies five thousand miles away.
The distance bothered Whittier, yet one of his favorite Special People could reach tens of
centuries back into time and tell the precise day of any week represented by a date, even though
leap years and calendar changes confounded experts. Was time really the dimension for that
feat? By the same token, did distance have anything at all to do with mental energy? They’d
already surpassed the diameter of Las Vegas by a factor of twenty. If the Russians had learned
how to limit the effects to a specific range and no further, they might have unlocked real secrets
of mental energy, but Jim had just created a rain cloud over an airport; a small, contained effect
at a large distance. It was physical control of a different sort. Could one be compared to the
other?
Jim began his regimen of exercise and relaxation, twenty minutes on the treadmill, then a
shower, finishing cold. He’d skip the evening meal.
Washington.
“Thanks for coming over again, Howard. Maybe you should move in.”
“The thought has crossed my mind,” replied Greenward. Their sessions were usually the last
moments of Winfield’s typical days. This was different; it wasn’t yet nine P.M.
“My question, Howard, is this… if we had a way of controlling wind and making it rain over
sizeable areas at will, what would we have?’’
“Decode that.”
“I meant it just the way I asked it. Humor me.”
“Well, okay… how heavy is the rain? How sizeable the area? How strong the wind? How
often? How abrupt is the rain or wind? That is, how quickly from nothing to something?”
“Say the area of a city. Say… forty miles an hour and as often as needed. How about twenty
minutes duration? Let’s say downpour.”
“Sounds like fantasy to me.”
“Yes, it does. I have to know, so paint away. Then I’ll tell you why.”
“All right. For openers, I see control of airports, if the winds are shear winds along with
heavy downpour. Is that the kind of thing you’re looking for?”
“That’s good. Keep going.”
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“Crop control… or crop ruination. Floods. Inundation by snow if it’s winter and conditions
are right. Avalanches due to rain and wind in typical areas. Crowd control. Jim, what is this?”
“You’re doing fine. Any other ideas?”
“Hail, I’d guess. Control of forest fires. Transformation of arid areas. Generation of mud and
ooze. Alteration of climate.”
“How can climate be altered with city-sized effects?”
“Climate can operate on an area the size of a room. If you’re thinking of weather, that’s
simply a short-term component of climate. If it rained, say, over a specific area month after
month, that would certainly alter the climate of that area. In fact, since this is all fantasy, such
control could force movements of people from untenable areas to other areas, which in turn
could be made untenable, etc.”
“Anything else?”
“Well, Jim, this doesn’t count, but you’d have something goddamn scary. Suppose that
every time Jim Winfield was in the public eye, it poured and blew like hell. How long would it
take, given our media’s propensity for pinning labels, to become the Rain God of America? All
your caricatures showing umbrellas? You standing up to your waist in water? Would twenty
times in a row do it? Thirty? Ten? Every time Homer James Winfield appears in public, it pours.
The odds of such a thing, etc, etc. It could undermine everything else you might be doing. You
could be the world’s best statesman and it would do you in.”
“Exceptional! An evil omen. Witchcraft.”
“Public confidence is fickle. I believe the label would be much worse than Rain God, now
that I think about it. Attitudes could get nasty. Why did you ask me in the first place?”
“What if we substitute Votrin for Winfield?”
“What do you think?”
“We may have the means.” There was silence. “I’ve kept you out of this, Howard, and I may
have been wrong, but while you’ve been working on our various options in this poker game, I’ve
been working on one of my own. We have a man right now, nearby, who has the same kind of
powers the Russians claim, but he uses them in a different way.”
“Rain and wind?”
“Did you catch the evening news bit about the extraordinary deluge in Buffalo today?”
“Yes. Yes! You’re not saying—”
“Howard, I am saying. That deluge was made! It was created by a man sitting about sixty
miles from here. The weather experts are shaking their heads. First the whole sky up there goes
from total cloud cover to clear in a few minutes, then a single cloud forms from nothing to a
column the shape of the Washington Monument before it dumps. The whole area it covered was
no more than a mile, and when it stopped the cloud just disappeared. Never blew away, never
split up. Just thinned down to nothing! We capped the coverage and made it a national security
matter, so you won’t hear much more than speculation about it. The man is James Foster. He’s
with Whittier right now, out at a place called Grace Botanical Laboratories.”
Greenward said nothing.
“Right now they’re getting ready to try something over Moscow.”
“Good God!”
Grace Botanical Labs.
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Pelletier risked examining the bely yatchik during the break. He easily extracted the
emulsion plate in the dark and installed a new one. Safely back in his room, his first thought was
that he had it bottom side up, but when he flipped it over he’d been looking at the white side
after all.
It was black!
The message had to be sent quickly, but if he were discovered!… No, it would wait until
morning, still the safest time. A short message, just to let someone know the emulsions were now
totally black. Moscow would know what that meant. Nina Rubinova would know.
Holiday Inn, Culpeper.
They rehearsed the plan in Mike’s room, then switched to phase two: escape. An immediate
manhunt was assumed, even if the degree and methods were unknown. Helicopters covered
square miles of countryside in a flash, and any car racing along country roads would stand out.
Wherever they hid, they had to get there fast.
The best spot was sometimes the most obvious. There was a new Howard Johnson’s motel
in Fredericksburg, along Route 1, halfway to Quantico. It was right in the shadow of the Marine
Corps training ground, the probable source of any manhunt launched to look for them. Mike used
a pay phone to make a reservation, guaranteed paid on his own credit card, for James and
Kathleen Blaisdell. They’d lost all their luggage on the flight and probably wouldn’t have it back
for several days. It was on its way to Paris, a real mess, and they were out now getting a few
things to tide them over. Was there any chance of getting them a special suite? Yes, that would
do. No, no, the price was unimportant. Put it all on his credit card, including all their meals and
anything else they needed during their stay.
Mike grinned. They’d get the best room in the motel, right at poolside!
“Dr. Whittier, this is Jim Winfield,” the president began. “We’ve been told that skies over
Moscow, as of a few minutes ago, appear to be clear. It is just approaching daybreak now. There
are some high clouds on the horizon. They seem stationary, and there is no wind. Can you work
with that? Our people are standing by.”
“We’ll try, sir. We had a good working session with the print you sent over, but now it’s
anybody’s guess. Jim accepts your position, sir. He understands.”
“I wish I understood as well. Godspeed, Whittier. I’m staying right here until we know. Call
this number when you’re through, no matter what happens to Foster. Then we’ll contact our
observers.”
“I will, probably within the hour, sir. I hope.”
“Fine. Do it!”
Jim’s cold shower left him feeling good, if a little mystified about all the worry. Gordy was
terribly upset about going back to the original dose. They’d talked of giving up on the drug
altogether, even though Jim felt fine after the Buffalo test, but feeling fine wasn’t enough. Idiots
felt fine, too, Gordy’d argued, even with their brain functions totally screwed up. He’d stayed
under for more than two hours after the Buffalo session… and Gordy had aged a century. By
returning to the heaviest dose, they were in fact doubling the danger, or even tripling it, thanks to
the cumulative effects already present.
There was no way out.
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For the sixth time that day he entered the quiet room and settled himself. The incredible
silence settled over him. His own breathing sounded like a rushing of wind; he heard the
squishing sound of his blood coursing through arteries. He was accustomed to the sounds now.
He thought of Whittier’s first word, always “You….” And the instant he thought about the
way the word sounded, it did its work on him. If Whittier hadn’t started speaking at that moment,
he might not have been able to reach the man who held the fate of a nation in his mind. Jim
waited for him at the level he always reached, the point of delicate balance, the knife-edge
between communication and departure.
The subject: Moscow. Keyword: ‘feelings’.
Moscow. Four days left.
Ambassador Tom Cooke had been uneasy for the better part of two weeks. Votrin reportedly
was on edge and there’d been more fighting. A submarine base had just been sabotaged. Things
were worsening to the point where Cooke kept his suitcases packed. Now this silly request, right
from the White House, to comment on Moscow’s morning sky—over normal phone channels!
“Describe the skies over Moscow, Ambassador Cooke, if you will be so kind, and watch
them thereafter for an hour or two. If there are any changes, please note them and be able to
describe them in a second exchange when the period is up.” That was all there was to it? The
United States had all manner of satellites that could do a better job of describing the skies over
Moscow. He could have slept a while longer. Up at 3:45 just to look at the skies?
Cooke stepped onto the embassy building terrace with his morning coffee and two ‘fresh’
rolls. It was too early for the wonderful cinnamon rolls he liked so much; those weren’t ready
until six. The plain rolls were a day old, but at least they were available and went well enough
with coffee.
He chose a table and turned down one of the chairs, a task normally performed by stewards.
Cooke sighed. After the silly phone call, all Russia would be watching with him. Watch the sky,
indeed! He might as well have shouted it from the rooftops.
Fifteen minutes earlier he’d reported clouds on the western horizon, and they were still
about where they’d been. The rest of the sky was clear, some stars still visible, the bright ones. It
wasn’t true about Russian skies being always gray. June produced some beautiful days, and
July… even August. This one looked good so far. If only he had a newspaper—well, it wasn’t
light enough to read anyway. Best to just settle back and see whatever they wanted him to see.
Maybe some lights up there? Whatever.
Butter! He’d forgotten it! Cooke was a man of habits—he liked to break one roll into pieces
for dipping and butter the second roll. He simply hadn’t been awake, and now it wasn’t worth a
trip all the way back there, and… he’d do without. No, dammit! After the trouble of getting his
considerable bulk out of bed in the middle of the night, a man deserved his pleasures, and he
wanted butter on that second roll! The more he thought, the more his mouth watered.
He sighed for a second time and rolled his three hundred ten pounds from the chair to traipse
back inside, returning to his rapidly cooling coffee with six pats of butter and a plastic knife.
Plastic! The canteen reminded him of airports he’d studied during his long career. He sat with a
grunt and mashed three pats into half of the second roll. While the flavor flooded his taste buds,
he glanced again at the sky.
Cooke was practical, a good match for the Russian mind that concerned itself only with the
basics. Basics could be taken quite far before one was forced to re-label them as something else.
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Even a fur coat might be considered a necessity, something basic. Ah, but religion? There was
where a man could waste all of his time and energy, chasing illusions, and to what end? Those
who were religious were doing nothing more or less than playing the odds. If they were right in
their beliefs, they won. If they were wrong, then they hadn’t changed anything anyway. The
religious felt the need to prepare, either way. Cooke didn’t.
That he hadn’t done anything religious in his life didn’t prevent his instant vision of a nun
crossing herself upon seeing what had happened while he’d been chasing butter. Nothing was the
same! His promising day had been replaced by a sky showing no lights at all, stars or otherwise.
Dawn had been squeezed back down over the eastern horizon; darkness had returned. It had
taken place in—why, in less than five minutes!
For a moment, Thomas Cooke thought he was having a stroke of some kind that was
affecting his eyes. He felt fine, but things had grown so dark that he checked lights at ground
level, to make sure. They didn’t seem different. He finally remembered to chew. All right, so
there’d been a change, but what was there to watch now? There was no longer any chance of
seeing lights up there. He’d been wrong… Moscow would again have its streets washed. Bah!
He washed down another bite. As he set the cup down, wind arrived with the suddenness of
a thunderclap. It shook the table and folded the umbrella as Cooke grabbed at his napkin, missing
it. The remaining three pats of butter were tumbled across the balcony floor; his coffee cup
followed. That was enough for Thomas Cooke! He started to rise, but the shifting of his weight
was the limit of his attempt. It was the sound that stopped him: a howling, beginning with a low
growl and rising to something he’d never heard before!
He lurched to his feet, charging toward safety, losing his balance, sprawling in the doorway.
The wind was now a whistling gale, the sound of a locomotive whistle, constant. He rolled,
clutching at the doorframe. One of the umbrellas toppled over and was ripped to shreds, then
another and another. Some left the tables intact, disappearing into the blackness. Chairs tumbled
by the dozens along the concrete floor, followed by the tables, and paper that had lain discarded
elsewhere swirled and filled the air. A garbage can cover slammed into the balcony railing and
bounced once, only to be swept upward and away. Where had it come from? One of the trees
growing in the balcony planters split, the splintered half flogging until it ripped away. It,
disappeared over the railing, too. All the lights were out, everywhere, and the wind screeched
like a tortured lion. Cooke cowered on hands and knees. The power! He’d heard it was like this
in winter out on the steppes, in Siberia, wind that could strip the flesh. A rumble joined the
screaming banshees. There! The first drops of rain joining the gale.
He knelt in the opening, helpless, his mouth agape, pains in his chest. There had been no
warning, nothing at all. It had come from nowhere!
Grace Botanical Labs.
Whittier slammed the chamber wall with a clenched fist! The dose was way too high, he’d
known it was way too high! Why had he let Winfield take control, why? His anxiety gave in to
panic as he ripped off the useless finger cuff and pumped up the big one, but the pressure was…
was? He took it again, suddenly realizing that although Jim’s pulse rate was below 30 and still
dropping, his blood pressure was still 110 over 70. Seventy! He checked pupils and responses.
Jim was barely breathing, but again with no reflexes. His external body temperature had
dropped, feeling cold and clammy to the touch. Respiration was so shallow it was practically
non-existent. Coma! And there was something else. Both pulse and respiration must have fallen
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almost instantly, because they were way down when he checked them at the 30-second point.
Had that ever happened before? Was Jim taking himself into hypnosis? He could well have taken
himself too far down, perhaps never hearing a single word through the whole session. There’d be
nothing, no demonstration, just a man he’d probably just destroyed, for nothing! The agony of
earlier tests was nothing compared to his grief now. Unashamedly, he wept.
The intercom crackled.
“Dr. Whittier, you have a phone call from the White House.”
This was it! There was nowhere to hide, no way to collect his thoughts. His hands were wet,
clammy as he stared down at the secure telephone handset lying on the desk top. For just a few
seconds he closed his eyes and prepared for the announcement, whatever it would be. They’d
come far, yes, but this was too far, too much to expect. If only he’d realized earlier that Jim was
jumping out in front of the hypnosis process, he might have been able to better control it. That
was most assuredly what had happened, and now the White House was calling him instead of the
other way around. They wanted to know what had happened? Why there’d been nothing in
Moscow?
He reached for the phone.
Winfield had been wrong in pushing so hard. Too much, too fast. Six sessions in one day,
each one more strenuous than the last, each reaching farther into the unknown. A man’s life had
been given a label: expendable. Use as needed. Destroy if necessary.
He lifted the phone.
If the answer was failure, at least they could stop now. Maybe it was already too late! Even
if Jim brought himself back, as before, there might be damage evident an hour later, a day later.
A week. If so, Whittier knew he’d live with his guilt the rest of his life. Jim had become his
friend. Yet, the fate of a nation hung in the balance if everything else was true.
He hesitated, then placed the receiver to his ear.
Perhaps the president had other options he could use, something that might give them more
time to do the thing right. But if that were true, why hadn’t Winfield made the suggestion?
“This is Whittier,” he breathed, closing his eyes.
“We hold the better hand, Dr. Whittier. It is now up to me to play it correctly. My most
heartfelt congratulations, sir!”
“Mr. President?” Whittier sank onto the straight chair.
“I’m telling you, Whittier, they had something beside rain in Red Square. It’s already on
their TV.”
“What? What was it?”
“A tornado, Whittier, a whirlwind! A twister. Oh, it wasn’t as big as some of ours, but big
enough to see, big enough to do a little damage and scare a lot of them, and even bigger than that
in a far more important way.”
“What? How?”
“Moscow. It’s never recorded a tornado before! Never, never!”
Whittier set the phone very gently back in its cradle, then straightened and stood for a long
moment staring at the books lining the far wall. Something had just clicked into place with the
president’s words. He’d seen the picture that went with one of those words, on a sheet of paper,
in the lower corner. The same paper that had shown masks and a knife, and a man within a man.
Etta Hanley’s paper!
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She’d drawn an inverted cone, the shape of something that might hold ice cream, except
bent, distorted. A distorted coil broadening at the top… a tornado!
Whatever Etta had gotten from Jim’s stone, none of it had really helped locate him or
identify him, but of all the renderings it was hers that raised the hair on his neck and arms. Etta
Hanley, steeped in the traditions of voodoo, had taken up a stone given to a small boy in a far
away country, and thirty-five years later had seen a tornado in her mind.
And Joseph White Owl, whose drawings were so useless, had seen a condor, pushed by
wind, carrying a man. Were those peaks really mountains, or other sailboats over which the
condor flew to victory, the wind at its command?
What about Jim? Was his mind really doing all this? He’d created the tornado that Etta
Hanley foresaw, or so it seemed, but did it come from his mind or from another dimension where
all power resided? Could mankind handle such powers? Or were there truly gods over there,
toying with men from time to time?
Jim was still back there in the chamber! There’d be no sleep that night until he was safely
back from wherever he’d gone. Or safely put to sleep forever.
Holiday Inn, Culpeper.
They began preparations at 0200 hours. Kathy Blaisdell wore a different dress, one they
agreed was ‘vintage librarian’. Mike came in to see how she was doing. She thrust her owlish
glasses at him.
“Here, Mike… break ‘em.”
He nodded, crushing one of the lenses under his heel on her bathroom tiles. The lens cracked
down the middle. He threw away one of the pieces, but left the other half in the frame, which
now had a decided tilt to it.
“How’s that, kid?”
“Neat.” She put them on and looked at him. “Okay? A little fresh blood and some dirt?” She
brushed at part of her forehead that had partly healed. Yes, the wounds would open again. Her
knees, too.
“I’ll be glad when you’re Trish again,” he quipped.
“So will I!”
“Nervous?”
“Yep. Same as stepping out of a plane knowing I’m gonna fall a couple miles before I even
think about opening. Doesn’t stop me.”
“I never knew anyone who liked that feeling,” he agreed. He’d made fifty-four combat
jumps, many of them HALO—High Altitude, Low Opening. On some of those jumps, his time
in free-fall had been the safest part of the operation.
“Jumping’s a love-hate thing with me, Mike.”
“I hope that’s not true about….” He stopped himself before he finished. How she felt about
Foster was none of his business.
“About Jim?” She looked at him. “I didn’t realize how much I loved him until a little while
ago. He doesn’t know it at all. Someday I’ll fill you in, Mike, I really will. He’s terribly
important to me, the one I’ve been waiting for. God, if they’ve hurt him!…”
“Maybe we’ll get him out before they even get cranked up.”
“That McCloskey woman—”
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“Madeleine always exaggerates. These brain types spend most of their time doing tests. You
just concentrate on the mission and what you have to do, not on what they’re doing. If you get all
worked up about what the other side may be doing, you’re going to see what your mind thinks
it’ll see, not reality. Got it?”
She nodded. Even if she was the least experienced of the team, she’d pull off her part. Still,
she was nervous.
At 0300 hours they hid Richardson’s car where Blake hid his bronco, using new branches,
then cut the fence at Blake’s tree, closing it after them. Hammond saw no infrared inside, so the
fence was only a perimeter deterrent. That worry behind them, they moved obliquely across the
parcel, cut behind the greenhouses and worked carefully through old pottery and piles of broken
flats in the tall grass, memorizing locations of rusting machinery that could become an obstacle,
or protection. Mounds of overgrown dirt spotted the way to the water tower, their first objective.
They memorized those, too.
Hammond constantly swept the area with the goggles: no infrared. He waved them forward.
Trip lines were still a worry, but Blake’s report about men walking through the property made
them less probable. Still, it paid to be cautious. With Mike and Hammond covering, Curtis and
Richardson worked their way from mound to mound as the final minutes of real darkness ticked
off. Rigging charges on the water tower took less than ten of those minutes and at 4:25 they were
back. The wire was payed out all the way back to one of the tractors, where the detonator was
lodged behind a rear wheel.
Now to wait. A stand of trees at the eastern fence gave good cover and a line of sight to the
rear of the buildings. Dawn was breaking. It was 0436.
Fredericksburg.
The Hertz car was a gray Ford. They stopped along Route 17 and tossed some roadside sand
on the hood and roof. Driving would clear most of it off, leaving a well-traveled look. The final
eight miles were on back roads. A quarter mile from the target, Ross pulled off and killed the
lights, waiting to get his night vision. He drove the rest of it without lights and parked well off
the shoulder. It was 0405.
McLeod got out and made a swipe at the grass. Wet… heavy dew! They backtracked the
shoulder on foot the way they’d come and entered the field from a point farther away, then highstepped until they turned parallel to the road. After that, only an airborne observer would spot
their trail. They’d be done and gone before anyone else decided to investigate an abandoned car
out in nowhere.
McLeod, Tanner, Scott, Sanders and Ross: all but one born in Russia. Tanner had begun life
as Mikhail Popelka, in Czechoslovakia. They no longer looked like hunters. Their clothing was
dark, close fitting. Boots with deeply grooved soles and heels provided maximum acceleration
on any surface. They carried the latest Uzis and enough ammunition to fight a small war, and
wore belts and vests heavy with grenades and incendiaries.
Replacement clothing was ready in the car. They’d return, spend a relaxing day at the motel
while the car was turned in, then return home in Ross’ camper. Behind them: carnage.
They began cutting through the cyclone fence at 0438. Once situated in the saplings and
trees just inside, they all listened. Not a sound out of place! In the distance, an airplane. The
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sound of a semi-trailer laboring up a grade miles away. Crickets. Nothing unusual. Ross grinned.
It would be duck soup.
Curtis stayed low, almost on his belly. “What is it?” he asked, using sign language.
O’Dell pointed along the fence toward the road, then to his ear. He’d heard something.
Richardson, too. Curtis listened with them. There! The unmistakable sound of cutters snipping a
single wire in the same fence. Cutters made a squeak when pressure was applied, muffled only
with liberal amounts of oil. Mike’s team had oiled their cutters; someone else hadn’t. The sound
was nearly non-existent, yet it was there. They all knew that sound.
Hammond joined them, silent as a ghost. There—another! Squeak. Then a sound as if
leather had touched leather, almost a sigh. Squeak, sigh. Squeak, sigh.
O’Dell moved back, squatting on his haunches, and made the motions of using a cutter, the
kind with long handles. He held up seven fingers. Seven snips. How many others? It didn’t
matter, not at 0440 in the morning. Someone else was cutting his way through the Grace fence.
He wasn’t more than twenty-five yards away!
Hammond was closest to the fence. He wriggled over to it and hooked his fingers through
the mesh, waiting, watching the others. He held up one finger, then another. A pause. Then
another. Three. No, wait! Another—four. Five! No more. Five separate vibrations of the fence.
One or more of them could have been caused by someone pulling an extra amount while
someone else came through, but there were certainly three as a minimum.
They listened, scarcely breathing. A minute. Two. Then a sound like leaves being shaken.
There and gone. Silence.
How many were there? They decided on four. Mike sifted through the possibilities, all
sinister. The intruders were professionals, exceedingly quiet. If not for the minor slip with the
cutters, no other sounds would have been noticed. Professionals would be operating at someone
else’s direction; Tricia and Foster had been kidnapped at someone else’s direction, and Foster
was inside Grace. Did someone else know that? Someone else had studied the Grace property not
two days before, preparing for—what? Another kidnapping? Foster had been brought to Grace
from Bermuda, so this had to be another group. Were they after Foster, or something at Grace
that had nothing to do with him?
What did it do to their plan? They had to know, and fast! It was getting too light to move
about, but they had to know who else was inside the fence, and why. One of O’Dell’s team had
to get closer, and Ron Curtis was their smallest member. He could shed his webbed belt and get
close enough to get a look. O’Dell brought them all into a close huddle and mouthed his words
with just enough breath so they heard. Curtis nodded. He’d been thinking the same thing.
The intruders were an estimated twenty-five yards distant. He’d go outside the saplings,
using the grass for cover, then make it to one of the dirt mounds and get a sight line through the
grass growing on top. That would put him at forty feet, give or take, from where the sounds had
been made. Not all that close, but with the height of the mound he might see what he needed to
see. He pointed to the mound, got a nod from the others, and dropped to his belly. He became an
iguana, using a homolateral crawl, barely parting grass and weeds, pulling them down so they
wouldn’t show sideways movement. He left a wide trail behind, but from the front not a blade of
grass moved. It took him ten minutes to cover thirty feet, all the while visible to anyone on the
upper floor of the new building, a risk they couldn’t avoid. They had to know who was inside
that fence!
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When he reached the base of the chosen mound, he broke off a healthy handful of tall grass,
holding half vertically in each hand, sliding his fists through the natural growth until both arms
were extended. He rotated his fists forward and used the grass bunches to spread apart the thicker
growth, until he’d made a small hole through the green. Only his head from the nose up was
actually above the dirt.
There were five of them, wearing dark clothing. One moved, sloth-like, wearing an ammo
belt bulging with lemon-sized shapes and holding an Uzi. Grenades and Uzis! Another checked
his watch. Waiting out the clock? For some special time?
It was enough. Get back and report!
Going back was a little easier, but there was now a boulevard in the grass, leading right to
their hideout. In exchange, they knew five professionals had massive plans for Grace Botanical
Laboratories and everyone inside. Five good men could waste a whole armed encampment, with
the element of surprise on their side.
O’Dell decided to wait it out. That option was safe, at least for the time being, but going up
against Uzis and grenades with 9-mm pistols was suicide, even with grenades of their own. They
couldn’t engage the raiders under any circumstances, and the explosive charges set against two
of the tower’s legs would be seen by anyone approaching from that direction!
If the raiders were checking their watches, their move was imminent. It had all the
appearances of an annihilation squad. Bad news for Foster and anyone else inside Grace. Equally
bad news for Mike and his team.
Not a healthy beginning.
Tricia paced the motel parking lot, nagged by something about Blake’s treetop report. It was
those two men who’d come right past the tree that morning. They’d all discussed those two men,
but no identities were possible because Blake had glimpsed only the tops of their heads. What if
one of them had been Jim?
The two returned to the building about forty-five minutes later, after the downpour. They
never moved during it, Blake said, so they’d gotten as wet as he had. Who at Grace would take
an early morning walk and not dash back to escape a cold drenching?
Jim had thick, black hair. Even from above that much should have shown, and no one had
asked Blake that question! She went inside and tapped at Blake’s door.
“It’s open.”
“Terry….” He was practicing karate moves. “Back’s not straight,” she commented.
He grunted and repeated it.
“Better?”
“Better. Terry… those two men walking around the property… you saw their heads, right?”
“The tops, yeah.”
“No hats?”
“Nope.”
“Was one?… Describe them. Do you remember?”
“It wasn’t really light yet, but one was real dark and I think the other was a little bald in the
center. Why?”
“Really dark? Black?”
“I guess, yes.”
“Nothing else about them? How about when they went back into the building? Anything
then?”
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Blake stopped what he was doing and reconstructed the scene. He’d been using the
binoculars then.
“One… looked older. Now I remember the dark one, yes. I’d say black hair. Lots of it.
Okay?”
“Was the other man really thin?”
“No. Not thin at all. About the same build I’d say, give a little droop in the shoulders. Not
thin.”
Not Pelletier. Maybe Whittier? “I think the one with black hair was Jim, Terry. I’m almost
sure of it.”
“Remember what your mind can do to you during a mission, Trish. You want it to be him,
don’t you?”
“If it was, I don’t know what I’d do with the information, but he has really black hair. And
the other man might have been Whittier. Why would they be out walking, Terry? Any ideas?”
“No. If it was your man, Trish, then he’s not in chains.”
“They could have him drugged. I was drugged. Mike’s doctor buddy said there were drugs
that made people docile so that they could be handled. They might have him on something like
that.”
“How could he be talking if he was that way? Why would they drug him just to go for a
walk early in the morning? What would you do if you knew it was your guy?”
“I don’t know. Terry, could we be across that dirt road, in the woods somewhere, at six
thirty? We’d have plenty of time before—”
“You’re thinking in case they take another walk? I suppose so. You really want to take the
chance?”
“Chance? Terry, we don’t have to be ready for our part until after eight and it’s only a few
minutes away. I’m jumpy. How about it?”
“What the hell, better than biting your nails. What’re you going to do if you see him?”
“Nothing. I just want…… to see him.”
“As long as you concentrate on the mission. You promise, I’ll do it.”
“Thanks. I’ll go change into pants.”
“Trish?”
“What?”
“Pack your weapon. It’s not Kathy Blaisdell time yet.”
Jim left his room at six thirty-five, five minutes later than usual, feeling fine. He knocked
twice on Whittier’s door, then zipped off thirty fingertip pull-ups on the ledge halfway down the
stairway. Whittier joined him as he finished, and they exited the new wing. The day looked
promising. Maybe they’d get a rest before Winfield was back with more requests. Gordy
certainly appeared to need one. He looked like hell.
Scott pointed at the rear of the new building and Ross saw what had caught the man’s eye:
two men had just left the building. Not even quarter to seven… shit! Maybe they should forget
waiting and begin the operation, before any more left. They’d have to scour the whole property
now, just for those two, unless they both went back inside in a hurry.
Everyone inside had to die, including those two, but nothing in Moscow’s directive covered
people coming and going at this hour. He’d assumed Moscow knew what was going on in the
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place, that the right people would be in there to die on schedule. Otherwise, why ‘suggest’ a time
as late as seven-thirty?
Not a healthy beginning.
The greenhouses came last in his plan, possibly not at all unless there were good reason.
Escape took precedence, once the main buildings were done, but now there were two men on
foot back there and the property was at least twenty acres. It would take a lot of time to cover it
unless they fanned out and ran the whole length as a wave. Half past seven was a long way off.
Damn! The operation should begin now, but there was that ‘suggestion’ from Gilyutin. Without
anything else to go on, they had to honor it. So, they’d wait it out. The only way out of the
property was toward the main road, and the pair had gone the other way, toward the back of the
property. They’d have to come back in plain sight, and if they returned close enough to 0730
they’d be the first to die. Maybe they’d just gone for a walk.
“Look!” Tricia whispered, pointing at two men moving slowly inside the fence, obviously in
conversation.
“That looks like the same two, Trish.”
She focused the binoculars. “It’s Jim! And Whittier.” She hissed the second name, feeling
her pulse race. Watch out, Jim Foster. I’m coming to get you and I’m not letting go this time.
She handed the glasses to Blake, who focused in and nodded. “Those are the same two, I’m
sure of it.” He looked at her. “They’ve got to go right by the tree unless they veer, and that’s
where Mike said the team was going through. There’ll be a hole in the fence!”
“Mike’ll be certain it’s concealed,” she said confidently.
“Hard to imagine your man’s drugged.”
“God, I hope he’s not!” She took the binocs back from him and watched until she got a clear
view. He was right—Jim was Jim. He was talking, gesturing while Whittier listened. Neither
looked right for the picture she’d formed in her mind. What was wrong? What had happened?
While she watched, both men passed the tree without incident. A few dozen feet farther,
they stopped and sat down on a fallen tree trunk.
“They’re sitting down.” She handed the glasses back, frowning. Blake took a look.
“That’s where they were during the rain. Maybe they like to sit there and talk. I’ve got to say
this, Trish, and you may disagree with me—”
“No I won’t. I see it, too, Terry. Jim doesn’t look drugged to me. He looks normal.”
“Right. We’ve either been snookered, Trish, or something is very strange about all this.
Maybe they’ve convinced him he’s doing something important. Maybe they’ve offered him big
bucks.”
“Not Jim. He doesn’t need money, and he hates the kind of people who sent Whittier to
Bermuda.”
“Everybody needs money.”
“Not Jim.” She accepted Blake’s shrug. “But what you said about something important, that
might be true. Now what?”
“Nothing, Trish. Mike and the others are in there, and we’re out here, and we go through
with the plan until there’s good reason to abort it. There’ve been lots of times inside enemy
positions when things didn’t seem quite right, when the G-2 was all wrong. You stick to the plan,
Trish. Okay? Stick to the plan.”
“Right. But I sure wish I knew what the fuck was going on!”
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Blake grinned silently. Once, not that long ago really, during a mission somewhere on the
other side of the world, Tricia’s old man had said those very words.
***
The four in black commando garb maintained silence as their van stopped at the drop point.
Covert operations precluded the use of military vehicles, so Shaw used the field expedient of
trading A for B. ‘A’ was money, ‘B’ was a van sitting in a lot with other used vehicles, the price
four thousand bucks too high. Woody wanted only one thing: reliability. It had sixteen thousand
miles on it, plastic pinstriping that was peeling off, a covered spare wheel sporting an eagle.
Woody bought it for four hundred above what it was worth, $3600 less than the asking price.
The money came from Dugan’s slush fund.
The best thing was that it was air conditioned and plushy, sort of a fringe benefit. The four
inside were thinking of other fringes to come, so the van helped them focus on just why they’d
gotten out of bed before midnight and prepared for combat somewhere in Virginia. A training
mission, Woody called it. Too easy in its basic form, so some additional tasks had been added,
like scaling the fence, assaulting the greenhouses and out buildings, and using every technique
they could. Woody was their judge, watching every move, every decision. Somewhere, probably
in a place better suited to low-budget monster films, they’d be tested in a real situation, where
real men fought back.
Two had already been tested in such places. One was ready.
It wasn’t likely these govnoeds would be outside doing calisthenics before breakfast, but
wouldn’t it be nice if they were? Imagine wiping out the whole goddamn bunch at one time,
watching them fall like bowling pins?
No, the real slaughter would be inside. They’d go over the fence at exactly 0700 and move
at maximum speed, silent, deadly, gaining the buildings before anyone inside had time to react.
Woody wanted to see all the techniques of room-to-room search and destroy. They were to
rotate, each man doing a room, then covering for the next, and so on. And if one of the rooms
wasn’t done right, if a single person was left alive, it’d be done again by the numbers. They
believed him; they’d heard the stories. Screw up badly enough and there’d be no party afterward
for that jerk!
Ross checked his watch for the twentieth time. How could those two men be the only ones
up? Did Moscow know anything about the goings-on in there? Ross had been on eight assault
missions. Sometimes the G-2 used in planning a mission was poor, incomplete, and he’d found
himself inside enemy territory with things not looking right, predictions erroneous. Rigid
adherence to someone else’s formula was ridiculous when the facts indicated there were errors.
They’d have to adjust. His team could take care of the two strays after the rest. He’d assign one
of his men to be a rear guard, watching for signs of either or both of the men trying to run out
along the fence on the far side. That was the only way out, unless they climbed the fence, and
eight feet of cyclone wasn’t easy. His team could fulfill its mission even if the two escaped. If it
began early, who’d report the fact? Corpses didn’t talk.
The two who’d exited the building were a reasonable risk.
He huddled with his men. Unless someone was looking in precisely the right direction from
second floor windows, Scott could reach the building’s end undetected. There were no windows
in the lower floor, and cars were parked there. Around the corner was the doorway, which might
be guarded. The others would move to the brickwork under Scott’s cover, and the next move
would be taking out any guard. Inside, they’d finish the job in short order.
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There was no need for absolute silence now. They moved in a unit, Scott ahead by ten paces.
He reached for one of the supports of the water tower, ready for the dash that would carry him
between the cars.
Then he noticed something taped to the tower’s leg!
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Chapter 13
Flores saw the shape moving through the tower supports at a hundred yards. Six more steps
to close the distance, weapon stock forward, he hit the turf in short grass; a single practiced
movement wasting no time and costing nothing in speed. To his right, Pruitt dropped as well—
his teammate had seen something! Flores snapped off a six-round burst. His target rose slightly
before dropping in his tracks.
Ten yards back, Woody and Robichaud froze in a low crouch, watching for other movement.
Nothing. They dropped, crawling forward. One target hit and down, Flores getting the big one.
Now it would get interesting.
Woody eyed his two front men. Fan out, fan out, he thought. A second later Pruitt moved
toward the greenhouses. Woody nodded, satisfied. Pruitt was quick. He’d reasoned that Flores
was the better to cover. Flores held, then moved a few seconds later, swiping his free hand
behind him as a wave-on.
That was when Woody and Robichaud drifted right. It always paid to have eyes up front
when initial contact had been made.
Ross saw Scott take the hits, heard more rounds slicing through trees behind the tower. He
knew Scott was dead and felt a flush of anger at the deception. Those two men leaving the
building! They’d recovered silenced weapons from somewhere out behind the greenhouses and
had unerringly zoned in on his precise location, but—that was crazy! How would they have
spotted Scott? He was in hiding when they’d first appeared. Ross squinted up at the second floor
windows. No motion, no shapes. Well, the buildings would have to wait until they took care of
those two. He motioned McLeod along the fence, Sanders to the left. Tanner stayed put.
McLeod inched through the saplings. Somewhere in the open was at least one man with an
automatic, and he was in no hurry to learn where the hard way.
Ahead of him, barely seventy feet away, Mike’s team hugged the ground and watched
Manny Flores work his way right across the boulevard Curtis had left in the grass, then into the
scrub trees. Flores would have seen them if he’d looked, but his focus was ahead, on whatever
might be moving through the trees. When he’d gone far enough, Flores froze; he became a rock.
A car’s-length behind him were four similar rocks!
Sanders moved in a low crouch. Whoever’d gotten Scott was still out there, using the
greenhouses or heavy equipment for cover, or maybe those dirt mounds. There’d been only two
men. He’d pick off one or both while Ross and Tanner covered. Any moment now.
Pruitt saw the man Flores hit, saw his weapon. Uzi! Guards with Uzis? No way. Spetsnaz!
Well, the sap wasn’t anyone now. He’d been in the wrong position; he’d stepped in front of some
rounds! Now what? A greenhouse was lousy cover. Someone else might be coming around the
far end, or around the next one, or the end one, looking for anything that moved. Anything? He
looked down. A pile of broken and scaling clay pots looked back at him. How could he use
them? Not over the top of the greenhouse—too easy to spot where it came from. He picked up
part of a ten-inch pot, mostly rim, and moved forward. When he reached the end he studied the
glass pane at his left shoulder: two feet wide. Fifty panes—a hundred feet. If he threw the piece
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low and hard down his side of the building, it would hit at the far end and tumble into the space
beyond. He could give it plenty of fizz and still not be seen. If he waited longer, he’d be seen
anyway. Training: do something! Slinging a piece of pot was doing something. He side-armed
the orange chunk. It almost hit the slanted glass roof, but veered away like an errant boomerang.
Before it hit he was down, weapon ready for a fire-and-move combo. The pot flipped up like a
spiked football, tumbling end over end into the greenhouse ahead. Tinkling glass, then a burst of
automatic weapon fire; more glass bursting outward in a spray of shards. Pruitt grinned. Just like
the old westerns. That would help locate one more of the bastards.
He was unprepared for the grenade that eliminated the end of that same greenhouse.
Shrapnel tore into his weapon stock and a spray of fragments splattered surfaces. Way too close!
He whisked around the nearer structure, rolling up against the three-foot-high cement block wall
supporting the glass frames, then risked a peek around the corner at dirt level, using his left eye
only: nothing! None of the shrapnel had hit him, either. He drew back. The next grenade would
be into the space he occupied. Somewhere off in the distance a woman shrieked. Then, nearer,
the sounds of rapid-fire.
Zik,zik,zik! Zik,zik,zik! Two precise silenced bursts on the other side of the open area.
Between them a cry that could have been Flores. Not good!
Then a long burst of automatic fire from a different quarter, raking the field precisely where
Woody and Robichaud had hunkered down only a few instants before. A full magazine! Anyone
out there in the grass had absolutely no chance at all. None!
Riordan was a former Marine. Nobody had to tell him he’d heard a grenade, that they were
under attack. He swore and grabbed his Browning from its holster. Automatic fire! Whoever was
out there meant business. Where the hell were his reinforcements?
He ran into the hall in bare feet and skivvies. Two of his men were already in motion, guns
drawn. They had to be stopped—they all had to be stopped. Riordan’s whistle galvanized the two
in place.
“Get everyone into the library. No weapons unless you’re face to face. Move it! The library.
Everyone! Tell the others. No weapons… no weapons!”
He ran the other direction, pounding on doors—they had to get the kitchen help, too—and
took the stairs three at a time, not thinking what a slip could mean. There was no time. Shit!
Where were his damned reinforcements? He had to get everyone into the library, dammit! He
whistled again, stopping another agent who had taken the time to put on pants. Three more
rounded the corner, fully dressed, guns drawn, and Riordan made a cutting motion across his
throat.
“No weapons. Everyone to the library, on the double. On the DOUBLE! MOVE IT!”
He raced to Walter’s room. Walter stood there blinking, dressed but not functioning.
Riordan pulled him out into the hallway and pointed toward the library.
“Walter, get that thing open for us. I’ve got to round up the rest. Okay? You okay, Walter?
You awake?”
“Yep.”
“Walter, listen to me. Open the bookcase, okay?”
“Yep. Okay, Mr. Riordan.”
“Be quick about it… get everyone in… tell them to sit down and not even breathe. Take
command, Walter, ‘til I get back.”
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The old man loped off at a dog trot. The library was their only chance. Walter had shown
him the basement room, long ago a wine cellar, during their tour of the old building. A moveable
bookshelf slid aside barely fifteen inches to reveal an opening of the same size in the framing,
enough for a person to slide through sideways. Steps led to racks of old wine and enough
cobwebs to do a horror movie. It was all they had, but if the building was torched by the raiders
it wouldn’t save them. There was no way out.
Yet they had no chance at all against automatics and grenades. He knew it; they all knew it.
They were racing for their lives.
Flores peered through leaves at his second kill. Part of the man’s head was gone, but he’d
cried out with the first hits and that would bring another sonofabitch. Hell, three kills should get
him all three chicks together. Wotta way to go!
The ground at his right suddenly erupted in a ripple of shells raking back and forth through
the grass, splintering stones and a few panes of glass on the far side. Whoever fired the salvo
made it a heads-down matter… shot a whole magazine. Maybe he hadn’t seen anything to shoot
at, but then Manny hadn’t seen the flashes, either. He’d have to be careful.
Woody and Robichaud had already finished their move, following Pruitt’s lead. He had the
point and whatever he did would draw fire. As bad as the greenhouses were, they were better
than an open field, and they both had to cover Pruitt for whatever mischief he was planning.
When the grass exploded behind them, they knew they’d done a textbook maneuver. The
man shooting at them hadn’t. The only way he could move after he stopped shooting was back
the way he came, or toward the buildings. Either way, he’d do something mighty quick. Woody
saw it. He checked to see if Robichaud had. No sense in cutting in on one of his own men.
Blake snapped the glasses down with the first grenade. Then came sounds of automatic fire.
“That’s bad!” he rasped.
“Automatics?” Her face whitened. “Oh, no!”
“Yep.” He bored into her eyes. “Listen up, Trish, and don’t you go and panic on me. The
plan is blown. Someone nasty is playing for keeps in there. What do you want to do?”
“Terry… they didn’t get Mike….” She looked teary.
“No, they didn’t get Mike. Get a grip, Trish. None of our guys are gonna get shot at without
shooting first. Okay? There were no pistol shots. Okay?”
She nodded, numb. Blake felt a pang of guilt at the lie. If there’d been pistol shots, he might
not have heard them, but there was still something they could do. Thinking about the others
wasn’t one of them.
“There’s your guy,” he pointed, standing suddenly. The two men inside the fence were on
their feet, looking in the direction of the commotion. “You are here and he is there and there’s a
hole in the fence. Let’s go in and get him. It may be him they’re after.” Whatever the reason for
the gunfire, she needed to believe that. He drew his gun.
“Terry!…”
A second grenade went off, followed by another.
“They’re after someone in there. Come on, do it, kid! I’ll cover us.” He pulled her to her
feet. In a second they were racing out of cover, across the dirt road. Blake lost the race, in spite
of her cut foot.
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“JIM!” she screamed. “Jim, it’s me! They’re trying to kill you. Over here….” She pointed at
the tree as she ran. “There’s a hole in the fence. Hurry!”
Blake was already at the tree, pulling the fence away, but neither man moved. Tricia ran
along the fence, away from the tree until she was opposite their position. Jim hadn’t recognized
her. They must have drugged him. Surely he’d recognize her! Oh—oh, NO! Her hair! Her
goddamned hair! Everything about her was different. She wasn’t Tricia anymore, she was a
librarian!
“Jim! Jim FOSTER. Jim! Ohhhhhhh!”
At the sound of the silenced rounds, Ross motioned Tanner over. No return from McLeod;
their flank was open! They needed more maneuvering room, fast, and there was only one way to
get it. Ross unhooked two grenades and Tanner followed suit. Four would clear a reasonable
area. Sanders could pick off anyone that moved after that.
Ross coiled and uncorked in a single motion, diving for the dirt at the end. With the
explosion, Tanner lobbed his. Two more and they’d move.
Blake saw her grab at the fence, sag on it. Her guy hadn’t recognized her and she was losing
it. “Bermuda, something from Bermuda!” he shouted.
She blinked through her tears, half-hearing. Jim just stood there like a wooden Indian. There
was another long burst of automatic weapon chatter.
“MONSTER! It’s ME! Hurry! They’re here to KILL you.” She stamped her foot—it helped.
Then she raced to Blake’s tree. If Jim wasn’t coming out, she’d go in!
Pruitt saw the grenade arch toward him. It would hit short of the corner, but that would be
enough to kill him. No! Woody wouldn’t like him getting killed, and he’d miss the party! He
dropped his weapon and rolled sideways. Toes forking into earth, he lunged horizontally at the
far corner of the greenhouse, hitting the ground with his arm and head tucked under. He rolled
around the corner and up against the concrete, arms over his head. The grenade detonated fifteen
feet from him, right between the buildings, sending shrapnel everywhere. The concrete corner
shielded him by mere inches, but the concussion raised him off the ground. Shards of glass
showered him and a piece of steel frame flopped down across his butt. Another spun over and
over in the air above him and dropped inches from his shoulder, clanging against the concrete.
Deaf and shaken, he struggled into a squat, then drove forward, legs straining, to the same corner
he’d vacated, the place he’d left his weapon. He dove. As he did, a second grenade destroyed
what was left of the greenhouse.
His weapon was gone!
No time to think. No time, no time! Around the corner, head down, dive, dive! It was there,
blown twenty feet out into the grass. He scrambled for it, pulled it to him, then waited, flat out.
When the form rose into his sights he squeezed off a burst, spraying a tight circular pattern at the
form’s center, rolling to his left before the last round left the muzzle. A hail of bullets raked the
ground to his right, two feet away, and he smelled brimstone.
Then the firing sounded different.
“Trish?” Foster gasped. She was there at Grace! How? Why did she look so different? She
was wearing a gun! He glanced quickly at Whittier, finding no answer there.
Whittier’s face was white.
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Explosions and gunfire? Was it really happening? Foster started toward the opening, dazed.
She shouldn’t come through the fence, too dangerous!
“Jim, no!” Whittier started after him. “Wait!”
“Hurry, Jim, hurry!” She was through the fence and on her knees, struggling with her hair,
yanking the pins out and shaking it down. “See? It’s me, it’s me!” She stumbled, then found her
feet and raced toward him.
Another burst of automatic fire. He had his answer then. Bermuda… it was Bermuda all
over again.
She stopped a stride away. “It’s you they’re after,” she gasped. “We know what they’re
doing… they’ll kill you. Can’t you see?”
“Just like in Bermuda,” he said.
“What? Oh, it doesn’t make any difference. Let’s get out of here!” She took his arm, but he
brushed her off.
“Trish, no! Not yet… let me think.”
“Foster, you’ve got to get out now!” Blake stood a pace behind her, where he could monitor
them all. Jim leveled his gaze at the man.
“I’ll decide that.”
“She’s right… it’s you they want dead. Every second counts. We have a way out. NOW!”
Blake barked it, watching Whittier.
Jim stared back through the trees at the buildings. “Trish, there’s something I have to do,
something I have to get if I can.”
“You can’t go back there!” she screamed, grabbing his arm and hanging on this time. “I’m
not letting go. I love you, Jim!”
“This won’t be easy on you, Trish. I’d hoped you’d never see this part of me….” He pulled
his arm from her grasp. “You’ll know who Jim Foster is when I return. Don’t worry about me.”
“Jim. Oh no. No!” She paled, tears flowing freely now. “Noooooo!”
“Foster!” Blake’s gun was leveled.
Jim turned impassively to face him, speaking through clenched teeth. “You… must… be…
joking.”
He turned toward the buildings, eyes squinting slightly, and started toward those who’d
come to kill him.
Pruitt’s burst dropped Ross without a sound. Sanders opened up at Pruitt’s form rolling in
the grass, but his fire became a long burst skyward, raking across the brick and glass of the
second floor in the building behind him. Robichaud had fired from the hip, three bursts. The first
cut through Sanders’ left knee and spun him around before the next burst hit him higher up. The
last dozen shells all entered Sanders’ torso within inches of each other, cutting a hole through his
chest big enough for a basketball.
Tanner knew there was no way out but the way he’d come in, and even that might be closed
off now. Trapped! He’d have to fight his way back out. Or, he could surrender. That seemed a
helluva lot more sensible, considering the odds of getting out. Uzi high over his head, Tanner
stepped forward and out in front of the trees.
Pruitt killed him.
Pelletier was on the second floor, working at the coding machine when the commotion
began. It sounded like an explosion somewhere out in back. He left the bench and went to the
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rear windows, staring at the grounds outside. Below, crouching low in underbrush near the cars,
was a man with a gun. An automatic?
Suddenly the man fired a long burst out into the field behind the first greenhouse. What on
earth was going on? Gene peered toward the rear of the property, but saw nothing. Then there
was a second explosion… and a third. Gene drew back, blinking at the flashes. Someone was out
there shooting at someone else. Like a moth to flame, he was drawn back to the same window.
The man beneath his window suddenly swung around. There was a sudden, sharp pain in
one of Gene’s eyes and a hammer blow to his forehead as the window shattered. The impact took
his breath away and he slumped for a moment, catching himself with a hand on the window
casing. Then he blacked out, falling forward.
The partial pane that remained in the window frame angled upward, higher on one side than
the other, a plate glass guillotine. Its razor edge sliced through his throat until it struck bone.
Riordan was last into the opening, out of breath from his race through the halls. He heaved
the bookcase forward eight inches, levering it the rest of the way. His men were accounted for,
plus Walter, two cooks, a dishwasher and the housekeeper, but the men he’d been sent to protect
were nowhere to be found. Nobody said anything; most were still out of breath.
“Now listen, everybody,” he said between gulps of air, “someone outside has unpleasant
plans for anyone they find. This room’s not on the plans for the building. We’re here until we
know it’s safe to leave, so no talk, not even whispers! If you have to sneeze, do it into your
clothing. No sounds, nothing. Any questions? Be quick.”
He scanned the faces of the help. They were the ones he had to worry about, not his own
men. The housekeeper was crying into her hand. That was okay, she had a right to be scared. He
was scared, too. Nobody ever said you didn’t get scared.
Mike raised his head in slow motion and assessed the prone form ahead of him. The man
had moved with perfection, shot with perfection. Six shots, spaced three and three. Easy in
practice, but in a real situation all but the best shot longer, less accurately. And after his shots,
the man hadn’t moved a muscle. He knew his shots had killed, and he was waiting for someone
else, another foe? Or a signal? Discipline that worked when using a silencer, but was no good
otherwise. Without a silencer, the man would have fired and moved… fast. His life would have
depended on it.
This was no ordinary killer, and any second he might decide to move in their direction. They
were all in jeopardy unless they moved. In moving, they were all in jeopardy! Mike squinted
through the leaves at just the top of the man’s back and shoulders. They couldn’t just lie there
waiting to be seen.
A grenade went off, then another. With the first explosion, Mike was on his feet, lunging
toward the form on the ground.
Although Flores hadn’t moved since he’d fired, every nerve was readied, every muscle
tensed for a split second decision to move or stay put. The explosion started the process that
would move him. In one-sixth second his body had already risen an inch, and in the next sixth of
a second five times that. When the second grenade exploded, closer than the first, Flores’ brain
faced a second decision: continue, or drop back and stay put? The answer rested with the
location of the grenade, the sounds of shrapnel ripping through the trees over his head, or in the
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breaking of glass in the greenhouses way over on his right. Flores dropped back to listen, but
heard only the sound of his face smashing into the dirt beneath him. His lights went out.
Mike pinned the man’s right hand to the ground and pulled back on the thumb. Then he
raised his own torso, twisting until his left arm was across his chest, and slammed his elbow into
the man’s head just behind the right ear. The body went limp. It had taken two seconds. For a
moment, he flattened himself over his quarry as another long burst of automatic fire sprayed the
area of the greenhouses. Then he wriggled backward a foot at a time, pulling his prize along by
an ankle. Three feet, five… and Jed was there beside him. In another blink they had their captive
out of sight in the trees, alive even if he was temporarily napping.
They rolled him face up. Blood ran from his nose, but he looked all right otherwise. A chain
around his neck held something wrapped with tape: dog tags! Mike stared at the serial number:
What the hell was the U.S. Army doing at Grace? And who were the others?
Which of the two sides in the war behind Grace belonged to the man who’d climbed Blake’s
tree?
Woody grinned to himself. He hadn’t fired a shot. His men had taken out the first foolish
bastards and by now the govnoeds were all cowering inside, most likely trying to hide. None of
them were crazy enough to run out the front door and be chopped down. Anyway, from here on
they’d get to do things by the book. He started a hand signal to Robichaud, but stopped. A growl
came from the trees above them, behind them. Then the sound of limbs snapping. Wind! The
howling became a scream, then a whole chorus of screams. A tall tree went down.
He and Robichaud were only twenty feet apart, but the air between them was suddenly filled
with dirt and leaves and debris of every kind. It roared over them, pinning them down. Woody
squinted over at his man, hand cupped to shield his eyes; he saw only a black shape in the grass.
A huge limb smashed to earth three feet from his shoulder and immediately tumbled away. What
the hell was going on? He’d checked the forecast—nobody’d said anything about some big storm
coming through.
Something stung his neck. Glass! A goddamn piece of glass had just hit him in the neck. He
drew his hand away from the spot with blood all over it. The greenhouses were breaking up and
glass shards were swirling around like confetti in a whirlwind. Whatever it was, it was nothing
Woody wanted to handle on his belly in the grass. They had to move, get under something. Little
chance now for any more of the bastards to get lucky with this blow going on, but just the same
he wasn’t risking a run. He began crawling toward Robichaud when a second shard of glass
stabbed him in his back.
As Jim disappeared into the convulsing trees, Whittier faced the girl and her companion. He
drew a breath and braced against the near-hurricane force that threatened to lift him off his feet.
She’d materialized from nowhere, jarring his sanity after the gunfire and explosions. How? How
many others knew? When had the secrecy vanished? He felt a flush of anger.
Her eyes blazed across the two-yard space. “You! You’re the one in Bermuda!” She was
screaming, fists white with rage. “Why don’t you stop him? Use your authority, you bastard, or
your famous needle!”
Whittier sized up Blake and the pistol. “Yes, I’m Gordon Whittier, and you’re Tricia, the
girl on the dock. You looked much different then. We’ve been trying to find you all this time.”
He was shouting, too, just to hear himself.
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“So you can kidnap me again? Like you kidnapped him? Wasn’t once enough?”
“Kidnap? Oh, you’re wrong—”
“Bullshit, Whittier! You forced him to go with you so you could use your stupid drugs on
him. I was there, remember? We know all about you, and we’re taking him back, and if you’ve
hurt him I’ll kill you!” Her hair was blowing wildly, covering her face. The wind was stripping
leaves from the trees and there were cracking sounds all around them.
“Neither of us,” he shouted back, “has any say in what happens now if you’re right, if that
gunfire is meant for him.”
“You brainwashed him with those drugs, didn’t you!” Blake shouted.
Whittier stared back, suddenly understanding. They’d come to save Jim from him, from
something they imagined he was doing. He had to tell them, and quickly. Perhaps it wasn’t too
late.
“There is no time to say this twice,” he began, using all his vocal power to rise above the
din. “Jim Foster has astounding mental powers. I knew it when he was just a boy. You both
know about Las Vegas. It was done by a single Russian, using mental powers. There are dozens
of other Russian agents in position to repeat Las Vegas, only far worse. Places like New York
City. Russia intends to take us over in a few days unless we find some way to stop them. Are you
listening? Can you repeat what I just said?”
“Keep talking,” Blake yelled back. He was at the girl’s side, both of them blocking any
forward movement. Tricia staggered and held on to Blake’s arm.
“Jim is working with me as a friend. We’ve found ways to increase his natural powers, to
where he can create storms with his mind. He is making this one right now. He is making this
storm, do you understand? Do you understand? Jim Foster is making this wind with his mind.
Last night he made a tornado five thousand miles away. Can you imagine where? Either of you?”
He was losing his voice. Tricia looked as if she’d seen a ghost. What are they saying, Jim,
that you control the wind?
“Don’t you want to know where? Don’t you care?” he pressed.
“All right, where?” Blake stepped closer, his gun still leveled at Whittier.
“Moscow! He made it in Moscow. Jim was in there, inside the building. He used his mind
and created a tornado in Moscow! We had someone over there watching the whole thing. We
may be able to beat the Russians at their own game. Does that change things, now that you know
what’s been happening here? Does it?”
Tricia stared, sickened and frightened; beaten. How? Jim? Oh, no! It couldn’t be! No one
commanded nature. But there was Las Vegas, and in Bermuda Whittier said something about Las
Vegas. The Russians—were they after Jim because of—because of his power! “I can’t tell you,
Trish. I want to, but I can’t… the rest of my secret… it will be hard on you….” She covered her
face with both hands.
Foster’s wind decided for them. Whittier staggered, leaned to regain balance, and
somewhere above them a large limb snapped. They had to move, find better cover.
“Whittier,” Blake shouted, pointing at the fence, “you’re coming with us. We’ll get him
somehow. This way.”
They ducked through thrashing saplings. Tricia led, with Blake behind Whittier. Then they
clung to the wire mesh and crawled through the opening, all but invisible in a sea of dust as the
wind tried to pry them loose from the earth.
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Flores looked up at the faces. His vision was blurred and there was a pounding behind his
ear. One of them faced him.
“You’re conscious. You can hear me. My name is O’Dell, Colonel, 46th Special Forces,
05305392. You’re Army, Flores, Manuel, 76803354. Nod, Flores.”
Flores nodded slowly. Pain shot through his head.
“We need to know your mission. Who did you shoot? Do you know? We can’t be killing the
same people. It’s wasteful.”
Flores looked up at O’Dell and waited for his eyes to clear. Special Forces? Where had they
come from? How had they gotten to him? What had gone wrong with the plan? Woody’d never
mentioned no Special Forces.
“Okay, then just tell me who you came to kill,” Mike said. “There’s been a screwup, unless
you know something we don’t. Can you guess why we’re here, Flores?”
“No.”
“To get someone out. Orders. We ran into these others, the ones you’re up against. Who are
they? Who screwed up the G-2? We were to have a clear shot and now you guys show up. Who
are these others, Flores? Any ideas at all?”
“Spetsnaz,” Flores mumbled. It hurt to talk. “We were told to expect them.” That wasn’t
quite true, Flores thought, but it would do. His head pounded harder.
“Spets?…” Mike straightened up. He looked at his men, each in turn. Their silent nods
meant they’d put it together, too. It wouldn’t hurt to push a little more out of the man. “Flores,
something went wrong… on our side of it. If these guys are spetsnaz, then we’re late by a whole
day and somebody fucked-up bigtime. That place was to be cleared by this time tomorrow. Our
side must’ve expected you guys tomorrow. Something leaked. How would spetsnaz know you
were coming in a day early? They were here to get us, Flores, better believe it. You guys saved
our asses.” Doubletalk, but it had the man thinking.
Flores didn’t answer. Mike concentrated. A daylight raid by commandos wearing army
dogtags, in Virginia. In Virginia! The guy lying over in the trees was very dead. They didn’t
need to go over there to know it. Nobody sent commandos into a private estate to kill people, not
even spetsnaz, unless the raid was just as private. Sanctioned! That meant someone higher up
needed some land cleared. It also meant Flores and those with him were not to be caught in the
act. Flores was good; the others were probably his equals. And Jim Foster was still inside the
Grace buildings, unless all of those inside had gotten out somehow. The firefight had been all on
the backside of the buildings. At any rate, the original plan was blown. Blake and Tricia were
heading into a trap, unless something was done fast!
Mike looked at his men. There might be some value to Flores.
“You all right, Flores?” He put a hand on the man’s shoulder. “Think you can stand?”
“Yeah.” Flores put his hand to his upper lip and drew it away.
“Sorry about the headache and the nose job. Now, listen. Our own plans are blown. We’ve
got two more outside who were coming in later, and no radio contact. Radio wasn’t part of our
plan. We’ve got to move out, pronto, and wave ‘em off. Your raid was sanctioned, right?”
“Yeah.” He checked his nosebleed again.
“Then I don’t even want to know about it. We’re after one man in there. How do we get
him?”
“Unh-unh.” Flores rolled his eyes up at Mike and shook his head, wincing at the pain. “You
won’t.”
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“We’ll see. Unless you’re Leader, get back to whoever he is and tell him the whole thing’s a
SNAFU. We want the guy we came to get… James Foster. Foster, Flores, remember the name.
We’re keeping your weapons when you leave. After five ticks, come on back and get ‘em. We’ll
be gone. We can identify you, Flores. We’ve got your service number and the number on your
handgun. Maybe the automatic is your issue, maybe not, but a man usually wears his own
sidearm. We’re army, too, trained the same places you trained, Special Warfare, Ft. Bragg, and
all the rest. You tell Leader what I’ve just said. Sanction or not, he’s dead meat if we don’t get
our man out the front door of Grace, alive and functioning. When the newspapers get that
information, your next tour’ll be Forever, Guam. And if whoever sanctioned your raid didn’t do
it right, it’ll be worse. Up to your leader. Think about it. If I were Leader, I’d get the hell out and
hand the job back to whoever screwed up. Besides, your men should have been inside the
buildings within two ticks of the first burst if you were going in at all. Local cops are on the way
right now, bet your ass.”
Manny Flores looked up at Mike. He nodded. Then, carefully, he got to his feet. His
weapons were behind them, stacked in a pile along with his webbed belt. Somehow he believed
O’Dell, Colonel, 46th Special Forces.
“Nothing personal, Flores.” Mike smiled at him.
“Naw.” He touched his nose; the bleeding had stopped.
The trees around them started howling with a strong wind that kicked up all at once. If he
wanted to get his weapons, he had to give O’Dell’s team some space and that would take time.
Better get started. He turned and began his way out of the trees.
“Flores!” Mike called after him.
“What?”
“There may be more of ‘em out there. I’d be a bit careful how I moved out until I was sure
your guys got ‘em all. You sure you’re all right, man?”
With the words, Flores’ eyes widened. He dropped and disappeared into the grass. The wind
was already gale force, and rising. He’d have to get word back to Woody. Fast!
The wind passed its owner on either side, joining and sweeping in huge, swirling patterns
always ahead of him, roaring against everything in its path. The effect was greatest where he
wanted it, at the ground, a dust storm driven by hurricane forces in the direction he’d originally
chosen.
Between the greenhouse and new building, two black forms clung to the ground. A third
crabbed from the greenhouse toward them. They were all coping with the storm, shielding eyes,
unable to see him.
Jim considered the main building. Were the guards still alive inside, or had the killers
already done their work? And if they were alive, would they shoot anyone trying to enter? He
thought of what he wanted, and the windows facing him disintegrated inward, a giant tidal wave
of air rushing against the building’s sides and ripping through openings; the windows on the far
side exploded outwards with equal violence. In the upper floor of the new addition, the top to
Gene’s coding machine slammed shut on a yellow pad that had three pages of carefully printed
code on it, along with clear text.
Elsewhere, the contents of the upstairs laboratory were reduced to a shambles of glass and
tubing and instruments, tumbled together in masses of confused rubble. Containers of acids
sitting on the top shelf of a chemical bench blew off to break open on the floor. A blackboard
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spun off its hangers, coat racks impaled themselves on walls and a shelf of technical books and
references was swept off a bench into the spill of acids.
The end of the old building held a stairwell and two offices, whose doors were torn off their
hinges when the windows blew in. Papers were strewn through the halls like tickertape.
Jim watched the window openings for any movement, shapes running, a head showing
however briefly. Had the rest gotten out through the front, or were they all dead? Were the forms
at his left the murderers, looking for more victims? Looking for him?
Nothing showed. He moved slowly toward the front corner of the old building, watching the
openings. The three shapes in the grass were clustered together. If they moved the slightest bit….
Flores moved in the lowest crouch possible without crawling, one hand on the ground beside
him for support. He felt naked without his weapons, but it could have been worse; they could
have killed him. How the hell had they gotten behind him, and how had he missed hearing a man
charging out of hiding? The answer wasn’t easy to accept. The other man was better and that
wasn’t supposed to happen to a WARRIOR, not when the guy looked twice his own age. There
had to be a way to turn the whole thing to an advantage, make it sound like O’Dell had done
them a huge favor by tipping them off to the screw-up. And it was a screw-up, a royal one!
Woody had to be concerned that they’d met some real resistance, even if they’d taken care
of it. Guys with automatics and grenades didn’t just saunter around at seven in the morning
waiting to take out some intruder. These guys were either tipped off to be ready for a raid, or
they were protecting something a lot bigger than a few govnoeds holding parties for their
commie friends.
Flores thought the morning raid had made a lot of sense. All the rest of it was fine, the
buildings, the grounds. Great G-2, so hadn’t O’Dell done them a favor? Woody’d said they could
choose any day to make the raid, the earlier the better. Who’d forgotten to tell him about other
operations that came first?
It had happened that way before, plenty of times. Once, they’d even gotten strafed by their
own planes because they’d been given wrong checkpoint coordinates. Four men died that time.
He stopped at the corner of the final greenhouse, careful of the broken glass. Three black
forms in the grass were crabbing their way toward him. He’d wait. The low greenhouse wall
wasn’t the best protection, but it was away from the bastards who’d been shooting at them.
O’Dell was right about that, too. There could be more of them and they might appear around any
corner, anywhere.
A damn good thing the enemy was taking the same punishment from the wind and dirt, he
thought to himself. You couldn’t see a thing past maybe twenty feet, and you sure couldn’t hear
anything but the wind screaming in the trees and what was left of the greenhouse frames. There
were limbs flying all over the place, limbs and glass.
Foster took the front steps in a single leap, concentrating on what he was doing outside, but
alert for anything inside. At least the firing had stopped.
The refrigerator was on the ground floor in the new addition. He pulled a stool away from
the dented door, still concentrating, and found the lab container holding the capped tubes. Gordy
called the stuff Ro-1886. Everything they’d done together hinged on it. He grabbed the handle.
Now to get safely away, out the front to the blacktop road, to the corner, then down the dirt
road. He turned and cautiously picked his way through the rubble to the exit.
Outside, the wind blew as hard as ever.
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Even at close quarters, Flores had to shout to be heard. They were all prone behind the ruins
of the first greenhouse, heads together. Flores ended his report with O’Dell’s message about
wanting one man out of the mess: Foster. As an afterthought, he gave them O’Dell’s warning
about taking far too long to get inside the buildings.
“All right,” Woody said into the dirt, “we took out a bunch of well armed fuckers, and now
I’m hearing someone else was in here with us, trying to do a surgical removal before our raid.
Anyone got a comment?”
“It wouldn’t be the first fuck-up I ever was in,” Robichaud ventured.
Pruitt’s eyes were mere slits against the whipping dust. “How were they armed?”
“Sidearms… Glocks, I think. They had a few APs and some fires. Nothin’ heavy that I saw.”
“They didn’t plan on needing anything heavy,” Woody observed. “You say Special Forces?”
“They said so. My fuckin’ head says so. I got hit so fast I never felt nothin’. None of ‘em
were juniors, either. I figure they were all o’them brass, twenty years or more, every one. He told
me his outfit. Forty something, like 46th.”
“That’s more important than you think, Flores,” Woody said. “That tells me these guys have
worked together before this. I know the 46th. Thailand, I think, Cambodia, that area. Five’ll
getcha ten State uses them for all kinds of covert operations. That’s the kind who do the surgical
stuff. And they just let you go, too.”
“Right. Told me to come back and get my weapons in five.”
“What’d you tell ‘em? Anything?”
Flores paused. Woody had to make a decision that would affect all of them, and fast.
“They wanted to know who the hell we were firing at, so I told them we were looking out
for spetsnaz. Figured that was safe enough. These guys knew what I meant, right away. Said they
expected we’d do our job a day after they came in; figured we’d saved their asses.”
“That won’t compute, but it says somebody fucked up,” Woody concluded, “capital fuck.
Somebody forgot to mention what day it was!”
“What about the rest inside?” Robichaud’s question smacked of disappointment.
“Who? I don’t see anyone. Those buildings look empty to me and besides we’re out of time.
Locals’ll be here any minute, just like O’Dell said. Sounds like he knows his stuff. Anyway, this
raid’s over. You guys can practice some other day.”
“Uh… right!”
“You all got kills and you did the outside work the way it should be done. What’re we
down… maybe thirty rounds for the whole show? Not even. Now, for crissakes, let’s use a little
discretion getting out and don’t anyone get his ass shot. You’re gonna need it for that little party
you all earned. This whole thing’s gonna cost Dugan steaks on top of the girls!”
Brigadier General A. Heywood Shaw had lost too many men because somebody else forgot
little details, like which day of the week it was. Even so, Woody knew it wasn’t Dugan’s fault.
You went with what they gave you, and some nerd there at State hadn’t told Dugan everything. It
would be damn interesting now to find out who the five dead men were. They weren’t that good.
Couldn’t be spetsnaz.
Flores was halfway across the open area when Mike moved them out, leaving Flores’ stuff
where it was. They went over the fence and headed for the back of the property, moving fast. So
far everything had gone wrong and they were coming away empty-handed. It was time to
regroup and think things over again. There might be another way, if Foster was still alive. If he’d
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been caught outside the buildings, he was dead and that was that. Trish would have to accept it.
But if he was still alive, Mike owed it to her to keep trying.
Jim left the building the way he’d come in. His concentration was again totally on the storm,
and the wind did his bidding. He’d never had this kind of control before. Every window on the
sides facing him had vanished in an instant. How many were there, twenty? Most were thick
plate glass, the rest small panes in wood frames. When had he ever called for such a force? Was
his work with Gordy changing him?
He reached the road in front of the Grace property and broke into a trot, able to concentrate
even then. Tricia was back there! She’d said she loved him, and she’d risked her life coming
after him. How had she found him? That gun! Where had she been? Why did she look so
different, so plain. Those shoes! Even her shape. How could anyone change so much? What had
happened to his sensuous Tricia in the pink dress?
He ran. Then he raced to the corner, down the dirt road and past the tree where he’d left her.
No one was there inside the fence, but there were forms along the roadside, ghosts in the dustfilled air at the end of the property.
“TRISH!”
She’d heard him above the wind. She was turning, coming to him, flying to him, crying out
his name. She was in his arms.
The howling stopped.
O’Dell covered the others as they raced along the far end of the Grace property and onto the
road leading to Richardson’s car. They covered the distance unseen, four men with holstered
guns and bobbing grenades and clip pouches, thankful the wind had died. On the way, they
passed a van parked well off into the grass. There was nothing to do but run and hope there was
no one inside. Then Mike knew: Flores and the men with him. Of course! They wouldn’t use a
military vehicle for a covert operation. There could be a driver crouched down inside that van,
but it made no difference now.
Mike checked his watch as he ran: 7:45! Too late. They’d have to intercept Blake and Trish
on the way to Grace. It would take too long to go the long way back to the motel. They didn’t
bother uncovering the car, but drove it out of hiding with branches all over it, churning the forest
earth all the way to the road.
At the final bend, before the rear corner of the Grace property, Richardson stood on the
brakes. Four men in black raced along the rear fence: Flores and teammates! They wouldn’t
hesitate to kill again if it meant their own clean getaway, and they were already past the far
corner. Four hundred feet, and running hard. They’d cover half the distance, fan out, then slow
down enough to rake the car with automatic fire. Jed had to get them past the corner first.
“Afterburners!” Mike shouted. He opened his window and began wriggling out as Jed
floored it. The car had plenty of muscle if it could be kept from spinning out on the dirt.
One of the four was slowing down, dropping into the grass.
“Shit!” Mike cried. He sat on the window ledge, making three sweeps with his right arm
toward the van. One sweep might be seen as someone throwing a grenade… three translated as
“hurry it up, move it!” He hoped. He stayed in his position, half his body above the window.
Another of the men had stopped. Two kept coming.
Jed was already above eighty, fishtailing, with twin rooster tails of dirt spitting out behind
the Chrysler. Two more seconds! One! As they pulled by the corner of the cyclone fence, Mike
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saluted General A. Heywood Shaw and his men. He’d never know that the man who’d dropped
into the grass was Flores. There was no such thing as a sustained run at high speed after being
dispatched by Mike O’Dell’s elbow. They had to help Flores the rest of the way to the van.
Jed braked the Chrysler down from ninety-five, careful now not to lock them up. The
intersection was less than three hundred feet from the point where the brakes began cooking, and
the heavy car found little traction on the dirt surface, fishtailing all over the road. At fifty he
dropped into low range and prayed, one foot on the brake and one on the accelerator. A row of
trees ahead was a grim price for failure. A quick lockup of the brakes, an agonizing wait for the
tranny to drop down, then the fight to regain bite once again.
The car slid into the narrow main road at forty miles per hour, angled backward 120 degrees.
The difference between the screaming of the rear tires and those in front was acceleration. Jed
was back up to fifty when the rubber finally grabbed, four inches from the far shoulder.
“Piece o’ cake!” he grinned.
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Chapter 14
Washington. Four days left.
Vladimir Kuchumov dressed hurriedly. His audience with President Winfield was at the
impossible hour of seven and he would barely make it in spite of skipping breakfast. Was the
American president finally beginning to panic? All the signs were there.
The White House had turned away all requests for contact, even mail. It was embarrassing,
totally unreasonable, hardly any fault of his—since Moscow had called all the shots. He’d even
begun worrying about his own future after the takeover.
William Wagner’s call at 6:15 that morning changed everything. It was, most assuredly,
panic in the White House. Kuchumov tried to compose his thoughts during the short limousine
ride. It would not do to be less than gracious when the American president admitted squandering
the time Moscow had so generously given him.
“Mr. President!”
“Ah, Ambassador.” President Winfield pumped Kuchumov’s extended hand warmly, then
gestured to the familiar coffee cart, laden with freshly baked pastries and croissants.
“Please… indulge yourself, Mr. Ambassador. I realize that you have been rushed and may
have missed your breakfast.”
Kuchumov thanked him, nodding. Indeed he would have one or two of the delightful
pastries and the special coffee he never seemed to find duplicated anywhere in the city. He put
two of the delicacies on a gold-inlaid plate and drew his own coffee. Other presidents used
stewards, who then rolled the cart away. Winfield was different. It was entirely possible to relax
in his presence.
This morning the president was not alone. Mr. Greenward was there, and Mr. Wagner.
Kuchumov sat in the customary chair.
“Mr. Ambassador,” Winfield began, his fingers pressed together, “I pray your people have
not held you personally at fault for the impasse I’ve created of your most generous offer to help
us in this period of adjustment to your country’s document of annexation.”
“Please, Mr. President,” the Russian said graciously, “there is no need to think of such
things. I found myself sympathetic with your plight, and the offer was genuinely mine as well as
my government’s, but tell me… might my services have eased the problems of the past… sixteen
days, am I correct in that?”
“Precisely sixteen days. Counting today, we have four days left to reconsider everything,
Mr. Ambassador.”
“Yes, well….” He took a bite of pastry; it was filled with raspberry jam. Delicious! He let
his expression convey his delight with the morsel. Then Winfield’s phraseology worked itself
into his thoughts. Reconsider? Had the American said, ‘reconsider’? Kuchumov swallowed. The
three men were watching him.
“Mr. President, you put a question in the form of a statement, unless I have misinterpreted.”
“No, no that was quite correct, Ambassador, four days to reconsider. Your government
hasn’t informed you?”
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“Please, please.” He smiled warmly. “You seem to have me at a distinct disadvantage. May
I know what my government has not informed me about?”
“Of course, of course. But even as we are speaking, I believe the answer may be on its way
to you. Well… how shall I begin?”
Winfield made a show of looking at Greenward and Wagner, while Kuchumov hesitated at
taking a second bite. Finally, he had to admit to his weakness for the raspberry jam. As he lifted
it to his mouth, Winfield began.
“This morning your time, at approximately five o’clock, Muscovites were awakened by two
things: a powerful rainstorm with extremely high winds, and a severe, local disturbance known
in many places in the world as a tornado. Were you aware of that, Mr. Ambassador?”
“Mmmmm….” He swallowed. “Tornadoes have never occurred in that part of our country,
Mr. President. Someone has become confused, perhaps one of your own there. I—”
“No, no, not one of our people… your own television stations. They, too, commented on the
shock of witnessing the first one ever. I’m surprised that you were not the first to know, Mr.
Ambassador.”
“But… such a thing… it would be of little concern to me here. I don’t understand why—”
“Mr. Ambassador, the rain and the tornado were created right here in Washington by a
single, quite ordinary man, using the power of his mind. Now, does that sound similar… in any
way at all… to something you might have said in this office recently?”
Kuchumov paled. This was suddenly not going well at all. He hesitated.
“No, no… there is no need to worry, Mr. Ambassador. Moscow has already guessed what I
am telling you. As you said, there are never tornadoes there. Our meteorologists confirm your
statement. However, this particular tornado arose from a clear sky, with stars present. There was
not a breath of air stirring at five A.M., Mr. Ambassador, and as for rain, there was none in the
Moscow forecast anywhere.
“Furthermore, tornadoes usually spawn from thunderstorms, which are fueled by heated air
meeting cold fronts, forming violent and chaotic columns of wind streaking up into already
violent clouds. And, as you well know, the air in Moscow, even in June, rarely can be described
as heated or violent, especially… Mr. Ambassador… at five in the morning. Please…… enjoy
your pastry!”
Kuchumov put the remainder of the pastry on his plate. He stared thoughtfully into space.
Where was this leading? He’d heard nothing from Moscow.
“Mr. Ambassador, as I said the tornado was created by the mental powers of a single man.
His American name is Foster, although he does use other names. Now, I’m not going to tell you
that we have similar men all over Russia ready to wreak havoc with weather patterns that are so
crucial to your people’s survival. There are no men in Russia who will interfere with your
sources of snow cover needed to fill the rivers that turn your hydroelectric generators. We have
no agents there waiting for our signal to create rain where no rain should fall, at times when
rainfall means ruin to everything ready for harvest, or to begin other tornadoes that will destroy
power lines and break trees like matchsticks. No agents there to create landslides and avalanches,
none to halt the rains where they are needed most, or send the ruin of warmth into your delicate
tundras to turn them into mud. We have none there who will create sudden wind shear at your
airports, destroying aircraft carrying your heads of state, stopping all air traffic out of fear. Or
fog that will cripple all traffic and force trains to crawl at speeds below a walk.
“None of those men are in your country, Mr. Ambassador, and we have no plans to send
them there. They are here, in our country. Ordinary men, Mr. Ambassador, who do not need to
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be at the epicenter of anything they create, as your Mr. Pitski does. They can do everything I
have just mentioned, and much more, right from here, or…” He shrugged, hands open. “…from
anywhere. Please, try the cinnamon pastry. It’s one of my favorites.”
Kuchumov tried to smile, to be gracious. He failed, flushing. “Mr. President, this is an
extremely poor joke that you make. We see—”
“No, no. If you’d like a small demonstration right here, in Washington, we can arrange it.
We certainly don’t want our favorite Smiling Ambassador to feel that nobody fills him in with all
the facts. I’m afraid, however, that we must choose the time.”
“You will no doubt choose a time when there will be a cloudburst anyway.” The Russian’s
reply was sullen.
“In that case, you may call for our man to stop that cloudburst as it happens, smack in the
middle, Ambassador,” Winfield soothed. “I really do recommend that cinnamon pastry. Howard,
bring me one of those, if you will? They’re making my mouth water.”
“Certainly, Mr. President,” Howard replied most graciously. He smiled at Kuchumov with
all the warmth of a summer sun.
“Now, why don’t you just think a bit about all this, Ambassador, and talk it over with your
government. It seems to us here in this room that there is little need to press the matter any
further, but your people may feel differently, and we can certainly understand how difficult this
makes things for them. You may find that they cannot rationally handle this kind of message.
Your government does have its share of hotheads and your people have little patience left with
those who are presently holding power, especially those who have put you in this most delicate
position.”
“Mr. President, I must remind you that the alternative to our demand is total chaos for your
society, deaths in the millions, not simply the collapse of a few buildings. Nothing electronic will
function. Perhaps you have lost sight of that.”
“That is a very important point, and well made, Mr. Ambassador. From the lessons of Las
Vegas, we know that millions of our people will indeed die because of that same chaos, if your
government were to follow through. Let me point out in return that we do not need anything
electronic to control the things I mentioned. Left with no other course of action, we must destroy
the food supply of all Russia, shut down your hydroelectric plants and your airports, destroy your
homes and tear the very windows from buildings. We must break the will of your people while
telling them who it is they can blame for their plight. Do you now wish to estimate the millions
who will die, Mr. Ambassador? You already know that we are right. Powers of the mind do not
obey known rules of science, yours or ours. Five miles or five thousand… the phenomenon is not
tied to the distance.
“We are offering you an ultimatum, Mr. Ambassador. You must tell your government that
their document has remained in my vault. No more than half a dozen know about it, fewer have
seen the contents. No copies have been made. Our position is that the document and your
ultimatum are now moot, the result of an unfortunate and desperate act perhaps inspired by the
deplorable conditions your people are facing. For the sake of both our countries, its contents will
remain hidden from the Congress of our people. Revelation might spell the end of our world, and
now yours as well. Perhaps my decision to ice that document was fortunate for both of us, Mr.
Ambassador. I suggest that we both return now to business as usual.”
President Winfield took a bite of cinnamon pastry as soon as he’d spoken his final words.
He turned to Howard Greenward.
“Howard, these cinnamon things are going to be the downfall of me yet!”
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Jim and Tricia shared the Bronco’s back seat. She was confused, frightened by Whittier’s
revelation and the violence. Mike… the others… were they?… She pushed the horrible thought
away a little longer and turned to him. He was safe for now, but there was so much to tell, so
much to hear. Torment was written on his face; he was different. She wanted him to hold her, tell
her it was all a bad dream, that it would all be just as it had been. He squeezed her hand, trying to
speak, but instead crushed her to him.
“Trish,” he whispered into her hair, his voice husky.
“I love you, James Foster,” she whispered back.
“I know. You came for me. I don’t know how, but there you were. I didn’t want to involve
you. I… I lied to Whittier. I told him… I didn’t really know you, that you weren’t my girl. I
didn’t want them to bring you into it.”
“But… why?”
“Trish, you saw what I am. I’m just a freak.” His voice broke. “A sideshow freak, and… and
you are a beautiful… free… spirit….” He couldn’t continue, but his arms were still tight around
her.
“Monster,” she whispered. “I am your girl, until you say I’m not. I have never said those
words before, Jim, to anyone.”
“Even… even after….”
“Yes, even after. What you do scares me, but I know you’ll help me understand. You must. I
want to understand everything, Jim.”
“Trish, people are trying to kill me. I don’t know what will happen. They know about me
now, and they’ll hunt me. I don’t even know who I am anymore. I’m just a weapon, something to
be used.”
“You are Luis! Remember that. And you owe me a sailing lesson!” she whispered back.
The roaring overhead stopped and the only sound was the striking of the cuckoo clock in the
library: eight A.M. How long would they wait? No one searching the buildings would be doing it
quietly enough to avoid being heard. Riordan pushed the bookcase four inches, then ten, then all
the way. He stuck his head out, listened. Nothing! He motioned his men to follow, the others to
stay put.
They found Pelletier ten minutes later. Riordan hadn’t eaten anything, but he threw up
anyway. Some of his men brought the bodies in from outside, faring somewhat better.
Opposing forces of some kind had fought behind the buildings. The dead were identifiable,
but there was something wrong. Their addresses were spread all over the map. That mystery
could wait. Riordan’s men had found something else in the second floor lab: a coding machine.
With it was a pad with code printed on three of the pages, clear text with it.
Riordan called headquarters for the second time that morning. Pelletier had been Moscow’s
man from the beginning. The dead men undoubtedly belonged to Moscow. Then—who’d killed
them? Riordan’s men scoured the property from end to end, finding the holes in the fence and the
explosive charges rigged to the tower. Nothing else, except shell casings.
Whittier and Foster had vanished.
Holiday Inn, Culpeper.
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There was no escaping it, Mike told himself, nobody ever got used to telling a woman her
man wasn’t coming home any more. If by some chance Foster wasn’t dead, he was definitely out
of reach now. They’d lock him away and finish whatever they were doing to him. She’d have to
accept it.
The door to her motel room was ajar. He took a deep breath and knocked.
“Trish?”
“Mike,” she squealed, “you’re safe!” The door was flung open and a wild woman was
hugging him. “Mmmmmmmffff! There! That’s for being safe!” she cried, planting a whopper on
him. “Are the others?…”
“Right here, Tiger,” Richardson said for the others who stood in the hall.
“Trish, honey—” It was all he got to say.
She put a finger on his lips. “I have a surprise for you.”
“Make it wait. First—”
“First, nothing. I want you to meet someone.” She grinned.
His mouth hung open when the two men rose to meet him.
“Mike, meet James Foster… and Dr. Gordon Whittier. Mike? Mike, are you all right?”
Their hands met and Mike felt strength. The face was rugged, tanned, confident. Handsome,
with a broad smile, not at all as Mike had pictured him. James Foster had the look of eagles, with
steel gray eyes deeply set below a broad forehead. There wasn’t anything Indian about him,
except perhaps his tan. Trish had described him as a loner, and now Mike knew why. The man
looked like he owned the world. When Jim stepped back, Whittier came forward and took his
turn. Mike extended his hand for the second time. So this was the weirdo.
Somebody had a lot of explaining to do!
The White House.
Winfield interrupted the morning’s summaries, reaching for the phone, and as soon as he’d
greeted the caller he listened. Wagner turned to leave, but heard the snap of Winfield’s fingers.
The president looked suddenly ill.
“My God!” Winfield said at one point. He nodded several times. “Where are Whittier and
Foster now?” There was a pause. “WHAT? MISSING?” Winfield jumped to his feet. The swivel
chair spun backward, then over. “NO! You’ve got to find them! Lambert, you’ve GOT to find
those two men. I don’t care if it takes the whole army shoulder to shoulder. What the hell did you
put out there, kids with B-B guns? I wanted that place defended. Christ, Lambert! What?” He
listened. “You’re right. You’re absolutely right. I take full responsibility. I’m sorry. Yes. Yes,
you’re right. I am sorry. Let me think….”
Winfield looked at Wagner and covered the mouthpiece.
“Get Dugan here yesterday!” He pointed at the space in front of his desk.
Wagner missed the rest. This time he knew enough to use the paging system.
Grace Botanical.
The choppers arrived from Quantico before the local police found time to answer complaints
about a racket over at the botanical place. When the locals did show up, they found Grace
Botanical Laboratories sealed off by Marines. Corporal Warren Rhodes didn’t even attempt to
get a report out of the Marine in charge, a colonel. The problem must’ve been something to do
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with the military and they were taking care of things. Fine! He and his partner were already two
minutes late for coffee at Jessie’s. Nothing a little judicial use of the accelerator pedal and
flashers couldn’t solve.
The Pentagon.
“WHAT?” Dugan took his boots down from the desktop.
“That’s what I said. Steaks, pal!”
“We had a deal,” Dugan retorted.
“Absolutely right, had!” Shaw came back. “You never told me there were Special Forces on
a surgical removal in there, and you could have given us a little more warning about what we
were running into.”
Dugan was breathing hard now. What surgical removal? What Special Forces? How could
there be Special Forces?
“Like what? D’ja get a little resistance?” What resistance, beside a few popguns? Woody
was putting him on.
“How’s Uzis and grenades sound to you?”
“Uzis? What the?… What are you talking about?”
“Well, didn’t you say spetsnaz?”
“Yeah. Yeah, Woody, I did. And—”
“Steaks, pal, plus the girls. We got us five dead ones. Maybe they were spetsnaz, huh? You
think? They weren’t worth shit.”
Joe was standing. There couldn’t have been spetsnaz! No way. Just a bunch of Winfield’s
money tenders, guys working for crummy pay and counting the years until they could retire on a
nice pension, guys who couldn’t tell you one end of an Uzi from the other. What was going on?
Woody was putting him on, that was it.
“Nice try, Woody… you’re puttin’ me on, pal!”
“Not this time, Joe, not this time. I’m gonna tell you something else, too, these guys kept us
busy far too long. We weren’t over two miles away from that place before the sky loaded up with
choppers. They must’ve cleared out all of Quantico! I didn’t think you’d want us to stay there
and count ‘em.”
“Shit, Woody… let me think. Now, this Special Forces crap. What about that?”
“They were in there, Joe, sent in to get some guy named Foster. Their mission was
scheduled, ours wasn’t. We all ended up in each other’s way. We saved their asses and they went
out empty handed.”
“Nobody at State told me about Special Forces, Woody, I swear it!”
“I know, Joe, I know that. I’m bustin’ your balls, pal. Hey, but I’m not unhappy. My guys all
got kills and they did a great job.”
“Yeah, but… but what about the govnoeds?”
“Joe, listen to me. We took ten minutes gettin’ rid of the cocksuckers with the firepower.
Then we got pinned by some kind of freak windstorm. You couldn’t see shit and a goddamn limb
almost got me and I got cut up pretty good. Blew out every window in the buildings, I’m not
kiddin’. But the main thing was time. Like you said, in and out; a few minutes. We just got outta
there before the Marines landed. Now, whadja want us to do, camp there?”
“No. No, it went just right. I knew it would! But I swear, Woody, I never knew about any
others going in there, you know, I mean those Special Forces guys!”
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“Dugan, I know all that. Steaks, pal! Girls and steaks. When?”
“Tomorrow night. That okay?”
“Tomorrow night’s just fine. I’m sure we can all think up some real interesting tricks for the
girls by then. But Dugan….”
“Yeah?”
“Steaks, too. Two inches thick, juicy, black on the outside. Got it?”
“Sonofabitch, you drive a hard bargain!”
“I’m not done, pal. I think you oughta get us a girl each!”
Dugan hung up and immediately kicked his desk. Special Forces! What the hell was going
on? Who sent them into Grace? How could anyone go outside channels and do such a thing
without his knowing about it? There were only a few officers he needed to question before he
found out. He knew them all. Who among them hated his guts enough to do it?
His pager punctuated the question for him. He read the display. Jesus, not already! Swearing
again, he punched his desk phone buttons hard enough to make the number guard jump off. Now
the shit would hit the fan! Five heavily armed men inside of the Grace property, and Special
Forces on top of ‘em! How could he have known anyone else was going in there, especially since
he’d only heard from Wagner the previous afternoon about that special detail of!… Special
detail? He was to get instructions from Winfield when the men were ready, and he hadn’t even
heard back from Cartwright! There was no way he could turn it around. He wasn’t supposed to
know about Grace, so how could he have sent in a team? And why? Why? WHY?
Dugan kicked his desk a second time.
The phone number was Wagner’s, the one he used for his priority incoming calls. It had to
be the raid at Grace, it had to be! Dugan wondered if his wife would understand why he was
retiring early.
Holiday Inn, Culpeper.
Whittier briefed them on everything; his interview with Winfield, the annexation document,
Bermuda, Grace Botanical. He didn’t embellish, but he was thorough. When he described the
assassination attempt in Bermuda, Trish sat bolt upright. She’d been unconscious during that
part. She looked at Mike, mouth agape.
Everything they’d done was based on her kidnap and rape. What if they’d known someone
had already tried killing Jim, as well as kidnapping her? Whittier didn’t think Jim was the target
but the implication was there, wasn’t it? When Whittier was done, Mike took over. They had to
face some hard facts.
Fact: Too many knew what was going on at Grace, and that meant one or more leaks.
Fact: Whittier and Jim were definitely targets, in Bermuda and at Grace. Leaks, again.
Fact: No one could be trusted, not even Winfield. Winfield had already shown a willingness
to sacrifice Jim’s life, and there was no way of separating the chief executive from those he
looked to for the minute-to-minute running of his office.
Fact: There were ways to continue dealing with people under suspicion.
Fact: The Russian threat was obviously real. Whittier had seen the annexation document.
Fact: The Russians might have been behind both assassination attempts. Mike stressed the
word ‘assassination’.
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Fact: Jim’s power was real, even if it was totally unbelievable, and Las Vegas had probably
been the work of one or a few individuals, as the Russians claimed.
Fact: Tricia’s rape left two unexplained men in the picture, men Whittier could not identify.
Who were they, and how were they connected to the rest of it?
Jim said nothing. Mike looked at him several times, but there was no response.
“Bottom line… we’re changing the rules,” Mike told them. “We’ll call messages into the
White House, two minutes, no more. They’ll track the call in half that time, but they won’t be
able to get to it. If Winfield won’t set up a way for us to do that, he’s folding his hand. If he does
set it up, and I think he will, he’ll be able to continue; he’ll accept those terms.
“Every call they get will originate twenty miles from the last. They can’t trace anything
done that way. According to Gordy, a few days and the game changes anyway.
“Jim’s agreed to one more demonstration. I wish he wouldn’t, and I’m not alone…” He
glanced at his daughter. “…but it’s just possible that he’s enough to tip the balance for Winfield.
However, Winfield doesn’t get to call the time and place for that final demo.”
Whittier interrupted. “Excuse me, Mike, but why this tough stance?”
“Because if I were Winfield and had a man who could control the weather, I’d have the most
important breakthrough anyone could imagine. Call it a weapon or call it beneficial, I’d never let
him go. I’d put him in a cage and feed him well, take care of him and let him lay a few golden
eggs every now and again. Well, the guy I’m looking at isn’t ready to be caged. I don’t give a
rat’s ass what he can control, he’s going to be hunted by the side that doesn’t have him, either to
be stolen away or killed so the other side can’t use him. If we don’t get him underground he’ll be
a ping pong ball, or dead, and letting Winfield call the shots guarantees they’ll get him.”
Mike looked at Jim, then Trish. “There were a dozen ways to defend that place without it
showing, and I didn’t see any of them, so we can no longer trust Winfield or his people to do
things right. As soon as this lousy demonstration is over and done with, Jim’s disappearing. I’ve
learned a few tricks over the years and there’s no way anyone is going to find him again, stone or
no stone.
“Right now, the move is to tell somebody that Gordy and Jim are alive and will be heard
from shortly. We can get away with that. Who do we call?”
“Riordan was in charge at Grace,” Whittier answered.
“Do it now, and tell him he’ll be called again later today. By then he’s to have a phone
number for liaison with the president’s spokesman, one number only. If that number isn’t given
clearly within thirty seconds of the asking, there won’t be any further contact at all. You tell him
that.”
The White House.
Winfield sulked. Both missing! Kidnapped? They were outside the buildings at the time, so
had the Russians taken them? Was that why Riordan thought the raid had been broken off? It
couldn’t be. They’d come too far against such impossible odds to lose at this late hour.
He’d been wrong letting Whittier work in an open site. The man should have been forced to
submit to full protection, within a military compound, even if it meant…. No, that was wrong,
too. Whittier needed the open site, but there’d been other sites…. No, not with the right facilities.
Damn! It wasn’t easy no matter how he felt. The Russians had them, or someone else did, or
they’d escaped on foot.
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His mullings were interrupted by one of Wagner’s aides, with a yellow message sheet from
Lambert at Secret Service HQ. The lad waited while the president read the short note. They were
safe! Whittier and Foster safe! They’d be in contact later, through Riordan.
Winfield looked up. “Please reply to Mr. Lambert that I received this and understand it. He
is to keep open a line of communication to Grace, with Riordan standing by.”
“Yes sir, Mr. President.” The youth hesitated, not quite knowing what else to say, and then
sped away.
Dugan stood rigidly at attention, in full dress uniform. That he hadn’t been asked to the Oval
Office all the months he’d been chairman was not an issue—he was there now to answer some
very tough questions. His real boss, Secretary of Defense Phillips, was there with Wagner and
the president: the hanging committee.
“General, please, stand at ease. You’re making my back hurt,” Winfield led off.
“Yes, SIR!” Dugan relaxed a fraction.
“General….” Winfield sighed.
Dugan unlocked, assuming a parade rest stance. Winfield glanced at Phillips, who returned a
shrug. Dugan was fond of overplaying any role, and this was no different.
“General, I have admired some of your exploits over the many years of your career. This
morning I want to discuss action you apparently took regarding Grace Botanical Laboratories,
and I want your help in evaluating precisely what happened out there.” Winfield watched him,
waiting.
“I’ll do my best, sir.”
“Let me rephrase that, General. I want you to tell me exactly how you learned that spetsnaz,
controlled by our acquaintances in Moscow, were planning a raid on Grace. Also, how you knew
that we had anything to protect there. Let’s start with that one first. General?”
“Yes, sir.” Dugan coughed and cleared his throat. “I believe, sir, that Mr. Wagner told me
you had moved Dr. Whittier out to the Grace Botanical Laboratories. Let me add, sir, that I do
not think Mr. Wagner realized he had told me that. In fact, Mr. Wagner said the word ‘Grace’ sir,
then recovered quickly and moved on to another subject. As I recall it, you had just appointed
Mr. Wagner that day, sir, after the tragic loss of Mr. Hughes, God rest his soul. I took it from
there. Sir!”
“How, General? How exactly did you do that?”
“As I recall it, Mr. President, there were only a few places with the name that could rightly
be viewed as proper for someone of Dr. Whittier’s caliber. I selected two I felt were most likely
and sent my adjutant to survey both places covertly. When I decided that Grace Botanical was
the more likely of the two, I also decided that the protection in evidence was minimal, that it
should be better, sir.”
“And you decided, without direction and without proof, to make your own improvements?”
“Yessir.” Dugan gradually assumed a brace again.
“You knew that such protection would be needed?”
“No, sir. I thought it best to put in additional protection, sir, without appearing to jeopardize
anything already set up. I was working, sir, on a hunch. I didn’t—”
“A hunch? That there would be spetsnaz raiding Grace?”
“Sir, Dr. Whittier was your selection to chair one of the three committees working on the
Las Vegas disaster. I believe I indicated to Mr. Wagner that I was interested in any progress Dr.
Whittier might be able to make, given the significance of a move to the Grace facility and his
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selection for the committee. At the same time I felt certain… I feel certain even now that the
Russians are behind Las Vegas. I’m sorry, sir, that isn’t your position, I realize that, but it was
mine and I acted on it. Spetsnaz were exactly what Russia would send against anyone truly of
importance in this country. Only a hunch, sir.”
Dugan hid his confusion. The president was speaking of spetsnaz as if they were a fact.
What had happened? Did he know already about Woody and his men? Had Woody already been
interrogated, and in the process spilled the beans about spetsnaz? It began to look worse.
“General…” The president took a long breath. “…General, we are collectively amazed, I
must say, that your hunch reached you in the way it did, and that you acted as you did.
Yesterday, I asked Bill here to reach you, specifically requesting a detail of specialized fighting
men at the earliest moment you might produce them. How did you know those men were to be
deployed at the Grace facility?”
“I didn’t know it, sir. Mr. Wagner gave no indication of where the detail was to be deployed.
In actual fact, sir, I chose to use SEALS for that detail and contacted Commander Cartwright
about it. I—”
“You couldn’t contact General Shaw, because you had already contacted General Shaw. Is
that it?”
“Sir, that is correct, sir. General Shaw agreed to police the property in a covert manner with
a few of his men, until such time as we’d developed a full recommendation concerning a
permanent guard. I—”
“Starting when, General?”
“Sir, General Shaw decided on his own when to begin. We left it to his own discretion, sir,
but as soon as possible was my indication to the general.”
President Winfield glanced at Wagner, who nodded. It was all correct, as far as he was
concerned.
“Have you spoken to General Shaw this morning, General?”
“Yes, sir. He called me shortly before 0900 hours, sir, and told me his detail had engaged a
force that penetrated the Grace property. Three of his men dispatched the intruders without
casualties. He’s preparing a full—”
“Did he know who the intruders were, General?”
“No, sir. I don’t believe he did, sir. According to his men, they were heavily armed with
automatic weapons and explosives, however, and their intentions were unmistakable. I fully
support—”
“Do you? Do you know who they were?”
“No, sir. No, sir, I don’t know. That is the God’s almighty truth, sir.”
“All right, General Dugan. That is enough for me. I will admit to anyone that you are a
genius, regardless of how you reach your personal conclusions.”
“Sir?”
Dugan stood a little taller, waiting for the other shoe to drop. First the pat on the back, then
the blast. He was ready for it. He’d done it for the sake of the country and he’d taken the risk.
He’d take the punishment as well. Mary would have to understand, dammit.
“General, at 0950 this morning we were informed by the FBI, working with information
found on the five men slain at Grace and with a coded message being readied for transmission,
that General Shaw’s WARRIORS saved the lives of Dr. Whittier and someone with him doing
work of the utmost importance to the security of this nation, and perhaps many other lives.
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Further, the slain men were spetsnaz, Russian terrorists who had successfully operated in the
United States for an average of five years, all of them apple pie American.”
“Further, General Dugan, the WARRIORS’ actions led to the death of a Russian agent who
had successfully convinced Dr. Whittier of his immense loyalty and value over a period of many
years. That agent was readying a report that he never sent, and it was because of that report that
we were so quickly able to decide the true identities of the men killed. Hunch or not, your
decision to act independently saved the day. What do you say to that, General?”
Dugan’s mind raced ahead of Winfield’s words. What was he saying? Russians were out to
get Whittier? Immense importance? Security? There were really spetsnaz inside the Grace
property?
Was the president saying he was a goddamn hero?
“Sir, I love this country. If what you are saying is that General Shaw and I were… that it
was the right thing to do, sir, then I—”
“Relax, won’t you, General. I swear, my back is aching watching you. Yes, that is correct.
We have your hunches to thank, though I don’t quite understand one part of all this.”
“Sir?”
“How long would you have kept General Shaw’s men covertly watching Grace if I hadn’t
called for the special detail?”
“That was never determined, sir. General Shaw wanted to develop a feel for it. We spoke of
getting together tomorrow night in a somewhat more relaxed atmosphere, perhaps over steaks.
Sir.”
“Tell him the threat is past and the job well done, General. Dr. Whittier and the man
working with him are safe and have moved elsewhere.”
“Mr. President, about the Russians….”
“Nothing can come of it, General. They tried and failed. As you know, we have at times
made some mischief in their country, too. I’m afraid we return to business as usual, General, and
let them wonder how we knew about their annihilation squad. They undoubtedly viewed Dr.
Whittier as a threat of some kind to things they may have going on over there. Their agent has
been shadowing Dr. Whittier for years. None of it has any connection to Las Vegas, General,
even though it may seem to you that it does. Dr. Whittier’s role on the committee was temporary
at best and this is all quite coincidental. His field is psychology. We are using his expertise in a
totally different direction.”
He smiled warmly. Phillips smiled warmly. Wagner smiled warmly. Joe Dugan was a bit
rough, at times, but there was no quibbling among those who really knew him. The man was
unquestionably good at what he did.
Holiday Inn, Culpeper.
They no longer had the anechoic chamber, although they did have the all-important drug
combination. Whittier needed at least two hypnosis sessions with Jim before any final
demonstration, and all they’d have now was a motel room. They’d need something to block all
light from the windows, and if the chair in the room wasn’t good enough, they’d have to get
something better.
Whittier made his second call to Riordan.
When they were ready to check out, Mike took Trish and Jim to his room. They’d just
dissected the man and laid him open, soul side up, and now he’d have to be reassembled.
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“Jim… you’re wondering how I feel about all this, but you’re not going to ask me. You
don’t have to… here’s my answer.” He held out the keys to his Lincoln. “These fit the Linc. You
two have poolside reservations in a motel north of Fredericksburg. You are James and Kathleen
Blaisdell and your missing luggage is on the way to Paris. You make up the rest. All the bills are
paid, even meals. You may not want this woman, but if you don’t take her with you she won’t be
fit to have in the same county.”
“MIKE!” Tricia sputtered. She took his hand. Jim continued staring at the keys. He took
them very slowly.
“There’s something I don’t understand,” he said, looking sideways at Trish. “Are you two
people related somehow?”
“Oh!” Trish smirked. They’d never called Mike anything but Mike. She wore an impish
grin.
“A little,” Mike smiled. “I’m her old man!”
Moscow.
Lyunov moved slowly toward Kalanin’s office, wondering how best to make his report.
Nina’s suicide had come at an impossible moment. All of her staff were players in her orchestra,
but she alone knew the scores without seeing them. If there were reservations in her mind, or
thoughts about work yet to be done, they had died with her. Kalanin had chosen the wrong time
to bear down, and the wrong way as well. He had undoubtedly blamed her for his own mistake.
True, this Foster showed incredible levels of PPK, assuming the bely yatchik in Pelletier’s
hands was not damaged, but no matter. PPK energies had to be quite identical in nature before
interference could result… he was positive. If the experiment had shown that interference was
possible, no conclusion about the American could have come of it, but the experiment was never
attempted because it couldn’t be attempted.
Thirty-six teams of agents had been trained. Thirty of those had been successfully moved
into positions within the United States, in addition to Pitski and his teammate. Of the six left
behind, five were still available for the benchmark test.
The test checked the efficacy of each agent’s conditioning. It used slim crystals, grown of
silicon in the form of a rod no thicker than a pencil and about the same length, mounted in
apparatus that included strain gages and recording equipment. Early conditioning of every team
member involved willful mental heating of one side of the crystal rod only, causing the rod to
bend slightly. The test was an indication of each agent’s ability to form a proper picture, in this
case of the rod, and then to see one side of the rod becoming warm. The degree of warmth
needed was barely enough be detected by touch.
When a trainee achieved acceptable control over the elemental procedure, he began
intensified study of labyrinths and structures of silicon typical of semiconductors, four months of
constant immersion and hypnosis. The benchmark test was rerun each day, yielding a complete
history that ran collaterally with the studies. When Lyunov ran the same test on the five team
members available to him, not only were no PPK effects seen when drugs were injected—all five
suffered dangerous seizures! And yet the drugs and dosages were identical to those they’d
received during their training.
Agitated, he cross checked individual training records with those of earlier trainees and the
inescapable conclusion leaped out at him. Nina’s procedures required four months of controlled
increase in drug levels. She’d been given two weeks to prepare these latest teams! Yes, the doses
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could be increased much more rapidly, and yes, the results were identical to those achieved with
the longer training periods, but not safely, not in two weeks. She’d gone on record with that
statement; there it was in the file. Nina had been ordered to accelerate the dosing—by her
cousin, Boris Kalanin.
The teams already in place in the United States would certainly self-destruct now, if the
same injections were administered to each PPK agent by his partner.
Pitski and his teammate were the sole exception to the thirty teams. He’d been in training for
many months, almost a year—therefore the reason for his selection for Las Vegas—and he’d
been injected twice in a short time. Yet he was still alive, still capable. Proof positive.
Entering Kalanin’s office, Lyunov felt ill. His illness was contagious. Within minutes,
Kalanin had it as well.
Howard Johnson’s Inn, Fredericksburg.
Tricia watched him go through the motions of opening the drapes, staring absently at the
pool, then closing them again. Compared to Bermuda, the room was third rate. He tried the
doorknob, not speaking. Finally, he turned.
“Hey, skydiver… tell me again what it’s like to jump out of a plane.”
“Hey, Mr. Monster….” She couldn’t make the words come out.
He watched her tears become a silent river, then came to hold her, rocking her, waiting for
her well to run dry.
Finally she looked at him through red eyes. “It’s stupid… crying like this. I thought it would
be so different… but….”
He dried her wet cheeks with his fingers while she clung to him.
“Trish, I didn’t tell you everything in Bermuda, and I’m sorry. I’m so sorry.”
“Hey… hey, that part’s fine.” She searched his face. “I told you I’d be patient, that I knew
there was more.”
“No, it’s not fine. Until you walked into my life, I thought I had it knocked. I was wrong.
You changed everything, Trish.”
“How?”
“You made me want to be normal. Look at me, Trish, I’m a freak!”
“I’m in love with you, freak.”
He fingered her hair, wanting it black again. “I fell for you before you even stepped onto my
boat. But it doesn’t change what I am. Do you know how many times I’ve wanted to love
someone, Trish? Do you know how it’s been, knowing I’ll hurt anyone I might care for by telling
her what I really am? Forfeiting the one thing I want so much? I want to share my life with
someone, Trish, but it’s impossible. I can’t, and it hurts so….”
“But I do know about you… now.”
“You thought I was someone predictable, not a freak. You can’t change that.”
“I came after a man who unlocked something inside of me, that’s what I did,” she answered.
“I came after you and I got you, and I’m not letting go of you.”
“What do you think my life is going to be now? I’m on the run, right now, this minute.
Twice someone’s tried to kill me, Trish. They want my power and if they don’t have it they want
me dead. Who will I trust? I can’t be Jim Foster any longer; they know about Jim Foster. No
matter where I go, the power is bigger than I am. Wait….” He kissed her nose. “Trish, it’s worse;
it’s stronger. Something we did, Gordy and I, made it stronger. I don’t know what it means, or
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when the slightest thought may become reality in front of me. I don’t know if there are other
forms of it waiting to mushroom some day when I let down my guard. I’m truly a monster now.”
“I don’t care. I love you, Jim!” She clung to him, her face turned against his chest.
“Graham said years back that if one person could fly when everyone else could only walk,
they’d kill him. They’d kill him rather than try to learn how to fly themselves. Gods have no
place among mortals, he said. I know now why he drummed that into my head, but I didn’t know
it then. He saw this coming; he was warning me. He was right.”
“We can hide you, darling. I’ll go anywhere with you. They’ll never find you in Europe. Or
Australia. Somewhere far away.”
“Trish, you’ll throw away your life. You don’t understand what lengths they’ll go to trying
to find me. If neither side can claim me, they’ll both be trying to kill me. There are ways. They’ll
never give up, not until they view my corpse. Oh, damn!”
“Won’t time take care of it?”
“I somehow made a tornado five thousand miles from here, where there’s never been one,
ever. No government can afford to let someone like me run around free. They’d assume I’d
blackmail them. It’s over, Trish. You’ve no idea of the power of governments.”
“Wrong. Mike’s been crusading against the things you’re talking about for as long as I can
remember.”
“Then you understand. They’ll hunt me like wild boar.”
“What about Graham’s work? He needs you.”
“I know. It’s tearing me up, Trish. I have to contact him, get to him.”
“Where is he, darling?”
“Boston. He was moving last time I was there, but I don’t know where. The street people
know… there are ways.”
“Jim… how do you get the money he needs? Can you tell me?”
They separated and he ran his hands through his hair and stood before her, with his head
back.
“You might as well know everything. I’m a thief on top of all the rest. I steal it.”
“I already knew that, darling, and it doesn’t change how I feel. I’m just curious about how
you steal it.”
“From casinos, Trish. I influence the ball at roulette tables, little puffs of air no one notices.
It’s really tricky, learning to key in on the ball and wheel at the same time, but it swings the odds
enough. I’ve been doing it for years. Graham calls it Foster’s Code. He taught his people to take
from institutions that prey on the little guy. Robin Hood, but not as corny. Casinos are a prime
example. You’ll never find a casino that sends its patrons home before they’re broke. He made
me feel all right about… about being a freak.”
“Can you tell me?”
“I’m that one person who can fly, Trish. The power was born into me, so it’s mine. Graham
made sure that I knew that, that I accepted my gift and felt free to use it. It was my own decision
to turn away from so many things I could have done, not his. The race… where we met… that
was one of the few things I let myself do. Even then, I made it more and more difficult. I was
already to the point where I was more interested in what I could do with all those other guys and
their boats, and the elements, and everything outside of my control, than winning. Graham
wanted me to race, Trish. He’d ask, ‘Why should anyone limit a high jump competition to
include only those who couldn’t jump higher than anyone else?’ Or, ‘Who’d limit a running race
to include only those who couldn’t run faster than anyone else?’ Isn’t that comical?”
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“It’s wonderful! I want to meet Graham Foster.”
The minute the words were out, she regretted them. Jim’s face clouded. She would never
meet Graham.
“Now you see, Trish? I can’t do it. No matter how I might feel about things, no matter how I
feel about you, I can’t take you to meet him. I can’t risk having them find him through you, or
through anyone. I can never do anything others do. I can’t think about my future, or plan what I
want to do next year, or even next week. These precious minutes here with you may be the last
minutes of my life.”
“Jim Foster, don’t you do anything foolish!”
“I won’t have to, Trish. I want to live, I’ll fight to live. They’ll get their money’s worth,
hunting me, even if they eventually win. I’m not easy.”
“You’ll go underground?”
“Yes. Your father would help me, I’m sure, but I have to do it myself, Trish, and go by
myself. I’ve spent most of my life there.”
“Will you tell me… when you?…” Her eyes pleaded. This time she wouldn’t let the tears
out. Damn you, Jim Foster, you’re going to make me into one of those hunters.
“No. No, Trish. No, my love… you’ll look around and I’ll be suddenly gone. I hate saying
it. I love you, and I want you; I need you. But I can’t throw away your life along with mine.”
“Where will you find meaning, Jim? Who will there be to care about… you?” His face
showed his torment. She’d dreamt of being with him, of learning why he’d captured her heart,
why she’d known from his picture he’d become so important a part of her life. It wasn’t going to
work out after all, not the way she’d foolishly dreamed.
“Will you make love to me, Monster?”
He took her by the hand and swept her up against him and up into his arms, all in a single
motion. The time for talking had passed.
Moscow.
Kalanin paced. There was little sense whipping a dead horse, but the fault was still Nina’s.
No competent scientist would have allowed the launching of Red Marble without thorough, longrange testing. She could have objected on the grounds that more work was needed. She could
have refused on the grounds that acceleration was deadly. She did neither, all too ready to claim
the prestige she thought she’d earned. An egotist, that one!
There was now no choice but to reveal the flaw to Votrin, and quickly. Votrin was equally to
blame. So eager to come up with the big solution that he hadn’t raised one single objection. Why
hadn’t he ridiculed the concept? Then they’d have been compelled to prove their trained agents
could never be neutralized, that quickly trained teams were scientifically sound. Red Marble
would have fallen under broader scrutiny and Nina’s intentional oversight would have been
exposed. Perhaps there’d have been a way to overcome the flaw if they’d but known about it.
Perhaps they would have decided on a few more weeks of waiting.
Votrin was too ready to try every radical idea that came his way, more concerned with his
control over the government than the consequences of mistakes. The parliament had made so
many mistakes over the past dozen years that one or two more could be tolerated, so he’d
plunged forward.
Russia’s problems would not have worsened faster from such a discovery. The project was
salvageable under such circumstances, but Votrin had raced forward. Where was his leadership?
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As for himself, he’d merely put forward Nina’s work and suggested how it might be used as
a solution. Suggested, not ordered! He’d told them what PPK could do to the West’s arsenal of
weapons, to its technology, its society. What was wrong with that? Nothing! Everything was the
truth as he knew it. He was no scientist, simply a believer in science.
And Cheryakov? Bah! A man who suspected his own mother of plotting against the
motherland, someone who questioned everything. He undoubtedly grilled himself each morning
while trimming his beard. He was feared, a man capable of bringing down organizations over
trivialities. It wasn’t healthy policy to differ publicly with Cheryakov.
He of all people should have forced further work on PPK. The GRU had always been
controlled by the KGB, and although control was not total the mechanisms were there. Nothing
stopped Cheryakov, once KGB, from demanding irrefutable proof that PPK agents would
function perfectly in all situations, including those trained in accelerated programs. Cheryakov
had softened. He’d become a sheep, willing to be led.
Kalanin sighed. Even Gilyutin! The spetsnaz came from his directorate. He was fond of
pointing to his record when it came to agents in the field. Oh, he could train spies and saboteurs,
yes; it was their performance that now came into question. A competent team would have
reported success by this time, not spent their time celebrating. That was the trouble with sending
good men off to live in luxury while they awaited tiny assignments justifying their existence.
They forgot others might depend on their efforts, that others needed to know their results. Play
first, work later. Bah! Gilyutin needed to be more aggressive with his directive. It was his
responsibility, his duty!
Kalanin’s pacing was interrupted. The object of his focus at that moment was standing in his
doorway, no doubt with another gloomy report from Pelletier. Pelletier was nothing but a thorn
in everyone’s side. What value did he serve aside from keeping track of Foster’s location? Let
him send a report that there’d be no more reports, that they’d not have Foster to deal with any
more. Let him do that for a change!
“I have just been handed bad news,” Kalanin rumbled without formal greeting, “so I hope
you have come to cheer me up.”
The other stepped inside and sat down heavily. “If it is cheering you need, I must leave.”
“Another distressing report, without doubt. You are wearing it on your face.”
“More than you can guess. We have just now received a report from our source inside the
military base at Quantico.”
“Quantico? Then… there is no connection with the Foster mess. What was the report?”
“Several hours ago, five of their helicopters were scrambled to the location in Virginia.
More were sent shortly after. Our agent learned that five men had been killed on the grounds
there. The additional helicopters were searching for two men on foot.”
“Are you telling me the dead men are ours?”
“They aren’t theirs. Our agent learned only that identities of the dead men were being
sought; that they were apparently terrorists. Secrecy has been clamped over the affair.”
“You assured me that there would be no compromise! You boasted of hand picking the men
and now you are saying that they were stopped? Did they accomplish the mission, at least?”
“They may have been surprised by a force much larger, even though we knew of nothing
beyond a few guards posted inside the buildings. We can’t be certain that our men were not
stopped before they could gain entry. There is also the matter of the two men on foot.”
“Were they found?”
“Our man learned nothing further. Perhaps they were found, maybe not.”
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“Foster and Whittier?”
“It is possible, but it could have been anyone. I did pick the men, Boris, and they all had
enviable records. The Americans were tipped off somehow and had a massive force waiting in
ambush. Five men against ten times that number?” Gilyutin shrugged. “There is no report from
Pelletier. He may have turn—” He stopped. Kalanin had raised his hand.
“Lyunov was here a few minutes ago. He has discovered that our PPK agents in America
will not survive even the single injection needed for their performance. Nina undoubtedly knew
it all along.”
“Survive? It will… kill them?”
“That is his prediction. We have five men here who are now vegetables, thanks to that same
injection. Red Marble has failed. It is only a matter of hours before we must convene another
session at Cheryakov’s lodge, and here we are, suddenly holding nothing in our hand. It is too
late to leave the game now. Frankly, it is not your fault, nor mine, but others will not see it that
way.”
“They’ll need someone to blame.”
“The proper person is dead already! I cannot delay. Our alligator grows with every
moment!”
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Chapter 15
Fredericksburg, Virginia.
The Hertz car had been delivered to a Carl Peters at the new Howard Johnson’s motel. FBI
Special Investigator Bradley identified himself to the motel desk clerk and inspected the motel
registrations. Peters listed a West Virginia address. There was no phone number for that address.
The clerk handed him a key for Peters’ room, deciding he had other things to do.
Bradley knocked twice before using the key, then drew his gun and pushed the door open.
Peters obviously expected to return. A set of keys lay on the table: Ford. The ID tag had Miller
Beer on one side and a Pennsylvania license plate on the other. Was that vehicle still there?
Bradley finished listing the room contents and stepped outside. The camper outside the door
belonged to the keys. Twenty minutes later, he had an inventory and photos of the weapons
locker, with more than 3600 assorted rounds of ammunition still in it. There were five pistols,
one Uzi, two AK-47s and a Magnum .44 inside the locker, plus cleaning equipment and
magazines of all sorts, ammo belts, scopes, and three silencers that didn’t fit any of the weapons.
Six different gas credit cards and a Visa, all issued to Peters, occupied a holder above the visor.
His call to local police got him Pennsylvania records. Harvey Ross owned the camper, not
Peters. Ross was quite dead, so who was Peters? Who else was involved? Peters was the only
one registered, but the others could have come in the camper. Was Peters the sixth man?
It was time to knock on a few doors. Somebody at the motel might have seen the men
together there.
Tricia stared at the ceiling, wrestling with her emotions, finally easing herself out of bed. He
couldn’t just walk out of her life, not now, not just because there was risk in her staying with
him. There were places to go if one left no clues. She’d have to convince Jim they could do it
together, that she wanted to do it with him. Someday, the hunters would tire of the hunt.
The knock startled her! Not Mike—he’d have used the phone. She whisked a bath towel
from its rack and cracked the door until its chain was taut.
“What is it?”
“FBI, name’s Bradley. I’m holding my identification up to the door. Sorry to bother you, but
we’re looking for anyone who may have seen five or six men together here at the motel at any
time in the past day.”
FBI! Her pulse rate jumped. Don’t say anything, mention anything. When did you arrive?
Think.
“Excuse me, ma’am, but can you step outside, please?”
“I was sleeping and I’m not dressed. I don’t know any men that were around here.” Don’t
tell him anything. Think.
“When did you arrive, ma’am, here at the motel?”
Think! Jim registered for both of you. Blaisdell. That was it. You are Kathy Blaisdell again.
But what first name did he put down? Was it James?
“We just arrived a little while ago. It was a long trip and we’re both very tired. I’m sorry, I
can’t help you.”
“All right, ma’am. I’m sorry to bother you. Your name?”
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“It’s Blaisdell. Now for God’s sake—”
“Thank you, Mrs. Blaisdell. Once again, sorry to bother you.”
She sagged against the wall and listened to him knocking on the adjacent door. Five or six
men together! Were all the motels being searched? There were five men in Mike’s party, six
counting Jim. Had someone seen them at the other motel? No, the question was about this motel
and the previous day. Mike and the guys had counted five men inside Grace, which was only an
hour away. Was this motel their base? Would they return? Oh, no, it couldn’t be!
But the FBI was knocking on motel doors, looking for half a dozen men. Their methods
were usually much more oblique. Something urgent was behind it, a manhunt. Jim! The FBI
would have a description of Jim, too, wouldn’t they? And Whittier? She turned; Jim was up on
an elbow. He’d matched her conclusion with his own.
“The manhunt. It’s started already.”
Moscow.
Votrin paced alone in his chamber. The American president was acting more like a Russian
with each passing moment, concealing meetings with his government’s leaders so effectively
that normal methods of detection were defeated. Even now he was bluffing, testing the water,
and the time was short. The destruction of Las Vegas and the air base seemed to have been
shrugged off, forgotten except by the media. Not even a blink from the American side.
Yet Winfield admitted to the world that his top scientists were unable to come up with
anything to explain Las Vegas. That was not Russian at all, and there was the enigma. Faced
with certain destruction of his country, the American president was putting on a poker face,
holding his cards close to his vest, and now hurling an absurd challenge based on a freak
occurrence in Moscow. Control of weather, indeed!
Obviously, Kuchumov had misunderstood. Eminent scientist Nina Rubinova, in thirty-eight
years of work with PPK, proved beyond any doubt that a finite range existed. Boasting now of
unlimited range, therefore unlimited power, was so transparent it was laughable.
Was Winfield’s ‘superman’ prepared to do something they might record on videotape,
perhaps where Russian experts could set up instruments and monitor the complete illusion,
including areas surrounding the spot? What would Winfield say to that? He’d already said it: any
demonstration would occur when the Americans decided, no other way, using rules so restrictive
almost any natural occurrence could be construed as happening or not because of their man. It
was the way Votrin would have played it, given the pitiful hand Winfield held.
The real problem was Winfield’s perception of what he held. His own scientists had
undoubtedly duped him into believing in this new curiosity. How could anyone compare three
hundred square miles worth of destruction to a small disturbance of the atmosphere? What could
Winfield hope to do with such oddities as a sudden shift of wind or a miniature cloud? Did he
really believe the appearance of some mist could be turned into a global concept?
Ah, but what if he did believe it? The precocious child playing poker easily stymies the
master. The difficulty lies in the master learning to interpret the actions of the child. A
preposterous raise, made from unlimited collateral, forces the master to call the hand, thereby
being compelled to put up equal collateral. Or, fold the hand. While that exposes the foolishness
of the child, it isn’t poker.
This hand could not be called or folded! The annexation ultimatum threatened total
destruction of the American system in a single moment. Anything less invited nuclear retaliation,
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and doing nothing at all robbed the threat of all its power. Doing nothing was only marginally
better than following through with less than full force, but still unacceptable.
Clearly Las Vegas had been too small an example. In a few weeks the shock had worn off.
Such would not be the case, however, at one minute past the deadline. Kalanin’s agents were in
position, but prepared for a limited range. That would be changed to maximum range—and
maximum effect—as soon as they could meet at the hunting lodge. The destruction would
include one nuclear power plant, as well as all New York City.
Washington. Afternoon of day 17.
Hammond made the first call from Annapolis, a phone in the Eastport shopping mall. The
number was supposedly toll free, though it wasn’t an ‘800’ type exchange. It went through.
“I am switching you directly to the White House, sir,” a pleasant female voice announced.
“Please hold….”
Hammond watched his second hand. Thirty seconds was all it took for someone at one end
of a phone connection to place the general location of a call when the equipment was all set up
and ready. It took longer for the exact location to be pinned down and even longer for someone
to get to that phone. After two minutes he’d hang up, then sit in his car reading a paper or
magazine and observe anyone who arrived in a hurry to look over that particular phone.
The connection took four seconds. This time the voice was male. “We are patching this call
into the president’s location,” the voice said, again without asking the reason for the call. Well,
two minutes was two minutes. Hammond counted the seconds.
“This is President Winfield,” the voice announced. “Will you identify yourself?”
“James Foster.”
“Right. Your call is not being traced, caller. You have my word on it.”
“At two minutes, sir, I hang up. What are your instructions?”
“We have invited the opposition to witness a final demonstration. Is Foster available to do
such a thing… and when?”
“Foster agrees to one demonstration, similar to the one in Moscow. The results will be
anyone’s guess, given his removal from the known facilities at Grace. He will require twelve
hours of notice, and the only two choices are Buffalo or Moscow. What are your instructions?”
“I must present the choices to the opposition, caller. It will be better that they decide.
However, such a restriction is lamentable. Is there any way that Mr. Foster and Dr. Whittier can
include other targets, given maps to study?”
“Sir, neither gentleman trusts the delivery system for such maps, regardless of your
assurances, and no suitable place for study is available. The choices are Buffalo or Moscow by
direction of Dr. Whittier. We have no more time sir. Do you wish to continue?”
“Yes, I—”
“I’ll call again.” Hammond hung up. He’d hung up on the President of the United States and
somehow it felt good! He headed immediately to Baltimore and placed the second call. When the
president answered this time, the exchange was brisk.
“Sir, I repeat that there are no other possible choices for a demonstration.”
“You hung up on the office of the President of the United States, caller.”
“That’s correct. One minute and twenty seconds from now I will repeat that act.”
“I request that you call this number four times daily. At the hours of nine, noon, three and
six. Will you do that?”
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“We’ll call when there is something to call about, sir. If you have a specific time, we’ll
consider honoring that time but we will follow no schedule, sir. That is Dr. Whittier’s directive,
sir.” There was a pause. Hammond watched the second hand tick away the seconds.
“Tell Dr. Whittier I am most disappointed in his recent change of attitude. We’ve challenged
the opposition, and when they reply to that challenge I will have their choice of Moscow or
Buffalo. When will you next call?”
“Tomorrow, sir.”
“Give me a time.”
“No sir.” Hammond’s watch was over two minutes by four seconds. He hung up.
North of Richmond, Virginia.
The Blaisdells took the Lincoln south and found a little Italian restaurant with real
tablecloths, some with an occasional hole but otherwise clean and crisp. Jim ordered imported
wine to go with the spaghetti and crisped garlic bread. It was early, so Angelo left the kitchen, all
smiles, to greet them and explain the character of the wine others rarely ordered, from his home
country. He had a little moustache that Tricia just adored, and when he was finished with his
welcome he returned to put on the cook’s apron. His wife helped in the kitchen, doing as he told
her like any good Italian wife.
The spaghetti was perfect, the wine comical, the atmosphere enchanting. For two people in
love, it was the stuff of storybooks. Angelo’s could have been somewhere in northern Italy, or
somewhere in France, or Brussels. Tricia listened to Jim’s stories of boyhood in Cuzco, learning
of the condor, how it soared effortlessly on currents climbing the mountainsides. They were quite
ugly up close, he said, and that was why they never came close to man; they were embarrassed.
She laughed at his descriptions.
They went on to other things, all the while devouring each other. Every moment was
precious, to be remembered forever just as it was. Their stay stretched to three hours and Angelo
visited their table once again, this time with a violin. He played something for lovers, he said,
from his homeland. Just a simple little tune, but it brought tears to Tricia’s eyes.
No amount of money or the best restaurants in the world could have duplicated what they
discovered in a tiny mom and pop trattoria on the way to Richmond. When they left, they drove
along the shores of Lake Anna, and Jim pulled into a little lane leading into a farmer’s field.
They opened the windows and heard an owl, and Jim told her that an owl was a good omen. That
was why he’d believed Whittier about the Indian who’d helped find him. White Owl was the
Indian who’d drawn him sitting on a condor. The revelation had taken his will away from him.
He explained the drawings, and how marvelously each of them had said something about
him, all from a stone. It was all so new. Her own life was a story of work and effort, striving
toward perfection no matter what the task. So much work, so much practice, so high the goals
that she had bolted from it all and sought the things he already knew about her.
They both laughed about what a stone of hers might have produced in the way of drawings.
Then, before they started back to the motel, they learned together what high schoolers took
for granted about doing something in a car. All the time they were learning, the owl hooted for
them. Just for them.
Knight’s Inn, Woodbridge, Virginia.
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Mike, hearing Hammond’s summary, attached significance to Winfield’s irritation. Whittier
knew the president as cool, deliberate, parsimonious with words; a man who deftly handled
unpleasantries and surprises during his campaign for the office; a man who rarely expressed
irritation. The change was ominous.
Jim and Gordy were alive thanks to factors outside the United States government, unknowns
falling into place in just the right way, and in the face of that the president was irritated? They’d
made the offer as doable as possible, but now there was the question of who was behind the
Grace attack? Who’d sent in a crack team of army commandos? A believable answer might ease
things.
Mike decided to include the question in the next call. Who had died on the grounds at Grace,
and just how had they discovered where it was they were to die?
Moscow, late night of day 17, Washington time.
“Nina Rubinova took her life a short while ago,” Kalanin began, his mood black. “She was
ill, a debilitating disease which has no cure. I had no way of knowing she planned such a move,
of course, and bore down on her for some additional data about PPK, prompted by reports from
America.”
“Pelletier?” Cheryakov interrupted.
“Exactly. He reported extreme levels of PPK energy from James Foster, this unknown
working with the American scientist named Whittier. Nina knew of Whittier and she recently
warned me about the man’s genius, although not quite in those terms. You can all imagine my
concern, yes? Anyway, assuming Pelletier was right, I asked whether Whittier might be using
Foster to uncover counteractive forms of PPK. I appealed to Nina to run some tests, and she
replied by taking her life. She knew something was wrong, and she couldn’t live with it. The
question remained, so I turned to Viktor Lyunov, who of all our people had worked most closely
with Nina during the early years of her research. He immediately began to dig in, but he never
finished the experiment. He—”
“And why not?” interrupted Votrin.
Kalanin pursed his lips, thankful the vodka had been there at the beginning.
“Viktor informed me that Nina’s agents had been rushed through their training, that she had
lied to me about the safety of such a move. The drugs used to release PPK energy destroyed
several of the remaining agents we had here, all trained at the same time as those we have in
America now.”
“You are saying we have nothing over there, that’s what you are saying!” Votrin rose to his
feet.
“I am saying my suggestion of PPK as a possibility for saving Russia was correct. Nina
Rubinova was not the scientist she pretended to be. Instead of objecting to our accelerated
program and disclosing the danger, she shut up. Her answer to my question was to kill herself.
Furthermore—”
“Enough!” Votrin shouted. “I’m not interested in where the blame is to go. I believe you’d
even blame me, given enough time to state your reasons. I want thinking. You have discovered,
too late, something we should have had when we were considering our move. Now we’re stuck
with it. What can we do? Any of you?” Votrin glared at them, hands clasped behind his back.
“You have no suggestions? Nothing?”
They remained silent. He had inherited another can of worms.
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“Then let me inform you of developments in Washington.” He recounted the challenge that
had come through Kuchumov. “There was indeed a brief storm in Moscow yesterday morning,
one which damaged several buildings and injured dozens. It had our weather experts buzzing…
you must have seen the television accounts. There was a whirlwind, a tornado that cut through
parts of the city, and not so many minutes earlier our skies were clear. That by itself might not be
so important, but I have since heard of an intercepted conversation between the Americans and
Ambassador Cooke, asking him to report on changes in the skies over Moscow just before the
occurrence. There was no possible way for the Americans to know in advance of something
natural.
“I came here intending to put an end to all this posturing by Winfield and now find I have no
power? And you have no answers?”
“Aleksei, none of us ever imagined using those agents in America,” argued Cheryakov. “If
they were to be used, all that we hoped to gain from American economy would be destroyed. I
submit that the agents are as powerful as ever.”
“Then they were never powerful at all. We could have saved the costs of putting them where
they are.”
“Perhaps that is true,” Kalanin rumbled. He sensed that the mood was shifting to a more
creative tense.
“Yes, but where does that put me?” Votrin gestured with his index finger. “I now must
continue this confrontation with nothing in my hand. Where are my aces? You have all given me
nothing!”
“Then we must play without aces,” concluded Cheryakov.
“You have said it, without aces. We must allow the deadline to come and go while Winfield
brandishes his clouds and whirlwinds. There is nothing left to do and we are worse off than
ever.”
Votrin poured three fingers of vodka into his glass and downed it all at once. Then he
turned. “But I tell you this… better I had never learned that I held no power in my hand. Those
who know they cannot fly do not talk about flying.”
“There is always Pitski,” said Gilyutin, reaching once again for the bottle. “He does not have
the problems of the others.”
“Why not?”
“He was in training long before the others. It was done correctly, not rushed.”
“And he is still there?” When Gilyutin nodded, Votrin’s mouth twisted with concentration.
“Move him to Washington. I want him available there… to Kuchumov. Yes, to Kuchumov. We
have one ace after all. One may be enough.”
“What would you do with him?”
“We cannot extend the deadline without losing the game,” Votrin answered. “Winfield must
be given another example, one he can’t ignore.”
“Another city?”
“We are down to a few days and he has hidden all indications of any kind that he has even
hinted about our intentions to the leaders of his government. As you have reported, there is no
increase in communication traffic anywhere in Washington, and that is impossible. If I sneeze
during a speech, their phone lines light up. If Winfield’s dog gets his shots, their phone lines
light up. We hand Winfield an ultimatum that could mean doom for 200 million of his people
and what do we see? Nothing! He has told no one of the ultimatum and he’s cut Kuchumov off at
the knees. Everything you thought he would do, he has not done. I tell you, this Winfield may be
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a madman, or a genius, but we must deal with him. Las Vegas was not enough. He doesn’t
believe we will do what we say.”
“Well, we will convince him. We will use Pitski to destroy Washington. First we will get
Winfield out of the city, give him enough time to climb onto his helicopter and fly several
hundred miles. Do any of you doubt that such an act will bring about the results that should have
happened over two weeks ago? You were all so certain you knew what he would do, so
confident. He was so much like a Russian, you all said. You were wrong. Well?”
“Pitski alone cannot defeat their arsenal,” Gilyutin argued.
“Winfield need only believe that his arsenal is useless. Will he think otherwise when
Washington no longer exists?”
Washington. Day 18.
Blake made the next call, but the president was not available. At one minute ten seconds into
the call, he hung up and headed toward Richmond. On his next try, he found himself listening.
“Caller, this is the president. I must talk to Whittier, face to face. I will send my helicopter to
any spot it can land, at your discretion, and Dr. Whittier is assured of all the protection normally
given Air Force One. What say you?”
“The caller makes no decisions, Mr. President. I won’t speak for Dr. Whittier. Your answer
will come in the next contact.”
“Surely he realizes that the attempt at Grace resulted from my listening to his wishes, not to
laxity or carelessness. We were readying a crack military team at the time the attack took place,
and he knew that. We simply did not have it in place soon enough. As it was, one of our elite
army units managed to dispatch the intruders on their own initiative.”
“Mr. President, we need to know the identity of the intruders. Who was killed, if anyone?”
“Dr. Whittier’s man, Pelletier, was a Russian agent. The men killed, five of them, were all
Russian illegals, spetsnaz. Pelletier directed the attack force to Grace. He’s dead as well.”
“Thank you. We’ll call again.” Blake hung up. This would be a tough one to call. Whittier
might not be able to return once he went in. If he didn’t return, it meant they’d given up on Jim.
Even if he did return, they might follow him.
He called Mike and repeated word for word what he’d heard, then arranged to call back.
They’d need time to make the decision and he figured on being the one to make the next call.
The White House.
“They’re suspicious, Howard. I gave away the store with those spetsnaz, but I don’t think he
bought it. Do you suppose they’ll think it’s a story to win their sympathies?”
“We wait and see, Jim. The bit about Pelletier will weigh heavily on Whittier. He had great
faith in that man.”
“Yes, but it explains everything. As it is, the only leaker on our side of it was Wagner, and
that was his first day. Looking back on it, even that was a stroke of genius if only he’d meant it
that way. Wagner isn’t John Hughes.”
“Getting back to Pelletier… he’s been feeding back everything Whittier did with Foster.
He’s been with Whittier since the committees were formed.”
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“I know it. And do you see, Howard, those bastards over there know exactly what we have
in the person of Foster, everything about the man, everything Whittier did to extract Foster’s
power. We’re playing the goddamn hand face up!”
“There’s a new problem out of all this.”
“I need another problem, don’t you think? What is it?”
“Foster. We know now that he came in as an illegal, bogus passport, no social security
number, et cetera, et cetera. We have no idea who he is or where his loyalties lie. Even though he
agreed to work for us in this thing, he might as easily work for the other side, especially now.
Would you be comfortable knowing he was working with the Russian side?”
“Then they’d have all the cards, Howard, face up or not.”
“Can you guarantee that he won’t jump?”
“You made your point. Look at where we are right now with the man. All the indications are
that we’re dealing with blackmailers. I just talked to voice number two, of how many? I’m
waiting for the shit to hit and that’s why we have to get Whittier in here! Even if we separate
Whittier from Foster in the process, we stand no chance until we work on Whittier some more
right here. Correct the man’s perception of what happened at Grace.”
“Yes, you can’t do much with a two minute window. Whoever is running the ring out there
knows exactly about how to do it. Are they working for us… or them? Maybe part of a group
that was to pick up both men during the assault?”
“I wonder. How else would Whittier and Foster be able to tie up with someone so quickly?
Here’s a firefight lasting some eight to ten minutes and at the end of it Foster and Whittier are
gone. Not long after, Whittier calls that agent, whoever, out there… Riordan. Except for that call,
and the one made to get this phone setup, it’s been someone else on the phone. Two voices so
far. Someone else is running the phone show for Whittier. Who?”
“And from where? You’re right, Jim. And we might add, why?”
“Blackmail. They want money.”
“I hate to harp on this, but Foster is one goddamn dangerous man in the wrong hands. He
hasn’t an inkling of what could be done with that head of his, using the right methods. Whittier
isn’t that good either, remember. We have better. And… Foster is free. Foster is too damn
dangerous to be free!”
“Too dangerous to be free? Yes. Yes, you’re right. There is far too much at stake here to
allow one man the privilege of holding us at ransom, now or later. If we lose him, we may wake
up to far worse than a few hundred dead. Foster could sit comfortably somewhere thousands of
miles away, undoubtedly in Russia under close watch, playing with this country like a cat tossing
a mouse. They’d pay him royally, anything he named, to add his power to their own.”
“Perhaps you’ll have to make plans, Jim, in the event we can’t bring him in.”
“Yes. If he won’t come in of his own accord, we’ll have to kill him. It’s our only option.
That is, if we can find him.”
“Pelletier?” Whittier leapt to his feet. “Impossible! I knew Gene years before any of this.
No, not true, not true!”
“Winfield says he’s dead.”
“Dead? Oh, no!”
“Winfield’s calling them spetsnaz, too,” Mike stated. “He could have said ‘Russian agents’
to make his point. Flores said spetsnaz, now it’s Winfield.”
Richardson looked puzzled. “What’s the significance?”
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“Spetsnaz are predominately GRU. How did the GRU know that much, that fast, about
Grace?”
“Someone knew about Bermuda,” Whittier added. “We had barely time to pack that
morning… Gene couldn’t have contacted anyone then.”
“But he knew earlier than that, didn’t he, even if he didn’t know the exact time?”
“Yessss. I suppose he could have….”
“Too coincidental, Gordy. Better just accept the thing. He must have been planted long
before you met him, and he was good enough to fool you. Who got him on the committee?”
“I wanted Jeklin, but he fell ill just before….” Whittier closed his eyes and exhaled. “All
right, it was Gene; I accept it. Now what?”
“Your invitation into somebody’s parlor. Even if they send you back, they’ll trail you to us,
so we’ll have to move somewhere else as soon as you go in.”
“And if I don’t go?”
“If I were Winfield,” Mike said, “I’d think you were out for blackmail, or working for the
other side. You and Jim disappear, with spetsnaz in the picture, then pop up playing hardball
with a mystery team. They’d assume you were double dealing from the start.”
“It’s a trap,” Richardson warned.
“Sure it is, Jed, but it’s not going away and we can’t get into Winfield’s head from here.
He’s after Jim and this is the way to him.”
“He’s been under tremendous pressure,” Whittier said, “but he’s never yet given me reason
to doubt his word.”
“That doesn’t compute, Gordy. He misjudged protection at Grace and he drove you to risk
that Moscow thing, even if it turned Jim into a vegetable. Sounds flaky to me.”
“He’s a man driven by circumstances,” defended Whittier.
“Power pushes people across that thin line between brilliance and fanaticism, but the power
in this case may not all be his. I’m wondering just how much someone is coaching him. Gordy,
can you handle a face-to-face, if it comes to that?”
“Yes, but I’m surprised it’s needed. We did set up communication, and it makes much more
sense for me to stay right here and work with Jim. That’s what Winfield should want.”
“He wants Jim under lock and key.”
“It still doesn’t make any sense, but if you’re right, Mike, if it does go wrong in there, I want
all of you to scatter. I’m not risking Jim’s life for someone ‘over the line’, as you say. No matter
what comes of it, Winfield must allow me to reach you. If I use the word, ‘feelings’, take action.
And if you can’t get through to me, or don’t hear from me, the same applies.”
“Agreed. I hope we’re all wrong. I voted for this man.”
The White House. 5:30 P.M.
Winfield cradled the phone and nodded at Greenward.
“He’s accepted. In ten minutes he’ll walk up to the main gate at Andrews and that’s good
enough for me. We’ll find the associates later, if it’s necessary. Now all we have to do is work on
him. I know it’s short notice, Howard, but can you stay?”
“Gordon!” Winfield strode around the desk, hand extended. There was another in the room,
sitting quietly along the wall. “Gordon, your decision has relieved me greatly. This day has been
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as unsettling as yesterday for us. Howard Greenward here is one of my personal advisors and a
fine chess player. He’s looked forward to meeting you.”
The two men shook hands. Whittier thought he’d met Greenward before, but they’d never
exchanged words. He looked tough, with a pock-marked face. Ex-military, most likely. Could he
be the person coaching Winfield, as Mike surmised?
“Sit down, sit down,” Winfield gestured. He resumed his position behind the desk, but
remained standing. “Gordon, forgive me, but I have to ad lib. Neither Howard nor I have any
idea what will happen, but we’ve played one of our aces, albeit a bit hastily in view of the near
success of their swat team at Grace. If you or Foster had been harmed or taken, or killed, I’d
have had no choice but to hand over the country. Our own military might well have begun
something on their own and a thousand other possibilities lurk around that scenario. As you well
know, we are down now to a few dozen hours now.”
“The attack did take Pelletier’s life, unfortunately, since we might have learned much from
him. We think he was a minor plant whose role became extraordinary when he sat on the
committee.”
“At my request, I’m afraid,” Whittier added.
“You wanted another, true?”
“I knew… yes, true. I wanted Jeklin.”
“All right, well, you couldn’t have known. Now let’s talk about Foster. We must move him
into our protection quickly.”
“Why, Mr. President?”
“First for his safety, but also for tempo. The pace will pick up now, and we need him on call
for a whopper of a demonstration when we hear from the Russian bastards. They’re chewing
mighty hard right now on what he did in Moscow. We need both of you in here, and if you need
to duplicate that setup at Grace we may be able to accommodate you.”
“The good news is that there is no need, Mr. President. Jim and I both feel that he can repeat
either Moscow or Buffalo from someone’s living room, in a manner of speaking.”
“Yes… you did restrict it to those areas through these spokesmen of yours. Gordon, may I
ask what the hell is going on with these other people and why there is suddenly all this secrecy
and suspicion? I gave you carte blanche for this project, even to the selection of Grace. Now,
why do you collectively feel that you are safer running around the countryside than I am right
here? We are offering both of you the same protection I enjoy. Am I off base for asking that?”
“No, sir, not for the asking. But since you’ve opened up the subject in that way, perhaps we
can better understand your view after some answers. First I’ll give you our own perception of
what happened at Grace. Jim and I were indeed the targets. We were rescued from certain death
during the firefight, but not by anyone known to you, or anyone around you. You referred this
morning to an army group having the good fortune to intercept Russian agents on the property,
and we were made aware of those army people well after the fact. May I ask, sir, why… when
ours were the lives on the line… we were never told that you’d sent in some army unit, fully
prepared to dispatch heavily armed terrorists?”
“Time, Gordon, time. That army unit was sent in specifically to beef up security at Grace. I
spoke to you personally about it.”
“Yes, sir, but you described armed guards in evidence throughout the buildings and grounds
to the extent that I’d be aware of them, even bothered by the sight of them. That Foster and I
would be restricted to the buildings. You never hinted that at sometime about seven in the
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morning, at a time when we were always outside walking the grounds, you anticipated a raid that
would utilize army commandos… and they were commandos, sir.”
“Yes, Gordon, commandos of the highest order. They weren’t aware in advance, nor was I,
of the raiders they intercepted. They saved the day, a case of the right men at the right place, but
it often works that way, as you must know.”
“Then, Mr. President, I submit that we are safer running all over the countryside, as you put
it, than placing ourselves where we’d be sitting ducks waiting for the next leak. Your crack army
unit was up at sometime around two A.M., dressed in commando black… not fatigues… arrived
in a civilian van, entered the Grace property over the back fence with silenced weapons and
grenades, and then swept the grounds using fast assault tactics, all before seven in the morning.
Let me ask you, sir, is that in line with a special assignment to occupy the Grace buildings as a
guard detail, which is how you described it to me?”
“Dr. Whittier, are you suggesting that we knew about those Russian agents?” Winfield’s
manner showed irritation. “As for leaks, we have established beyond any doubt that Pelletier was
the source.”
“What I suggest, sir, is that you did not know about those commandos, and we can presume
they didn’t get their information from Pelletier. We know that they were there expecting to
engage spetsnaz on the property, because the team rescuing us questioned one of them. It is my
turn, respectfully, to ask you what the hell is going on?”
“Dr. Whittier… look, I’ve told you all I can about the raid. You are sitting here, perfectly
safe, when in your own view you should have been killed. We’re all grateful that our men beat
their men. Now, let’s quash this exchange. It’s leading us nowhere.”
“Sir, the point is that Jim and I are alive only because others risked their lives to come in and
get us out.”
“Who? The ones making the phone calls?”
“Yes. I knew none of them until yesterday morning, but they are as American as you are and
they acted in behalf of someone who took exception to our removal of Jim Foster from Bermuda.
If you truly want to quash this exchange, then simply accept the fact of our taking care of our
own security and we can get on with my reason for sitting here. I presumed you wanted to
discuss the final demonstration.”
Winfield looked at Greenward. Whittier wasn’t buying any of it.
“Dr. Whittier,” Greenward interjected, “since it bothers you so much, let me explain that the
army unit was sent through the individual efforts of the chairman of the Joint Chiefs, General
Dugan, who on his own initiative, based on concern for your safety, created the special detail and
directed them to be on the property covertly. In all honesty, we can’t quite figure out what genius
directed him to do it, but his instincts were accurate. The fact that we’d asked the same man to
rush a guard detail of similar commandos to Grace is irrelevant now, but such a detail would
have arrived yesterday during the morning, scant hours following the attack. The general
followed sound military principles of establishing a perimeter defense.”
“So much for quashing. Mr. Greenward, my concern isn’t eased by hearing that General
Dugan’s unit was unknown to the office assuring us impregnable security. How did he know we
were there, from Gene Pelletier? Is your point that Gene was the source of all leaks about Grace?
Is your general in the habit of charging off on his own that way? No, I don’t think so, and we
will remain in charge of our own security. Let that be the end of it. Now, may we discuss the
demonstration?”
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“Whittier, listen to me,” Winfield said, leaning on his desk. “Foster is the hottest property
this side of the ocean. Now that those Russian bastards have failed twice to stop what you’ve
done so well, they won’t rest until they have him or kill him. I don’t want that, and you don’t
want that, but we can’t yell about it because this whole thing is under tight wraps. None of this is
officially happening, don’t you see? They can keep right on coming for him, knowing I’ve got to
help them cover their tracks, or go public. If you bring Foster safely inside our protection you
can stop them, and we can learn so much more than we already know. You can command
anything you ever dreamed of, so that you can work with the man: money, facilities, you name it.
You are on the threshold of something mankind has dreamt about more than flying or space
travel: controlling the weather! Great good can come of it, benefits unheard of. You, yourself,
will be its author. America will gain from it.”
“But not if he falls into Russian hands.”
“Precisely. Once we have Foster with us here, we’ll have a wall so thick around that man
that no one will ever penetrate it. He’ll be so safe, I’ll be envious!”
“He’ll also be a captive, Mr. President. He’ll be in that cage you just described as long as he
lives, not returned to private life as you promised. Convince me I’m wrong, sir.”
“Uh…. Mmm… look, Whittier, perhaps it’s time for me to be brutally frank. Foster is a
goddamned freak. You know it better than most, because you’ve spent your career working with
these freaks. He was born with this weird talent of his and he’s stuck with it. It’s just like being
deformed, Dr. Whittier, you have to live with it if you live at all. Foster hasn’t apparently come
to grips with that, but he will. He’ll see that there is no place for him to run, now that the other
side knows about him. He’ll be hunted unless we protect him. They’ll find him and take him.
Blame your spy friend, Pelletier, for that.”
“You would be the wall builder, rather than the other side.”
“I… dammit to hell, Whittier, you keep coming back to this idea of his being a captive. I’m
not saying that; I’m saying that we will make his life comfortable, protect him, change his
identity if he wants that. We’ll pay him royally for his services. He’s your friend? We’ll see that
the two of you are able to continue that friendship. The way you put it, we’re out to incarcerate
the man behind bars.”
“Maybe not physical bars,” Whittier shot back, “but essentially the same. You are admitting
that Foster will never be free. You’ve labeled him a freak, sir, and have described a situation
where he is literally in a cage, and you have not rebutted my statement about him being there
forever. All this because we insist on providing our own security? Or is it that you can’t afford to
let him go?”
“James Foster is too dangerous to remain free, Dr. Whittier. That is a fact, whether any of us
likes it or not. I don’t like it, but I have to face it, and so do you. From time to time we lose a
man to the other side and he takes secrets with him. They get those secrets and we start all over
in another direction to circumvent what they then know. It’s a circle that goes round and round.
We live with it, and agonize over it, but we have never been guilty of delivering a major weapon
into the hands of our enemies, and I’m not talking just Russia now. If anyone gets Foster from
us, they’ll own us. I can’t think of anything worse. On the other hand, if we have Foster we get
ourselves out of this mess we’re in.”
“That’s conjecture, Mr. President. Since we’re being so frank, I fail to see why the Russians
will slink off with their tails between their legs because of Jim. You convinced me that they can
destroy us in a matter of minutes when you sent me off on this quest. Was that just to get me
motivated?”
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The president came around his desk and leaned down, a hand on Whittier’s chair. The
atmosphere was suddenly ugly.
“I’m sorry to have to say it this way, Dr. Whittier. You’ve done amazing things bringing us
this far, but there are political expedients I must address, ones you have no need to know. We
have a country to run and no single individual can stand in the way of that, not me, not anyone.
Not James Foster. Using the power of this office, I direct you to deliver Foster to us. You have
no choice, not at all. If you decide otherwise, the consequences are severe. The full power of this
office will assure that he doesn’t fall into Russian hands. If we can’t bring in Mr. Foster, we will
sanction his death. Is that very clear, sir?” Winfield started back around his desk.
“I understand the words.”
Winfield spun. “As for yourself, Whittier, you’ll have blown any opportunity you will ever
have for funding or support or recognition. We will disgrace you as you have never understood
the word. Unless you deliver that man to us, and immediately, you are essentially a traitor to this
country. You are working for our enemies. Is that very clear?”
“That, too, is clear, Mr. President,” Whittier answered grimly.
“Then where are we, Dr. Whittier? Are we ready to do business?”
Whittier looked up at him. “Go to hell… Mr. President.”
“It’s called protective custody,” Greenward explained. They stood at the West Wing
entrance, waiting for a guard vehicle. “It’s not for your protection, but that of the country.” He
was expressionless, dead of all emotion. “You can change this situation with a word, Whittier.
The president won’t quibble over your choice of language in this tense situation. He understands
your concern for Foster, but your decision seriously compromises gains we have made. You
understand, I’m sure.”
Greenward paused, but Whittier said nothing.
“The president’s primary concern is the welfare of a nation. There can be no personal side to
his office in this kind of situation. He cannot allow a personal side.”
“Mr. Greenward, your point is well taken. The situation can be changed in a word: his.
There is no superior reason he can supply me for forcing Foster into what amounts to an armed
cul-de-sac. He brushed aside my assurance that any demonstration, which apparently he didn’t
intend to discuss at all, could be delivered from wherever Foster and I happen to be. He insists on
terms unrelated to any demonstration and he’s reneged on his solemn pledge to Foster to return
him to his private life when the crisis has passed. Your logic is flawed, sir. This nation’s welfare
has been subordinated to the will of its leader, who I now submit is a megalomaniac.”
Greenward flushed.
“That is patently untrue and you know it. The President has endured untold stresses during
this difficult time. He’s managed, unlike any president in my memory, to juggle resources and
expand on the tiniest advantage. He’s pushed back adversity and in my opinion has made proper
and bold decisions that, unfortunately, may never be told. His appraisal of your actions of a few
minutes ago is correct and his warnings to you are correct. He will undoubtedly look the other
way when the time comes to prosecute you for your position. That is his prerogative. As to your
statement about demonstrations and all that, we have no information to reassure us that the
Russians have not already zeroed in on Foster’s new location. You offer a demonstration that
could well be an illusion.”
“Your sanctuary is the illusion here,” Whittier shot back. “All the integrity that inspired us
and lent us courage to risk a man’s life, trying to find any answer at all, has evaporated. Winfield
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not only demanded the biggest we could deliver, using the maximum levels of a drug he knew
could kill, not only wants us to expand the locations in which a demonstration might be made, he
wants all of it under rules that change with the moment and include lack of trust in my judgement
and integrity. I will not deliver James Foster. Unless you allow my safe return, there will be no
further demonstration at all. There will be nothing to show for the past weeks of incredible effort,
nothing! Your man in there has lost sight of the greater goal. He’s not thinking as clearly as he
once did, nor are you if you have been the one coaching him.”
“My ‘man in there’ is right, Whittier. Somewhere in your past you wasted whatever you
paid for an education. You refuse to see the point that no man has a right to put himself ahead of
a nation. Foster’s patriotic duty is to come forward, and in doing so, deny his talents to that
group of bastards who want—”
“Actually, Mr. Greenward, James Foster has no duty to this nation at all. None. He was born
in another country and brought here as a small boy. He isn’t a citizen, has never been one, and
were the facts known, might easily be the subject of an international confrontation of a different
kind.”
“What are you talking about? You mean he’s some kind of wetback?”
“Yes, you might say that. In fact, that’s quite descriptive of the man at times.”
“Well, wetback or not, he still has a duty to this country. If he’s been here since he was a
small boy, then this country has nurtured and developed him all that time. This country has been
the source of his wellbeing, his health and security under the laws, of his education and
inspiration and happiness, his freedom to be whatever his talents suggest. The United States is
matched by no other country where it counts, where the essential benefits, the standards of living
and freedom are concerned. James Foster owes everything he is today to this great country.
Answer that with your rhetoric.”
Rockville, Maryland.
Richardson called from a convenience store.
“Not good, Mike. I was nixed on speaking to Winfield. Gave them the full two minutes, but
that wasn’t it. They told me there’d be no contact with Whittier, either. I took a flyer, drove
fifteen minutes, made another call. The phone’s been terminated.”
“Shit! I’d hoped Winfield was a better man than that. It stinks, Jed. If the goddamn
demonstration was all that important he’d have let it happen out here.”
“They want Foster worse.”
“Yeah, they sure do. Jed, we’ve got to follow the plan. You’ve got your gear with you, so go
on home from there. I’ll check us all out here. I owe you, pal.”
“Pig’s neck. What about Jim?”
“What do you think? I’ll get him and Trish over with us here, pronto. It’s time for his
disappearing act. I just hope they didn’t use anything on Whittier, but if they did we have to
move fast!”
“No!” Trish cried. “Oh, no, Mike.”
“He’s right, Trish,” Jim nodded, “if there were any possible way of salvaging the situation,
I’m sure Gordy’d have found it. They’re hunting me already, count on it.”
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“They may use something on him,” Mike added. “Someday you can read my files on Big
Brother, but for now believe that Gordy may be forced to reveal where you both are. They can
trace the Linc if anyone got the tag, so let’s move out on the double!”
Trish fought the tears. Her lower lip curled inside her clenched teeth.
“Jim, your life’s on the line. I’m serious,” Mike said. “Do you want my help in this?”
“Get me to any Metro station,” he said. He began stripping off his shirt.
“How about money?”
“What I have is enough.”
“How much do you have on you right now?”
“It’s enough, Mike.” He took out one of the shirts they’d just bought and put it on.
Mike counted out ten hundreds, folded it and thrust it into Jim’s hand. “Use this after you
spend yours, fella. I won’t insult you, but I’ve got a woman here who won’t let me sleep unless
you get a good start.”
“Thanks, Mike.” Trish’s smile was pitiful.
“Now, listen,” Jim said, as he buttoned the shirt, “no one here can tell me about
disappearing. I’ve spent my life outside the system and I’m not in computers. It’ll take them time
to set up any kind of a real system for finding me, and by then I’ll be gone. No one will ever find
me again. Never.” He looked at Trish with an expression of agony. “This time I have my stone
with me.”
She turned away, hands to her face.
Mike seethed as he drove. When they reached the station, Jim asked him to drive past it.
He’d get out along the service road, walk back through the parking lot. Time was everything.
They’d moved quickly enough, but Winfield might have started some sort of dragnet. It would
be massive, if he had.
When Mike stopped, Tricia placed her hand on Jim’s face, tenderly, lovingly, wanting him
to remember her touch. His lips were already burning from their final kisses. This was the other
side of her, a side he’d brought out of her. Their time together had run out.
“I’m coming after you, Jim Foster, no matter where you run or hide, no matter who you
become, no matter how long it takes me, or how difficult. I am your woman, Jim. I will prove it
in a way you can’t imagine.”
“Forget me, Trish. Go on with your life.”
“No, Monster. We have a contract, remember? And I will not be denied.”
She stopped then. Her words were choked off and her lip firmed. Jim took a last look at the
woman he’d dared share his life with, then got out, leaving the door open. He never looked back.
When the Lincoln moved away, he found a spot behind some shrubbery and waited. The car
turned, then came slowly back along the service road. When it was close he saw her face in the
window, searching for him. His vision blurred.
As part of him died, another was born. There’d be time for safety later. Something in the
nation’s capital came first.
Washington.
His 20th floor suite overlooked the central portion of the city, giving him an unobstructed
view of the part he’d need. A hundred dollar bill ended explanations at the front desk; another
twenty to the bellhop assured privacy. The cost of the suite was outrageous, but it was exactly
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what he wanted. When he was satisfied, he hired a taxi for two hours of private sightseeing,
getting out often.
He collected what he needed along the way, then returned and sat at the window from eight
that night until three A.M., with a map of the district at his side and the rest of the world shut out.
When the patterns repeated themselves without variation, he slept.
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Chapter 16
The Russian Chancery. Morning, day 19.
Votrin’s new directive held no mention of the weather disturbance in Moscow, nor anything
directly addressing Winfield’s tough new stance. Votrin appeared unconvinced the Americans
had any kind of power at all—or wanted it to seem that way. But why the subtlety? The
contradictions? What did it mean, Kuchumov asked himself?
Above all, why were Pitski and teammate coming to Washington, the time unspecified, for
an immediate further demonstration? Moscow already had teams in place everywhere, any of
which could be used to force Winfield’s hand if that were the purpose.
Kuchumov instructed his staff to be alert for any phone call that seemed unusual, since
Pitski was not a field agent and would not know the routines, then turned to his breakfast.
Nothing tasted right. Perhaps he was coming down with a cold, and in the middle of the hot
season, too, the worst time. Or was it his nerves? He toyed listlessly with the meal and read his
morning papers, until an aide approached.
“A caller named Foster is holding on your desk phone, Ambassador,” she said. “We believe
it is important, not a nuisance call. It came in through the unlisted number system.”
Foster? Not Pitski? Foster! He abruptly crushed down his paper. It slid off the table as he
jumped up.
“I will indeed take this call, Myrana!”
He hurried to his office, nearly running, and closed the thick, rosewood door behind him.
The ‘thud’ and click testified to the weight of the ornate portal. On the inside, beneath a leather
upholstered surface, was steel plate.
“This is Ambassador Kuchumov.”
“What does the name Foster mean to you?”
“Are you Foster?”
“My question first, Ambassador.”
Kuchumov’s eyes narrowed. “The name Foster was mentioned by President Winfield, along
with the reasons.”
“You understood the reasons?”
“I did. This is highly irregular, whoever you—”
“I’m Foster. Your confrontation with the United States stops tomorrow at noon, in the skies
over Washington. Enjoy the show!”
Silence.
Kuchumov waited. He heard nothing, yet the line wasn’t dead. Was this a trick by Winfield,
some form of grandstanding? Taunting, like the cinnamon buns? Or was Foster acting on his
own? How could he be acting on his own? How had he gotten the unlisted phone number? Why
not normal channels? What was going on? It had to be a trick.
“That’s all?” he asked into the silence.
“That’s enough. Noon.”
“Is this a—” A click; the line was dead. He held the phone for a thoughtful moment before
replacing it. As he turned in his chair, the buzzer announced another call. What?… He snatched
the phone. The next words were in Russian; it was Pitski. He and his teammate would be in
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Washington on the following day, about mid-morning, and he had been instructed not to use the
embassy for their meeting! He was nervous, saying only that he would deliver a message. What
was going on? Kuchumov thought quickly. He could combine two events into one. He could
meet the jittery Pitski at the base of the Washington Monument sometime before noon—an
innocuous meeting between a well-recognized Russian ambassador and a tourist. Pitski knew
him, even if he didn’t know Pitski. The monument was an excellent place to watch the skies over
Washington, if there’d be anything to watch.
Pitski agreed. He’d come alone.
The Oval Office.
Winfield tapped a pencil on his blotter. No response to his face-off with Kuchumov, and
they were down now to the final day. When the time was up—what? New York, as Kuchumov
threatened? Or did they already know that using their power in any major way would bring on a
world cataclysm. Days of agonizing analysis had left him with no better move other than the one
he’d originally chosen. His powers under the War Powers Act provided him with all the
authority needed to act in the eleventh hour, without Congress, but neither he nor Greenward had
any doubt the loss of even a small town now would result in an instantaneous state of war with
Russia. The difficulty rested in preventing that very thing. There was truly no way to know Las
Vegas would not be repeated in dozens of locations.
Maybe Russians were lousy economists, but the dumbest clod could see the nightmare that
would follow—two nuclear reactors were within the described circle for New York—or would
they use a much smaller circle, like the one they’d used to take out the ELF?
The whole thing had to be a bluff. They were making him sweat right up to the last minute,
mocking his pitiful Moscow tornado, undoubtedly praying he would fold his hand. He’d been
wrong, thinking their people would understand its significance, but he’d played that card with
thoughts of follow-up demonstrations, and now Foster was out of reach, possibly even in contact
with them! Worse yet, the Russians knew everything that had happened. Kuchumov knew. He
pretended to be dismayed about Foster, but he must have known.
Greenward was there now, with his notes.
“Howard, look at all this with a supercritical view and tell me what I missed playing this
hand? Why didn’t the Moscow tornado do what we thought it would?”
“How, exactly, would you have reacted, given the Russian intellect and their position, if you
changed places with them?”
“I’d have been scared as hell that someone could sit half a world away and do such a thing,
Howard. I—”
“Stop there. What would make you believe it was done from half a world away?”
Winfield stared, momentarily stymied. “Why… their man, Pelletier.”
“Okay. He reports that Foster is doing something to local weather, but his report about the
Moscow thing was never sent. Not unless the man contacted someone during the hours before his
death. The tornado and storm in Moscow happened a little after nine, our time; five in the
morning, theirs. Pelletier was dead ten hours later, give or take, and the message he was coding
included the Moscow part. Why would he repeat it? There are two fallacies, Jim. First, that
Foster was here and not in Moscow. Moscow knows we can easily zing someone over there in
half a day. Second, that Foster was working solo. We use Foster here to teach the art to others
closer to Russia, or even inside. That’s what they did with their magicians over here. They’d
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reject the idea of a single man having enough clout to bother them from a distance. That’s why
they didn’t react like a bunch of aborigines seeing their first airplane. That’s just off the top of
my head, of course. We’ll never know what goes on in theirs.”
“Excuse me, Mr. President.” It was Bill Wagner, his head through the door to the study. He
clutched a red folder.
“What is it, Bill?”
“This was received by the Public Information Office half an hour ago and forwarded here.
The PIO pegged it a crank call but, because of the text, Secret Service got it. They recognized the
name and sent the transcript over.”
“What name?”
“Foster.”
Winfield grabbed the folder and withdrew a single sheet of yellow paper folded in half.
Greenward read it with him.
“The confrontation stops tomorrow at noon. Enjoy the show above your head. Foster.”
The call had come in at 10:14 and was recorded automatically. No first name was used.
“Him?”
“Yes,” Winfield nodded.
“You think it’s blackmail?”
“What else? He’s gone loco. He may have crossed over, or maybe he’s playing both sides to
see who’ll cough up the most. This message, if we believe it, is saying back off; it’s saying don’t
do anything. What does ‘above your head’ mean?”
“I doubt he’s skilled in international jargon, Jim. How much do we read into
‘confrontation’? What do you think he’ll do? What is he capable of doing?”
“God help us, Howard, I haven’t the slightest fucking idea!”
University Bicycle Shoppe.
The bike was second-hand, a white Fuji, used enough to make the handgrips feel right. The
derailleur worked smoothly, its seat was the right height, the tires and brakes were new.
Somebody would enjoy it when he was finished. He added a pair of gloves and paid cash, then
headed down New York Avenue to the first of the locations he’d visit at noon of the following
day: 1125 16th Street, N.W.
The Russian Chancery.
Day 20.
Foster, waking refreshed, spent half an hour on floor exercises and yoga. Breakfast was
apple juice, the same as his previous three meals, a regimen he’d learned years earlier. Fasting
raised his sensitivity and focus, supplying enough sugar for energy, resting the remainder. He
had a feeling of well being, a lightness, almost a sense of floating.
Showered and shaved, he gathered bed pillows and the rolled up blanket and arranged them
for support, kneeling on the floor with palms on each knee, back straight. Then he purged his
mind of all emotion and relaxed totally, his breathing rhythmic. Somewhere in the recesses of his
mind he heard Whittier’s opening word, ‘You’, used to begin their hypnosis sessions, and with it
he traveled the familiar pathway. He’d done such things before Grace Botanical Labs, before
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Whittier and the anechoic room, before the drugs—but now the path was swift and sure. His
mind knew the procedure without outside help.
When he’d achieved all he needed, he returned from the depths. That, too, was something
his mind had taught itself. There’d be no further use for the hotel room.
An hour later he pedaled the Fuji past the Washington Monument and north. It was most
assuredly a beautiful day. The sky was dotted with small balls of cotton and streaked with vapor
trails from planes flying patterns around the area airports. Early clouds were already out to sea,
leaving blue. Everything was just hanging up there.
Kuchumov, his videocorder loaded, stood on the knoll at the base of the Washington
Monument, a vantage point whose sweep of sky would include key buildings for reference. He
looked like any other tourist, except that his attention was somewhat divided between things
overhead and those moving into the periphery of his vision. He hoped Pitski had the presence of
mind to play his role correctly.
Winfield’s grandstanding was nothing more than the words of a sideshow barker. How
could the man compare Las Vegas to some minor illusions in the sky, allegedly created by this
Foster? Who was Foster anyway, a freak the Americans were fortunate to find at just the right
moment? Such a man, if he had any power at all, would by now be behind the tightest security
possible or, if he was known to Moscow, dead. Foster was apparently neither. He was spending
his idle moments calling embassies. A trick, to make it appear that he was acting alone? That all
the effects produced, if any, were the work of just one man? If he were under any kind of control
by Winfield and his cronies, the method of contact would have been entirely different. And at a
decent time of day!
At any rate, a visual record would be most helpful later. He checked his watch: 11:40. Pitski
appeared a few seconds later, an apprehensive man, coarse-looking with a two-day beard, a grim
smile that lifted his wide mouth way up on one side, and a camera. He was looking for someone
to snap his picture against the backdrop of the White House and Ellipse. Kuchumov was happy
to oblige, relieved to see Pitski had the sense to play a character role, and helped the ‘tourist’
identify several landmarks listed in his guidebook. In the process he palmed the envelope
inserted between the pages. Pitski’s English was poor, but there were too many people nearby to
use Russian openly. Kuchumov maneuvered them to a less crowded spot.
His mood turned rapidly to alarm as he digested the envelope’s contents. Pitski’s PPK target
that very night was to be Washington? It couldn’t be, he couldn’t allow it, not Washington! What
a colossal mistake! Even with the limited range of six miles, it!… Moscow was totally
misreading the American mindset, in spite of his own substantial efforts to relate exactly what
had happened in the most recent meeting with Winfield. With the loss of Washington would
come loss of all reason, of control. Bedlam would take its place. Votrin persisted in believing,
erroneously, that Congress knew about the ultimatum, that days of thinking and planning had
gone into their final response, only a few hours away. And if that final response fell short of the
demands, Pitski would be turned loose.
He’d return to the embassy and call Votrin, try to reason with the man. It was just noon and
nothing had happened anyway. He turned to Pitski. The agent grimaced, holding his forehead as
if having a severe headache, while pointing with his other hand to a dark mass that had formed
above the White House. Unlike the white puffs of cotton high in the summer sky, it hung but a
thousand feet over the building, settling and darkening by the minute. Was this the so-called
demonstration he was supposed to see? Kuchumov aimed his camcorder and began recording. As
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he did, he saw several higher clouds drawn down into the growing phenomenon, absorbed by it.
More followed those, from an ever-increasing distance, accelerating as they neared the voracious
monster. In less than a minute the upper reaches of the sky seemed to be drawn toward a central
point, a secondary mass. The lower one expanded outward in all directions while its base
remained concentrated in position, darkening to an ugly greenish-black. A breast-like shape hung
below the lower surface, followed by a single crooked finger of black reaching slowly from the
tip, seemingly touching the top of the White House.
That’s how Kuchumov recorded it, but he was wrong: it was another building, north of the
White House, on 16th Street. His own chancery!
The antennas atop the old building housing the Russian Embassy made it look somewhat
bristling when viewed from the proper angle. Parabolic reflectors, a huge yagi, strung wire and
whips—every form of radio energy reception of interest to those inside was represented there.
The four-story building with its shuttered windows and ornate green copper-clad cornices was
surpassed by several others also used by the Russians in the district, but was still considered The
Chancery.
Outside the building, two policemen from Washington’s force were at their daily posts, one
in front at the gate, the other in the alley directly behind the structure. Aside from that and the
ominous shuttered windows on an upper floor, there was no other indication of the building’s
role except for the flag flying from a second story flagpole.
Patrolman Fred Banks, the front man, eyed the baleful sky and prayed his radio call would
get rainwear to him in time. Nobody’d said anything about bad weather! Except for modest
traffic, 16th Street was clear. Pedestrians were already off the streets and safely inside buildings,
except for one man across the street with a white bicycle. He’d been there for ten minutes,
standing in a building courtyard; not moving, just looking at the sky. The wind was whipping
trees, filling the air with dust and trash.
When the sky ripped apart it was the sound of new cloth tearing, then a thunder crack that
lifted Banks clear off the pavement with its power. An ear-splitting roar followed. He clamped
his hands over his ears and looked up in time to see the antennas on top of the chancery vanish
into a swirling mass of dirt and debris. A rooftop storage room lost its door and roof together,
then its contents—mostly unused patio chairs—all whirling up into the blackness above.
Terror rooted Banks to the spot. Then he saw the column, stretching up, weaving,
swaying—as a cobra to a charmer’s flute—sounding like nothing he’d heard before. Undecided
on just what to do, he lifted his radio, but by that time the column was moving down the building
like a sock rolled onto a foot.
“The friggin’ thing’s stuck to the building!” he screamed into his mouthpiece, then realized
he was keying the transmitter. He backed away with legs of rubber, churning through the thick
molasses of a nightmare. At that moment his partner exploded into sight in the narrow side alley
and galloped out the far end, hat flying. He lost his footing and went down on the cobblestones.
Grey wood shutters erupted in clouds of splinters and slats; windows behind them shattered.
The wire mesh screen covering a window on the north side ripped away, taking the frame with it,
and joined the whirling debris. As soon as it left, the shutters and window behind disintegrated,
followed by a storm of paper and documents from the electronic nerve center inside.
The sickening sound was a thousand fingernails down a blackboard.
More windows exploded outward, sucked out of frames by the sudden pressure difference
producing thousands of pounds of force on panes. Papers and loose items followed, pictures,
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magazines, anything loose and light enough to be whisked away. An open file cabinet was
emptied and secret files flung away in a few seconds. Doors were sucked open inside the
building and the contents of even the innermost rooms were emptied outside. Maps and plans
joined the maelstrom. Desk blotters, wastebaskets and contents, mail pouches, umbrellas, a
completed miniature diorama of the District of Columbia made of 450,000 matchsticks, stacks of
computer fanfold printouts, coffee filters, cups, utensils, food, paintings, potted plants, toilet
paper—portraits and paintings—all swept through the openings. Trees hugging the building
snapped like toothpicks and whirled as tumbleweeds up the building sides, knocking away pieces
of the structure, riding to heights hundreds of feet above the top, looking like Bonsai specimens
made into pinwheels. All of it with a howling that surpassed all the jets at O’Hare taking off
together.
Banks was backing away. He stumbled and fell in the middle of the street, jaw slack,
crawling and clawing backward. Only the embassy was getting it! Cars that had stopped behind
him were blaring their horns at others behind them, their owners frantic. Drivers got out and ran
into buildings.
The funnel of black stayed in its initial location, changing only its shape, a tight spiral of
destruction around the building lasting minutes. Then it dissipated abruptly without moving on,
disgorging its holdings in a rain of litter on the rooftop of the south wing and the area around the
building’s periphery. Neighboring buildings were relatively unscathed, though some windows
were missing. Most of one tree lodged on the very top of the chancery, hanging over the fourthfloor window arches, and another fell in the middle of 16th Street. Thirty feet of green copper
draped ungracefully from the front cornice and ledge pieces were missing all over. The flagpole
was gone, along with part of one chimney. All the roof covering was gone.
A solitary figure pedaled away on a white bicycle, heading south.
When the finger of black disappeared, Kuchumov shifted the camcorder to the skies above.
What began as a smallish cloud had spread at the top, looking now much like a huge, upside
down umbrella. It continued growing. He stopped recording and sat on the nearest bench to
gather his thoughts, aware a sizeable crowd had watched the phenomenon with him. Then he
remembered Pitski.
The agent was sitting on the adjacent bench, writhing in pain, holding his head with both
hands, his face a mask of torment. He couldn’t speak, although his lips were moving. Several
bystanders were trying to help him, attempting to communicate. Kuchumov joined them, as he
would have for any stranger in such obvious discomfort, but Pitski’s eyes told a story of savage,
wrenching pain. A migraine headache, perhaps, possibly from a sudden atmospheric pressure
change? Kuchumov could think of nothing to do while Pitski struggled with whatever it was
affecting him.
A man on a white bicycle stopped twenty feet away, staring intently at him and the stillsuffering Pitski, then walked his bike to the west side of the knoll. Moments later Kuchumov felt
a chill, a tingling at the base of his skull, as if electricity were running up his spine. The sky
above him darkened abruptly, plunging a thousand acres into twilight. He looked up, stunned by
the sickly brownish-black, boiling mess that had suddenly appeared, close enough to touch!
Before he could react, the second twister was born barely two blocks away, over the
reflecting pool. It exploded as with water thrown into boiling grease, a crackling crescendo that
finished with a bullwhip snap as the giant snake formed and danced above the water.
“Twister!” a woman screamed. “Run!”
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“Omigod!” someone else yelled. “Get under something!”
Someone ran by him; another passed in a different direction. The transition to bedlam took
seconds. Mothers screamed for their children, while those inside the monument panicked and
took steps two at a time, some falling, others piling up on top of them. Some who had the
courage to look out the apertures saw a veritable anthill kicked open below them. Diminutive
forms ran helter-skelter toward the imagined safety of parked cars, to buses, trees. Some rolled
under benches, others stumbled and cowered. A woman dropped to her knees and crossed
herself. Another sprawled nearby, her purse spilling its contents like a split grocery bag. A baby
carriage bumped crazily down the parched grass of the knoll. Hordes of screaming sightseers
raced across the Ellipse toward parking areas, several struck by cars whose drivers held
accelerators to the floor.
Sick with fear, Kuchumov swung the videocorder around and tried to get the funnel in his
viewfinder. The monument was in his path. He raced around the base of the obelisk in time to
see the monster embrace the end of the reflecting pool and start down its length, sucking the
contents as it went.
How many million gallons were in the pool? Five? Six? Gone into the cloud above him,
along with hundreds of tons of mud. The roar hurt his ears, but he couldn’t cover them and work
the camcorder at the same time so he endured the pain, planning to dive behind any convenient
protection if the dragon should start toward him. The man with the bicycle was there as well,
unmoving. His head and shoulders filled the viewfinder twice. A brave one, Kuchumov thought,
or else a fool. The man looked almost hypnotized!
Suddenly the howling changed in tone. The funnel broke contact with the emptied pool and
drew back into the blackness overhead, a piece of sickly black rubber snapping upwards like a
broken strap. The relative silence left Kuchumov aware now of the ringing in his ears. He sagged
onto the bench as those in hiding began to reappear in small groups, the herding instinct, all
nervously searching the roiling blackness overhead. Some inside the monument cautiously edged
out the entrance, then motioned to the more timid. Some were being helped.
The sky remained the same sickly color, close enough to the ground to reach out and touch,
or so it seemed. Where once there had been a long, slim rectangle of water reflecting the Lincoln
Memorial, there was now an ugly trench lined with the thickest of mud and junk deposited over
scores of years.
The man with the bicycle rode slowly down the knoll toward the Ellipse.
Kuchumov turned to Pitski, relieved to see the man’s suffering had apparently eased, yet
surprised that he’d not run with the others in the crowd. The reason became quickly evident.
Pitski was dead. He was sitting there, eyes wide open, dead.
Kuchumov thought quickly. Pitski’s demise had so far escaped notice, the crowd already
herding toward the mess that had been the reflecting pool, to stare into the mud. Groups were
standing around in shock, comparing notes; the monument area was deserted. He sat on Pitski’s
left, making conversation with the corpse until he was certain no one was observing, then stood
and walked rapidly east, around the monument. Pitski, alias John Carr, would eventually be
determined an ‘illegal’. He might even have the Russian Embassy phone number somewhere in
his wallet, possibly Kuchumov’s name written next to it. That would be the extent of it. Let the
man’s partner, whoever he or she was, sweat the details.
As Kuchumov hurried around the monument base, a young boy approached him holding out
a piece of paper.
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“It’s from that man on the white bicycle,” the boy pointed, then drifted away to gloat over
his financial windfall for the errand. Below the knoll, pedaling slowly out of sight up the road
toward the east wing of the White House, was the man who’d stood next to him, the man with
the white Fuji.
Kuchumov opened the note and read the short message. “Keep thinking.” It was signed
‘Foster’.
At the White House, the spectacle over the reflecting pool had put an end to ‘business as
usual’. Staff and guards, Park Service gardeners and tour groups all stood nervously on the south
lawn or the portico, gawking at the spectacle taking place not a quarter mile away, its horrible
sounds reaching them only slightly diminished. Some had camcorders they’d been too late to use
for the earlier twister, reportedly just north of the White House. The omnipresent guards atop the
White House were unusually nervous as they paced back and forth.
“My god,” the president murmured when the thing had finally pulled back into the churning
cloud. He turned to those nearest him at the corner of the rose garden, staff and Secret Service
from the West Wing.
One of them, a guard, was from Oklahoma and had lived through four twisters. He was
visibly shaken, almost babbling. “They just don’t do that,” he repeated. “They just don’t do that,
just don’t!”
“The damn thing emptied the reflecting pool,” someone else called out. “It’s nothin’ but a
hole in the ground!” Someone at the Lincoln Memorial had called him on a cell phone.
“Oh, my god… look!” another pointed. “Above us!”
All eyes followed.
Winfield felt the familiar nudge at his back as his bodyguards moved up. He looked up at a
whirlpool in the sky above them.
“Inside, sir. Quickly!” said a voice in his ear. Others in the group began to move, then run.
“No. I have to watch this.”
“Move it, sir!” Hands propelled him toward the nearest door. “Ground corridor the tours,”
the same voice ordered into his radio. “Yellow, repeat, condition yellow!”
“Get me to Greenward,” Winfield shouted, and broke into a run.
The roaring mass centered over the East Gate, hovering, not touching down, a rattler ready
to strike. Park Service personnel threw down their tools and fled, most dashing for the ground
floor door. Crowds of tourists outside the gate ran for their lives in all directions. Others being
herded out the northeast exit at the end of their tours split ranks, returning to the safety they’d
just left or racing for Pennsylvania Avenue, which was already bedlam.
The rooftop guards didn’t bother waiting for instructions. They literally dove into their exits.
Inside the White House, guides directed their groups toward the ground floor corridor, while
seldom practiced procedures were put into action. On the south portico two dozen staffers stood
galvanized behind the columns, among them Howard Greenward. The open door into the Blue
Room was their escape route if the thing threatened. Some were already inching toward safety.
A huge tree near the East Gate split and was swept down the drive into one of the twin iron
gates, jamming it. Guards there retreated back up the drive, at first unwilling to leave their posts,
then bolting through a storm of leaves, branches and dust for the East Wing, joining terrified
guards from the Northeast Gate there.
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The East Gate, starting point of the tours, was left open. It mattered little—all eyes were on
the demon overhead. Executive Drive was empty. Pennsylvania Avenue was a swarming mass of
humanity racing for shelter. Most were in the midst of their lunch hour, on sidewalks, on their
way to eateries, drinkeries. Those who’d never seen a twister took their cues from others who
had. Sanctuary was wherever one could find it. Cars east and west of Lafayette Park were
abandoned, their owners racing into any open doorway.
A few who thought they had no fear found it.
The wind with form above them was sucking up all sorts of debris from the area around the
White House and Lafayette Park, even though its central portion hadn’t really touched down
anywhere. It moved back from the East Gate area and seemed to hover over the center of the
White House, not quite touching it, while the sky turned almost totally black behind it. The flag
flying atop the building, including the pole, was snatched in a single snap. Flower petals stripped
from the front gardens filled the air, swirling upward like flocks of insane butterflies.
At the East Gate, a solitary figure pushed a white bicycle through the opening and up the
drive, across the grass. There was no one there to stop him.
Three figures crouched down behind the oval of iron fencing surrounding Jackson’s statue in
Lafayette Park. One of them pointed. “Look at that!” he yelled to no one. The twister had
narrowed to a fraction of its former size, intensifying. It touched down on the south lawn, close
to the West Wing, its cone stretching up into the black mass above. What had been a roar turned
to a chorus of primal screams. Those behind the columns of the south portico ducked inside, but
weren’t strong enough to close the door against the wind. They shrank back from the entrance,
some holding their ears. Above them, in the Yellow Oval Room, the president and Howard
Greenward stood well back behind the windows, alert to any chance the tempered panes could
break. The ugly black whirlwind outside moved west, past the windows, undulating as though it
was spinning a hula-hoop.
“I don’t believe this,” Winfield gasped. “Nobody can be doing this!”
“How do you explain it then?”
“Oh, no! Oh, my god! Look!”
While they watched, the fabled rose garden was erased—flowers, shrubs, trees—most of the
loose dirt going along with the flora. The twister snapped magnolia soulangeana and the huge
magnolia grandiflora standing guard at the south portico, then turned and ambled back across
the Jacqueline Kennedy Garden, shredding as it went. Shrubbery torn from the soil was flung
against the southern face of the building like tumbleweeds, cracking windows, and great holes
were sucked in the soil. Hedges became airborne in sections tens of feet long, to break apart
above the building. A wheelbarrow whirled around and around, rising several hundred feet.
The path of the funnel took it across the grass of the south lawn in a weird, halting pattern
that seemed to back up on itself, churning and tearing the grass where it wandered, leaving a
trail. It touched a tree and snapped it, then veered back the way it had come, across the drive and
south lawn, to a point directly south of the Oval Office. Trees planted by Johnson, Hoover and
FDR were stripped to their trunks. Their branches and leaves joined the substance of the gardens,
shrubs, flowers, dirt, tools—much of which was now hundreds of feet above ground, nearly
invisible against the darkness overhead. The pin oak planted by Eisenhower was wrenched whole
from the ground, slamming up against the windows of the Oval Office before being swept
spinning up into the maelstrom above.
The funnel stayed there, hovering precisely before the Oval Office as though giving anyone
inside time to see its power, dancing to its own hideous music, then slowly spending its energy,
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disintegrating. Its contents rained down in an area two hundred feet across, the wheelbarrow
bouncing like a spiked football among branches and litter. The Eisenhower tree crashed back
nearly where it had been, its stripped roots resting against the bulletproof glass.
Then came the rain—merely dirty at first, turning brown within seconds. Thick rain, muddy
rain, the contents of the reflecting pool blended into a slurry the consistency of gravy. The
blackness overhead contracted in size, concentrating its mass now directly over the White House,
a sponge squeezed by a giant hand.
It gave up its contents in a deluge, choking gutters, blocking huge downspouts, forcing the
slop out through the railings and over the eaves, down the sides of the building on all sides. Roof
timbers creaked and threatened to collapse under tons of mud; surfaces split in a dozen places,
thick slop spewing through the breaches like brown wriggling eels looking for holes in which to
hide.
A glaze of filth slid down over the Oval Office windows, joining the tangle of already
glazed tree roots pressing up against the bulletproof glass. Trees, standing or torn apart, wore
coats of glistening mud as if dipped in shit-colored paint.
“What can I do, Howard?” Winfield pleaded, his face ashen. “Tell me what to do. How can I
deal with a monster like him?”
“Get a grip, Jim!”
“Get a?… Christ, the man’s doing this without Whittier, Howard, he’s doing it by himself!
What’s he going to do next, go all over the country wrecking things?”
“Easy, Mr. President,” Greenward soothed. “Wait….” His expression changed. “Look, out
there on the drive….”
Below them, seen through windows streaked with mud, a black-haired man casually
mounted a white bicycle and rode across the littered grass toward the wrecked East Gate. His
path, like his person, was dry—not a trace of the wreckage and dreck evident everywhere else.
“That’s him!” Winfield screamed, as Greenward whirled for the nearest phone. “Kill that
sonofabitch!”
“So… they found the bike,” Winfield said gloomily. He stared out at the destruction as
Greenward poured a cup of coffee.
“At the gate. We were too late.”
“Fingerprints?”
“None expected, but we have men working on it. He wore gloves… these.” Greenward
produced the gloves. “Hung them on the handlebars along with this….”
The president took the small square of paper, his expression grim. It was a two-word
message: “Had enough?”
“Something else, Jim—”
“Something else I really need! All right, let me have it.”
“The Russian chancery… it’s been gutted. The first twister went right down the outside of
the building and practically emptied it. Their people are all outside trying to pick up their
sensitive papers wherever they can find them, and a police cordon has shut down 16th Street.
One of our cops up there witnessed the whole thing and he remembers a guy on a white bike.”
Winfield turned slowly, his expression slowly changing to a smile.
“Well, that changes everything, doesn’t it, Howard? That saves our asses!”
“I thought you might see it that way.”
“Yes,” he grinned. “Yes, yes, YES! Howard, we’re back in the game!”
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Kuchumov seated himself without ceremony, giving the briefest of nods to Greenward and
Wagner. There was no offer of cinnamon buns or coffee, though the cart was in its usual place,
heaped high. Kuchumov understood.
“Mr. President,” he opened, “I anticipate your favorable reaction to my country’s message.”
“We are ready, Mr. Ambassador. Please proceed.”
“President Votrin has seen my videotapes of the… ah… demonstration, which was most
obviously not one you had planned. He has combined it with information from other sources and,
at my strongest urging, is allowing the deadline to pass. He agrees that the dimensions of our
confrontation have now widened…” Kuchumov held up a hand, “…have now widened to
include a new and extremely dangerous factor, dangerous to your position as well as ours. I refer,
of course, to Mr. Foster, whom we know to be a free agent not under your control.”
“Excuse me, Ambassador, but how have you formed such a conclusion?”
Kuchumov smiled as broadly as possible, under the circumstances.
“If he were under your control, I truly doubt I would have received a direct and threatening
call from him about the demonstration. If he were under your control, gardens and trees would
still exist on the south side of the White House… now the Brown House. I won’t use the more
colorful descriptive term. If he were under your control, Mr. President, you would no doubt have
informed me of a change of possible sites for the demonstration, would you not? No, you have
lost your freak magician and we know you have no others to replace him. We know you did not
train him as we have trained our people. We know everything about the futile exercise at Grace
Botanical Laboratories and we know that your Dr. Whittier had no more to do with Foster’s
talents than you or I did. Foster is a freak, Mr. President, whether you like it or not, available
now to anyone willing to pay. Those who have the means to hire him are more dangerous to us
than they are to you, therefore our position.”
“If that is your view, Mr. Ambassador, we—”
“Our position, not merely our view. He has threatened you, as he has threatened us. Clearly
he is capable of blackmailing a nation. We both face a new form of international terrorist, Mr.
President. With such a maniac able to sell out to any number of third world terrorist groups, or
possibly to combinations of them, we are not willing to attempt wholesale control of your
country at this time.
“President Votrin has decided to delay annexation, but only until Mr. Foster is found and
quieted. We are already hunting him down, a matter of days. Meanwhile our agents are all in
place, ready to fulfill their missions.”
“Mr. Ambassador, I’m not going to comment on what you’ve said, except to hand you back
this.” It was the black folder.
“Ah, the document, yes. I rather expected you to react in this way.”
“And we’ve not disappointed you. Now allow me to recap. You’ve just stated that your
position remains unchanged, but that it is Mr. Foster, an individual, that your most powerful
nation now fears. That, with dozens of agents ready to turn our economy to rubbish and kill
millions, your nation is postponing the doubtful benefits it expected from such barbarism in
favor of hunting down a single man presumed… presumed, Mr. Ambassador… to be running
loose in the world? Are you now describing our gentle James Foster as a world terrorist?”
“That is our view of him.”
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“Because his power is potentially more suitable to terrorism than that of your agents?
Because it can be effectively used against all manner of non-developed, non-electronic nations to
subjugate them and make them available for your purposes, intact?”
“Mr. President, if you have already done such thinking, would you hold us less able to
reason the same things?”
“Not at all, Mr. Ambassador. However, there is also the fact that Foster’s type of power is
far better used against a developed, highly technical nation… such as your own… than is the
power you employed in Las Vegas, power that destroys the very substance of the society you
propose to take over.”
“You have described both of us. Do you think that world stability is best served by either of
us having the man?”
“Stability, Mr. Ambassador? Is an attack on one of our cities serving world stability? Is a
threat such as the one represented in that folder serving world stability? We are now each
holding a gun on the other. There is no sense talking about who will be the first to yield. You do
not have Foster.”
“Mr. President, neither do you.”
The president smiled. Greenward and Wagner smiled.
“There is where you are wrong. The example staged for your benefit was created here in this
room, working with our new ‘world maniac’, as you’ve described him. I’m certain he will enjoy
the title. You see, Ambassador, although I offered you the chance to ask for whatever you
wanted for the example, I also carefully considered a problem your people created for us several
weeks ago, namely Las Vegas. As you know, we have never given our people any credible
explanation for what happened there. You yourself admitted that doing so would cause grave
panic across the nation, and I agreed with you. As it turns out, fully half our people believe that
Las Vegas was caused by visitors from space, by a UFO, Mr. Ambassador. They are treating the
thing as they do any subject suitable to tabloid-reader mentality… with apathy and indifference.
“We don’t lose a thing by adding to their belief, and by doing a bit of damage in our own
backyard we conceal the real reason behind damage to your building. Our scientists will have no
better luck identifying the cause… excuse, me… the source than before. It will be interesting,
don’t you think, to see what our tabloid publishers will make of it all?
“As for Jim Foster, he did miscalculate by a hundred feet and admittedly came closer than
we wanted here. The safety of several groundskeepers was on his mind and he was, after all,
using a tiny fraction of the power he might have used so as to give it pinpoint accuracy. It takes
much more concentration to control a tempest such as the one you saw, or to contain a single
building among many others, than it would take to create a monster storm of hurricane
proportions. Much different than indiscriminate destruction over an area the size of, say, a city.
You will admit that he was on the money at your chancery.”
“As you well know, it was far from a little damage that he did!”
“Ah, perhaps he was thinking of those assassins your people sent to dispatch him,
Ambassador. Nasty bunch, including those in Bermuda, but they’re all dead now. I trust none of
your embassy people was badly hurt and that Mr. Foster’s phone call convinced you to be
elsewhere at noon?”
“Phone call?”
“Yes, the one you just mentioned. A bit of grandstanding on my part, I suppose, but
effective, don’t you agree? Foster thought it might work. And as for our training him, it was
quite the reverse. He has trained us, and is training more of us as we speak. If he is, as you so
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astutely pointed out, a freak, then we are all freaks, including yourself, Ambassador, because his
talents reside to some degree in us all. We have already discovered… what is it now, Howard,
three dozen?”
“Nearly. I believe thirty-three last count,” Greenward supplied.
“Well, let’s call it three dozen… outstanding students, all normal people, studying with
Foster, who have already produced what you and I, Ambassador, until a few days ago, would
have called impossibilities, fantasies. And in such a short time! Mankind may once have had this
kind of power. The secret is in the unlocking. It’s an awesome responsibility, don’t you agree?
“Now, I want President Votrin to think about what I’ve just told you, about what has
happened here, and what we did over there in Moscow as well, and find some other solution for
your internal problems. Your people have cost us well over a thousand dead with this desperate
act of terrorism. You of all people should know how Americans deal with terrorists. At the
slightest hint… hint, Mr. Ambassador… of your country’s renewal of this deadly game, I will
unleash our emerging team of ‘world maniacs’ in ways you haven’t yet imagined.”
“If you have Foster, produce him, Mr. President.” Kuchumov glowered. “I will believe you
only then.”
The President of the United States smiled.
“Just keep your eyes open for a man riding a white bicycle around town, Ambassador. Or
perhaps you may even run into him on the tennis circuits. I understand he’s quite good at tennis,
for reasons I’m sure you… as a player of some renown… can grasp.”
FBI Director Allen’s boots were his trademark, but he’d unfortunately chosen to wear them
for his meeting with the president on the south lawn, now the south mudhole. Winfield picked his
way across the mess toward Allen as two bulldozers removed what was left of the Eisenhower
tree and one planted by Lyndon Johnson. The Roosevelt linden had already been hauled away.
Elsewhere, dozens of workers struggled to find and save as many of the rosebushes as possible.
Allen waited, standing in two inches of mud. Under the circumstances, there was no better
place for a brief, clandestine meeting. Practically every person in government wanted to see the
Brown House from a close-up south lawn vantagepoint.
“Thanks for coming over, Bob!” The president’s expression was grim. The men shook
hands. Winfield handed the other an unmarked envelope. “Here’s what we have on the bastard so
far. It’s not much, I’m afraid, but it’s a start. This man is more dangerous to our national security
than any other individual or terrorist organization you can name, now or in the past, and while
I’m talking to you he’s getting more dangerous. Find him and find a way to eliminate him. I want
this man dead. Can you do it?”
“Worse than bin Laden?”
“Worse than all of them put together.”
“We’ve already set things in motion. Unfortunately, the world is a large place.”
“We’re not looking for a citizen, Bob. He’s some sort of wetback, maybe Mexican. We
don’t even know if his name is really Foster. The man to watch is Gordon Whittier, M.D. We all
think he is close to Foster, and in time Foster will contact him. It’s all in there.”
“When that happens, we’ll be ready, sir.”
“Move like lightning. I didn’t give you that envelope just now.”
“What envelope was that, Mr. President?”
“Dr. Whittier, you are free to leave.”
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Wagner delivered the short message in person, not by phone, and Whittier was reminded of
John Hughes.
“Has the situation changed any, Mr. Wagner?”
“Just Bill will be fine, Dr. Whittier. No, I’m sorry to report that the president isn’t feeling
quite himself where you are concerned, but he did wish you well in whatever field you may
choose in the future. His words, sir.”
“He accused me of treason, Bill. What happens now?”
“I think the accusation will be withdrawn. He just isn’t used to having anyone back-talk him,
sir, and you jerked his chain.”
“What about the other situation? Are we going to learn Russian?”
“I’m not enrolled in any courses. You realize, Dr. Whittier, that any reference to that matter
outside of this room is forbidden. That matter is top secret, sir.”
“Why aren’t you making me sign something to that effect,” Whittier asked.
“A signature simply paves the way for legal prosecution in the event of some indiscretion
thereafter. In your case, the president’s word is all it takes. You understand that my statement
applies only when the president is actually involved in such secret exchanges.”
“So in this case, it applies. You are saying, if I read it right, that I’m under a gag order.”
“Without presidential permission, sir, the situation is closed.”
“He’s hunting Jim Foster?”
“No comment.”
“Okay. Bill….” Whittier held out his hand and Wagner shook it. He wasn’t Whittier’s
enemy, and a handshake was all Whittier would get out of his experience. He’d lost everything
else. From this moment on, he’d be living in a goldfish bowl, watched 24 hours a day.
Whittier, Gordon, M.D., a single entry in the A.M.A. register. Never did anything worth
mentioning.
Epilogue
Two weeks later.
Tricia was waiting at the door with her gym bag when Niki Serizawa and two of his students
arrived. The Japanese sensei still attended English classes and had lingering difficulty with
American slang, but he had no trouble reading skills. In the four years his dojo had been open,
Niki’s students had swept local meets. Some had Olympic potential.
A taskmaster of the first order, he separated applicants into two groups: those with desire,
those without. Bullies dropped from his classes in the first few sessions, or underwent personal
changes that corrected their views.
Tricia introduced herself and filled out the required forms. Serizawa watched her from the
first second of her warm-ups. He wasn’t impressed, nor was she. Her timing was off, recoveries
slow, stances poor. Balance, follow through, evasion—all poor.
Niki smiled weakly—she towered over him. “I will say you are… maybe… second Dan.”
“But I was fifth Dan, Sensei.”
“Not any more. You know some techniques, but that is not karate.”
“Will you take me?”
“Will you work?”
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The dojo was open five days. Tricia spent the first week living there, three hours every day.
She hurt all over, every muscle. Her feet, wrists, thighs; all major muscle sets, even her jaws. At
the end of that week, Serizawa’s dojo remained open two additional days. He worked with her
alone. If there had been pain before, it was nothing. He sensed a special student, drove her, hurt
along with her. Three hours a day, seven days a week. Her pain smothered another pain, her
exhaustion fanned a fire searing within. Discipline became the purifier, the assurance she could
do what she knew she would do.
In the third week, serenity replaced turmoil and confusion, resolution took the place of
doubt. Ninety per cent of her skill was mind, and her mind accepted Serizawa’s honing. His
bows took on new meaning. He took her aside at the end of the fourth day of the fourth week.
“You are Kyushi, Tricia,” he told her soberly. “I will arrange your tests.”
Kyushi! Instructor! And the sixth Dan! Yet she had not come for honor, only for Niki’s
training.
“No, Sensei, not now. I do not seek honor from others, only from you. I have something I
must do first.”
“You will return?”
She saw the pleading in his eyes. They’d worked so hard together.
“Yes, Sensei, I will return to you and then you may set up the tests. But only when you again
say I am ready. It is a promise, Sensei. I will go to no other.”
She bowed to him. She was ready.
Boston.
Maggie Clausen tugged her wire cart up over the curb and looked disconsolately at the
wheel that kept coming off. There was no little thing at the end of the axle to keep it on. She’d
wrapped some string around the end, but the string kept coming off and then the wheel followed.
She finally found that a rubber band, crossed over itself again and again, would last until the
wheel wore through the rubber. Then the band would spring apart and she’d have to find another.
They weren’t easy to find. Now and then there was one in a trash container; mostly not.
She propped the cart against a light pole and touched the wheel with her sneaker. If she kept
it close to the basket it wouldn’t fall off right away. The cart was heavy with things Maggie
needed. She had enough clothes until the really cold weather came, but she needed another coat,
something long, and big enough to wear over the one she had. Hers was too short, coming down
only to her thighs, but she wouldn’t part with it. It was real wool, a nice brown color, with a
shiny rayon lining, and pockets, and most of the buttons. Belonged to a man once.
Maggie had a rayon dress, too, but it wasn’t shiny. It was flowered, with some tiny lace trim.
Very delicate, except it was nothing but wrinkles. She had to wear it several days in a row before
it looked like something.
She tested the cart, wiggling it a little to be sure it wouldn’t move, then approached a trash
can standing a few feet from the pole. Nobody noticed her pawing through the contents.
Occasionally something caught her eye and she pulled it out. She kept it if it was something she
could trade. Trading was the key. She knew things others wanted and they had things she
wanted. Maggie had learned how to survive. She was thirty-three. Smart!
A cab pulled up and a woman in a fur coat stepped out near her. The driver was paid and
tipped; he pulled away. The woman turned into one of the expensive shops that lined the block,
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emerging minutes later to stroll a few doors to another store. When she left that one, she browsed
a store window, wearing a look of studied boredom, then turned into that one. She passed
Maggie Clausen twice, seeing no one even though she’d detoured around the woman with the
pitiful wire cart. Maggie Clausen was invisible. They were all invisible. Nobody wanted to see
them; nobody did.
Maggie’s search was not in vain this time. She found a rubber band with some torn
envelopes inside a paper bag. She folded the bag and carefully slipped it next to others in her
cart. Then she sat on the curb outside a coffee shop, feet in the gutter, to work on the axle. She
was hungry, but not enough to worry about. She’d found part of a sandwich the night before… it
wasn’t like going two, three days. She began winding the rubber band around the rusty rod,
going slowly so she wouldn’t harm the rubber. She coughed a bit, stopping until the congestion
cleared, then resumed her work, patting the rubber mound to make it neat.
She became aware of a form standing on her left, bending over, watching her finish the last
turns. Maggie stared into the gutter and waited. She never looked up at strangers, not until she’d
learned first who she’d be looking at. The form remained right there, leaning forward.
“I got somethin’ to fix that, honey, so’s it won’t fall off,” the person said, a woman. Maggie
looked up. “Got a real big safety pin here,” said the woman, gesturing at her three bags of
belongings.
Maggie inspected the other’s holdings. There was a real canvas bag, olive color, with only a
little tear in it. The rest were shopping bags, plastic, doubled and tripled, with string wrapped
around and under, then tied into handles. They were all stuffed full. Maggie knew what was in
them. Same as what she had in her cart; same as they all had.
“You can have this pin,” the woman said, “and I’ll show you what to do with it.” She
waited.
Maggie nodded. The woman wanted to trade something. “What’dya want fer it?”
“I never been to Boston before. What can you teach me?”
“Y’picked a tough town, dearie. Where y’from?”
“Up north, N’ampshire. I figured I better get somewhere before it got too cold. Got a train
ride most of the way, before they threw me off. Walked the rest.” The woman looked at her feet.
“Wore my shoes right down. Now it hurts to walk.”
Maggie looked, too. Canvas shoes with worn out rubber soles, all ragged around the
outsides. The canvas over one toe was covered with greenish paint. The rest of her clothes were
better, but they looked like she’d been in them for weeks. She wore a faded red cloth coat, filthy
at the elbows, with frayed cuffs. Her hair was mousy brown and hung down on both sides of her
face. There was a smudge on her cheek and another on her forehead. At least she’d learned
enough so she wore a skirt. You couldn’t pee just anywhere, and sometimes there just wasn’t any
way to pull down a pair of jeans with people around. Maggie nodded. It all fit. Being a woman
on the streets was harder than being a man.
“You tell me a few places I can go, get me started off right, and it’s yours,” the woman said,
waggling the pin. “It’ll hold the wheel on a lot longer than a rubber band, it will.”
“What’s yer name?”
“Kate. What’s yours?”
“Maggie.” Maggie smiled, showing where her front teeth had been. “I been here long
enough. Lots I can tell ya, if y’wanta stick around. Looks like you been out awhile.”
“Yeah. Two months already, three. I lose track.”
“Yah.” She eyed the pin doubtfully.
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“Here, let me do it.”
Kate sat down on the curb and carefully unwound the rubber band. She gave it to Maggie,
then opened the safety pin and slipped it through the small hole in the end of the rusty axle. She
snapped it shut. Maggie admired the work with a look of awe.
“See, Maggie? It’ll keep it on just right.”
“Yer smart, Kate. How’dja end up here, like me?”
“Smart doesn’t keep away trouble, huh?”
“Yah, don’t tell me, Kate, don’t tell me. Trouble I got. Trouble you got. Got a cigarette?”
“Unh-unh. I can get one for you, you want it, but I’d have to hustle for it.”
“Nah.” She looked at Kate with one eye wide. It was the first time Kate noticed Maggie had
only one good eye. “Hustle? You mean whorin’?”
“Oh, there’s ways without lettin’ them at you, Maggie.”
“Yah, sweet talk. You got better looks’n me. Betcha c’d sweet talk some guy outa his
week’s pay.”
“Nope, but a cigarette, maybe. Besides, only thing about me is I got no scars on my face yet.
The rest is pretty plain.”
“Ya hungry, Kate?”
“Yeah. I forgot what food was the first month. Where’dya go? I been rustling whatever I
could find somewhere. The last two days weren’t so good.”
“Soup kitchen downtown. They make ya pray out loud. That okay?”
“Sure. Praying doesn’t hurt. I got a lot to pray for.”
“You’n me, ‘cept it ain’t helpin’ much. C’mon. We can work our way over there. ‘Can show
you where to sleep, too. Some of the places here, get y’rself raped real quick. Long as you got a
place they can stick it, don’t make any difference who you are or what’cha look like.”
Maggie moved the cart to and fro a few times. The wheel slid up against the pin and no
further. She smiled at her new friend. It wasn’t easy to make friends in the world, not even on the
streets. Nobody seemed to care. They’d take what they could get, but nothing ever came back.
Kate seemed better than most—needed a little education, that’s all. Boston wasn’t the best place
to be on the streets. Woman got herself killed in the park, just a week back.
When they moved to the corner and down Berkely, nobody noticed. Nobody would have
remembered.
Kate Blaisdell and Maggie Clausen—friends. In any other world the match-up would have
been ludicrous, but few in other worlds knew anything about friendships. Acquaintances, yes,
and associations and neighbors. Birds of a feather. Whatever urgings brought people into contact,
the illusions of friendship were tacked on. Everyone had lots of friends, right?
A true friend cared regardless of cost. On the streets, one who cared epitomized the real
essence of friendship. There was nothing to gain, nothing to take away, no one to use. No social
ladder to climb. No status symbols to buy.
And yet there were gains, things taken away, status symbols, even in a society where
survival occupied its members all of each day. There were ways to measure one’s lot against
another’s. A safety pin could buy information, a warm coat was worth whatever else one owned.
If you didn’t have one, you worried about getting it. If you did, and it was worth anything, you
worried about keeping it.
Maggie Clausen worried because her new friend didn’t even have a bad coat. Kate learned
quick, but the nights had that chill that said winter was around the corner. You couldn’t always
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stay where it was warm. Police, they’d kick you out or take you somewhere inside where you’d
get robbed. You couldn’t pick your own place most times, and you were cold, really cold.
They had to find a coat for Kate. Between them, they had four cents. Maggie was adamant.
“You listen, Kate. Now, there’s someplace we kin go, but it’s a hike. Out Lowell way… take
five, six days to get there… but they’ll fix you up.”
“Why? Who are they?”
“Ever’body calls him the Preefesser. Sometimes I heard our kind goes out there… never
comes back. Gets me sorta feeling creepy, y’ know. But some that come back, they got
themselves coats, gloves even.”
“He had some comrades— Turkey—Ivanhoe. Just nicknames. He taught them like they were
family, just as he taught me. Everything. They called him the Professor.”
“You know any of them, the ones that come back?”
“One. Ain’t seen him this fall yet. Might be dead, ‘course.”
“What did he tell you? That they gave him those things?”
“Yep. I din’t believe him, no way, Kate, but he kept on about it. I already had this here coat.
I sure din’t need to trek out there all the way to Lowell.”
“But you’re talking about doing it now.”
“Kate, you need a coat bad an’ yer my friend.”
“And you’re mine, Maggie, a real friend. Someday I’ll find a way to pay you back.”
“Y’awreddy fixed my cart, Katie.”
They were in Malden, two women moving at a snail’s pace with all their belongings in bags
and a wire cart. The way to Lowell was tortuous, told to Maggie by one who’d been no further
than Woburn. There was a spot there where they’d likely meet some others who’d tell them the
rest. It wasn’t as simple as walking—they had to eat, too. They had to!
Maggie was more than happy to let Kate do the talking, but they’d only been lucky once—a
school bus unloading grade schoolers. Three of the kids tossed their leftover lunches into a trash
container right in front of them. There were two whole sandwiches and part of a third, an apple, a
bruised pear and a little box of raisins. They shared the raisins. But it wasn’t enough to get them
all the way and Kate knew it. School buses just didn’t disgorge overfed kids in convenient spots
that often. Kate made the decision for both of them: she’d hustle. She explained it didn’t mean
putting out, but was simply getting the best of somebody because of his own ego. She put it in
terms Maggie understood.
To begin with, they had to find someone worth hustling.
“I used to be pretty good at karate,” Kate told her, “back in high school. That was a long
way back, Maggie.”
“That kickin’ stuff?” Maggie’s good eye was open wide.
“Yeah. My old man made me take lessons. I hated it. He really wanted a son, you know, but
I still remember some things. Maybe we can find a sucker. I’m too hungry to care any more if I
get a few bruises. Whaddya say?”
“Well… it’s dangerous, all that kickin’… ain’t it? I’d rather be hungry than get you hurt,
Kate.”
“Maggie, you’re a dear, but we can’t keep going on no food. Can you think of anything?”
“Not unless we find a soup kitchen.”
“And that last guy said there’s none around.”
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“Yah.” Maggie sat down on a low wall. She was going on stubbornness. “I don’t know,
Katie, I don’t know.”
“Let’s see if we can make some money. Maybe it’ll help to be doing something.”
“I don’t want’cha gettin’ hurt, Katie.” Maggie wiped a tear away.
“C’mon, let’s see if I can do it. You wait here. I’m going to look in a phone book and see if
there’s someplace I can try it.”
She found it in the yellow pages. “Malden Tae-Kwon-Do.” The ad listed fourteen world
class titles. They all did the same thing… there were more world class titles than people. She
noted the address.
Malden Tae-Kwon-Do could have held a world class title for the seediest shack in the area.
It had a fake brick front and a tar-shingle remainder, not matching shingles, just whatever had
been found around. The lot next door was strewn with broken brick and glass from a burned
building, and on the other side was an alley. Yet, the place was larger than most karate centers
and the dirty windows were jammed with trophies. Overhead, a hand-lettered sign attempted a
splash of oriental flavor.
Kate looked it over from a distance. Four cars in front, two on the side alley, all muscle.
Dark windows, pinstriping, halogen lights slung under front grilles, one with skirts. Wide-stance
wheels, low-rider tires. Over the years, men followed the same patterns wherever they were.
She returned to her friend.
“I found it, Maggie! You have to give me about an hour, or less. Lots less if I forgot how to
hustle.”
“Yah. You be awful careful, Kate. I’m not stayin’ here; I’m gonna be right outside waitin’.”
“Okay, Maggie. Right across the street, there’s a place you can sit. It’s a bus stop.”
She straightened herself a bit. How would she do it? She was filthy, a tramp. Nobody would
have anything to do with her, unless….
“Hey, you… what d’ya think you’re doing out here?”
“Me? Oh, nothing… just lookin’ in.” She pulled her nose away from the dirty glass.
“Well, you’re bothering us. Get outta here!”
“You all beginners?”
“What?”
“I asked are you all beginners? Sure look like beginners!”
“You slimy tramp! Get your ass away from my window.” The belligerence of his first
barrage was gone. Was he curious?
“Hey, I may be outta luck, mister, but I ain’t dumb. They’re doing everything wrong. I know
plenty about carrat. Never mind, I’m goin’!”
“You trying to insult me?” He came toward her.
“Yeah, ‘cept I’m right an’ you know it. You’re fleecin’ them good. Well, I’m outta here!”
“Not so fast, kitten. Lemme give you a little advice. It’s not healthy going around telling
strangers you know karate.” He drew out the word, so she’d know how it was pronounced.
“Somebody’s gonna take you up on it and you’ll be eatin’ your teeth. Got it? Now, get your ass
outta here.”
“Shit, put me up against any of them! I ain’t eaten in two days and I can still whip anyone in
there. Maybe I oughta open up a place and take their money, like you. You the owner?”
“I’m the Sensei here.”
“What’s a lesson worth t’ya, sensee?”
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“Forty dollars for a beginner’s course, in cash. Don’t even come in here unless you take a
bath and get de-loused.”
“You got me wrong, honey. What’s it worth to you for me to show you how it’s done? Want
a real lesson? Ya gotta pay me.”
He looked at her, at her clothes, then shook his head in disgust.
“Hey, you got a shower in there, I know you do. You let me shower and fix me up with one
o’ them fancy robes and I’ll take on every one of your boys, ten bucks a pop! For every one I
don’t whip, I’ll give you back ten. Double it and I’ll do ‘em two at a time. I won’t hurt anyone,
‘cept if I lose more’n I win, I can’t pay you nothin’.”
“You little tramp! Get out. Don’t come back!”
He turned and yanked the door open. She stared through the window again, pressing her
nose against the glass. In forty seconds he was back, leaning out the door. He crooked his finger
at her.
“I been overruled, tramp. There’s a few in here’d like to see a little more of you, know what
I mean? Get your dirty ass inside before I change my mind.”
“Unh-unh, I don’t take that kinda insult. I got my pride.”
“That’s all you got, sister. Okay, okay, come in and you got a deal, but for crissakes, use
some soap!”
She didn’t dare look over at Maggie. They were waiting for her inside, eight of them. She
bored into every leering face on her way to the back, where the Sensei indicated showers. This
was the dangerous part. Nobody except Maggie knew she was there, and she had to strip in the
presence of nine men. Had they other plans?
“What about that robe?” she asked before leaving the practice floor.
“There’s three hanging back there. Take any one you want, kitten. It’s called a gi.”
“Thanks. Better practice good while I’m cleanin’ up.”
She heard their guffaws, punctuated by a wolf whistle. Oh, well, the money would be up
front.
She returned in four minutes. The shower felt good, and she wanted to stay in it forever, but
there’d be another in time. There was a full gi sized close enough, and several belts, one black. It
was ratty and torn, but she chose it automatically. She had nothing to wear under the jacket part,
but nobody was going to hand her a leotard and, besides, after first contact they’d forget about
her body.
As she approached the room where they waited, she could see them lined up as for formal
competition. Their intentions were to mock her, and the snickering continued. But when she
appeared the mockery ceased within a heartbeat. They knew! Knew by her movements, her
poise, composure, manner, her projection of every element of protocol and competition, every
gesture, every honor. Her posture was exquisite. She moved with assurance born both of
experience and the confidence she’d re-gained in Atlanta. They knew with her first bow. They all
knew with her first face off and initial moves. With her absolute silence.
When the first of them yielded to her lightning combinations, they all knew they’d been
hustled; every one.
Maggie sat rocking herself across the street from the center. She had a habit of humming to
herself when she was uncomfortable or waiting for something. She was turned away so that her
good eye didn’t catch Kate’s return.
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“Maggie, dear,” Kate spoke softly, but even so her friend jumped. “I’m back.”
“Oh, my God, Katie, oh you scared me so!” She saw the money—eight ten dollar bills—and
grinned. “Oh, MY!”
“I was pretty good, Maggie. See what I got for us? Here’s half. We can get us some food,
Maggie!”
“You didn’t get y’self hurt?” She clutched the bills and stuffed them into her side pocket,
not wishing anyone to see she had real money.
“A little bruised on one shoulder, that’s all,” she lied. “It doesn’t hurt real bad. This makes
me almost forget it hurts at all.”
“Oh, Katie!” Maggie put her hands against each cheek and smiled. Her eyes actually
twinkled, she was so happy. With forty dollars each they could eat ‘real good’.
“Whatcha going to eat, Maggie?”
“Oh, my. Oh, I don’t know, Kate, I don’t know! Oh, bless you, Kate. Oh, bless you.”
Maggie wanted a bowl of chili, with onions on it. And crackers. They found a Wendy’s and
Kate did the buying while her friend sat outside. Nobody inside Wendy’s said anything, but Kate
got a lot of stares because of the way she looked. It was her clothes, and the old coat with all the
dirt on the sleeves. But she felt better after her shower and the guys she’d beaten had left her
alone. She’d been polite to them, trying to avoid making any of them feel less a man for having
been beaten by a female tramp. In return, they respected her privacy even if they saw their next
few beers walk out with her. She’d given them a lesson in a subject all too often forgotten—
humility.
Kate decided on chili, too. It was hot and filling and cheap. She put lots of onions on it, and
croutons from the salad bar. What could they do to her? Everyone raided the salad bar. They
both took plenty of time, savoring their chili together. Maggie kept the plastic spoons. Then they
started out again, going until after dark. On the way out of Malden there was a house for sale,
where they slept on the porch, out of sight. It was a lot easier sleeping when the ache of hunger
was gone.
Lowell was a huge area northwest of Boston by over twenty miles, more if you had to go to
the far side. The trek took six more days. They walked the whole way, eating once each day.
Kate bought them each a quart of golden ginger ale and saltines for munching in between.
Crackers went a long way if they were eaten just a little at a time.
At the meeting place outside Woburn, they learned how to reach the next waypoint, where
someone else would take them to the Professor. That was the way it worked. Both of them were
following directions with blind faith. It rained three of the days, and was cold the rest of the time,
but the bad weather only drove home Kate’s need. They reached the spot where a big rock
looked like a frog, and found the lane leading into a forested area. It had taken eight days of
walking to travel twenty-seven miles.
Maggie’s wheel stayed on the whole way.
At the end of the lane a log house awaited them. A dog was lying in the yard, unchained but
quiet. He stood and yawned, stretching before he came to greet them with tail awag. His name
was Hercules, Herk for short. The man directing them knew the dog and described him. They’d
made it! Maggie and Kate hugged each other there in the driveway. They’d made it and they
even had thirty-seven dollars left between them.
And each other.
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They all went up the front steps together, Maggie and Kate and Herk. Kate knocked three
times. The doorway filled with a man holding a newspaper. His glasses were pushed up on his
forehead as he looked through the screen.
“Well now, Herk, who’ve you brought us this time?” The door was swung aside and Herk’s
owner smiled at the two women who’d walked from Boston. He was a stocky man, nearly white
hair, full beard but carefully trimmed. Past sixty.
“Maggie Clausen and Kate Blaisdell. Come on in, we’ve been expecting you. There’s hot
food on the stove, unless you aren’t hungry.”
Kate gaped. “How… did you know who we were?”
“Word travels, Kate. I’m John Hough. My friends call me Ivanhoe and you should, too.
Come, I know you’re starved. Jane made meatloaf and potatoes. Her own gravy, too. Fresh
bread.” Two rows of perfect teeth smiled at them.
Maggie moved as in a dream. She was in a real house! She smelled the meatloaf and other
delicious things, and suddenly she cried. John put his arm around her.
“It’s all right, Maggie, it’s all right. Come, Jane’s waiting. She wants to meet you.”
Kate followed them. In the kitchen, Jane Hough held out her arms in welcome. She sat in a
wheelchair, braces on her legs. “Come in, come in!” she said, her voice strong and as warm as
his.
Kate stared. She couldn’t help herself. A table was set for four: they’d been expected! The
Houghs must have been following their progress every day. She struggled to understand a system
that allowed them to endure days of ache and wetness and cold and hardship. And yet, there was
no car in the yard and no tracks made by other cars. Perhaps there’d been no way to help them.
Perhaps the two places were set for anyone who came along, not just for them.
Yet, John knew their names, and which name went with which. At dinner, Kate asked him.
“You see, Kate, the Professor must be the smartest man anywhere, because I was an
ignorant bum when he began teaching me things. He couldn’t have started with anyone dumber.
Janie here was a lot smarter, but she was worse off. She contracted polio when she was ten, and
they ignored it. Out on the streets without a working set of legs, no education and no future.
Today we have high school educations and the papers to prove it. I got all my teeth fixed and
Janie got wonderful medical attention and all. We earn a little money here and there, enough for
this house and land. Janie tutors kids in math and I tutor English lit. We work with people like
you and Maggie, but only if you want to climb back to where you fell from badly enough. That’s
the whole thing in a nutshell, Kate. You have to want it so much that you’ll put in that extra
effort. You and Maggie walked almost thirty miles in rain and cold weather, just to get a coat for
you. That kind of effort is what it takes.”
“She hustled, too,” Maggie piped up. Kate tried to shush her.
“Tell me,” Ivanhoe smiled. He piled another piece of meatloaf on Maggie’s plate and ladled
some gravy on it.
“She earned us some money, she did. Hurt her shoulder, too.”
Ivanhoe peered over his glasses at Kate.
“We had four cents and no food.” she shrugged. “My father made me learn karate when I
was small, that’s all. I challenged some men, for money if I won, and I won. They weren’t very
good, I guess. Anyway, they didn’t have to pay me. They didn’t want to.”
“She WHUPPED ‘em good!” Maggie added, vigorously swinging her bent arm in an arc.
“What if you lost, Kate?” Ivanhoe watched her expression. His question was pointed and
quiet.
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“If I lost… then I guess I would’ve really lost. I… I don’t know what they’da done then, I
guess. I never stopped to worry about that… we needed money. It was the only thing I could
think of.”
“But you won.” He nodded thoughtfully.
“Yes.” She met his gaze. Was he testing her? Had she disclosed too much talent to be on the
streets?
“How did you know you were going to win? That you had a chance?”
“I… I guess I looked at the cars in front, and I knew that they went with… with owners who
were probably doing it for all the wrong reasons. When I learned karate, I saw that kind of
person lose all the time.”
“You went up against trained people because you believed they would lose? From studying
their cars?”
“Yes.” She put down her fork. Jane had been silent for quite a while. She was nodding at her
husband. Tricia turned to her. “Was that wrong?”
“No! It’s just that you amaze us with what you did, Kate.”
“But why? We needed the money. Maggie was hungry, and so was I. There weren’t any
soup kitchens around.”
“Kate, you and Maggie walked all the way out here to get you a coat,” Ivanhoe smiled, “and
all the time you could probably have taken one from someone else, someone who didn’t know
how to fight.”
“But… but I don’t do things that way!” she protested. “I’m sorry but that—”
“Relax, Kate, it’s all right. We already knew what you’d say.” He reached over and patted
Jane’s arm and she smiled at him. Then he looked back. “Kate, I know you came out here only to
get that coat, and you’ll need it… that one won’t do it, but there’s something else before you
return to Boston, if you intend to return. Do you?”
Kate looked at Maggie, surprised. Where else was there to go?
“I… well, we never talked about doing anything else. I guess I figured we’d go back.”
“Yah.” Maggie echoed.
“Almost thirty miles, sixty round trip, for a coat? Before you make any decisions, I want
both of you to meet the Professor,” he said. “I know you came thinking he’d be here, but he’s so
busy that a few of us help him. Roy and I are his ambassadors, so to speak, and there are some
others minding the supplies and other things.”
“You should go!” Jane urged.
“Yes, tomorrow. Tonight you stay here. We’ll get your clothes all washed and you can each
soak in a nice tub. Sleep in a bed, one for each of you. Jane’ll keep you company. Do you think
you can stand it?”
“Mr. Ivanhoe, that sounds s’good I think I’m dreamin!” Maggie showed her missing teeth
but her face was aglow. “Whaddya think, Katie?”
“I… oh, darn….” Kate’s eyes were watery; she turned away for a moment. “I’m sorry,” she
said between her hands. The tears were working for her, for once in her life. She’d looked at
Maggie and that had done it. When was the last time Maggie had slept between sheets?
John Hough looked thoughtfully at his wife. It wasn’t every day they discovered someone
who might be acceptable to the Professor. He still had that thing about those he added to his
inner family, and they’d all learned it. The best thing to do was to present reasonable candidates
whenever they appeared, then wait and see.
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Kate was certainly unusual. She showed education. Education and guts and compassion and
pride. And now integrity. How did such people end up on the streets? They did, of course, and a
few had found their way into the Professor’s small family, but not often enough. Not nearly often
enough.
Ivanhoe stuck his head out of the Professor’s study and beckoned to Kate. Maggie had
preceded her, but that had been part of his plan. He had no intention of deceiving Maggie or
hurting her feelings, but it was Kate he’d really prepared Graham to meet. He’d told of the things
he’d already learned. Graham shared his interest in the girl immediately. They had too few
women with talents and compassion. Men had a difficult time teaching women, and women were
often too soft of attitude to turn their qualifications into anything useful. Sometimes that was part
of why they were on the streets—not enough of one thing, too much of another.
As for Kate, that would depend on exactly how Graham felt about her after the meeting.
He looked up from his desk at the woman standing before him, tall and straight, with hands
clasped. Not at attention; at ease. She seemed to be examining him with unusual interest. Blue
eyes. Irish? Irish usually had either black hair or blonde. Hers was neither, a nondescript color.
How would he describe that color?
The grandfather clock behind him interrupted his opening words with its chiming of ten
o’clock.
“Well!” he laughed. “What better introduction than a concert of chimes? Kate Blaisdell, I’m
pleased to make your acquaintance. That comfortable-looking chair is for you. How about it?
Will you spend a few minutes chatting with Ivanhoe and me?”
“Yes, I’d be delighted.” She turned. Ivanhoe already had the chair at her knees. She sat with
a model’s precision, knees properly set.
Her emergence would begin.
“How did you get here, Kate?” Graham began. “I’d like to hear what pushed you onto the
streets? Have you ever told anyone?”
“Yes, a few. I don’t mind telling you. I was in love. The man I loved was very special. He
loved me, too, so much that he wouldn’t subject me to a great deal of agony and danger he knew
he must endure. I experienced some of that danger with him, that agony. There were powerful
people who wanted him dead, who were trying to kill him. Some of them raped me.”
She watched him as her words poured out in an easy, storytelling way. Graham Foster!
Almost forty years earlier he’d sheltered a small, terrified boy and now she was sitting opposite
him. He was everything she’d imagined: strong, wise, a leader. How could anyone have forced
such a man to abandon his original destiny for another?
“I was at his side when these people took him against his will. I was determined to get him
back, to rescue him. Some friends and I did just that, but those who’d taken him began hunting
him all over again. He knew that some of them would succeed, and either kill him or imprison
him unless he disappeared, went underground. I wanted to go with him, but he said it was too
dangerous. He wouldn’t let me go because he loved me. Shall I continue?”
“Please, Kate,” the Professor said. He gave Ivanhoe an odd look she pretended she hadn’t
noticed.
“He grew up on the streets, starting as a small boy abandoned in a strange city, terrified and
cold. He told me about his life, everything about his life: his father, friends, his childhood. He
really loved me, you see, and he chose to share his deepest secrets with me, including the real
reasons men were trying to kill him.”
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She took a breath.
“They wanted his special power to use for their own ends. He was a man who knew how to
fly, living among others who could only walk. The proper place for gods, his father told him,
was not among mortals. Those who could only walk would kill him. Shall I go on?”
“Please!” Graham was staring directly into her eyes, and she into his.
“His name… his real name… was Luis. He never knew his last name. When he left me, he
said I would never see him again. But I assured him that, no matter where he went, I would
follow him and find him. I would allow no one else to decide for us whether we would be
together. I knew how much he’d learned of the ways to exist outside of the system. I knew how
thoroughly he’d learned to disappear, and that he’d do it again. I knew how he’d achieved his
education and that his father got a grade of 97 on that test. And I knew that I would never find
him… or you… unless I earned the right, unless I learned what he already knew, learned
something no one can teach. That is why I arrived here in the way I did, Mr. Foster. I intend to
find him! I love him and I will not be denied.”
There was a sudden tension in the room, amplified by the ticking of the grandfather clock.
Ivanhoe shifted position and coughed quietly. Graham was a block of granite, a wall where once
there’d been a smile. She waited, still meeting his gaze.
“Well,” he stated finally, his tone different, “that’s quite a story, lady! You actually expected
me to believe that you deliberately chose to live as a penniless woman on the streets, to become
Kate Blaisdell?” He turned to Ivanhoe. “I should have listened to you, John. She’s not what she
pretends to be.”
“I’m not surprised that you doubt me, Mr. Foster, but that is precisely what I chose to do;
what I did.”
“Starting when?”
“Four months and about twenty-five pounds ago. In Washington.”
“I want the truth, now. How much did you start with?”
“Nothing. No ID, no money, no credit cards, not even change.” She’d prepared herself. His
stare was meant to strip her bare, expose any lie, any distortion. Yet an immense calm settled on
her with the knowledge that he couldn’t. None of his questions needed lies. She had done it, just
as she had promised herself. Everything! The toughest assignment of her life!
“Clothes?”
“What I wore… a skirt, sweatshirt, some old oxfords. Socks and underwear. The shoes
lasted a month, the next ones were sandals. I’ve even worn flip-flops. I found these sneaks in a
trash bin behind a diner in Rhode Island.”
“Thumb rides a lot, did you?”
“I walked, Mr. Foster… every foot of it. Baltimore, Philadelphia, Newark. Hartford.
Providence. Then here. Those were the cities… skipped New York. I learned the detours and
where to go, the soup kitchens, safe places, shelters where there were any. Sometimes porches,
some barns, under bridges.”
“Always on your own?”
“Yes.” She kept her eyes leveled at his. “I was determined to learn everything I could about
existence on the streets, by doing it, living it the way I believed Jim had before he came here.
Nothing less. I told him I would prove myself in a way he could never guess, that he could never
doubt.”
Graham looked expectantly at Ivanhoe, who took the cue.
“Robber’s Roost. Ever hear of it, Kate?”
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“Campground below a big cliff along the river in Naugatuck. It’s on the path. Man and
woman ran it. His name was Tim and he had red hair. There were cabins there, but they were all
used. I had to sleep on their porch. It was a hot spell… bugs got me good. Ask me another.”
“Lowell Corners?”
“Outside Weymouth, a trailer park near a reservoir. It’s on the path, too. Everybody I met
said to go there. Do you want to hear my whole itinerary? I can recite most of it, right down to
the rats.”
Graham listened stolidly. There was a moment of awkward silence before he spoke again, as
though he was thinking of his next question.
“How did you get around New York City?”
“Up 9W on the Jersey side, then crossed over at Bear Mountain Bridge and went over
through Brewster and Danbury to Sandy Hook. There’s a safe place there. I stayed on the small
roads, walked railroad tracks when they were handy. Found enough clothes to keep from
shivering to death. Found a big plastic sheet with paint all over it, used that when it rained. I even
slept inside it. It’s in one of my bags right now if you want to check.”
“No help from anyone? No money from friends or family?”
“None, except for information from others like me, men mostly. There are a few who
wished they hadn’t figured me for an easy mark.”
“I can well imagine.” Graham sat for a few more moments, his gaze softer, kinder. He shook
his head sadly, then nodded just a bit. “You’ve learned a lot in four months.”
“Not enough. I need to know one more thing… how to find Jim. I intend to be his woman no
matter where we go.” She took a breath and sat very straight.
“John, when this woman walked in here to meet me, she was Kate Blaisdell, Maggie’s
friend. Whatever you believed about her is a story we both better forgive her for. She’s really
Tricia O’Dell.” Graham never took his eyes from hers. “She’s one helluva woman, John! She
learned to fence when she was eight. Certified for scuba at ten. She’s fallen free for twelve
thousand feet before opening her chute, raced modified stock cars in open competition and won,
and whipped those foolish enough to come against her in the arena… holds a fifth degree black
belt in karate. She earned several national-class marksmanship trophies before she was sixteen.
She holds a degree in journalism, third in her graduating class. Her point grade average when she
graduated from U of M was 3.94.”
“How did you know all that?” she gasped.
“I take particular interest in someone my son decides to talk about, but he didn’t tell me
everything. I contacted Maryland U. myself. I’ve talked to people who knew you, Tricia. The
only thing I didn’t prepare for was meeting you this way. I know quite a bit about the woman Jim
left behind and just how much of himself he left behind with her.”
“Do you believe he was right, Mr. Foster?” She was having difficulty breathing, but she’d
not allow tears.
“About not taking you with him then, yes. About thinking you couldn’t match his skills
outside the system, no. It took great skill for you to be sitting here, Tricia. Skill… and unusual
determination. I thought I could not be deceived. You proved me wrong. And I compliment your
amazing portrayal of Kate.”
“Goes for me, too.” Ivanhoe added.
“Then….”
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“His name is again Luis, Luis Amaru. Amaru was among the greatest of the Inca. The name
was adopted by a Quechua named Condorcanqui, some time later. He very nearly overthrew the
Spanish, against impossible odds. Jim and I both thought it was a good choice.”
“Luis Amaru,” she repeated.
“You’ll need a passport to do this, Tricia, and a driver’s license would help. We can also
make you a birth certificate. The streets produce some interesting talents.”
“Yes. Oh, yes! But….”
“Your name? You’ll have to choose a new one. Later, when it’s safe, there are ways to
change things again to something you prefer.”
“I’ll do whatever is best, take any name. What name would you suggest? What do I look like
to you?”
Foster glanced at Ivanhoe as if looking for inspiration. Then he returned to her.
“It’s only a suggestion. I think if you dyed your hair black, you could pass for Spanish. Blue
eyes run in some bloodlines. Maria is common.”
“Maria.” She said it slowly. “Yes, I think I could be a Maria. My middle name is Marie and
my natural hair is black anyway. Would my last name be Spanish? I don’t speak any Spanish.”
“Close. Your last name will be Quechua. It will be Amaru.”
“Amaru? But that’s….”
“His name, yes. Make the most of it, Tricia!”
“I certainly shall. And I have one other favor to ask.”
“Name it.”
“Do you have a good picture… of Luis Amaru?”
***
Tricia called at the time they’d set up, the number they’d been using, Ray Ryan’s number.
Mike held a key to Ryan’s downtown apartment in return for certain other favors, notably on the
golf course. It was a secure way for her to talk. None in the Washington area connected Ryan
with O’Dell any other way than over a little white ball.
They’d kept contact that way since she’d left. Mike had begun to relax about her wellbeing.
After all, he’d trained her to handle herself in places like Marrakesh and Istanbul. Why not a few
cities on the way to Boston?
“Mike, I’m all right.”
“Great. Any progress, kid?”
“Loads! I connected with Graham. Listen carefully, Mike. My name is now Maria Amaru.”
She spelled it. “I’m going after Luis Amaru, y’dig?”
“Got it, honeychile. Any idea where?”
“Yes, but it’s not a sure thing. You’ll never guess.”
“Bermuda.”
“Daddy! You weren’t supposed to guess!”
“I’m my daughter’s father?” he offered. “So you’re going after him.”
“Silly. Of course!”
“You’ll need money, Maria. Twenty thousand already set up, more if you need it. You know
the routine. Same access number as last time.”
“Pay you back, Mike. I only owe you fifty million.”
“Only way you can do that is to land that guy!”
“Sounds like you approve.”
“Yep. A little windy sometimes, but otherwise….”
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“Would you give me away to him?”
“I suspect you’re giving me fair warning, kid, but yes. Anyone you’re that nuts about has to
be okay. I’m looking forward to a longer visit next time.”
“So is he. Mike, I need something else. I wrapped it before I left.” She told him what to look
for and what was inside the box. “Send them to Maria, no last name, care of John Hough. H-o-ug-h. Here’s his address….”
***
Bob Tennyson’s expression was as grim as his visitor’s. Mike O’Dell was no friend of the
FBI, yet Tennyson had two daughters of his own. He studied the man carefully before speaking.
“We have photographs and negatives of your daughter being raped and sodomized, Mr.
O’Dell, recovered from all three men involved. The prints were developed in a darkroom
belonging to the senior man, so we are quite sure there are no other sets. They’re not pretty. I
recommend you not look at them. Do you understand my reasons?”
“Yep.” Mike nodded. He drew a deep breath.
“The charge will be kidnapping and rape, Mr. O’Dell. Kidnapping will be hard to prosecute
successfully, I’m afraid. We’re dealing here with an experienced field agent’s perception of a
situation where his judgement was the basis for actions taken, however flawed they might be,
and until the facts are all sifted we can’t really be sure of how distorted his views had become.
It’s often difficult to evaluate a situation accurately with only some of the facts. According to the
agent’s report, he believed he was seeing something radically different from anything we’ve
been able to prove was happening. We are investigating that aspect of it at this moment.
“Rape is only slightly less problematical. Two of the three appear in the pictures in
sufficient detail to allow a reasonable match of physical features, at least of lower portions, plus
the circumstantial evidence of possession of the photos. We need your daughter’s testimony, as
well as her formal complaint in her own behalf as she’s reached majority. Yours alone is not
enough, unless for some reason she requires a legal guardian.”
“They drugged her to the gills, Bob. She thought there might have been two men, no idea
what they looked like or what was done to her. All we have is my own doctor’s confirmation that
she’d had penetration. She was banged up a lot, too. They were rough.”
“She can’t identify the men?”
“No. She kicked the man who initially confronted her in Bermuda, hard enough to break
some ribs, after he and an accomplice used a needle on her. After that she remembers nothing at
all until waking up in a sandlot south of Baltimore.”
“That complicates things, though you’ve added another piece of evidence. Look, Mr.
O’Dell, we have before us a serious alleged crime or crimes that may have been committed by
three of our own. Now these men are misguided to be sure, perhaps even borderline psychos in
need of professional help. However, none of them have been convicted or even involved in any
other crimes, however small, so your daughter’s testimony is absolutely essential. Any good
lawyer would have a field day with circumstantial evidence. If the photos showed the men’s
faces, or if your daughter could absolutely identify the men who allegedly raped her, we’d have
what we need here.”
“Who are the men? Can you tell me?”
“No, sir. I doubt you would know them anyway.”
“As long as one of them isn’t Joseph A. Fitzsimmons,” Mike stated, “then I guess I couldn’t
care who the bastards were. One psycho’s no different than the next.”
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Bob Tennyson took a long breath. “I’ve…… there’s another way to handle this thing. We
have departmental procedures that can be brought to bear where our own people have stepped
over the line. From what you tell me, your daughter may be able to shed light on only a fraction
of the truth. Under cross examination in a civil court, anything not defensible would be tossed
out, making the case that much weaker. Perhaps she can testify to what happened leading up to
the point of being allegedly drugged, but again there’s the specter of a good lawyer who’ll claim
that a situation involving violence is always suspect where precise testimony is involved. Even
Tricia’s kick might be turned around to show that she was operating in a state of confusion,
didn’t know the men involved, and later connected that confrontation with her rape. However,
I’m concerned about possible longer-range problems that might come of this, Mr. O’Dell. Even
if it turns out that she indeed was drugged, there might be some other forms of mental trauma
that she—”
“What departmental procedures?”
“What?”
“What internal procedures would you apply to this case, Bob?”
“I can’t speculate….”
“Bob, I’m a newspaperman. I can easily get copies of your procedures and guidelines. What
I’m asking, man to man, is what you think the punishment for this type of act might be, using
internal procedures. Opinion only.”
“Well, assuming we have a motive….”
“Revenge, Bob. Let’s not beat this thing to death. You didn’t tell me his name, I told you.
He tried to get back at me for the thing that cost him dearly seven years back. You don’t have to
say anything, just hear me out.” Mike leveled his gaze. The other man was not his enemy. “I
studied Operation Gray, Bob, and everything about the man who ran it. Way back then I saw
some real indications of mental illness, and I thought others here saw it too. Apparently your
people didn’t put him where he couldn’t do any more harm. As for him or the others not being
involved in any other crimes, I believe you meant to say they were never caught in any other
crimes.”
“You may be right, Mr. O’Dell. He’s not my man and I can’t speak for others, but if there is
a weak case when this thing is prosecuted, he still may be able to beat it.”
“How the hell can he beat it?”
“Bottom line? A good lawyer will stress you and your daughter to every possible limit.
Court delays, assassination of her character, exposition of the pictures and discussion of every
sordid aspect of them, a hold on your personal lives for two or three years. The negative image of
the Bureau will, unfortunately, help these men in a court of law, because of the popular
perception that the FBI is out to get every decent citizen somehow. Since that perception can be
easily reversed under scrutiny, the men involved here will get a free ride on the court’s fresh
perspective.”
“You’re telling me that three men can brutally rape a woman and get away with it, Bob?”
“Not really. I guess I’m saying that, after it’s over, the punishment meted out to these three
may be far less than anyone might think, based on my experience, and the victim will be
victimized once again in the process. We see a lot of rock solid cases blown away by clever
lawyers, Mr. O’Dell. It’s discouraging, but we keep trying. If I were to guess, based on the men’s
background and records, I’d say they would not be convicted of the rape or the kidnapping, but
might be probable accessories to rape and innocent of the kidnapping.”
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“Accessories? In other words, someone else raped her and gave them the pictures and
negatives? Someone else dragged her out of—”
“No. They definitely brought her here, but their perception was that it was a proper move. A
perceived felony was observed, et cetera, et cetera, somehow connected to drugs and money
laundering. I’ve read the field agent’s report. I think it’s worse than horseshit, but again, my
opinion doesn’t count. As for the pictures, she was seen, according to his report, leaving the
airport in a stranger’s car. She was hitching a ride to get away. It was there in the airport that she
kicked the agent, while escaping, not in Bermuda. Again per his report. Someone else took those
pictures as she was raped, and then mailed or delivered them to the agent.”
“Aw, c’mon, Bob. How would anyone know where they were to go? Why?”
“These are the questions that turn my stomach, too, Mr. O’Dell. They’re so airtight when
you ask them the first time, but imagine this. Your daughter has our agent’s name and address on
her, for whatever reason you might dream up, say something as innocent as ‘Hey, baby, why not
look me up sometime’ on a note. He stuffs it somewhere on her person. The rapist or rapists
search their victim, find that note, and realize they have a shot at a little blackmail money.”
“You’re stretching it, Mr. Tennyson.”
“Right. Do you think a good lawyer won’t?”
Tennyson saw the look of resignation. He’d done his best to present it as he felt it should be
presented. Yes, stretched was the word. But there’d been other times where the evidence was far
more damaging and the perpetrators had gotten off, with a slight rap on their knuckles by an
understanding judge, after years of delay and agony for those who’d been victimized. There was
a saying in the Bureau: every crime brought to prosecution produced two sets of victims, those
victimized by the perpetrators, those victimized by the courts.
“All right. What will happen if you use departmental procedures, Bob? Paint something for
me.”
“Probably the senior agent will be retired with severe loss of grade and minimum pension.
Probably he will find himself with a permanent record of departmental misdemeanor that,
because it has to do with the Bureau, will follow him all his life. Probably, Mr. O’Dell. The
junior men may be drummed out, and their records will follow them similarly. It may not sound
like a lot, but no matter how perfect these men’s records might have been before this, the
blemish will find its way into nearly every aspect of their future, even into their credit histories.
Frankly, I think it’s severe compared to what a civil court may hand out.”
“What happens then? Are they just turned loose into society? Who’s to keep track of them
afterward?”
Tennyson smiled. “That’s something I didn’t think I had to tell you, Mr. O’Dell. We have
somewhat of a reputation for such things.”
Mike left the oppressive building and began walking, letting the sunshine soothe away his
anger. Tennyson had been more than forthright; he’d been right. Trish’s life was all ahead of her.
There was no value in looking back, not now. No point in dragging her through the nightmare of
the courts and the degradation that would come with it. Not even if the men were convicted.
Three men; one most dangerous. The other two had done the act, but they were incidental.
Maybe the Bureau would keep track of Joseph A. Fitzsimmons, maybe not, but even if they did
they’d have company. The Beacon had its staff of investigators. The Beacon had alliances with
other papers and their investigators. Unless Fitzsimmons chose to live on the streets, he’d be a
marked man for as long as Mike cared to trace him.
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He’d send a message to Joseph A. Fitzsimmons. He’d keep sending it, to any new location
Fitzsimmons moved. He’d send it to any place Fitzsimmons worked. He’d send it to any place
Fitzsimmons played. “I know where you are,” the message would say. That was all. He’d sign
each one.
The punishment would begin.
Bermuda.
Helen Lundin never ever took calls before eleven, though her private number was used only
by friends, because she rarely got to sleep before four A.M. She habitually had espresso at
eleven on her terrace, liberally laced with liquors, along with orange juice and toast points. Her
cook and housekeeper, Adele, served breakfast no sooner than noon.
Tricia couldn’t have known any of this, because she’d gotten the private number indirectly.
Lundin was active in Bermudian society. She’d bestowed substantial cash gifts on the rescue
and fire departments. The junior league softball teams enjoyed better equipment, thanks to her.
The money had, after all, come from Bermuda. She was merely giving back a small portion, tax
deductible.
Helen co-owned and managed The Different Drummer. She was forty-ish, a Swede, married
twice, divorced twice. She’d come from England eight years earlier, raised poodles—not
children—and built an enduring reputation as a devotee of the arts. But the arts she most enjoyed
were somewhat physical, stemming from an earlier career on various intimate stages throughout
London, where generous men were the predominant patrons during and after her performances.
She’d used her small fortune to purchase a luxurious home, paying the vastly inflated rates
outsiders paid, and involved herself with the politics of the island nation. When the years of
slumping tourism hit Bermuda, Helen was among those suggesting certain changes to Minister of
Tourism Bakey, and helped him sell those changes to others.
The Different Drummer was her creation.
Tricia gleaned the phone number from the Bermuda Kennel Club. She wished to speak to
someone who knew most about the standard poodle and its recent history in Bermuda. The club
secretary was happy to supply Ms. Lundin’s personal number.
“All right, Maria, I don’t recognize the name but you have my number. How did you get it?”
“Through an interest in poodles. I want to talk about something else, though. I have
something of value for you and I want something in return.”
“I see. A swap, or is there profit in it?”
“Both.”
“What is it?”
“How about The Club? Say, at two?”
“You have my private number and choose my favorite hangout for a meeting spot! Did you
know that?”
“Yes.”
“May I ask how you knew that?”
“I sat at the table across from you yesterday, wearing a red dress.”
“I remember you. Are you a poodle fancier?”
“I know nothing about them.”
“Why did the Kennel Club listen to you?”
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“Let’s say I know my way around.”
“Yes, you do… and you’re on. I had something else planned, but this beats that. Make it
three o’clock, but let’s not mention dogs. I think I’ve seen my last poodle.”
Tricia arrived first, wearing a short, white dress with gold jewelry and earrings; modest, yet
form fitting. The choice of dress proved correct. Helen zeroed in on the figure in white, sitting at
one of the tables alone.
She’s striking enough—confident, young and clever. When was the last time someone found
your number without your giving it? I wonder what she has that I need? I thought I didn’t need
anything.
“Hello, Maria,” Helen offered her hand. The handclasp was brief, but firm. She sat down,
and Maria nodded at the waiter watching.
“I’ve ordered Spanish sherries, Helen,” she said. “Would you care to change it to something
else before Howard runs away?”
Helen gaped.
“Suddenly I feel naked. Is there anything you don’t know about me? How long have you
been studying me like this?”
“Since yesterday. I needed to know you before this meeting. You see, I have a story to tell.”
“May I smoke?”
“Of course.”
Howard set down the sherries, smiled, and left. He’d been tipped twenty minutes earlier.
Maria watched her table guest light up and take a sip of her favorite sherry.
“Now, Maria, what is this all about?”
“Part has to do with Different Drummer, the rest is a love story.”
“Start with the love story,” Helen grinned. “I’m a sucker for them.”
The afternoon disappeared quickly and they ordered dinner. Helen thoroughly enjoyed her
part in the conspiracy, but there was also Maria’s solid suggestion for the Drummer. Why hadn’t
the same idea occurred to her earlier? It might indeed correct a troublesome and expensive aspect
of the club. Certainly it would give the D.D. a leg up on others straining to duplicate her success
and, as Maria had pointed out, might even increase the club’s popularity.
She had eight male bouncers each night at the Drummer, primarily because male ego forms
abounded there. Competition between men triggered most problems, but her bouncers often
became fuel poured on fire. She’d keep just one, for balance. Maria’s plan eliminated the rest,
seven payrolls with them, and the girls would find the training beneficial wherever they went. It
was almost a fringe benefit of working at the Drummer.
Training would be right there on the dance floor, during the afternoons. The equipment cost
was nothing, and when the course was running well, Maria would recruit her own replacement as
trainer. A trainer’s pay was miniscule compared to seven payrolls!
Any girl who danced or worked for Helen Lundin would develop skills in karate and Aikido,
a sobering thought for any male whose bluster was designed to impress some girl of the moment.
One didn’t think of slugging one girl on the way to impressing another, even if one thought it
possible.
Tricia left The Club on a high. If Graham’s prediction came true, Jim would pass through
Bermuda sometime soon. He’d written from Barcelona, a lonesome letter Graham let her read,
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talking of Bermuda. He wanted to visit all the places he’d been with her, he confessed, to say
goodbye to whatever of her remained inside, in his heart.
He’d be drawn to the Drummer, to the same table! There’d be two dozen pairs of eyes
watching for his appearance, knowing what he looked like from a picture she carried. They’d all
be in on it. Romeo and Juliet, with a happy ending.
It was the stuff of Hollywood—except for what she planned when they called her.
Costa Del Sol.
He’d done it! Ten million dollars carefully skimmed from the casinos of London, Paris,
Austria, Italy. From Monaco, Athens and Bern. Ten million in small amounts—sometimes five
thousand or ten, but not more—before moving to another pit, another floor, another
establishment. Nobody cared, nobody saw him as a big winner, just an average player, at times
was behind the house by ten thousand or more.
It took particular skill to beat the wheel under the watchful eyes of four overseer levels, each
looking for anomalies in the actions of the ball or those of the players, but games of chance were
themselves a challenge to beat the house. “Beat me, if you’re smart enough!” was their message.
Every player conformed to a statistical norm. There was no reason, there could be no reason, to
exclude a player departing slightly from that norm, for that would amount to saying that all must
guarantee to lose.
Jim Foster guaranteed nothing. Those who ran the games were content things were as they
always were, that they earned their money through their own diligence and the willingness of
gamblers to gamble. A stupid gambler lost big, a smart one lost small. His pleasure was his
reward. His entertainment was his reward. His habit was his problem.
Jim Foster had no habit. His was an art form. The money, most of it in bearer bonds, reached
an address in the vicinity of Boston. The rest stayed, soon to be joined by an equal amount for
another destination.
Luis Amaru, Indio, lowest form of life if one was white in Peru. He wore a small stone
amulet around his neck on a silver chain, and his clothes were conservative for the places he
visited. His life style was anything but flamboyant. He frequented local gyms and worked out
three times every week, swam when he could. Sometimes he rented a small boat for a solitary
sail. He read ravenously. Occasionally he drank, but always alone… with photographs of Tricia
before him, taken the day they heard an owl together.
Nobody was following him, but they’d tried. They’d destroyed Whittier, broken him for
refusing to give them what they demanded. He’d never get the recognition he so deserved for the
incredible magic he’d worked, never any grants for his clinic, never a penny from his
government in this or future administrations. He’d been discredited, driven to close his clinic.
They’d still be watching him, waiting to see if he’d be visited, but they weren’t good
enough. The plan took form. It took him just four added weeks to collect the first gift. Those who
could fly need not walk.
Bermuda.
Helen Lundin hired by looks, fundamental measurements and sex appeal, not by aptitude for
martial arts. Just eight of her staff nervously agreed to train in the first class, but after seeing
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what it was all about, five more signed on. They spent two hours on their own time per
afternoon, half lecture and demonstration, the rest hard work.
The single male student was Helen’s choice of permanent bouncer. Larry Tilden was large
enough at six feet four and two hundred twenty pounds, and he wanted to learn. Maria used him
as a teaching aide, showing why Aikido worked without needing brawn or muscle. Larry liked
being thrown and they all got plenty of practice. In three weeks most were showing excellent
instinctive moves. Another three weeks and Helen could drop the bouncers she wouldn’t need.
They’d already been told. Four had lined up jobs at rival clubs.
There was a noticeable change in the way the girls performed their major job. Those
working the round platform in the center of the dance floor appeared to Helen more relaxed.
There was a lighter atmosphere in the club, more spontaneity. Everyone was having a better
time. Her girls controlled things, and with their control came more latitude in teasing. With that,
control of another kind. Her cash registers showed the difference.
“He’s here!”
“Yeah, we’re positive,” a second voice said into the shared phone.
“It’s him, Maria, at the table. Just like his picture, except his hair’s different.”
Tricia’s pulse jumped. Jim! Oh, Jim, please, let it be true.
“He came in about nine, by himself. Sandy says he reserved the table at opening time, that
specific one, even paid for it. That was at six. He’s back… he’s the one. Sandy wanted to be
sure.”
“What name did he use? Did she say?”
“Lou something. Just Lou, I think.”
“Is he… with someone? Now?”
“Nope, just looking around. Not even his shirt off.”
“Don’t let him leave. I’m on my way!”
“Hurry up, Maria!”
Tricia flew into action she’d rehearsed for weeks. Everything was laid out, ready. Even her
driving time was down to the nearest minute. There were still no drive-yourself cars in Bermuda;
she’d bought a car of her own.
Watch out, Foster. Here I come!
He’d considered the danger. Returning to Bermuda was dangerous, but any who knew he’d
been taken in Bermuda didn’t know the other reasons he might have chosen for being there. A
sailing race was the reason given Winfield and the Secret Service agents. James Foster came for
the BSH, no other reason.
It was winter now, off season for sailing races. Why else, if not the BSH? Vacation? A shot
in the dark, at best. Who’d think he’d return to a place where he was known by face and
reputation, and why? Who’d stake out all of Bermuda for five months? He’d left no trace. There
was really nobody there who’d recognize him, not in December.
He flew in from London, arriving at 3:00 P.M. and registering at two hotels. After a brief
stop at the Different Drummer, he dressed in a tuxedo and stood across the lobby at the Sonesta
Beach Hotel, quietly watching people leave the middle elevator. He ate alone, in a small booth in
Lillian’s, where he drank a whole bottle of champagne with his dinner, by candlelight. When he
left, he returned to the door where she’d handed him the same key he had in his hand now and let
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himself in. There, he leaned against the balcony frame and looked across the water at the fading
light. His vision was at times blurred.
Every fiber of his being screamed with the injustice of it all. He’d shown the walkers he
could fly, and they were trying to kill him. They would fail, as long as he remained a loner, but it
was so much harder now after Trish. Leaving her behind had torn him apart. He’d allowed
himself to love with all his heart, only to have the one he loved put in jeopardy. He’d dared share
his life with another, and in that sharing he’d brought risk and danger. It would always be that
way. Gods had no right even thinking to walk among mortals. He’d loved someone who couldn’t
fly. Graham Foster’s Code was his code now. He’d tasted the institution, the power of political
expediency, and now he had his own personal tragedy. He’d lost Trish, and with her his spirit.
There was one more place to go in breaking the spell of their love, a small table in an
impossible setting where two people had joined in a romp of the senses before joining hearts.
There was no hurry; he’d paid for the table. Simply a case of re-running the film to see if he’d
missed anything the first time. Lot’s of skin. Lots of temptation, action, fun, excitement. The
eternal pursuit for others, not him. None of it was for him, not any more.
He might, someday, seek the company of someone pretty, someone with the right things in
the right places, but she’d be a bimbo, an anyone—he’d make sure of that. It was the only way
he could live now. The eternal pursuit would remain purely physical, whimsical, without
meaning. Played by a god in hiding.
There would never be another Tricia.
Larry Tilden was at his post, monitoring the front door. He ran his eyes over her with an
expression of awe. He’d never seen her in anything except street clothes, or a gi.
“What do you think, Larry?” She smiled.
“Yowee, Maria! Nothin’ but naked girls all around me and I can’t see anyone but you.”
“Thanks. This is my goddess outfit.”
Her earrings sparkled beneath jet-black hair falling in soft waves. Around her neck, a single
strand of matching stones accentuated the plunge of the pink dress. The final touch was a single
silver bangle on one wrist. That, and silver sandals.
Under the dress was goddess of the purest form.
He nursed a beer and watched. The music was louder than he remembered and everyone was
shouting above it. Had it really been that loud, or had she made everything seem so much better?
Nothing else seemed quite the same either, just skin and boredom. After seeing it all, what was
left for the imagination? It was too predictable, too safe. Well, good morning there, and what was
your name again? Who remembered names the following morning? Who cared?
The music changed. It was one of Trish’s favorites, full of guitars. He closed his eyes and
his head fell back. Why was it so hard letting go? Move on, forget. This was all part of it, part of
letting go, of convincing himself she was gone. He winced at the memory of her tender touch
when she’d said goodbye. His breath caught in his throat and he clenched his teeth, his breath
escaping through them.
Then again, it wasn’t such a bad ending, hearing something she’d liked. He’d walk out now
and never look back. He’d never return to the Drummer, or Bermuda. Yes, now was the time,
while her favorite music played.
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She started onto the floor with the first notes of the CD Julie spun for her. She could see
him, above the spectacle on the dance floor, sitting there on the second tier. His head was back,
eyes closed. Had he remembered her favorite piece?
When he opened them and began to rise, he saw her. She’d just stepped through an elevator
to cross the lobby of the Sonesta Beach Hotel, towards her destiny. There was no one between
them. Dancers parted before the goddess in the pink gown and, as a wave, closed behind her.
Her body sent her message.
He was on his feet, coming for her, charging through the tables, never seeing them, down
from the dais and onto the floor.
“Trish!” he cried above the music, halting abruptly, eyes burning into hers.
She slowed, tilting her head, closing the distance until they were a step apart.
“My name is Maria Amaru,” she smiled, “and I am here for my sailing lesson. We have a
contract, remember? And I will not be denied.”
Glenwood, New York.
Whittier left his desk to let the puppy back in. Clouds filled the chilly November sky,
scudding past a half moon, and snow was predicted. The hill country south of Buffalo could get
two or three feet of white stuff while Buffalo got either a dusting or nothing at all. Somebody
north of the city, in Getzville for example, could tell with a glance south whether it was worth a
trip to the ski run at Kissing Bridge. No weatherman was needed to see the thick cloud covers
that lasted sometimes for days over the hills.
The puppy was a gift from his staff at the now-defunct clinic, closed due to lack of funds.
He was an Irisher, a male four months old. Whittier’s previous setter had succumbed to old age
and he hadn’t wanted another, but at first sight of the puppy that was all forgotten.
He named the dog Shuffles.
Shuffles walked his new master three times a day, once in the morning, once at night, and
once again at night for good measure. All setters knew masters needed more than one walk at
night.
Nights brought another chore that Shuffles tossed off with special energy. Setters were
expected to keep their masters amused. It made little difference that a master was writing
something every night at the big desk, because if a setter knew anything at all, he knew how to
interrupt. If all else failed, a monstrous ‘wuoOOOff’ did the trick, coupled with a little fast
footwork. Shuffles’ upper lip, one side or the other, would hook on top of his lower canine tooth
in a great, puffy bulge. All Whittier had to do was look at the goofy sight and his concentration
was shot. Then they’d play, and that would produce a definite second walk. Masters were
predictable that way.
Shuffles came inside and made his usual complete tour of the house, upstairs and down. The
process could consume an hour, during which Whittier returned to what he’d been doing. He was
writing about Jim, the complete story, in defiance of the president. If nothing ever came of it, at
least it would be on paper and out of his soul, but there was a second and perhaps more pressing
reason. If something happened to Jim, as Winfield promised, there’d never be an announcement,
nothing in the papers, no notification of kin. If Jim died running from the powers of two nations,
who’d supply an appropriate eulogy?
Nobody could stop the printing of Jim’s story then. A publisher would pick it up in a flash.
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A quarter of it was drafted. Manuscript he’d typed was stacked on one corner of the desk,
fresh paper on the other. In the far corner of the room, crumpled pages lay strewn around the
wastebasket, covering the bare wood floor like the aftermath of the Rose Parade. While Shuffles
toured, Whittier edited. Yellow tack notes were stuck to copy, front and back, when he ran out of
room for pencilled changes. When he got weary of editing, he turned again to his typewriter.
His concentration was broken by the fluttering of the top paper in the finished pile. It left the
top of the stack and, for the briefest of moments, hung suspended in air before falling on the
floor in front of the desk. Whittier couldn’t leave it there. He tried to tell himself he’d pick it up
later, but it nagged at him. Finally he got to his feet and picked it up. There! Back on top. A
check of the French doors to be sure he’d closed them, and he returned to his chair.
The paper lifted again, this time fluttering above the desk a longer time before it again
slipped away to land on the floor. Whittier stared. Something was open in the house, somewhere.
Some kind of draft was hitting his desk at just that corner. He held his hand over the stack but
felt nothing.
He got up a second time and recovered the errant page. This time he put his stapler on top of
the pile and stood for a moment to see if he could detect a draft, but there wasn’t a hint of any.
So he started again for a third time, eyeing the pile suspiciously as if the stapler might not be
enough to hold the damn things down. He typed a single additional line, the last he’d type that
night.
The pile of fresh paper on the other corner of his desk abruptly became airborne, with sheets
flying everywhere. Whittier started to grab for the remainder, then realized what was happening.
Three quarters of a ream of typing paper had become so much oversized confetti in less time
than it had taken him to react.
His hands tingled. There were no doors open, or windows. He knew there were no windows
open! Nothing was coming from anywhere outside; it couldn’t! The temperature outside was in
the low forties. He’d feel such a draft.
It was Jim! He was there, somewhere outside, watching him!
Whittier raced feverishly to the French doors and flung them open. At his feet was a box,
and on the cover, in hand-printed characters:
$10,000,000 BEARER BONDS
Why walk when you can fly?
Jim & Tricia
“JIM!!!”
Whittier cried the name into the darkness at the top of his lungs. He listened, but there was
nothing.
Only the wind.
The End
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Author Bio
Gerry spent most of his first sixteen years studying the piano, reading everything in print
and ruining as many staged events as possible just by appearing in them. His promising career as
a concert pianist came to an end when he found it involved hard work. Instead he entered
Northeastern University. In return for his promise never to return there, he was handed a degree
in electrical engineering. Misreading that as encouragement, he began a career in avionics
engineering. When the engineering industry learned his true value, he wisely switched to sales,
but divorce unhappily followed. He later met and married Lori, continued in sales, then launched
his own business, selling it ten years later.
The high-speed automation and robotics industry kept him occupied until 1990, when he
took a brief sabbatical with Lori, his bride of twenty-eight years by then. They set out on a fortyfive foot ocean-sailing yacht, managing to terrorize most of the Canadian Maritimes and eastern
seaboard for over a year before ending up in the Bahamas, where fortunes ran out. Not one to
fret, he immediately wrote his first novel, “Then Is The Power,” typing furiously to see how the
story ended, while Lori plotted a course for Florida.
While in Florida, he worked in automation and learned to herd nine cats.
Shying away from the purely technical, he enjoys writing character-driven stories dealing
with human shortcomings, a topic in which he has a great degree of personal expertise. His latest
hobbies are gardening and remembering the cats’ names. He no longer sails, and the world is a
safer place for it.
There are those who believe he should give up writing for the same reason, but so far no one
has come forward with an acceptable bribe.
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Fire Owl
No matter how James Foster tries to use his paranormal gift for the betterment of his fellow man, society is just not
ready.
Wealthy, brilliant and highly respected, Secretary of the Interior Benjamin Howland believes America can be
restored to world greatness only if he takes over government and declares martial law. All it will take is a healthy
dose of national panic and upheaval...
“Electronics and science buffs will enjoy Gerald W. Mills’ precise description of the deadly owl aircraft. Add
to his scientific and engineering expertise his mastery of narrative and language, of suspense, taut drama, and
character creation, all of which rise to a peak of excellence in this tale of conspiracy, murder, and arson at the
highest levels of government. ”
Reviewed by Dr. Florence B. Weinberg, author of The Storks of Caridad.
“In Fire Owl, the very talented author, Gerald W. Mills, uses his considerable imagination to give the reader
another great adventure where James has become aware of an extension of his ability. While James Foster is
learning to use his new talent, Secretary of the Interior, wealthy Ben Howland is considering a scheme that will give
him control of the government, a scheme so frighteningly real, the reader will be checking the newspapers to see if
they've caught the man and his henchmen.
The question is: Will James Foster be able to learn to control his new talent before Howland puts his plan into
its final stages, an action that would ravage the country from coast to coast and cost countless lives. Or will those
who hunt Foster, be successful in capturing or killing him first.
Highly recommended reading for any reader searching for excitement with a difference. A book you won't
want to put down and one you will want to read more than once...”
Reviewed by Anne K. Edwards

No Place for Gods
Las Vegas has just been destroyed by a power unknown to science, and you are the United States president. You're
in shock as a foreign ambassador hands you an incredible document claiming responsibility for the destruction and
giving you twenty days to prepare your country for annexation.
[Note: Formerly titled "Then is the Power." Author's preferred edition.]
“If you like fast-paced plots built around man’s untapped powers, you will love Gerald Mills’s superblycrafted novel of international confrontation, where atomic arsenals count for nothing in a power struggle of a
different kind.
All power is neutral. Its wielders promote good or evil with it. Then Is The Power pits human failings against
triumphs, cold logic against great leaps of faith, and confirms what we already know: mankind is not ready to inherit
the greatest powers of all--those mankind may once have had.”
Reviewed by Uri Geller, internationally known author and psychic.
“I’ve given out five-star reviews before, and I stand by them. But just once, I wish the rules would let me give
out a six-star review for Gerry Mills’ Then Is The Power....”
Reviewed by Michael LaRocca, author of “The Chronicles of a Madman.”
“A thriller with an international flavor, where the innocent are hunted, the knowledgeable hurt, and the guilty
are extraordinarily powerful.”
Reviewed by E. L. Noel, award-winning author of “The Threshing Floor.”
“One of the best books I’ve read in a long time. This excellent novel is so suspenseful that the reader won’t be
able to put it down once he or she opens its cover and becomes immersed in its thrilling world. Mills has done an
outstanding job in every respect. The plot is a roller coaster! The characters are fully developed, believable, and
interesting, and there is a well-considered back story to the plot as a whole and to the individual situations and
characters involved in the story’s non-stop, heart-pounding action. By all means, buy a copy of this great novel. It is
well worth the price.”
Reviewed by Gary Pullman.
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“Then Is The Power is an incredible read! The plot takes several spins through fast paced action and drama. It
poses the questions of was this the unknown power of the Incas and other past civilizations like them? And, if we
had these immense powers now, would mankind self destruct?”
Reviewed by Joy Spear, for the Murder & Mayhem Book Club.

The Mudslinger Sanction
When Dr. Gordon Whittier is kidnapped for bait, Jim sets out to rescue him against all odds. His powers are pitted
against ruthless murderers, a brilliant computer hacker, the FBI's best, and the clock in a race to save Whittier's life.
All he has to work with is a trail of clues and his talents, but to succeed he must learn to use his force against theirs.
FIVE STARS.
“Gerald W. Mills again shows his mastery of technologies of all sorts: computer, helicopter, oil refining; his
knowledge of geography, geology, weather patterns, medicine, the vagaries of the law, and the power of the press,
not to mention his command of English, his wit, and his breakneck storytelling. Did I mention his ability to paint
characters we come to know better than our own family?”
Reviewed by Dr. Florence B. Weinberg, author of “The Storks of La Caridad.”
“Hang onto your hats!! Author Gerald W. Mills will take you soaring with Jim Foster in this thriller as he sets
out to rescue an old friend who is being held hostage. Jim’s special talents will be desperately needed as he and
Tricia track the kidnappers.
The Mudslinger Sanction is a fast-paced, action-packed tale that will keep you on the edge of your seat as it
unfolds with the world as its stage. Danger lurks on every page.
The second in a series, Mr. Mills has created a set of characters that will keep you reading as they set
themselves against the odds in this adventure into the unknown. Hunted, Jim becomes the hunter.
A modern thriller guaranteed to satisfy any reader with its intrigue and treachery, this tale comes highly
recommended by this reviewer. Read and enjoy.”
Reviewed by Anne K. Edwards, author of “Death on Delivery” for eBook Reviews Weekly
FIVE STARS out of five
“When a reader gets wrapped up in a story, it’s with the understanding that, in the end, the author will deliver.
That the reader’s faith will prove warranted. With Gerry Mills, this is certainly the case. I was happily whisked away
for several hours into a world that comes from the author’s imagination. And when the read was done, I was quite
pleased with the outcome.
There’s more to a book than plot alone. There are characters you genuinely care about, readily distinguishable
from each other and equally interesting. Characters at odds, with the reader able to understand and even sympathize
with all sides. There are places to be brought “to life” through description. There’s wit, humor, plenty of subplots,
language, a dozen other things that all need to be there. In the case of The Mudslinger Sanction , they are. The
characterization is especially strong, given the large number of characters we meet. I feel like I know everybody in
here. This is as close to real life as fiction gets. Go get it.”
Reviewed by Michael LaRocca, author of “The Chronicles of a Madman.”
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Don’t miss any of these other
exciting suspense novels

¾ Fire Owl - Book 3
of the James Foster series
(1-931201-85-4, $16.95 US)
¾ No Place for Gods - Book 1
of the James Foster series
(1-931201-86-2, $19.50 US)
¾ The Mudslinger Sanction - Book 2
of the James Foster series
(1-931201-11-0, $15.50 US)
¾ The Focus Factor
Darrell Bain & Gerry Mills
(ebook, $6.50 US)
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Order Form
If not available from your local bookstore or favorite online bookstore, send this coupon and a
check or money order for the retail price plus $3.50 s&h to Twilight Times Books, Dept. FW506
POB 3340 Kingsport TN 37664. Delivery may take up to four weeks.
Name: _____________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________
Email: __________________________
I have enclosed a check or money order in the amount
of $__________
for ________________________________________ .
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If you enjoyed this book, please post a review
at your favorite online bookstore.
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